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PREFACE 

 

 

Social change is an intrinsic feature of all societies across the world. The pace of social change is variegated 

depending on spatio-temporal factor; but majority of Sociologists and Philosophers across the globe are on one 

consensus that social change has accelerated due to the advent of science and technology at empirical level. In 

evolutionary process of science and technology, mass-media has contributed immensely towards change - be it 

social or ideological. Among the different facets of mass-media, cinema has played a key-role in not only 

revolutionizing the media world but in the impact it has exerted on social and ideological life of human beings 

in all walks of society.  

Indian cinema has a distinct feature of its own as India as a country is distinct in the world. Different races, 

religions, tribes and communities thrive and survive at the same time. So the impact is reciprocal, that social life 

exerting its impact on cinema and cinema influencing social life. The traditional values, norms, rituals, customs, 

beliefs, folk-arts, folk-traditions, and literature in India are all in the process of change due to the impact of 

cinema and mass-media.  

1913 saw the introduction of full length feature film in India called Raja Harishchandra directed by Shri Dada 

Saheb Phalke. The post World-War II saw the change in the technical and conceptual element of Indian 

Cinema. The glorious past and cultural diversity of India was ref1ected in films. Regional cinemas had their say 

too, that was quite assertive. By this, Indian cinema became more porous which continued till date. So, when 

we celebrate hundred years of Indian cinema, we must inevitably celebrate this plurality, along with more 

generic sense of 'Indian-ness' element too.  

Today cinema also tends to incorporate the element of ethics, more like a 'moral-police'. The Socio-

Philosophical elements especially concerning Indian scenario has been the governing factor of Indian cinema.  

Therefore, Indian cinema has not remained at its dormant stage as it was way back in the past. Hundred years of 

Indian Cinema has seen the uprising of social and philosophical upheavals, cinematographic and artistic ascend 

with ethics and morality as objective (or subjective) mirror giving moral lessons. The teleological aspect of 

Indian cinema has been many – art and aesthetics, social issues, philosophical aspect - wrapping over all Indian 

life: but above everything tending to give and serve as 'entertainment and reformation of society’ respectively.   

EDITORS 
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Introduction to the theme of the Seminar by the Conveners   

 

I 

 

At Cannes Film Festival – 2013, the great living legend of Indian Cinema, Mr. Amitabh Bachchan said, “We 

have progressed tremendously in these last 100 years to be accepted not just within India but overseas as well is 

a fantastic feeling.”  

Yes, I am proud to be part of this seminar as Indian Cinema is almost winding up hundred years of its inception 

and my institute, Ramniranjan Jhunjhunwala College its fifty years of its inception. This was our dream, mine 

and Dr. Mishra’s to have a seminar on Indian Cinema. Dr. Mishra belongs to Department of Sociology and I 

belong to Department of Philosophy; therefore sometimes I find we belong to sister departments; and believe 

me I perceive these two subjects as ‘identical twins’ (but sister twins).                                             

Viewing issues and challenges of Indian Cinema over these hundred years with its Socio-Philosophical 

Perspective cannot be done in two days, probably it will takes days; but nevertheless, this is our humble attempt 

to dissect the Indian Cinema World and see through it – how it has been a tremendous influencing factor then 

and now on our society and our everyday philosophy of life; so also how Indian Cinema has been moulded by 

society and normative philosophy of everyday life. Ours being the largest country (more than thousand films 

annually) has enhanced our aesthetic realm by producing great films, directors, producers, actors, technicians, 

lyricists, musicians and so on and so forth. The experimental films produced by Mani Kaul and Kumar Sahani 

brought Indian Cinema at par with world film makers. Guru Dutt, Bimal Roy, Satyajit Ray, Mrinal Sen, 

Rithwick Ghatak, Basu Bhattacharya, Adoor Gopal Krishnan, Jabbar Patel, Shyam Benegal, Syed Mirza, 

Govind Nihlani and many others put Indian Cinema on the World Platform and stand parallel to Andrei 

Tarkovsky, Michelangelo Antonioni, Armando Olmi, Ingmar Bergman,  Jean Luc Goddard, Majid Majidi, 

Akira Kurosawa and many other.                                                                                                                         

In retrospection – directors like V. Shantaram, Bimal Roy, Guru Dutt, K. Asif, Mehboob Khan, Raj Kapoor, 

Kamal Amrohi,  Rishikesh Mukherjee, Basu Chaterjee, Shakti Samant, Nasir Hussain, Ramesh Sippy, Yash 

Chopra and many more who took cinema as a passionate art form and produced films those which can never be 

erased from our minds. They have left such a deep impact on us that even when you think of any of their films 

you are on a mystical-transcendental realm rooted on this earth.    

The new wave, the young breed of film-makers took us to a post-modern world, where story may not matter, 

but history plays a pivotal role. Directors like Shekhar Kapoor, Anurang Kashyap, Anurag Basu, Nagesh 

Kukunoor, Gauri Shinde, Anusha Rizvi, Mahmood Farooqui, Anand Gandhi and others asked the audience the 

questions which definitely have answers in themselves; it is something like this – ‘no reason can also be 

explained with help of reason.’                                           

 Let me stop here. Cinema has infinite facets and we have number of paper presenters, paper contributors, and 

keynote speakers, who will go live in this seminar and give us a complete cinematic and cinematographic 

experience of ‘Hundred Years of Indian Cinema – Issues and Challenges in Retrospection (Socio-Philosophical 

Perspective) that is happening for the first time in the field of academics. Thank you.                                                               

                                                                                                                                   

 

  Dr. Amita Valmiki 
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II 

 

 

Bollywood, or the Hindi film industry is an industry in the true sense of the term. From the time the first Indian 

sound film, Alam Ara was produced in 1931 till the present decade, it has showcased different aspects of Indian 
life traversing through myriad themes, be it comedy, romance, thriller, horror or drama. 
 

However, there has been a changing trend in the representation of Indian films through the years. The way 
movies were made then and depiction is completely different from the way it is done now. While earlier movies 

revolved around the struggles of the common man, there was a gradual shift to romance, action based and 
comedy films. So there were very tropical issues dealt with where the focus was realistic aspects of life like "Do 
Bigha Zameen". There was a gradual shift towards light romance pervading the environment with the complete 

focus on human relationships that was the Rajesh Khanna era. Example - films like Kati Patang, Aradhana. 
However this phase eroded by action with the angry young man movies Amitabh Bachchan emerging as a 

superstar with writer-directors like Salim Javed. But the focus of depiction was now underworld based stories 
filled with hardcore action sequences like Dewar, Kala Pathar, Trishul. Side by side there was co-existence of 
cinema made like Shyam Benegal catering to a very small educated audience but this was completely devoid of 

commercial elements and actresses like Smita Patil and Shabana Azmi, they were the protagonist in this phase. 
Raj Kapoor was one of the film makers who used to convey social message through commercial cinema and 

Yash Raj Films’ production at this time though was into action and masala film but slowly and steadily now 
they started venturing into romantic comedy with globalization. The foreign locals are now used for shooting 
and today there is a fusion of commercial and parallel cinema. 

 Hollywood and Bollywood are taking steps towards each other. Crossover cinema has become very common. 
Thanks, to people like Anurag Kashyap, Ashwarya Rai, Gurinder Chadha, Meera Nair, Deepa Mehta and so on. 

People like Amir Khan, A R Rehaman took Bollywood to Oscar and made world to take notice of Indian-ness. 
The current phase embarks on technological developments and radical value changes ushered in by 
globalization. The content and paradigm shift has been triggered by a strong, urban oriented multiplex culture. 

Thus Indian cinema has not only transformed but has also brought about far reaching changes in the Indian 
milieu. 

 

 

Dr. Shashi Mishra 
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Message from the Principal 

 

 Greetings from Ramniranjan Jhunjhunwala College. 

 

The college is celebrating its golden jubilee in this academic year 2012-2013. All departments have organized 

academic programs. We are proud of the Departments of Sociology and Philosophy who are organizing 

Interdisciplinary Seminar on “100 years of Indian Cinema – Issues and Challenges (Socio-Philosophical 

Perspective) on July 5th and 6th, 2013. It is very interesting that our institute is celebrating its 50 years, while 

Indian Cinema its 100 years. So the Seminar has double celebration to its credit. Hope that the papers you find 

in this publication of the proceedings raises certain interesting debate, discussions and come out with important 

decisions which were not voiced until now. 

On behalf of the management, staff and students I wish the seminar a grand success. 

 

 

Dr. Usha Mukundan 
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From the desk of the Secretary of Hindi Vidya Prachar Samiti 

 

On the auspicious day of Shri Krishna Janmashtami, the 15th August, 1938, the enlightened people of Ghatkopar 

and the nearby suburbs witnessed the birth of Hindi Vidya Prachar Samiti, with the objective of the educational 

needs of the Hindi speaking community. The Ramniranjan Jhunjhunwala College came into existence in 1963. 

The main aim was to impart higher education, knowledge and human values to a large section of the society. 

The college is celebrating its Golden Jubilee this year.  

In the last fifty years the college has emerged as one of the most prominent institutions affiliated to the 

University of Mumbai. 

It offers courses from junior college to PhD to more than 9000 students. To further enhance the abilities of the 

students the college also conducts add on courses. In the quest for all round development of the students the 

college encourages numerous co-curricular, extra-curricular, cultural, sports, NCC, NSS, entrepreneurial 

development cell, and extension activities. 

 

Our Vision  

 To empower students through focused teaching and research.  

 To foster a world of joy through sharing and learning.  

 To create and enhance teamwork and leadership qualities.  

 To excel in interaction through the art of communication.  

 To provide extension services to serve self and society.  

Our Mission  

 Knowledge in all ambrosia.  

 Academic excellence with character development.  

 Enthusiasm is the propelling force behind our success. 

Our Achievements  

 NAAC Accredited ‘4 Star’ 2001. 

 ISO 9001:2000 Certified 2007. 

 ‘Best College’ by University of Mumbai 2008. 

 NAAC Re-Accredited ‘A’ Grade; IMC RBNQ Award ‘Performance Excellence’ for the year 2009. 

 ISO 9001:2008 Certified 2010. 

 ‘Best Teacher Award’ by Government of Maharashtra 2011. 

I am extremely happy to know that the department of Sociology and Philosophy are organizing this seminar. 

The subject and sub-theme chosen for the conference is of great importance not only for research scholars but 

also to the delegates from all over India who are expected to participate in this seminar. I am sure, such a 

seminar will enable experts across the country to exchange their ideas and get benefit from it. I extend my warm 

greetings and felicitations to the organizers and participants, and wish the Seminar every success. 

 

 

Dr. Rajendra Singh 
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Fore word 

When Dadasaheb Phalke, the father of Indian Cinema, released his epochal feature film ‘Raja 

Harishchandra’ on 3
rd

 May 1913, it is unlikely that either the exhibitors or the pioneer film-

maker realized they were unleashing a mass entertainment medium that would hold millions in 

sway for the next 100 years 

                                                                                                   - Ms. S. Kothari (A.I.R., Mumbai) 

Cinema has been an expression of myth & reality, fiction &non fiction and aesthetics. By and large it has 

entertained millions from the time it was made. Indian cinema has been reflection of ethos and culture of India. 

It is believed   cinema is about escaping from life, but much depends on the filmmakers, how they portray 

reality in the entertainment form. 

While today we are celebrating hundred years of Indian cinema, it is worth while to have a reappraisal of its 

achievements, challenges, evaluations and   purpose. India is rich in its languages, tradition, beliefs, folklores 

etc where cinema has influenced. Innumerable artists have contributed immensely to bring Indian cinema under 

the global canopy. Some  brilliant minds like Satyajit Ray, Adoor Gopalkrishnan, Arvindan Ritwik  Ghatak, 

Kumar Sahni, Mani kaul, Gautam Ghosh, K  Balachandar, Mrinal Sen,  Sai Paranjpe, ,Shyam Benegal  and 

many more have produced phenomenal cinema which   brought  glory and recognition  to  Indian Cinema. 

Today   with technical and scientific advancements, the making of movies is no longer the same.  Indian cinema 

especially has taken long   strides and made leaps to move ahead in the world cinema.  Regional movies have 

brought many feathers to the crown of Indian cinema. The uniqueness lies in the way Indian cinema has 

portrayed social issues, economic problems, political concerns, religious conflicts powerfully and meaningfully.  

Watching a movie is not just obliterating boredom and monotony but it drives home messages, profound ideas 

and thought provoking moments. No cinema guarantees solution to the so called problems of mankind but to 

see the problems squarely and see the reality and learn to accept life as it comes. In our country Cricket and 

Cinema have transformed the minds of people by bringing about unity in diversity. They have played immense 

role in contributing towards communal harmony and peace in the society.  

Cinema is a complete package of story, plot, direction, acting, direction, makeup, song, dance music and 

photography and many more. Apart from this, Indian cinema has dealt with philosophical themes such as 

existentialism, materialism, ethics and humanism. 

 This seminar has given an opportunity to many cinema lovers; admirers and critics to re think and reflect on the 

themes given by the institution. I feel honoured and privileged to pen few lines as foreword.   

 

 

Dr Uma Shankar, 

5th July  2013 
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‘THE APU LEGACY’ – UNFOLDING SATYAJIT RAYS’S EXPERIENCE IN INDIAN 

CINEMA 

Baishakhi Dutta, Department of Geography, R.J. College, Mumbai  

dbaishakhi@rediffmail.com 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Apu Trilogy consists of a set of three Bengali films directed by Satyajit Ray – Pather Panchali (Song of the 

Little Road) Aparajito (The Unvanquished) and Apur Sansar (The world of Apu).  The three films were 

completed between 1955 –1959 based on novels written by Bibhutibhushan Bandopadhyay and music 

composed by late Pandit Ravi Shankar.  The films were produced on a shoestring budget of Rs. 1.5 lakh with a 

very amateur casting crew.  Apu trilogy was a milestone in Indian cinema and remains one of the finest 

examples of parallel cinema.  It is listed to be one of the greatest films of all times and is of great acclaim.  The 

trilogy of Apu is considered by critics around the world to rank among the greatest historical achievements of 

Indian films.  Satyajit Ray’s cinematic debut Pather Panchali won thirteen international prizes at the Cannes 

Film Festival followed by eleven international prized for Aparajito at Venice Film Festival and numerous other 

awards for Apur Sansar at the London Film Festivals.  The trilogy established Ray’s career in international film 

world.  His success did not influence his personal life in the years to come as he lived with his extended family 

for years in a rented flat.  He believed in simple living and high thinking. 

2. EXPERIENCING SATYAJIT RAY 

Satyajit Ray was born in 1921 in a family of distinguished intellectuals.  His father was a leading poet and 

dramatist of his time and mother was an accomplished singer.  His relatives were scientists, photographers, 

artists etc.  Ray developed an early interest in western classical music and cinema. From a very early age he 

watched American films which influenced him deeply.  Between 1955 and 1991, Satyajit Ray made more than 

thirty feature films, but he is best remembered in the west for the ‘Apu Trilogy’ which launched his career as a 

remarkable director.  After studying art in college, Satyajit Ray worked in the advertising industry for many 

years with growing interest in films.  In late 1940s he established a film society in Kolkata and in 1950 he was 

determined to make a small intimate film of his own.  Satyajit Ray drew his inspiration from some Halian Neo-

Realists for his first film where he introduces his hero Apu almost twenty minutes after the starting of Pather 

Panchali. In the first part of his trilogy films he introduces the audience to the day-to-day life in Bengal, Apu’s 

village, his sister Durga, their aged aunt Indir Thakurain, their mother Sarbajaya who does her best for her 

children inspite of abject poverty, their father Harihar dreaming to become big one day, captivates the mind of 

the audience with a flourish of music from Ravi Shankar. Over the next two films, Ray has depicted, Apu grow 

into a promising student, leaves home to live in Kolkata city, suffers tragedy in his married life and experiences 

moments of joy with his son.  Ray had captured all these special moments in his compassionate camera.  The 

sequel has much jaw-dropping cinematic beauty which has crossed the shore to reach the western audiences too. 

3. UNDERSTANDING ‘APU TRILOGY’: 

The Apu Trilogy made Satyajit Ray to be India’s first internationally recognized director.  It helped to redefine  

cinema for most Indian filmmakers of his time and encouraged many others internationally.  In the words of the 

Japanese master director Akira Kurosawa “Not to have seen the cinema of Ray means existing in the world 

without seeing the sun or the moon”. Apu Trilogy includes Pather Panchali (song of the Little Road) in 1955, 

followed by Aparajito (The Unvanquished) in 1956, and lastly Apur Sansar (The world of Apu) in 1959. 
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Pather Panchali, the first film of the sequel was one of the finest films ever made.  It tells the story of a poor 

Brahmin family living in a remote village in Bengal.  A priest by profession, Harihar, his wife Sarbajaya, his 

two children, Durga and Apu and his aged cousin Indir Thakurain struggle to make both end meet.  Harihar, 

who obtains occasional book keeping work from a local landlord, is forced to spend long periods away from the 

family to earn more for them.  The wife is seen raising her two mischievous children and looking after her 

elderly cousin sister-in-law.  Soon Durga and Apu build a strong bond as they explore the world around the 

village.  Pather Panchali has some extraordinary cinematic moments of joy combined with periods of deep 

sadness.  In a memorable sequence in the film includes both the sister and brother quarrelling in the fields far 

away from home where they come across some high tension electric poles.  Fascinated by the humming sound 

of the wires they walk through the long grass to see smoke of a distant train.  Their quarrels were forgotten and 

they were enchanted to see   the train for the first time.  These extraordinary joyous moments were combined 

with period of sadness including the death of Indir and then the tragic loss of Durga, who catches fever after 

dancing in the monsoon rains and dies before her father’s long awaited return.  On Harihar’s return, the family 

leaves their village in search of a new life in Banaras.  The film closes with an image of Harihar, wife and son-

Apu, moving way in an ox cart, leaving behind all the memories of their past life. 

The success of Pather Panchali allowed Ray to begin work on Aparajito, immediately which was also based on 

Bibhutibhushan novel.  It got completed in 1956 winning the Golden Lion Award at the Venice Film Festival in 

1957.  The film Aparajito opens up in the holy city of Banaras situated on the bank of Ganges where the family 

is still in grief over the death of their elder daughter Durga.  Harihar tries his best to maintain his wife Sarbajaya 

and his 10 year old son Apu.  He used to recite Hindu scriptures for tourists and sell religious trinkets to 

pilgrims visiting the holy river.  The income was quite meager, though Harihar was happy to be reunited with 

his wife and son.  Meanwhile Harihar’s health kept on deteriorating and ultimately tragedy strikes.  He catches 

fever and collapses on the steps of the river bank and soon dies.  Young Apu and widowed mother struggle for 

existence.  Having lost her husband and daughter, Sarbajaya decides to relocate to her uncle’s village in Bengal 

where Apu resumes his education at the local school.  Years go by; Apu wins a scholarship and gets admission 

in a Kolkata college, leaving his mother in the village.  Apu’s mother falls ill in between.  Delayed by his 

exams, Apu arrives too late and she dies without seeing him.  Apu once again returns to Kolkata with a heavy 

heart to finish his studies. 

Ray decided to make Apu Sansar the last film of the trilogy in 1959.  In this film, Apu was in his mid-20 and 

had given up studies. Although unemployed, he pins up hopes to become a writer in future.  Living in a small 

rented room near the railway track in Kolkata he eeks out a very ordinary life alone. Persuaded by an old friend 

he goes to attend a family wedding of his cousin Aparna, which gets cancelled as her family discovers that the 

groom is mentally retarded.  According to tradition a groom has to be found immediately otherwise the bride 

will be cursed.   To his surprise Apu is asked to be the groom who, with initial hesitation agrees.  The new 

married couple moves back to Kolkata. Against all odds their relationship strengthens and they feel happy to be 

together.  Aparna becomes pregnant and tragically dies while giving birth to her child – a baby boy.  Depressed 

with the situation, Apu blames the boy, for his mother’s demise and refuses to take the responsibility of him and 

returns back to Kolkata.  After five years he understands his mistake and decides to bond with his son.   

Amazingly his view on life changes and he resolves to take care of the young boy. 

4. CONCLUSION  

It is extremely difficult to express the beauty of Apu Trilogy.  Certain moments of magic are unparallel in the 

three films like Apu and Durga’s discovery of the train, Durga’s rain dance, and Apu’s mother experiencing 
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emotional pain due to her son’s absence, extraordinary intimacy of Apu and Aparna after their marriage, along 

with the intense music of Pandit Ravi Shankar.  The greatness of the films lies not only in its beautiful scenes 

but the honesty of the actor’s performance and the optimistic notes in it Satyajit Ray has signified various 

themes with optimism.  He has always provided the audience with a sense of hope even if there is difficulty and 

adverse situations in life as projected.  Ray’s trilogy was rooted in Indian traditions and culture.  But the impact 

was universal as the films projected human relationships.  In Pather Panchali it was Apu and his sister. In 

Aparajito it was Apu and his mother.  In Apur Sansar it was Apu, his wife and son.  Death played a very 

important role in all the three films. 

Satyajit Ray was regarded as one of the most powerful film director by international critics. In due course he 

was vehemently criticized by various people in his own country.  He became a target in the Indian parliament 

for “exporting images of Indian poverty to foreign audiences”.  He was also attacked by Hindu fanatics for 

being an ‘Indian with a western outlook’.  He was also charged for showing down the Indian culture.  Such 

criticisms did not sway Ray to the slightest.  Belonging to an educated, open minded Bengali family he 

campaigned against many evil Indian traditions like Sati, child marriages, caste system, etc.  Thereby his 

creative mind was untouched by such Hindu nationalists’ remarks.  Ray also got his artistic inspirations from 

European renaissance, Asian calligraphy, classical western music and Tagore’s poetry.  His work was laurelled 

for its unmatched honesty and integrity, which invoked universal gestures and emotions.The humanity and 

mobility in the works of Ray, still haunts our memory for years together and he will always be remembered as a 

pioneer, unmatched, unparallel Indian director in the western world. 

REFERENCES  :- 

1)    Cooper, Darius (2000). ‘The Cinema of Satyajit Ray : Between Tradition and Modernity’.             

Cambridge University Press.  Page 1-4, ISBN – 0 – 521 – 62980 – 2   

2) Robinson, A (2003).‘Satyajit Ray : The Inner Eye :The Biography of a Master Film –   Maker’. I.B. Tauris 

page 96, ISBN 1 – 86064 – 965 – 3. 

3)  Ray’s (1993), ‘Our films, their films’ (3 edition).  Asia Book Corporation of Amer.     

    ISBN 0 – 86311 – 317 – 6. 

4)  Seton, Marie (1971), ‘Satyajit Ray : Potrait of a director’. Indiana University press.  

    ISBN 0 – 253 – 16815 – 5.  

5)  Wood, R (1972), ‘The Apu Trilogy’, November Books Ltd.  ISBN 0 – 85631 – 003 – 4.  

 

Sant Tukaram, a Spiritual Movie in Marathi cine world: inretrospection 

Rina A. Pitale. Puradkar, Dept of Philosophy, R.J College 

Sant Tukaram was a 1936’s Marathi film, based on the life of Tukaram (1608–50), a prominent Varkari 

Vaishnava saint and spiritual poet of the Bhakti movement in India. The film was directed by Vishnupant 

Govind Damle and Sheikh Fattelal and featured Vishnupant Pagnis in the lead role of the saint. The script was 

written by Shivram Washikar. It was produced at the Prabhat Film Company at Pune owned by V. Shantaram, a 

notable and internationally acclaimed film maker of India. The film was made in Marathi language. The running 

time is 131 minutes. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marathi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tukaram
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Varkari
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhakti_movement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vishnupant_Govind_Damle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vishnupant_Govind_Damle
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Sheikh_Fattelal&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pune
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Saint Tukaram is revered as a great Indian film. It was the first Indian film to receive international recognition. 

It was adjudged one of the three best films of the world at Venice Film Festival and was showcased in other 

international film festivals. The film was also selected to be screened at various other international film 

festivals.1 It was also viewed by the then Maharaja of Mysore and Lady Linlithgow, wife of Victor Hope, 2nd 

Marquess of Linlithgow, the then Viceroy of India. A special screening was also arranged for the foreign 

consulates in Mumbai.2  

 It was a runaway success and broke the box office records, by being the first Indian film to run in a single 

theatre for more than a year, as it ran for 57 weeks continually. The film was seen by 6 million people in 

Maharashtra alone. It drew hoards of people from across villages wherever it was shown. Filmindia (1941) 

records a screening in a village with a population of 300 having a crowd of 1,500 for the film. It was Prabhat's 

and Pagnis's most famous film and became archetype of a devotional film. 

Two earlier films from 1932 tried to capture Tukaram's life, but were unsuccessful at the box office. While 

those focused on the miracles of the saint, directors Damle and Fattelal tell the story of a saint who rose from 

the common folk, concentrating on his everyday life, with little importance given to miracles. Washikar said 

that he wrote the film as a "researcher" as well as a devotee, keeping in time that most of the audience of the 

genre of sant (saint) films are devotees and want a hagiographical telling, rather than a historical accuracy. 

Damle and Fattelal created the settings to ensure that the features of the actors were accentuated distinctly in the 

film by having minimum background settings and scenes, which was termed as "compositional style”.3 The film 

was made in neo-realistic style (a style which came into vogue much later in foreign films) and provided telling 

performances from all the artists but the most impressive, which won the hearts of the people, was that of Jijai, 

wife of Tukaram played by Gauri.4  

Interesting, the very beginning of the movie seems to be fully employed in creating an ambience so the 

audience is immediately drawn. It is as if based on the assumption that the audience is capable of being very 

still and attentive-meditative. The filming is done in traditional style. After the title cards are presented, a song 

dedicated to Vithoba, seen as a black stone image, is presented. The song which begins with the title cards is 

also continued. The meditative shot of Tukaram gives a Bhakti ethos which is continued for about 2 minutes. 

This is followed by the saintly presence of Tukaram in a traditional pose, cross legged with folded hands and 
                                                                 
1
  "Films". Tukaram. Prabhat film.com. Retrieved 10 April 2013. 

2"Dissemination of Film Culture Citation". National Film Archive of India. Retrieved 3 April 2013.  

3 Vijay Mishra (2002). Bollywood Cinema: Temples of Desire. Routledge. pp. 22–. ISBN 978-0-415-93015-4. 

4"Prabhat- The Torchbearer of Social Awareness in Indian Cinema". Tukaram. National Film Archive of India. 

Retrieved 10 April 2013.  
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holding a musical instrument and with religious markings on his face. Sitting on the ground in deep meditation 

for a while, his singing merges with the background song. The song is one of the Tukaram's 4,000 verses and is 

aptly fitted with the devotional worship of Vithoba. The song's first stanza is ‘Panduranga Dhyani, Panduranga 

mani….’ (meaning "I meditate on the figure of Panduranaga (Vithoba); his thoughts fill my mind"). This is an 

aradhana (form of prayer) shot where the saint, the God and the audience are brought to the same ethereal plane 

of worship. These are iconic images having past histories rooted in the cultural and pictorial history of 

Maharashtra. It is apt the film begins with iconic images. It is interesting that such iconic images have been 

produced by camera lens. These shots are of very long duration, particularly, the Tukaram image, which 

remains on the screen for over two minutes (206 feet).Normally it is considered difficult to gaze at a static shot 

in a film for great length of time. And here we have two static shots where nothing moves within the image and 

the camera is static too (except for a slight track-in at the end of the first). But we find no problem gazing at 

these images, as the images are accompanied by a song i.e. abhanga ‘Panduranga dhyani, Panduranga mani…’ 

an original abhanga composed by the seventeen century saint-poet Tukaram. The real life habit of gazing still 

and long at one’s adored God has been ‘borrowed’ here in this medium of cinema. There is no other instance of 

a film where this element is so well and persistently used. Interestingly the verse underlines the above aspect of 

adoration and worship; Tukaram sings how he is engaged in dhyana (meditation) and manana (introspection). 

As a result of the two images coming one after the other, they give rise to a triangular spatial arrangement. They 

create a space to be filled in or occupied by a third person-the audience then looks at the God, at the saint and 

their very special relationship. This is too is a time worn convention in the bhakti tradition.  A devotee forms 

and shares a closed world with an adored God; but when this relationship is narrated, sung or represented, there 

is a third –a spectator looking on at both.  So, here is a cinematic creation of a traditional positioning of three 

characters in a triangular relationship: the bhagvan (the God), the bhakta (the devotee) and the audience.  There 

is a reciprocal stance both the God and the devotee adopt and the term here is tatastha. Vitthala or Panduranga 

stands ramrod straight, arms akimbo placed on the hips. This is a term used in the Natyashastras and it means: 

when one is looking at a performance one need to be fully immersed in what is going on in front and at the 

same time one is sufficiently detached. So, let us embark upon some deeper understanding of this union 

between a former tradition and the new medium of cinema that is creates this tremendous possibility of 

appreciation here. The scene is set by the directors in a very "scopic aspect of the worship", the mise en scène. 

In the scene that follows, the song is continued but is now sung in a theatrical style (Sangeet Natak style) by 

Tukaram's arch rival, the Brahmin priest Salomalo, in a temple setting. Salomalo claims that the song is his own 

composition and not that of Tukaram. With this scene, the story of the film starts with clever editing of scenes 

in which the two adversaries exchange claims to the song, in a shot reverse shot technique.5  

                                                                 

5 Raminder Kaur; Ajay J Sinha (13 July 2005). Bollyworld: Popular Indian Cinema Through A Transnational 
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Most of the songs of the film were Tukaram's own verses, except one song by Shantaram Athavale, written so 

realistically in Tukaram's style of writing that confused scholars who contacted the film makers to know more 

about the source.  

The rendering of music had a telling impact on the audience, as the narration was poetic and devotional. The 

music score was provided by Keshava Rao Vaman Bhole (1896–1977). He had moved to Prabhat Films with an 

impressive record of giving music scores for 14 films, in many languages. His music compositions adopted 

innovations by introducing piano, Hawaian guitar, and violin. This blending is stated to have given a ”catholic, 

modern and cerebral outlook to his film music” for his devotional films. For Saint Tukaram, Bhole followed the 

traditional music style of the Varkari sect, which turned out to be innovative without sacrificing the traditional 

originality of the bhakti music.6 Damle was also an accomplished singer, and he rendered many songs in the 

film. 

One etymological meaning of icon is ‘resemblance’. The image of Tukaram resembles our mental image of a 

saint. Though the identity of the man is not yet established, we immediately know him as a devotee or the 

principal protagonist whose name the film bears. The three locations where we see Tukaram initially in the film: 

the house after introduction of the wife, we see our hero in his room, sitting alone and writing his verses. Next, 

he is in the temple; and he is asked never to enter the temple again. Tukaram bids a tearful farewell to 

Panduranga. After this, we see him on a hilltop engaged in singing and meditation. These are traditionally the 

three places designated for meditative worship. After this, the new location for the saint will be his work place. 

Very New, from the point of view of tradition, for it is known Tukaram had become a religious person after he 

gave up his worldly duties (before that he had been a farmer, a grocer and also the local moneylender-a task his 

family was entrusted by the rulers). The narrative woven in 1936 film on ‘Saint Tukaram’ injects a thoroughly 

contemporary element in the life of Tukaram; he becomes daily-wage worker. If he had remained a popular 

revered sage singing and meditating in the temple there would be no story, no drama; ‘traditional’ elements 

alone would not have produced such an effective film narrative. Tukaram enters the narrative-dramatic arena, as 

he goes out in the world, takes up a job, and interacts with family and the village community.  

This film is so remarkable, not only because it, as shown in the beginning of the paper, illustrates ‘Bhakti 

tradition in Maharashtra’, but also because it is thoroughly modern. It brings forward a contemporary motto, 

expressed through the proverb ‘work is worship’. We must not forget, every narrative-literary work or cinema 

reveals the time it is created.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Lens. SAGE Publications. pp. 104–. ISBN 978-0-7619-3320-5. 

6Ashoka Da Ranade (1 January 2006). Hindi Film Song: Music Beyond Boundaries. Bibliophile South Asia. 

pp. 161–. ISBN 978-81-85002-64-4. Retrieved 1 April 2013.  
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Plot: 

Set in 17th century Dehu, Maharashtra, Tukaram - a farmer and grocer - loses interest in the material world 

after losing his first wife and child in a famine. He neglects his worldly duties to his second wife Jijai (Awali) 

and their two children. The Brahmin Salomalo is jealous of the religious following and popularity of the shudra 

(a caste lower than the Brahmin) saint. He claims that Tukaram stole his verses, and questions a shudra's right to 

examine the Hindu scriptures, Vedas, a right reserved for Brahmins (priest caste). Pandit Rameshwar Shastri, a 

learned Brahmin scholar and religious authority, is invited by Salomalo to examine his claims, which he backs 

by fabricating evidence. Shastri orders that Tukaram immerse his works into the river and never discuss religion 

in public. Tukaram complies and sits on a fast on the river bank with his family for thirteen days, when God 

returns him his works. Shastri falls seriously sick, which he interprets as divine retribution and becomes 

Tukaram's devotee. Salomalo then approaches the reigning king Shivaji, the founder of the Maratha Empire. 

When Shivaji tests Tukaram by offering material gifts, the saint refuses and in turn, Shivaji becomes a disciple 

too. Salomalo then informs the Mughals, Shivaji's enemies that the king was in town, but God protects Shivaji 

at behest of Tukaram, when the Mughals come to Dehu. His saintliness brought hordes of people from different 

regions of the state offering worship at his feet and also offering him huge gifts which could enrich him but he 

refuses to accept any kind of rewards. When Tukaram's work is done on earth, God comes to take him to 

heaven. Tukaram asks his wife to join, but she refuses as she has to look after the children.  

The film also depicts various miracles of Tukaram like God visiting him, an army being created from Vithoba's 

image, showering of grains from the sky, curing a sick boy, retrieving his works from the river which was 

intentionally thrown there, and in the end, going to the heaven in a celestial chariot.  

Cast: 

Vishnupant Pagnis as Tukaram, the 17th century saint from the Varkari Sampradaya of Hinduism, Gauri as Jijai 

(Awali), Tukaram's second wife and an antithesis of his spirituality Sri Bhagwat as Salomalo, the village priest 

and chief antagonist, B. Nandrekar, Shankar Kulkarni, Kusum Bhagwat, Shanta Majumdar, Master Chhotu and 

Pandit Damle. 

Characters and casting: 

The film is based on the life of Tukaram, one of most revered saints of Maharashtra and a devotee of the Lord 

Vithoba or Vitthala (form of Vishnu) (the patron or Lord of the Varkaris), who propagated his dogma of secular 

living with no distinction of class, creed and gender. He wrote religious poetry in Marathi, the vernacular 

language of Maharashtra, which had mass appeal. It touched the heart strings of the common people, 

particularly those who were downtrodden or oppressed by the Brahminical hegemony. His preaching, rendered 
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in rhythmic poetry, thus had great mass appeal and was considered the beginning of an “emancipatory 

movement in the country.”7 Tukaram through his devotional songs conveys a message to the people that 

offering prayers to God sincerely in one’s own humble way without resorting to Vedic rituals was also a way of 

worship.8  His devotional verses were selected for translation by UNESCO.9 

Pagnis was a kirtankar, a minstrel who sang devotional songs. Before being cast by V. Shantaram of the 

producer company Prabhat as Tukaram, Pagnis was a specialist actor in donning female roles in plays by his 

theatre group Swadesh Hitinchal Mandali. His selection was initially resented by directors Damle and Fattelal 

as they felt uncomfortable with his effeminate mannerisms. But it proved to be a blessing as Pagnis adopted his 

feminine style to match the saintly role of Tukaram to the "T"; a saint whose verses reflect an urge towards God 

as a woman pines for her lover. Pagnis also did a dedicatory visit to the samadhi (memorial shrine) of Tukaram 

in Dehu, before starting shooting for the film. After the film was made, film critiques stated that Pagnis was 

ideal for the role as his face was an “iconic but also indexical of both actor and character.”  

Jijai, Tukaram's second wife, is portrayed an antithesis of her spiritual husband. She is a hard-working village 

woman with a practical earthy sense. Though devoted to her husband, she is irritated by his devotional ways. 

Jijai frequently loses her temper on Tukaram for ignoring the family needs to feed their children and their 

upkeep. She shows her annoyance at such times by washing her favorite animal, the buffalo. In another famous 

scene, upset by the lack of Tukaram's concern towards her children, an infuriated Jijai drags her child to the 

temple by one hand and holds a chappal (sandal) in her other hand to beat Tukaram's patron god Vithoba and 

derides the god for bringing her family into dire straits. She admonishes her husband contemptuously telling 

him that singing bhajans (devotional songs) alone will not sustain his family. However, she also maintains the 

dignity of her wifely obligations to her husband. When Tukaram wanders in the forest to praise God, she 

follows him so that he will eat in time. She always obeys Tukaram's instructions, apart from the last scene when 

Tukaram leaves for heaven and asks her to accompany her; she refuses preferring to stay back and bring up her 

children. Gauri, who played the part of Jijai, was not a professional actress. She started as a sweeper in Prabhat 

and worked as an extra in films, finally graduating to the main role segment.  

On the eve of the celebration of 100 years of Indian cinema, Shyam Benegal, a doyen among film makers of 

India, considers this classic film, set in the true Maharashtrian rural cultural setting, when the Bhakti movement 

                                                                 

7 K. Moti Gokulsing; Wimal Dissayanake (2004). Indian popular cinema: a narrative of cultural change. 

Trentham Books. pp. 26–7. ISBN 978-1-85856-329-9. 

8"Prabhat- The Torchbearer of Social Awareness in Indian Cinema". Tukaram. National Film Archive of India. 
Retrieved 10 April 2013.  
9"Films". Tukaram. Prabhat film.com. Retrieved 10 April 2013.  
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was at its peak frenzy in the state, as one of his five favourite films.10 Benegal does not consider this "somewhat 

primitively made film" a "work of cinematic craftsmanship", however regards it "an extraordinary 

achievement", as it was "culturally true". The dialogues between Tukaram and Jijai are correctly catching the 

nuances of their relationship. Critics like Dwyer and Shahani echo similar sentiments about its "timeless 

quality" and cultural accuracy. 

 Saint Tukaram is regarded as one of the greatest Indian films. It became Prabhat's "most famous and 

acclaimed" film. The film is regarded as the archetypal classic of saint film genre, and also devotional films in 

general. Pagnis, became immortal in the role of Tukaram and also performed as the saint in live performances in 

his later life.11 Even, later portraits of Tukaram used for worship resemble Pagnis's face and his attire in the 

film.12  

The film is an amalgamation of asymmetrical character of Tukaram with symmetrical character of his wife Jijai, 

a practical reality is the way Lyle Peason, a film critique explains the film. He extends this observation with a 

further saying that "Saint Tukaram does not give out concepts but...demonstrates their function in actual 

life...that a realistic story with songs and magic."13 The film was described as a "human document of great 

value." A simple theme was presented effectively and with appealing emotions by the main actors of the film. 

Film scholar and professor on Indian cinema Gayatri Chatterjee describes how Saint Tukaram has a spiritual 

effect on audience of all ages, sections of society, Indian or foreign. She specially narrates about the experience 

of a Canadian Muslim student, who had a spiritual experience by watching this film.14  

The film is described to emphasize the Varkari philosophy of non-violence, patience, humanism and 

spiritualism. Indian moral system proceeds on the assumption that as a human being has to discharge two types 

of moral obligations one is related to the other members of the society and another is related to one’s own self. 

Under the former come such virtues or duties as ahimsa, dana, daya (compassion), paropakara (help or service 

to other), asteya (non-stealing) and so on. While under the later come indriya-nigraha (control of senses), 

aparigraha (non-attachment to worldly objects), cleanliness, Cittasudhi etc. Here the idea is that the morality is 
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 "100 years of cinema: Shyam Benegal lists his top five films". Rediff.com. 8 May 2012. Retrieved 10 April 
2013. 
11

 Dwyer p. 71 
12

 Wendy Doniger Mircea Eliade Distinguished Professor of the History of Religions University of Chicago (22 
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Imitation. Oxford University Press. p. 22. ISBN 978-0-19-534777-7. Retrieved 21 April 2013. 
13

 Scott MacDonald (3 December 2007). Canyon Cinema: The Life and Times of an Independent Film 
Distributor. University of California Press. pp. 212 

14  "Dissemination of Film Culture Citation". National Film Archive of India. Retrieved 3 April 2013. 
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based on inculcation and practice of human virtues as against the animal inclinations feels being a spiritual 

movie based on life of Varkari Saint known as Jagat Guru try to imbibe this values on common man through 

this movie. The Indian Motion Pictures Congress in its 1939 session praised the film as extolling the ethos of 

nationalism, Varkari ideals, morals and devotional bhakti movement among the common people. This movie 

uses the ‘universal language of Bhakti’ and ‘universal language of cinema’ 
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This paper is divided into two parts. The first part is concerned with the short introduction of the film and 

biography of saint Dnyaneshwara as well as the background of this film. It starts with the information of the 

social situation/condition, prevailed at the time of Saint Dnyaneshwara. The Second part of the paper is devoted 

to the socio-ethical teaching imparted by this film through the philosophical approach of saint Dnyaneshwara. It 

itself is divided in to three parts which will discuss this film from three perspectives viz. social, ethical and 

philosophical/metaphysical point of view. I suppose, it will give brief idea of societal problems and solutions 

for the formation of Good society. It may be observed that it is applicable in present times also.   

This film is a landmark in the Indian Film history. It was produced by Prabhat Film Company Pune – in 

1940. Director V. Damle and S. Fattelal follow up on their 1936 box-office success of Sant Tukaram with this 

mega budget religious cinema about 13 th century Marathi saint, poet, philosopher and a yogi 

of Nath tradition, Dnyaneshwara. He translated the Hindu holy text the Bhagavad-Gita from Sanskrit into 

Prakrit, which was then the common vernacular of Marathi.  

Using innovative camera work and editing techniques, this film proved to be a big-box office success. This is 

the first Marathi film to be telecast by Bombay Doordarshan in 1972. It was the first Indian film screened in 

USA. “American Cinematograph” carried a review in its October 1941 issue and praised trick photography of 

the film.  

In this film, the life of Saint Dnyaneshwara is portrayed as a victim of harassment by orthodox society. Saint 

Dnyaneshwara lived at Alandi, near Pune from 1275A.D.to 1296 A.D. was a founder of the devotional school 

of mysticism known as “Varkari pantha” (or BhagavataSampradaya). Dnyaneshwara also called Jnanadeva, 

foremost of the Indian Maharashtrian mystical poets, is the author of the highly acclaimed “Dnyaneshwari”, 

which is also known as “Bhavarthadipika”. He also wrote the “Amritanubhava”, the “Changdeva Pasashti”; and 

number of Abhangas (devotional hymns). In those days, life was traditionally divided into four distinct phases 

called Ashramas. The first phase was dedicated to Education (Brahmacharyashram) in which children have to 

study in Gurukul (in accompany of their respected Master) and obtain practical as well as metaphysical 

knowledge. The second phase was the period of Family life (Grahasthashrama). In this ashrama, the grown up 

child has to marry and procreate children to be free from Matru-Pitru Rena. Thereafter came 

Vanprasthaashrama in which man has to withdraw from active domestic life and has to prepare for the stay in 

the forest. At last came the phase of Sanyasashrama where man left his family and lived in the forest pursuing 

meditation and holiness. 
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Vitthalapanta, a Brahmin from Alandi adopted Sanyasashrama without consulting his wife Rukmini. When his 

Guru found this out, he ordered Vitthalpanta to return to his family. Orthodox Brahmins considered this return 

to family (Grahasthashram), to be an insult to both the Ashramas. Therefore, he was treated as an outcast. 

Thereafter, Vitthalpanta had three sons Nivrutti, Dnyanadev, Sopana and daughter Mukta. The entire family had 

to suffer much humiliation at the hands of orthodox society.  The torture done by orthodox society is vividly set 

up in this film. Yet Saint Dnyaneshwara imparted the knowledge of Bhagavad-Gita in simple and lucid 

language for common people.  This film gives the divine message of “Manus Dharma” explained by Bhagavad-

Gita and adorned by saint Dnyaneshwara.  

From recreational point of view, this film is a fine piece of acting done by the different characters. Especially 

the actors who played the characters of saint Dnyaneshwara, Mukta and Visoba. They really depict the 

characters as it is. We can go through the experience of these classic characters. This film gives the pleasure of 

watching the pictorial biography of saint Dnyaneshwara. It was a great pleasure for people in 1940 to watch 

these classical characters live on the screen. 

We can look at this film through three different perspectives based on the directions given by this film. Firstly, 

this film is having the Social perspective in which directors boldly shows the ills of customary morality and 

orthodoxy, which are deeply rooted in the present society also. As I said earlier, the orthodox Brahmins 

accepted neither Vitthalpanta nor his children due to customs and traditions. Instead of that social philosophy 

imparted by saint Dnyaneshwara in which many places he disregards orthodox Brahmanism and gives the 

message of the importance of the establishment of equality and love among all. 

Secondly, let us consider the ethical approach of saint Dnyaneshwara that taught “Manus Dharma”. 

Philosophically this film is based upon the theme of teachings of Bhagavad-Gita, promoting socio-ethical 

philosophy. It gives the noble teachings of inter-human relationship. There is a fine harmonization of saint 

Dnyaneshwar’s endurance of the torture done by orthodox Brahmins and his developed awareness of social 

disorder and intolerance, which generated compassion for common people. 

Thirdly, the illustration of the essence of the philosophical teaching of Bhagavad-Gita and Saint Dnyaneshwara, 

which is well known as “Advaita” Philosophy (Advaita is often translated as “non-dualism” though it literally 

means “non-secondness” or “absolute monism”. According to it, Brahman (ब्रम्हन)् is the fundamental reality 

underlying all objects and experience. There is unity in multiplicity, identity between individual and pure 

consciousness, and the experienced world as having no existence apart from Brahman. (Brahman is explained 

as pure existence, pure consciousness and pure bliss). There is portrayal of this philosophy through different 

incidents in film for ex. recitation of Vedas through the mouth of a male buffalo, running wall,  such kind of 

miracles which not only shows the union of atman/ spirit among human beings but unanimity among every 

being.  
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This film starts with socio-philosophical learning; first Saint Dnyaneshwara appears on screen with the lyrics 

teaching the lessons of equality, confuting/breaking ego, which is essential in the path of social liberation, there 

should be compassion in heart and continuous contemplation on all pervading principle. In addition, 

Namamantra (meditating on God’s name) which is easy path for even layman, is a secret counsel for everyone.  

On the other hand, there is an effort of showing the typical social circumstance at the time of saint 

Dnyaneshwara in which we can see how the institution of Religion was in hands of orthodox Brahmins and how 

other people were discriminated. In which saint Dnyaneshwara himself was born in Brahmin family then also 

just because he was a child of Sannyasi (Vitthalpanta), orthodox Brahmin community humiliated him. A 

neglected Brahmin from Brahmin community is one of the subjects of this film. Here we can see that if one 

Brahmin was harassed because of orthodoxy and customary morality then what the condition of others was. 

Dharmashastra was the standard of social behavior. Those orthodox Brahmins were having an authority to teach 

religion, which action is religious and anti religious was decided by them because of which the 

purification/absolution of these children was not possible. It was not ‘Shastrasammat’ because of which their 

parents undergo dehant prayshchitta /capital punishment (atonement of a sin through death) then also they 

didn’t get social acceptance. 

Incidentally, Vitthalpant (father of saint Dnyaneshwara) suggested the role of spiritual preceptors for the 

establishment of healthy society beautifully. He says that in the house of God man, women, Brahmin, 

untouchable and everyone are equal according to the teaching of Bhagavad-Gita, Manus-Dharma (human 

religion) spoken by God is suppressed under prevalent customary Religion, spiritual preceptors have to set up 

Original Dharma in front of world and solve problems of this world. However, the problem of this society is 

that people who are established, and in comfortable position why do they will care about indigent/poor people 

who are in trouble and in pain. Therefore, tormented people should come forth to help each other. For that, 

someone has to convey Gita Dharma in simple Matathi language, which is easily intelligible to common person. 

As a student of philosophy one question arises in my mind when I was listening these dialogues that weather it 

is possible for a tormented or troubled person to solve the problems of people around him. A person who is in 

bondage cannot liberate others. However, it doesn’t mean that one should spend time in waiting for their 

saviour. It is duty of intellectually and spiritually enriched people who have gone through such social and 

ethical troubles in their life to uplift downtrodden people. As in this film, Saint Dnyaneshwara who was a born 

Yogi and spiritually excellent personality, because of his kindheartedness and his concern about common 

people engaged himself for the salvation of others. 

 Nivruttinatha (elder brother of Dnyaneshwara) seems to be tired of scornful treatment of society and gets 

frustrated. He reflects and asks that why should they bother about society which is deteriorated in the name of 

religion and custom? On this question, Dnyaneshwara responds by saying that because we are born in this 

society, we are part of this society and it is wrong to stay aloof and keep amused by the deterioration of society. 

We must correct it when we see that society is going wrong, it is descending into hell. It is our duty to be part of 
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that society and save it. It is a duty of every person in society to guide the right path to a person who is going 

wrong. For that we should access in society (here I remember the concept of Lokasamgraha delivered by 

Bhagavad-Gita). It is not possible to establish healthy society by heating or departing from society on the other 

hand, everybody should attempt to develop society being in a uniform manner with it. Someone may say/think 

that instead of involving in a complication/intricate affair of social reformation one should engage into one’s 

own enrichment and liberation (Moksha). We may get away from our focused goal of liberation (Moksha) by 

engaging in social affairs. Therefore, instead of thinking about upliftment and freedom/salvation of others one 

should perform to make his own path of liberation easy. Until today, many saints and social reformers came and 

gone but there is no big difference in society, what will make any difference by our social practices? This world 

will flow as it was before so we should accomplish our own liberation. However, from ethical perspective, Saint 

Dnyaneshwara’s point of view is more sociable / appreciative, because we have an obligation towards society, 

there should be upliftment of everyone. Whether our good action will make any radical change in society or not 

doesn’t matter but the feeling of social reformation behind that action is more important. Therefore, it is our 

moral duty to be part of this society and try to save it from social ills. 

In the religious assembly of Paithan (near Aurangabad), Saint Dnyaneshwara advocated to a group of Brahmins 

that according to circumstances/situation they should slacken the conditions/boundaries of customs and 

traditions, the conclusions of scriptures should glorify religion, in the past Gurus have been flexible and made 

changes, necessary to increase the glory of religion. Which means without attaching to the orthodoxy, according 

to situation there should be appropriate changes which are developing welfare and beneficial to society. In same 

incident when saint Dnyaneshwara gives the assurance that, that all pervading universal atman/ soul  is in every 

one of us, the same atman has taken many forms, we all share it. At that time, Brahmins asked him to prove it. 

By reciting Vedas through the mouth of a male buffalo, Saint Dnyaneshwara proves that the atman of every 

being is same (Advaita), there is all pervading and unanimous soul covered this whole existence. Moreover, by 

renouncing unequal bigotry among people, we should adopt moral values like equality, compassion and peace 

because it is conducive to the whole society/being. Besides that it is beautifully depicted the situation of the 

elucidation/ narration of the message of Bhagavad-Gita in the form of Dnyaneshwari (Bhavarthadipika) which 

declares that there is God in each one of us, in animals, in insects, in every single thing. Everyone is equal in 

His eyes. Women, shudras, untouchables all have the right to worship (devotion), Devotion destroys envy and 

hatred, Moksha can come to all. 

This film ends with the Sanjivan Samadhi occasion of Saint Dnyaneshwara. At the time of Samadhi he was just 

around twenty one to twenty two years old which I thought, gives beautiful message that it is not important how 

long period we spend on this earth  rather what quality or meaningful life we live is important.  

To conclude I would like to say that this pre independent Indian cinema is a fine piece of art which boldly and 

creatively depicts the social and traditional situation and imparts the sublime socio-ethical philosophy 
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throughout the film “Saint Dnyaneshwar". I would like to conclude with a prayer, “May evil be destroyed. 

May the wicked learn to love virtue. Every living being should feel a sense of kinship and love”. 
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Introduction  

Like most things in India, the origins and history of cinema in India is quite fascinating. Fascinating - because 

the origins of cinema started sometime in 1890s and not 1913 as it is popularly known now. Also, if one looks 

back, one can understand how the society and certain situations influenced the way the film industry works now 

- 100 years down the line.Indian cinema, like most other cinemas, has evolved over time, responding to various 

social, cultural and political contexts and challenges. In order to understand the distinctiveness of Indian 

cinema, its distinguishing traits and privileged concepts, one has to examine the forces that shaped Indian films 

and the changes in theme and style over the nine decades of its existence. The birth of Cinema in India can be 

attributed to the Lumiere brother`s. Only a few months after the Lumiere brothers introduced the art of 

cinematography in Paris in 1895, cinema made its presence felt in India. The Lumiere brothers` held their first 

public showing at Mumbaì s Watson`s Hotel on July  

(7, 1896 and the Times of India glowingly referred to it as the `miracle of the century`). Westerners, who were 

quick to realize the value of India as a site of filmmaking both because of its natural beauty and its `exotic` 

culture, were inspired to make films that used Indian scenery and culture. However, this phenomenon did not 

create much of a ripple. The Indian viewer took the new experience as something already familiar to him, 

thanks to the art of shadow play and the tradition of story-telling with hand-drawn images accompanied by live 

sound. The Lumiere brothers thus pioneered the art of film-making in India with the astonishing invention of 

CINEMA. 

On 28th December 1895, two mad French men by the names Louis and AugusteLumiere presented the first 

display of a projected motion picture to a small private audience in France. Several thousand miles away in the 

land of colonial India, no one had even dreamt of such a technology let alone hear of it. The country was in the 

throes of a political and freedom movement and the only means of entertainment available to the masses were 

the traditional travelling theatre troupes (Nautanki), puppet theatre (KathputliNatak) and the occasional dance 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?y=AyethBFqLeU
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and music shows for those who could afford it. The very next year in 1986 the Lumiere brothers brought their 

showcase of 6 short films to the Watson Hotel in Bombay (now Mumbai in the state of Maharashtra). This was 

a significant event in the history of Indian cinema, as it was the first time that the subcontinent was witnessing 

the screening of Cinematography. 

Down the memory lane  

The first film made by an Indian was Raja Harishchandra, which was shown to the public on May 3, 1913. As 

we enter the 100th year of India cinema, we take a look at the silent era (from 1913 to 1930) of the movies and 

present to you our top 10 films from this period Raja Harishchandra, 1913: Even though the first film that went 

into making was Shree Pundalik by Dadasaheb Torne, in 1912, it was considered a British production. The first 

full length feature film made by an Indian that was shown to the public was Raja Harishchandra, produced and 

directed byDadasaheb Phalke. Since it wasn’t considered appropriate for women to work in a film, even the 

female characters in this Marathi movie were played by male actors. Phalke was influenced by the style of 

painter Raja Ravi Varma during the making the film. 

Even though Dadasaheb Phalke is often (inaccurately) credited to be the pioneer of cinema in India, it was in 

fact the efforts of a couple of gentlemen by the name of Save Dada (HarishchandraSakharamBhatavdekar) 

and Hiralal Sen who were the first to make 2 short films as early as 1897 and 1899. These short films were mere 

attempts at capturing live theatrical performances on film. F. B. Thanawala from Mumbai also made a few short 

films like the splendid view of Bombay and The Taboot Procession (1900). These films were often matter of 

fact documentation of events and had they survived the tribulations of time would have been valid 

cinematographic representative of those times with great historic value. Most of us know that DadasahebPhalke 

heralded feature films in India, but contrary to popular notions, he wasn't the first to make a silent film. HS 

Bhatavdekar popularly known as Save Dada, a photographer by profession was one the privileged few to have 

witnessed the films made by Luemiere brothers in 1896. Soon after, Bhatavdekar procured a movie camera 

from London and went on to document day-to-day events which eventually made for India's first silent short 

film in 1897. 

The origins of India's three most prominent film industries can be traced to these years when European 

exhibitors showcased foreign films in Bombay (1896), Madras (1897) and Calcutta (1898). All these cities 

played an important part in forming the subsequent Marathi, Tamil and Bengali film industry which till date are 

flourishing. Soon after Save Dada, photographer Hiralal Sen also made his first film, 'A Dancing Scene' from 

the opera 'The Flower of Persia'. Sen, subsequently started his film company, Royal Bioscope Company with 

his brother, Motilal and went on to make forty films in his career.By the late 1890s, short films had become a 

common feature and many photographers had experimented with medium. Most of these films were 

documentaries capturing events and some captured theatrical performances. 

 

http://www.bollywoodlife.com/news-gossip/soumitra-chatterjee-happy-to-get-dadasaheb-phalke-award/
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H._S._Bhatavdekar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hiralal_Sen
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0393811/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/gellybean/4233440829/
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1913-1931 

More than indigenous productions a lot of cinematic entertainment was imported from abroad like Life of Christ 

(1901), Aladinand the Wonderful Lamp (1902), Alibaba and 40 Thieves (1903) and Napoleon Bonaparte 

(1904). This was primarily because India was a colony of the British Empire and a large English population 

lived in the country. It turned out to be a blessing in disguise as the availability of foreign cinema not only 

brought the wondrous technological advancements of the western world to India but also inspired the Indian 

film makers to venture into making full length feature films. A lot has changed since the time the first feature 

film, 'Raja Harishchandra' was released in Mumbai in 1913.  

Lanka Dahan, 1917: DadasahebPhalke went on to make several films after Raja 

Harishchandraincluding MohiniBhasmasur (1913), SatyavanSavitri (1914)  and Lanka Dahan (1917). But Lanka 

Dahanwas the one that went on to become India’s first big box office hit! Based on the narrative of Sita’s 

abduction by Ravan, it was screened from 7am to midnight at the West End Cinema in Girgaum, Mumbai. 

Interestingly, the roles of Ram and Sita were played by the same actor, A Salunke! 

KeechakaVadham, 1917: Mythology was one of the favourite subjects of filmmakers during this time. The 

success of Madan and Phalke inspired makers from other regions to make films too. KeechakaVadham, based 

on the Mahabharata, was the first feature to be made in the south. 

Shankuntala, 1920: The film, directed by Suchet Singh is based on Kalidas’ famous novel. It didn’t completely 

stick to the original work. Singh chose to go with a more liberal mind set owing to his foreign education. 

Patankar Friends and Company, a rival production house, came out with a more desi version, which had more 

mass appeal than Singh’s film. It got a big release but a cold response. But with time it became the most 

memorable film of Singh. 

BhaktVidur, 1921: By 1920, filmmaking had transformed into an industry. In the wake of the commercial 

possibilities, Kohinoor Studios released their film BhaktVidur, based on a chapter from Mahabharata. 

BilatFerat, 1921: The same year saw the release of Bengali filmmaker DhirenGanguly’s 

film BilatFerat (England Returned). It was the first Indian love story made for celluloid. 

Pati Bhakti, 1922: Directed by JJ Madan, this movie made actress Patience Cooper the biggest star of that time. 

Patience played the role of Leelavati who advocated that women should be completely devoted to their 

husbands. It was the first film to get embroiled in a controversy over censorship issues. The censor board 

demanded an obscene dance number to be removed from the film. 

PremSanyas, 1925: Directed by HimanshuRai and Franz Osten, it was the first Indo-European co-production. 

German technicians and Indian actors came together for this one and managed to steer clear of the usual exotic 

depiction of Indian culture which up until then was the western filmmakers favoured. The film was shot in 

Lahore which of course is in Pakistan now. HimanshuRai’s wife, Devika Rani played the lead actor and did the 

set decoration for this film which was also titled Light Of Asia. 
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Devdas, 1928: This was the first film adaptation of the Sharat Chandra Chattopadhyay novella, Devdas. 

Directed by Naresh Mitra, it was well scripted and had a distinct touch of Bengali sensibilities. 

Gopal Krishna, 1929: Though Netaji Palkar was the first movie made by V Shantaram, GopalKrishnawas the 

film that went on to become more popular. Based on the childhood of Lord Krishna, the film used excerpts from 

Hindu mythology to represent the conflict between India and the British.These films not only showcased the 

silent era but gave a phenomenal change to cinema industry  

Silent films in the South 

Phalke's film heralded a new era. That of full length feature films. Around the same time, different filmmakers 

started experimenting with this new, fascinating medium and several silent films were made in various states. 

The Telugu film industry also made its foray into films in 1912 but the the film- 'BhismaPratighna' was released 

only in 1921. In Bengal, six years after 'Raja Harishchandra', Madan Theatre Company released its first silent 

film 'Billwamangal' in November 1919. 

Most films stuck to mythology as its primary theme. Phalke's second film 'Lanka Dahan' (1917) was based on 

Ramayan and went on to become India's first box office hit. Films like KeechakaVadham(1917), Shankuntala( 

1920 ), BhaktVidur (1921) were all based on mythology. 

Even though the films lacked dialogues, the visual delight made the features captivating. The love stories that 

India films heavily bank upon now also had its origins in the silent era. The first love story was made by 

DhirenGanguly called 'BiletFerot' in 1921. By 1920s India was producing more than 27 films a year- a big 

number for that era. 

Himanshu Rai 

Himanshu Rai, who was a prominent filmmaker of the 1940s, also began his career by co-directing a silent film 

called 'PremSanyas' in 1925. Rai and Franz Osten shot the film in Lahore and Rai's wife Devika Rani played the 

lead role in the film. By the late 1920s, filmmakers slowly started adapting novels for films and started steering 

away from mythology. Phalke produced and directed films till in the 1932 but eventually, as the talkies came 

into being, could not sustain him in a changing industry and retired in Pune. 

The first talkie 

By the time the first talkie - ArdeshirIrani's 'AlamAra' came in 1931, Indian audience was familiar with the 

concept of a feature film. Several theatres had been opened in various cities of the country and filmmakers were 

slowly introducing new stories. Irani perhaps understood the importance of sound in films and reportedly raced 

to finish the film. When the film was released in Mumbai's Majestic Cinema, the police had to be summoned to 

control the hysterical crowd who had come to watch the film.While 'AlamAra' brought a new change in the 

society it affected the careers of many filmmakers. Several pioneering filmmakers who were till then making 

silent films retired and faded into the oblivion with advent of the talkies as they could never cope with the 

changing times nor were they willing to understand the importance of sound in feature films. 
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Conclusion  

Regardless, cinema came to India in a commercial manner at pretty much the same time that it did in the 

western countries. Although the west had been producing silent short films for over a decade now, the first full 

length feature film made in India was DadasahebPhalke’s silent opus Raja Harishchandra in the year 1913. 

Main films that followed included - MohiniBhasmasur (1914), significant for introducing the first woman to act 

before the cameras - KamalabaiGokhale, SatyawanSavitri (1914), Satyavadi Raja Harischandra (1917), Lanka 

Dahan (1917), Shri Krishna Janma (1918) and KaliaMardan (1919). By 1920 India was producing more than 27 

films a year which was a big number. The first Indian film makers turned to ancient epics and puranas for 

source material. The phenomenal success of Raja Harishchandra was kept up by a series of mythological films. 

The content of the films would not change for a long time till the advent of talkies and colour in the 1930’s.The 

initial phase of Indian films- silent films which gave emphasis to images and treated them as canvases. Thus 

one can understand how the society and certain situations influenced and how the film industry works now - 

100 years down the line. 
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Torch Bearer of Social Awareness in Pre-independent Indian Cinema 
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Ingmar Bergman, a Swedish stage and film writer-director remarks, “Film as dream, film as music. No art 

passes our conscience in the way film does and goes directly to our feelings, deep down into the dark room of 

our soul.” Truly, cinema is the most influential as it reflects society and its values from which it springs and in 

which it flourishes. 
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Today, India is at the top in film production. The distinct feature of Indian cinema is its reflection of the rich 

cultural diversity and a glorious past. Aesthetic, social and philosophical elements have been its teleological 

aspects, causing a beautiful amalgamation of ‘entertainment and reformation.’  

Behind this success is its founder-‘Dhundiraj Govind Phalke’, aka Dadasaheb Phalke. Raja Harishchandra, his 

first full length silent film of 1913, set the stone rolling. Since then, cinema has mesmerized every person 

globally. 

The pre-independence Indian cinema actively articulated the then prevalent issue – The Freedom Struggle. 

Eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were also grappling with social issues like untouchability, poverty, 

inequality, child marriages, etc. Social reformation was gaining momentum, though limited to only a few. The 

majority still cherished age old beliefs. In such period films on mythology, history and legendary romances 

became an assertion of the Indian identity, showcasing that good triumphed over evil. 

Realism in Indian cinema dates back to the 1920s and 1930s, when films with serious content focused on the 

socio-political climate of the time. During those evolving years of Indian cinema, a visionary named Rajaram 

Vankhudre Shantaram made a distinct mark on the industry by producing films on a wide range of subjects. He 

realized the efficacy of cinema to bring about social change and to advocate humanism and expose bigotry and 

injustice. His films depicted reality from an artful perspective, touching the heart and head of his audiences. 

The maestro began his career in 1920 with odd jobs of time keeper, sign painter; photographer’s assistant and 

finally an actor, director and film-maker. At a young age of 24, he along with four others launched ‘Prabhat 

Film Company’ in Kolhapur, which created films dealing with a number of social issues and were landmarks 

not just for their sophisticated techniques but for their refreshing modern sensibility. In his autobiography, 

‘Shantarama’, the film-maker remarks, “I am insistent that my creative work portrays reality howsoever bitter it 

may be. I am particular and take special efforts to ensure that our society and nation are benefited from it...” 

Three such bilingual films, viz. Amarjyoti (1936), Kunku (1937) and Manoos (1939) are truly path-breaking 

that carried an implied criticism of traditional attitudes. Almost regarded as trilogy, they addressed the ills of 

outdated social norms and their tragic effects, especially on women. They showed the filmmaker having zeal 

and unflinching attitude of a reformist who championed women’s causes. The paper focuses on the portrayal of 

female characters in these films, their philosophy of life and their resolve to bring about a revolution to show 

that they are no damsels in distress; but are strong willed, confident and women of substance.  

Amarjyoti was one of the earliest films that took up cudgels on behalf of women. It also earned the privilege of 

participating in the International Film Festival at Venice. The film had feminist theme where a woman rebels 

against the injustice of a patriarchal rule condemning the tyranny of men over women. The film became hit for 
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its stunts and action, but the real success was in bringing out the inner conflicts of women and showing the 

transcendence of attitude from a Sati Savitri to a fierce form of Shakti. 

The thirties decade saw women acquiring greater dignity, but the notion of women liberation did not percolate 

to the grass root level. To stress this, the filmmaker sketched a strong character of ‘Soudamini’ who not only 

wants to be at par with men but furthermore wants to enslave them, a theme far ahead of the time. Soudamini, 

faced with extremely repressive laws of the queen and her minister of justice of a seaport kingdom is denied the 

legal custody of her son. To seek vengeance, she joins a gang of pirates declaring a war on the evil doers. She 

incarnates herself as a fearsome woman who is engulfed by a strong feeling of rebellion against the male 

dominated society. At every juncture, she is supported by her friend, philosopher and guide, who does not 

approve of her violent methods but still empathizes with her feelings. In the climax scene, she expresses her 

despair at not being able to demolish the powerful fortress of men. She says to Shekhar, “Yeh kitne jor se lehren 

aa rahi hain, takra rahin, vapas ja rahi hai; kya yehi hai meri zindagi? Shekhar says, “Lehre aayi, pattharon se 

takaraee aur vapas laut gayi. Lekin, iske barabar, aane or takarane se patthar jaraa jaraa karke ghiste huay 

khatam huay bina nahi rahega.” Here, the film-maker expresses the optimism that persistent struggle eventually 

succeeds in bringing about great changes. The concluding lyrics – ‘Karaja ki jyot sada hi jale, ek jal jaye, duza 

aaye, phir bhi jyot jale, Jyoti ki iss lagatar mein karta hi vihare...’  

Another social drama based on a Marathi novel by Narayan Hari Apte – ‘Na Patnari Goshta’ was adapted by V 

Shantaram in 1937, titled ‘Kunku’ in Marathi and ‘Duniya Na Mane’ in Hindi. The classic was a subtle 

treatment of a problem that was very much alive in the society. It was a story about a valiant, young and 

aspiring girl Neera who is forced to marry an old widower Kakasaheb. Neera fights tooth and nail with her 

wicked maternal uncle, her old husband and his widowed aunt who grievously wronged her. Neera is educated, 

intelligent, independent minded but quick willed, sharp tongued and capable of facing adversity. She does not 

meekly submit to her tragic fate but retaliates by not acceding to any demands of her husband. However, she is 

not disdainful towards him and is a dutiful wife. However, she sets a goal for herself and takes up the challenge 

of making Kakasaheb realize his mistake. The film maker constructs the narrative in a specific manner to 

highlight the hypocrisy and unjustness of patriarchy with an intention to make the society realize the 

imprudence in holding dogmas and rituals that exploit the fairer sex. 

Her pain of being cheated and her determination to fight for her right, both are effectively conveyed through a 

scene where Neera sings alongside a gramophone playing an English poem from H. W. Longfellow’s, The 

Psalm of Life – “In the world’s broad field of battle, in the bivouac of life, be not like dumb-driven cattle! Be a 

hero in the strife. Similarly, the song from the movie – “Mana shudhdha tuzhe, goshta aahe prithvi molachi, tu 

chaala pudhe, tula re gadya bheeti kashachi, parva bi konachi...”, too indicated that if you are treading the 

righteous path with pure intentions, you need not be fearful. 
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The character of Kakasaheb in the movie is not like the usual villain. He is shown as a respected lawyer who 

acts without questioning the customs of his society and is now faced with tragic consequences of his action; 

another deliberate effort to highlight that even education does not ensure freedom from tradition. The guilt 

ridden old man finally asks Neera to wipe off her vermillion and advises her to remarry after his death, in a 

suicide note. The filmmaker ends the movie with an ambiguous note, again to make the audiences contemplate 

on the question of what future holds for Neera as a widow in a society full of obsolete customs. The film 

definitely brought about revolutionary changes in the society. 

The 1939 bilingual film Manoos (Aadmi) again carried an implied criticism of conventional mindset. It was 

acclaimed as Shantaram’s finest film both for its thematic content and technological innovations. It was about 

the heroic struggle of a prostitute trying to break the shackles of the evil environment, she is condemned to live 

within. The film opens with a policeman Ganpat saving a sex worker Maina during a raid on a brothel. Soon, 

they fall in love and Ganpat proposes to marry her. He desperately wants her to rehabilitate, but feeling that her 

past would always catch up with her, she modestly but firmly refuses the proposal of assuming a place in the so 

called civilized society. The film-maker excellently handles Maina’s character, drawn with great sensibility and 

imbued with rare dignity. She does not lament over her fate as she is full of positivity. Later she is arrested for 

murdering her wicked uncle. Then too she refuses the safe passage offered to her by Ganpat. Even after a life 

sentence is pronounced on her, she tries to comfort the shattered Ganpat by saying, “Life is for living,  do not 

end it for the sake of love.” 

The film-maker’s positive approach is evident from his portrayal of a Ganpat, who does not engulf himself in 

sorrow and ruin his own life in intoxication. This contrasts the well known contemporary film Devdas of 1939. 

Manoos made the society sit up and think that even a sex worker is a human being (Manoos) and needs respect 

and acceptance. 

These films had far reaching effects and made way for mixed reactions. They had an empathetic approach rather 

than sympathetic. Eighty years down the line, while it may be contested whether the society and its mindset 

have been changed or not, women today have definitely metamorphosed themselves. They are independent, 

progressive and ambitious and exhibit their bold and beautiful persona. They strike a good balance between 

their multiple roles. As the Neeti Shastra says, “Karyeshu Dasi, Karaneshu Manthri; Bhojeshu Mata, 

Shayaneshu Rambha, Roopeshu lakshmi, Kshamayeshu Dharitri, Shat dharmayukta, Kuladharma Pathni” – she 

is a jack of all trades as well as the master. 

The contemporary Indian cinema has evolved in its attitude towards female characters. Women have emerged 

out of their stereotypical roles of mother, maiden and mistress. For example, in English Vinglish, Shashi stands 

as a confident woman of her own making; not blaming her family for treating her as doormat, but advising the 

new bride, how to learn to help herself if the help is not coming from the family. Similarly, in Kahaani, Bidya 
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avenges her husband’s killing by being a courageous intelligence agent. These roles erase ‘just a house wife’ 

image by showing that one can achieve goals through determination. 

The boldness in contemporary films was attempted almost eight decades back in Shantaram’s films. He was 

truly a torch bearer who paved way by creating though provoking films that were far ahead of his time and 

which made a mark on the soul of his audiences bringing about positive changes in the society to some extent. 

In the conclusion, I would quote a shayari expressing the vision of this great film personality – 

Soch ko badalo, sitarein badal jayenge, 

Nazar ko badalo, nazare badal jayenge, 

Kashtiya badalne ki jarurat nahin, 

Dishaon ko badalon, kinarein badal jayenge. 
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KUNKU – A PATH-BREAKING MARATHI FILM 
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Introduction: 

If we understand our society as a male-dominated patriarchal society, then it essentially accords a superior 

status to men and an inferior status to women. As a result, women are expected to follow the stereotypical 

gender roles. They are supposed to be shy, docile, submissive and servelient. When women accept this 

http://www.imdb.com/
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framework and live within it, they are considered as normal. The society does not shower special appreciation 

on women for their sacrifices, silence, tolerance and suffering. It is considered as a natural attribute and an 

extension of a woman’s personality. This unjust, unfair treatment meted out to women forms the essence of the 

patriarchal society. Women become victims of exploitation, discrimination, violence and double standards. 

There exists a culture of impunity on which the men thrive. The entire gamut of the patriarchal social structure 

is reflected through the forms of media in the society. The media acts as a mirror and portrays the women as 

they are perceived. 

Cinema is one of the most significant forms of media. As a powerful audio-visual medium, it has cast 

tremendous influence on human societies universally. Cinema is deemed as a notable source of entertainment. 

But behind the veil of entertainment, cinema is a reflection of society and culture. It narrates tales which mirror 

varied experiences and emotions that people in a society can identify with. As a result, people can relate with 

cinema in a very distinctive manner. However it can also showcase ideas and emotions, situations and 

characters that are simply incredible in the sheer power they hold. 

A Marathi film titled as ‘Kunku’ made in 1937 by renowned film-maker Shri V. Shantaram for his Prabhat 

Films Company was one such incredible film. It dealt with a bold subject and can be considered as ahead of its 

times as it broke the stereotypical mould of women. This film is path-breaking as it portrays the protagonist as 

an independent, strong-willed, fearless individual. The protagonist, being a woman, makes the film extremely 

remarkable as the stance that she is shown to have adopted is completely uncharacteristic of a stereotypical 

woman. However she has conviction about the path that she has chosen and there’s no looking back. She firmly 

believes in safeguarding her dignity and rights even at the cost of evoking severe criticism from those around 

her.   

As I watched this film, it set me thinking on several levels. What seemed like a simple, straight story unfolded 

many facets. It compelled me to raise many questions as regards the protagonist, the director’s vision, the 

impact of the film, its message, the climax and its relevance. Through this paper, I have made an attempt to put 

forward my impressions about the film. The film took me back to the year 1937 and I embarked on a journey of 

debating the possible corollaries the film would have generated for the women as well as in the soci 

Storyline: 

The film Kunku tells us the story of a young girl Neera who is forcibly married off to a rich, widower who is 

old enough to be her father. How she rebels against this conventional practice makes it hard-hitting and 

essentially unconventional. The film is gripping and keeps us guessing about how exactly it would end.   
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The Protagonist: 

As mentioned above, the film revolves around a young woman Neera, who is tricked into marrying an aged 

person. However she chooses not to suffer in silence. She breaks the shackles of the traditional society and thus 

becomes a rebel in her own right. She stands up strongly against her forced marriage to a wealthy, aged 

widower. She openly disputes her husband’s claim over her. Hence his male ego and his taken-for granted 

superiority are at stake. 

Kunku has several scenes which clearly depict Neera’s displeasure about her forced marriage. She goes about 

disclosing it not only in front of her family members but also in front of neighboring women who have come to 

pay a visit. Thus she comes across as fiercely adamant about voicing her anger and not meekly suffering in 

silence by accepting the situation. Neera does not mince any words while baring her discontent towards her 

husband by reminding him time and again of his age and humiliating him by not allowing him any physical 

intimacy. So strong is her conviction about the path she has taken up, that her actions instill in her husband a 

strong sense of remorse. Riddled with it and with a feeling of helplessness, Neera’s husband commits suicide in 

the end. 

Director’s Vision: 

Though the subject chosen is a sensitive one, the director has taken care of not turning the film into a 

melodrama and one which is emotionally taxing. His trump card is maintaining a very simplistic approach while 

dealing with the film’s story. Moreover under his direction, the leading cast has come up with brilliant 

performances. Shanta Apte as Neera and Keshavrao Date as her aged husband are simply outstanding.   

The transition of Neera’s husband from an adamant, arrogant and selfish person into an insecure, unsure and 

pitiful figure is brought about very skillfully. From making futile efforts for concealing his age to finally 

surrendering to the truth, the gradual change is depicted in a natural way. The director has made use of 

symbolism intermittently to convey this transition. For example, the ticking of a grandfather clock is used as a 

symbol to convey the aging factor which acts as a sore point for Neera’s husband.  

The film depicts two diametrically opposite reactions from the women in the family in which Neera is married. 

On one hand is her husband’s old aunt who is extremely critical of Neera’s rebellious streak. She represents the 

stereotypical women who could never imagine a life outside the shackles of traditional framework earmarked 

for them by the male-dominated society. For such women, there was no alternative than to walk on the so-called 

well-troden path. On the other hand is Neera’s elderly step-daughter from her husband’s earlier marriage. She is 

well-educated, forward-minded and hence is ashamed of her father’s second marriage to a young girl fit to be 

passed as his daughter. She represents a new wave of thinking who is ready to question the discriminatory, 

unethical societal norms favouring the men. 
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Impact of the film: 

It is possible that Neera’s rebellion may come across as a hypothetical reaction as we are looking at the year 

1937. Hence it is highly improbable, if not impossible to expect such behavior from a woman who has grown 

up in a male-dominated, patriarchal society which perceives women as essentially subordinate and submissive 

and ensures that they become so. It is therefore a debatable issue as to how many women would have actually 

been able to relate to Neera during the time this film was released. Having said this, I also feel that Neera’s 

defiance speaks volumes about the kind of change the society will encounter in the later years. If not many, 

there will be atleast a few women who will dare to come out of the shadow of patriarchy and will be 

emancipated in the true sense of the word. 

I also wonder about the impact the film would have had on the men. As it openly challenged the male bastion, it 

would be interesting to envisage how kindly or otherwise this film was received. The film not just questioned 

the taken-for granted dominance of men but also spoke about women’s rights in the context of human rights. It 

may have been an unnerving experience for the men or they may have just laughed it away as something totally 

baseless. 

Its Message: 

What is commendable is that by portraying Neera as a rebel who stands up for her righs and protests against the 

double-standards and hypocrisy of the patriarchal Indian society, the director has succeeded in bringing to life a 

female protagonist who has the capacity to adopt an out-of-the-ordinary behavior pattern and not give in to the 

established social norms which prescribed a subservient role for the women. It was necessary that women knew 

that the social norms were framed to suit the patriarchal structure and were obviously unjust and unfair towards 

them. It is possible that many were already aware but were helplessly bound to the situation and chose to remain 

silent not knowing how to react. The film Kunku must have shown the path to women who were in a similar 

situation as Neera was. I don’t intend to state that they may have actually emulated Neera in their real life. But I 

think it is possible that in their hearts some part of them would have wanted to be like Neera. 

The Climax: 

As mentioned earlier, Neera’s husband is shown to commit suicide in the end. There can be various 

explanations to this decision. It can be his frustration about the futility of his marriage which is evident through 

Neera’s conduct towards him. It can be his guilty conscience about messing up Neera’s life. It can also be to 

liberate Neera from the clutches of a meaningless marriage. The interplay of all these factors could have driven 

him to take the drastic step. The end is open-ended pertaining to the course of action Neera’s life would take. 

Whether her husband’s suicide really led to her emancipation is a question worth dwelling upon. The director 

has very cleverly set the ball rolling for the audience to decide Neera’s fate. 
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Its Relevance: 

It has been 76 years since the film Kunku released. It spoke about the lower valuation of women in the private 

space as the starting point and how a young girl revolted against it. Unfortunately nothing much has changed 

today pertaining to the lower valuation of women. The forms may have differed but violence and discrimination 

against women still form an integral part of the social structure. Hence Neera’s character will find relevance 

even today. Women need to display a similar streak of strength against dowry system, marital rape and other 

forms of violence within the private realm.  

Conclusion: 

I wish to conclude by paying deep respect to Shri V. Shantaram for creating a vision of a society where 

victimized women had the mettle to make the perpetrators accountable for their unjust actions and they could 

fight for safeguarding their rights and dignity.  
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दलित-मुक्तत चेतना में हहिंदी लिनेमा का योगदान 
राम नरेश राम (शोध छात्र) हहिंदी विभाग हदल्िी विश्िविद्यािय,हदल्िी 

 
  विज्ञान और तकननकी के विकाि ने मनुष्य के मनोरिंजन और उिकी चेतना को िमृद्ध करने का रास्ता 
विकलित ककया. दलित और गरीब िमाज िाहहत्य और लिनेमा में आरम्भ िे ही उिकी विषयिस्तु के रूप में 
जगह पाते रहे है . शुरुआती हह िंदी किल्मों ने हहन्द ूआदशों का ही िहारा लिया क्जिके कारण  िे कोई प्रनतरोध 
नहीिं ननलमित कर पायीिं. उल्टे ये किल्में ब्राह्मणिादी विचारों को ही िैिाती हैं. क्जतेन्र वििाररया के अनुिार-“यों 
देखा जाये तो ब्राह्मण श्रषे्ठता और िणिव्यिस्था को हर पररक्स्थनत में अक्षुण बनाये रखने (भिे ही स्ियिं या 
पत्नी-पुत्र को बीच बाजार में बेचना पड जाये .)का यशगान तो हह िंदी की पहिी किल्म ‘हररश्चिंर तारामती’ िे ही 
प्रारिंभ हो जाता है .छ्द्म्भेशी ब्राह्मण विश्िालमत्र को हदए िचन पर अटि अयोध्या का राजा हररश्चिंर अपने राज्य 
के अनतररतत िाठ भार िोने िे ऊरीन होने के लिए काशी के बाजार में स्ियिं और अपनी पत्नी तारामती एििं 
पुत्र रोहहताश्ि के िाथ बबक जाता है .ित्य(िणिधमि )पर अटि यह पररिार ििंकट के िमय में भी एक दिूरे की 
मदद (कथानक में रानी तारामती कृशकाय हुए हररश्चिंर का घड़ा इिलिए िर पर नहीिं रखिाती ,तयोंकक िह एक 
ब्राह्मण की क्रीतदाि है और राजा काशी के कािू नामक चािंडाि (दलित)का श्मशान रक्षक हैं. अपनी आत्मकथा 
‘मेरे ित्य के प्रयोग’ में गााँधी जी क्जि ‘ित्य हररश्चिंर नाटक का अपने जीिन पर अलमट प्रभाि बताते हैं,िह 
गुजराती नाटक और इि किल्म का कथानक एक ही है –ििंकट की विकट पररक्स्थनतयों में भी अपने जानत और 
िणिधमि पर अटि बने रहना और दलित द्िेष ...इि प्रकार दलित दृक्ष्टकोण िे देखा जाय तो हह िंदी लिनेमा की 
प्रारिंलभक किल्म ही हमें ननराश करती है . उिमे प्रगनतशीि तत्िों की अपेक्षा प्रनतगामी तत्िों का िमािेश ही 
प्रमुख है .जानतिाद और िणििाद के विरुद्ध न जाकर यह लिनेमा उिका खुिा िमथिन करता है िामाक्जक 
यथाथि की अपेक्षा पौराणणक ििं तालियों का पुनरुत्पादन’’..१ . इन किल्मों में ‘हररश्चिंर तारामती’, मोहहनी 
भस्मािुर ,ििंका दहन , कृष्ण जन्म, कालिय मदिन जैिी धालमिक किल्में थीिं. इिके बाद भी कक इन किल्मों ने 
हहन्द ूआदशों को ही प्रचाररत ककया किर भी इनमे ऐिा तया था क्जिके कारण इनको ननवषद्ध ज्ञान की श्रणेी में 
डाि हदया गया ? क्जतेन्र वििाररया ने इिकी पड़ताि करते हुए लिखा है-“इिका मुिभूत कारण भारत में 
रिंगमिंच और प्रदशिनकारी किाओिं में दलित वपछड़ों का ििेििाि होना है और यही कारण है कक देश में दलितों 
की ही तरह ििंगीत ,नृत्य और अलभनय किा को िदैि उपेक्षा की दृक्ष्ट िे देखा गया.”२  यहीिं िे लिनेमा के 
ननवषद्ध ज्ञान बनने की शुरुआत िगती है.और दिूरा कारण िगता है स्त्री और पुरुष का अपने घरों की 
चारदीिारी को िािंघकर अपने लिए एक दिूरी दुननया का ननमािण, चाहे इि दुननया की आरिंलभक मूल्यगत नीि 
स्त्री जीिन के प्रनत यथाक्स्थनतिाद पर ही तयों न हटकी हो. अथाित क्जि लिनेमा को िमाज में उिके स्थावपत 
मूल्य-भिंजक िम्भािना के चिते िमाज और पररिार में देखना ननवषद्ध था उिमे परदे पर हदखने िािी स्त्री 
छवि भी िमाज की परिंपरागत स्त्री की छवि िे अिग नहीिं थी . “किल्में िामाक्जक नैनतकता स्िीकार भी करती 
हैं,उन्हें तोड़ती भी हैं”३ . िेककन किल्मों के प्रनतगामी मूल्यों को लिरे िे ख़ाररज करना इनके महत्िपूणि योगदान 
को नकारना है. पररिारों में किल्मों का ननषेध इि बात का प्रमाण है कक किल्मे िमाज में प्रचलित मूल्यों िे 
अिग भी मूल्य प्रस्तुत करती थीिं . लििि  यही नहीिं िक्ल्क यौननकता भी किल्म ननषेध का बड़ा कारण 
था.किल्मों के यथाक्स्थनतिादी मूल्यों के प्रनत बड़े किल्म आिोचक जिरीमल्ि पारख भी यह मानते हैं कक हह िंदी 
लिनेमा यथाक्स्थनत का िमथिक है – “हम जानते हैं कक हह िंदी का िोकवप्रय लिनेमा बुननयादी तौर पर यथाक्स्थनत 
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का िमथिक है िेककन िोगों को यथाक्स्थनत का िमथिक बनाये रखने के लिए उिे नए-नए तरीके और नई-नई 
तकनीकें  अपनानी पड़ती हैं”.४ लिनेमा में इप्टा के आने के बाद उिकी विषय िस्तु और चररत्र बदि गया. इि 
िमय के लिनेमा में दलित िमाज िीधे तौर पर तो नहीिं िेककन गरीब की भूलमका में हदखाई देता है... “विषय 
प्रधान किल्मों के अिािा चािीि िे पचाि के दशक में दलित विमशि िे िम्बिंधधत किल्मों का अभाि है.”५  
यानन की जानत का ििाि अभी प्रमुख नहीिं बन पाया था यह ठीक िैिे ही है जैिे भारत के िामपिंथ ने शुरुआत 
में जानत के ििाि पर रुख अपनाया.  

 मेरा ऊदे्दश्य िमिामनयक किल्मो का दलित चेतना पर पड़ने िािे प्रभाि का अध्ययन करना है अतः 
िमकािीन विषयों की ही चचाि करूाँ गा . क्जि तरह िे भारतीय निजागरण आधुननकता  और पुनरुत्थानिाद के 
द्ििंद्ि िे गुजर रहा था िैिे ही हह िंदी लिनेमा भी इि प्रकक्रया िे अछूता नहीिं था. धीरे-धीरे आदशििाद िे यथाथि 
की तरि बढ़ता हुआ लिनेमा अब जनपक्षधर आधुननकता और पूजीिादी आधुननकता का िघषिविन्दु बन गया . 
यह पररक्स्थनत दलमत अक्स्मताओिं के मुक्तत आकािंक्षा को पिंख िगा रही थी. हह िंदी लिनेमा ने दलित िमाज को 
बहुत हद तक मुक्तत चेतना िे जोड़ा.फ्परख जी के अनुिार –“दलित िमस्या पर किल्मों का बनना १९३६ में ही 
शुरू हो गया था ,जब बाम्बे टाककज ने अछूत कन्या किल्म बनाई थी.आजादी के बाद िुजाता (१९५९)जैिी 
किल्म बनाकर इि िमस्या की तरि िोगों का ध्यान आकवषित ककया. िेककन भारतीय िमाज में ननहहत 
जानतिादी जहटिताओिं को कहीिं ज्यादा िूक्ष्मता िे धचबत्रत उनुन किल्मकारों ने ककया है क्जन्होंने यथाथििादी 
परिंपरा िे अपने को जोड़ा है.१९७० के आि-पाि भारतीय लिनेमा में यथाथििाद की जो नई िहर उभरी उिने 
दलित िमाज की िमस्याओिं को अपना विषय बनाया. श्याम बेनेगि ने आरम्भ िे ही इि ओर ध्यान हदया 
है.अिंकुर(१९७३),मिंथन(१९७६)और िमर(१९९८)में उनहोंने दलित िमस्या को अपनी किल्मों का विषय बनाया.इिी 
तरह मृणाि िेन की किल्म ‘मृगया’(१९७६),गोविन्द ननहिानी की किल्म ‘आक्रोश’(१९८०),ित्यक्जत राय की 
िद्गनत(१९८१),गौतम घोष की किल्म पार(१९८४),प्रकाश झा की किल्म ‘दामुि’(१९८४),अरुण कौि की किल्म 
‘दीक्षा’(१९९१)और शेखर कपूर की किल्म ‘बैंडडट तिीन’(१९९५)में ककिी न ककिी रूप में हम दलित यथाथि का 
धचत्रण देख िकते हैं. इन किल्मों की विशेषता यह है कक ये किल्में दलितों के ििाि को व्यापक िामाक्जक 
पररपे्रक्ष्य में रखकर देखती हैं.इनमे न तो आधथिक शोषण को ही मूि ििाि मानकर िामाक्जक उत्पीड़न के 
ििाि को छोड़ हदया गया है और न ही िामाक्जक अन्याय के प्रश्न की आड़ में आधथिक ििािों की उपेक्षा की 
गई है.इि तरह हह िंदी लिनेमा ने दलित अधधकार और िामाक्जक न्याय के प्रनत अपनी जागरूकता का पररचय 
िामाक्जक दानयत्ि की पूनत ि की है.”६   इि तरह कम ही िही िेककन हह िंदी लिनेमा ने दलित िमस्या को 
उठाया. िेककन ििाि ये है कक जो किल्में दलित िमस्या को उठाती हैं िे तया जेंडर के ििाि को ध्यान में 
रखती हैं? िमकािीन किल्मों में ‘आरक्षण’, ‘शुरा द राइक्जिंग’, ‘बििंडर’ जैिी किल्मों ने दलित िमाज के ििािों 
को उठाया और उनमे स्िालभमान और प्रनतरोध का भाि पैदा ककया.िेककन इि तरह के किल्मों की िख्या कम 
है. हािीिुड की किल्मों में िहााँ के अश्िेतों को क्जि तरह िे धचक्न्हत ककया गया उिको िैनन ने एक खाि 
ननलमित का हहस्िा माना-“िैनन ने नश्ल्िादी व्यिहारके तमाम रूपों का वििेचन ककया है.उक्प्निेलशतों और 
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अश्िेतों को बाििुिभ मानते हुए ििंरक्षण और िहायता की मुरा,उन्हें बदनाम करना (मििन ककिी क्जप्िी को 
चोर मान िेना,यहूदी को बेईमान या किर अश्िेत को ननकम्मा मानना),ििंहदग्ध मानना (तरह बबना धगने पैिा 
खचि करने िािा यहूदी ििंहदग्ध है ,िैिे ही मािंटेस्तयू को उद्धृत करने िािे अश्िेत पर भी ननगाह रखनी 
चाहहए),हिंिी उड़ाना(उन्हें या बेढब ियस्कों की तरह हिंिी का पात्र मानना. िैनन ने १९३० और १९४० के दशक 
की हािीिुड की किल्मों में अश्िेत घरेिु नौकरों की हिंिी को आििंबन के रूप में पेश करने का क्जक्र ककया 
है.)”७ तया कुछ ऐिी ही क्स्थनत हह िंदी लिनेमा में भी थी?यह एक विचारणीय प्रश्न है.   अब तो हह िंदी लिनेमा 
अपने िमाज िे ही  अिगाि का लशकार हो रहा है तो दलितों की क्जिंदगी का दस्तािेज कैिे बन िकता है? 
क्जतेन्र वििाररया की उपरोतत स्थापना को अगर आधार बनाया जाय तो यह ििाि विचारणीय हो जाता है कक 
आणखर ककि तरह दलित और वपछड़ों को प्रदशिनकारी किाओिं िे बहहष्कृत कर हदया गया? ऐिा िगता है कक 
लिनेमा जैिे-जैिे पैिे और िचिस्ि का माध्यम बनता गया िैिे- िैिे इिमें गरीब और दलित जानतयों का 
प्रनतननधधत्ि कम होता गया.और उिी के अनुपात में दलित और ग्रामीण पृष्ठभूलम भी लिनेमा िे गायब होने 
िगी.िमकािीन हह िंदी लिनेमा में अधधकािंश किल्मे िरोकारों को ध्यान में रखकर बनती ही नहीिं हैं जो बनती भी 
हैं उनके ऊपर भी व्याििानयकता का दबाि इतना होता है कक कथा की यथाथिता ही धलूमि होने िगती है . 
लिनेमा के घटते िामाक्जक िरोकार का मुख्या कारण मल्टीप्िेतिों की ििंस्कृनत का बढ़ना है .अब लिनेमा की 
न तो विषय िस्तु ग्रामीण होती है और न ही आने िािी किल्में गरीबों की पहुाँच में होती हैं.अगर कुछ किल्में 
बनती भी हैं िामाक्जक िरोकारों या दलित ििािों पर या प्रगनतिादी चेतना पर िे बहुत िारे पहिुओिं का ध्यान 
नहीिं रखती हैं. 

 ‘शुर द राइक्जिंग’ किल्म के शीषिक िे ही िगता है की यह उभरते हुए दलित िमुदाय के पीड़ादायक अनुभिों 
पर आधाररत है.किल्म मुख्यतः तीन दृश्यों पर केक्न्रत है.यह क्रमशः ब्राह्मण ,क्षबत्रय और िैश्य के द्िारा 
दलितों की प्रताड़ना को हदखने का प्रयाि करती है. विषयिस्तु के लिहाज िे यह एक अच्छी किल्म है िेककन 
इिकी ऐनतहालिकता को परदे पर उतारने की प्रकक्रया में यह अस्िभाविकता का लशकार हो जाती है. किल्म का 
जो गीत है “ एक बेबि के नीर िे पूछो ककतनी पीर है छाती में,तया है उिका दोश तयों जन्मा इि जानत में 
....िमाज की दारुण दशा को हदखाती है.दलित आक्रोश को हदखने का प्रयाि भी इिमें है , “ उ पानी पानी न 
जो मनई के कम ना आ िके उ मनई के मूत है मूत !”अपनी अस्िभाविकता के बाद भी यह किल्म दलित 
मुक्तत –चेतना को उद्द्िेलित करती है. बििंडर में दलित िमाज की िमस्या िे ज्यादे उिके लिए कम करने 
िािी ििंस्थाओिं और न्यायपालिका की ब्राह्मणिादी ननलमिती को हदखाया गया है जबकक आरक्षण किल्म में 
िामाक्जक –आधथिक वपछड़ेपन को और गरैबराबरी को दरू करने के ििंिैधाननक प्रािधान पर ही प्रहार को हदखाया 
गया है .अपनी तमाम कलमयों के बाद भी ये किल्मे दलित िमाज को प्रनतरोध करने की पे्ररणा देती हैं. िेककन 
मुख्या धरा की किल्मे अभी भी इन विषयों पर कोई उल्िेखनीय प्रदशिन नहीिं करतीिं . ब्राह्मणिादी मूल्य किल्म 
जगत और अन्य ििंस्थाओिं में ककि तरह अभी भी गुथा हुआ है इिका उदहारण अिंगे्रजों के ज़माने में बना हुआ 
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िेंिर बोडि है जो इि तरह के विषयों िािी किल्मों को जल्दी पाि ही नहीिं करता है .यह केिि दलित विषयो 
िािी किल्मों के िन्दभि में ही नहीिं िक्ल्क प्रगनत की चेतना िािी किल्मों के िाथ भी ऐिा ही करता है .  
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Introduction 

“Not to have seen the cinema of Ray means existing in the world without seeing the sun or the moon”- this 

famous quote by Akira Kurosawa is the most apt tribute to Satyajit Ray’s sheer brilliance. 

Today Philosophers of film hold a contrary stand to Plato whose hostility towards the arts as endemic to 

philosophy lead to condemning poets from his ideal city in The Republic.  Rather film-philosophers are seeing 

film as a source of knowledge and, even, as potential contributor to philosophy itself. Recently, there have been 

few adherents to the idea that films can make a philosophical contribution. This view was forcefully articulated 

by Stanley Cavell, whose interest in the philosophy of film helped spark the field's development. For Cavell, 

philosophy is inherently concerned with skepticism and the different ways that it can be overcome. In his many 

books and articles, Cavell has argued that film shares this concern with philosophy and can even provide 
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philosophic insights of its own (Cavell 1981; 1996; 2004). Many have pointed to a number of different ways in 

which films can do philosophy. Foremost among these is the thought experiment. Thought experiments involve 

imaginary scenarios in which readers / viewers are asked to imagine what things would be like if such-and-such 

were the case. Those who think that films can actually do philosophy point out that fiction films can function as 

philosophical thought experiments and thus qualify as philosophical. Philosophers have also begun to pay 

attention to a strand of avant-garde filmmaking known as structural films. 

 Whatever position one takes on the possibility of “cinematic philosophy,” it is clear that the philosophical 

relevance of film has been recognized by philosophers. Even those who deny that films can actually do 

philosophy have to acknowledge that films provide audiences with access to philosophical questions and issues. 

Indeed, the success of the book series entitled “Philosophy and X,” where one can substitute any film or 

television show for X, indicates that films are bringing philosophical issues to the attention of wide audiences. 

There can be no doubt that this is a healthy development for philosophy itself. 

Along these lines, the paper attempts to study a new view of Documentary as a form of a philosophy, by way of 

few complementary dialogues. These dialogues encounter the notion of inner eye, between its conceptual 

substance and its imagistic representability especially with reference to Indian Cinema. The social-philosophical 

perspectives in Indian Cinema post-independent period developed as a cultural force. Cinema has been the 

dominant source through which Asian art has drawn from, commented on and adapted its idioms for a variety of 

different cultural ends. The Indian Cinema inevitably has come to mean many different things to different 

people. It is a matter of great pride for Indian Cinema celebrating its centenary – to go down memory lane and 

acknowledge pioneers who achieved great success.  

Satyajit Ray(1921-1992) : Documentarian as a philosopher 

Philosophy has often struggled with the definition of documentary cinema. Most commonly, the end-product of 

the documentarian’s custom was chained to its functional habits. John Grierson, defines Documentary as “a 

creative treatment of actuality.” The most intelligible aspect of documentary practice is its conceptual 

entanglement with philosophy itself. Grierson's principles of documentary were that cinema's potential for 

observing life could be exploited in a new art form; that the "original" actor and "original" scene are better 

guides than their fiction counterparts to interpreting the modern world; and that materials "thus taken from the 

raw" can be more real than the acted article.  

Satyajit Ray the Indian Cinema’s best-known director was born in Calcutta (Kolkatta)  in a family that were 

prominent members of the social reformist Brahmo Samaj. According to one of his biographers, Andrew 

Robinson, the path taken by Satyajit Ray in Bengali Cinema is directly in line with the role of Rabindranath 

Tagore – whom his family often visited- in Bengali cultural revival. Like his master (briefly at Shantiniketan), 
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Ray comes from a dynasty of intellectuals, musicians and teachers of the well nurtured upper middle class. 

However, Ray did not idealize the values of Traditional India like Tagore and he was more open (two 

generations separate them) to the evolution of industrial civilization whose destructive excesses for humanity he 

eventually came to fear. Ray was, therefore the product of a humanistic cultural trend that was largely open to 

the world. 

Among the Western film makers his favourites were David Lean, Frank Capra, John Ford, William Wyle, John 

Huston, Ernst Lubitsch, Billy Wilder, Sergsei Eisenstein and amidst the Bengali and Indian films, he was very 

impressed with Uday Shankar’s Kalpana, Dhiren Ganguly’s Bilet Pherat. Ray was an exceptionally versatile 

film-maker who won almost every major prize in cinema, including an Oscar for lifetime achievement. His 

films include the Apu Trilogy, The Music Room, Charulata, Days and Nights in the Forest, Shatranj ke Khiladi 

and The Stranger. He also made comedies, musicals, detective films and documentaries. 

Ray’s documentary films about people have two characteristics in common that reflect his own personality. 

First, they are informed by deep admiration of the subject; as found in Rabindranath Tagore (1961), The Inner 

Eye (1972) and Sukumar Ray (1987). Secondly they are remarkably modest. Ray favoured shooting in natural 

settings in preference to studios and their inevitable conventions. His was art house cinema par excellence, and 

his multifaceted qualities, has shown to Indian directors that the supposedly ‘indispensible’ formulas of 

commercial cinema are not really indispensible. Probably because the work of Ray belongs to a vision of the 

world and of art which was his own, rooted in a profound ‘Indianness’ and open to universal values.  

The first dialogue highlights the radical documentary theorist to penetrate Binode Bihari Mukherjee’s blindness 

and reach his ‘inner vision born of long experience and deep devotion which the artist could call upon to come 

to his aid and to guide his fingers’ as Ray puts it in his simple heartfelt English commentary. Andrew Robinson 

states, Ray’s interest rests in characters with roots in their society. It was the struggle and corruption of the 

conscience-stricken person that fascinated him. He felt actual injustices so keenly and sincerely. Ray in an 

earnest way puts forth his master’s description about ‘blindness as new feeling, as new experience and a new 

state of being.’ 

The other dialogues, that which, between the film-philosopher and the documentarian, refract yet reconcile and 

recreate the truth within the current vision of documentary-as-philosophy and the discourse of film-philosophy, 

via a critical analysis of  documentary- segments titled are Sukumar Ray, Rabindranath Tagore and Bala. Ray’s 

wish to make documentaries has always been the appeal to him of a particular personality, in the case of making 

a documentary on Tagore; it was simply on the basis of Rabindranath’s overwhelming importance to him. Ray 

very   consciously and aesthetically portrays India’s National Poet with his interviews, then in certain portions 

of the films Rabindra Sangeet is played as a background music which is mystically charming and in the last 

segment of the film Tagore’s creative zeal through his paintings portrayed in the form of fantasy creatures to 
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landscapes and figures and human forms highlight the concept of ‘self-expression’, which is integral part of 

human nature for both Tagore and Satyajit Ray.  

In the making of Sukumar Ray, a remarkable piece of work as the centenary documentary of his father’s birth, 

showcase his skilful use of Sukumar’s comic drawings throughout the film never allows it to seem slow. By 

accepting the challenge of making this documentary with his father’s photographs that was the only available 

source then; and on his illustration and writings, Satyajit dramatizes Sukumar Ray’s sense of humour by making 

it alive on screen. 

Ray as an artist par excellence and constantly seeking for various forms of expression was simply awe-struck by 

Balasaraswati, ‘the greatest Bharat Natyam dancer ever’, according to him. He urged to study Bharat Natyam as 

a form of Indian Classical Dance in order to portray Balasaraswati’s full range dance forms for his Bengali 

audience to experience this enriching art. 

Thus in his documentaries we find synthesis of paintings, music, dance with the most sensitive and exquisite 

use of details. A great auteur, who put Indian cinema prominently on the world map, Ray is known for his 

humanistic approach to cinema. 

Conclusion 

From Satyajit Ray’s own work Our films their films we draw an understanding through one of the chapter titled 

An Indian New Wave that post independent era witnessed the formation of few organizational bodies in Indian 

Cinema due to the fragmentation of national consensus which resulted in the emergence of three major forms: 

develop mentalist state realism, identification-oriented realism of the middle class arena and the aesthetic of 

mobilization. In the 1950s the new nation’s media debated the creation of a national cinema and the 

government’s role in its development. So, to a great extent, the Indian Cinema megalith since 1960 has been 

effectively categorized in popular discourse as two things: the ‘Hindi Movie’ and ‘Satyajit Ray films’. The 

former being the song-dance-action stereotype made in over 12 languages and representing that most enviable 

of all national possessions, a cultural mainstream, and the latter a highly generalized category involving a 

variety of different directors generically celebrated as being culturally ‘rooted’ in their context. A Bengali critic 

Chidananda Dasgupta states the ‘All India Films,’ spread the Hindustani language in order to overcome the 

regional and linguistic barriers with the help of ‘cultural leadership’ of cinema. According to him its incapacity 

to finance itself was thus, counterbalanced by its power to further a unified’ indigenous’ contemporary culture, 

the notion of ‘pan-Indian’. 

Satyajit Ray obliged Indian Cinema to try out new ideas, going against the formulas of commercial cinema, Ray 

uses in his films a rigorous and harmonic structure based on Western music and the idiom of neo-realism, 

according to Aruna Vasudev, signifying “a search for the ‘real’ India and a profoundly Indian sensibility 
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characterized by a sense of wonder, an evocation of aesthetic emotions and the choice of suggesting rather than 

asserting.”  

He was able to bring about the synthesis between Western scientific approach and instinctive aesthetic tradition 

of India, superimposing in some manner a rationalist and positivist mind on beliefs close to superstition and on 

fossilized social practices. He was able to describe with finesse both the love for his city, Calcutta (Kolkatta) 

and equally in a very convincing manner life in the countryside and also relations between city dwellers and 

nature’s impulses. Highly cultured and gifted with many talents-he was musician, publisher, author of short 

stories, books on cinema, children, crime thrillers and painter-the qualities which found expression in the highly 

sophisticated story board of his films. Satyajit Ray was one of the most brilliant representatives of Bengali and 

Indian intelligentsia of his generation. Thus, ironically ‘Satyajit Ray’-type realism became national 

commission’s policy, as the films, henceforth to be supported had to follow the aesthetic criteria of ‘human 

interest in theme,’ ‘Indianness’ and ‘characters with whom the audience can identify.’ Andrew Robinson rightly 

states, “in a century of unparallel human self-destruction and ravaging of our natural environment … Satyajit 

Ray and his films, especially his very last films, remind us of the wholeness and sanctity of the individual, and 

offer us intimations, if one tunes oneself to him, then one connects to a mysterious unity behind the visible 

world.”  

In Satayajit Ray’s own words we gather an inspiration that, “the only solutions that are ever worth anything are 

the solutions that people find themselves.” 
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Dark Comedy in Hindi Films – A Philosophical Introspection 
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Comedy is usually taken synonymous to humor, laughter or fun; and philosophers have discussed about its 

placement or value either in daily life or in various forms of art, more specifically performing arts. But there are 

hand-few of philosophers who have philosophized about comedy. Two names that come to forefront are Francis 

Hutcheson and James Beattie. Francis Hutcheson penned down his theory on humor in his book ‘Thoughts on 

Laughter’ that was published in 1725. ‘He believed in laughter as a response to the perception of incongruity.’  
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Scottish poet James Beattie is believed to be the first philosopher to formulate the ‘Incongruity theory of 

Humor’. When Plato, Hobbes and Kant wrote about humor (in our case comedy), it was supplemented with 

other theories. It was never an independent subject of enquiry.  Henri Bergson is said to be the first person who 

wrote about humor extensively in his book Laughter (1900). According to Dr. Paul E. McGhee, ‘Your sense of 

humor is one of the most powerful tools you have to make certain that your daily mood and emotional state 

support good health.’ (E-Journal). In fact Aristotle wrote on comedy which is lost. He believed that tragedy is 

the most refined version of poetry dealing with matter that is high in status; while comedy is the most refined 

version of poetry that deals with base matters. So also Bharat Muni’s Natya Shashtra gives independent status 

to comedy as one of the nine rasas, the Hasya Rasa, whose presiding deity is Pramata (the Knower God), and 

the dominating colour is white. So humor/comedy has its right place in dramatics or performing arts or in our 

daily life. 

 Philosophers have also undermined humor as nothing important. “Martian anthropologist comparing the 

amount of philosophical writing on humor with what has been written on, say justice, or even on Rawl’s Veil of 

Ignorance, might well conclude that humor could be left out of human life without much loss.”1 Even Plato in 

his Republic (388e) says that the care taker of the state should be far away from humor as he believed that due 

to humor there is violent laughter (in Sanskrit Atta-Hasya) generates violent reaction. Therefore it must be 

avoided. 

If Plato was to avert humor/comedy, dark or black comedy will be permanently on exile in Plato’s philosophy; 

then there can be no further discussion.Dark comedy exists and is equally important as ‘dark romanticism’. 

What is dark/black comedy? Dark comedy is defined as (i) a comedy having gloomy or disturbing elements, 

especially one in which a character suffers an irreparable loss; (ii) A comedy characterized by morbid or grimly 

satiric humor. (The Free Dictionary). According to Garrick, Beth and Williams, “A black comedy or dark 

comedy is a comic work that employs black humor that in its most basic definition is humor that makes light of 

otherwise solemn subject matter, or gallows humor. The definition of black humor is problematic; it has been 

argued that it corresponds to the earlier concept of gallows humor.”2 The term black humor was coined by 

Andre Breton in 1935, who was a surrealist theoretician. 

Precisely, therefore, dark comedies are satires which are comic in nature that is cynical and skeptical, mostly 

surrounded to black subjects, and most prominent among them is ‘death’. One needs to stand on the surrealist’s 

pedestal to create and receive dark comedy. The surrealist takes you to the state that is either belonging to extra-

ordinary perception (in Sanskrit – Alaukik Pratyaksha) or one jump over the other world, grounded to this 

empirical world. 

The two Indian Bollywood films that come to our mind while discussing dark comedy are –  

1. Jaane Bhi Do Yaanro (JBDY) (1983) Hindi movie directed by Kundan Shah and produced by NFDC, and 

 2. Saat Khoon Maaf (SKM) (2011) Hindi movie written, directed and co-produced by Vishal Bhardwaj, 

adapted from the short story by Ruskin Bond’s ‘Susanna’s Seven Husbands’. 

The two characters that belong to dark comedy in Hindi movies that I have chosen are Kanhaiya Lal known for 

his well denounced comic villain role as Sukhilala in well renowned film ‘Mother India’ (MI) (1957) written, 

directed and produced by Mehboob Khan; and Manorama known for her well denounced comic villain role as 

Chachi in well renowned film Seeta aur Geeta (SAG) (1972) written by Salim-Javed, directed by Ramesh Sippy 

and produced by G. P. Sippy. 
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JBDY and SKM seem to be part of ‘gallows humor’. According to Antonin J. Obrdlik, “’Gallows humor’ is a 

type of humor that arises in a type of precarious or dangerous situation.”3Gallows humor includes witty 

comments on hopeless circumstances. Death plays an important role as inevitable aspect of life, and comedy is 

generated out of stressful, painful or from situations that threaten life. JBDY and SKM are apt examples of dark 

comedy. Also the two actors Kanhaiya Lal and Manorama portray gallows humor in films MI and SAG 

respectively. 

According to Kurt Vonnegut, “The term (‘gallows comedy’) was part of the language before Freud wrote an 

essay on it – ‘Gallows Humor’. This is middle European humor, a response to hopeless situations. It’s what a 

man says faced with a perfectly hopeless situation and he still manages to say something funny. Freud gives 

examples: A man being led out to be hanged says, ‘Well, the day is certainly starting well.’ It’s generally called 

Jewish humor in this country. Actually from the peasants’  revolt, the thirty years’ war, and from the 

Napoleonic wars. It’s small people being pushed this way and that way, enormous armies and plagues and so 

forth, and still hanging on in the face of hopelessness. Jewish jokes are middle-European jokes. And the black 

humorists are gallows humorists, as they try to be funny in the face of situations which they see as just 

horrible.”4  

In JBDY, the disastrous comic end of the two protagonists - young photographers, those who try to expose 

corrupt builders, municipal commissioner and media personals ultimately are led to gallows. But the humor 

coming out of the various situations as moving of municipal commissioner’s dead body and the farce makes one 

laugh to its heartfelt but tears in eyes, tears of the hopelessly sad situation. The film was inspired by Italian 

director Michelangelo Antonioni’s full English film ‘Blow-Up’ (1966); so Kundan Shah paid tribute to 

Antonioni by naming the park ‘Antonioni Park’ where the municipal commissioner is murdered. 

So also SKM is a clear example of gallows humor. Susanna Anna-Marie Johannes (played by Ms. Priyanka 

Chopra) kills her seven husbands who betray her. But the backdrop of the scenes while she killing her seven 

husbands has a comic touch. The situation is hopeless and painful; but if it is so, one accepts it and moves 

forward with full humor. In an interview (in The Hindu, 17th Feb. 2011), Vishal Bhardwaj, the director of the 

film said that he retained Bond’s theme, but incorporated his own elements to make the film a dark comedy. He 

found, like Kurt Vonnegut, that it was very interesting to know that a woman married seven times and more 

intriguing was she kills her seven husbands. In The Telegraph (retrieved on 22nd April 2013) Ruskin Bond said, 

“The challenge was devising seven ingenious ways (Indian methods of killing the husbands) in which she 

(Susanna) could kill her husbands without being suspected. And she does it successfully, until towards the end.”   

Both the films have its share of Gallows Comedy, an intrinsic part of Dark Comedy. 

Gallows humor is about certain topics or situations. But gallows humor, as I think, can be raised to its ultimate 

by characters also; and these characters can be identified with dark topics or situations. It is a difficult task for 

an actor to give rise single handedly gallows humor. So, this condition is satisfied by many ‘good’ actors. I have 

selected two amongst them; Kanhaiya Lal Chaturvedi (from Varanasi) who plays the role of Suhkilala in MI, an 

evil, ruthless and cunning moneylender. The whole cinematic experience of the character of Sukhilala makes 

one laugh with disgust, contempt and repulsion. The whole character comes live and one cannot stop 

appreciating the way Kanhaiya Lal has portrayed the devious character. Will MI be complete without 

Sukhilala? He is indispensable in the movie and the humor generated is definitely dark and gallows humor. 

Manorama (died on 15th Feb. 2008), the yesteryear actress who plays the role of tyrant Chachi (aunt) in the film 

SAG. The obese body of Manorama in fact added humor to her character, with bold make-up and unusually 
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loud expressions bring Bibhatsa, Hasya, Raudra and Bhayanaka Rasa (repulsive, laughter, anger and horror 

moods) all together in her persona. She is ruthless, cunning, witchy and devious and above all funny – in all 

ways Manorama portrays gallows humor giving rise to dark comic situation.  

Again the question that comes to our mind is – can SAG be complete without Manorama? The answer is a bold 

‘NO’. 

There is a potential question – can we categorize the character of Mahmood in the film Gumnaam (1965), films 

like Mera Naam Joker (1970), Ananda (1971), Mein Sunder Hun (1971), Bombay to Goa (1972), Kunvara Baap 

(1974), Delhi Belly (2011), Go Goa Gone (2013) as dark comedy?  

This leads us to types of black comedy where we can place them respectively. They are: 

1. Shock Comedy – Example Bombay to Goa and Delhi Belly. 

2. Crude Comedy – This is sort of dark vulgar comedy. Example Ginny aur Jonny (1976) and Dirty 

Picture (2011). 

3. Satire Comedy – Example Peepli Live (2010) and Oh My God! (2012). 

4. Macabre Comedy – It is dark ghastly comedy emphasizing on details, symbols and signs of death. 

Example Bhoot Bangla (1965) and Jangal mein Mungle (1972). 

5. Horror Comedy – Example character of the butler played by Mahmood in Gumnaam, and film Go Goa 

Gone (some of the dark horror comedy movies are also called as Zombie Comedy). 

6. Cringe Comedy – This type of dark comedy makes the audience uncomfortable, rather than laugh. 

Example Mera Naam Joker and Ananda. 

7. Schadenfreude Comedy – This type of dark comedy is fun and pleasure derived from others’ 

misfortune. Example Padosan (1968) and Katha (1983). And 

8. Problem Comedy – This type of dark comedy is realism in art presenting conflicting point of views 

generating comedy within social context. Example Kunwara Baap and Mein Sunder Hoon. 

It is not necessary that a film belongs to only one of the above mention types of dark comedy. Usually it 

belongs to one or much types.So dark comedy has its say; and it is quite an intrinsic part of Hindi Cinema 

that is always underestimated; but through which films cannot do without. Films are lifted to loftier heights 

due to characters that portray dark comedy (like Goethe’s Faust). Let us take dark comedy in proper light.  
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HINDI FILMS
15

, NATIONALISM AND DEMOCRATISATION OF CULTURE* 

Dr. Biraj Mehta 

 
 Since 1913, Hindi cinema has played an important role in reinforcing nationalist discourses. With its 

emphasis on integration and patriotism, it attempts to form a homogenized culture, causing political, social and 

religious exclusions that manifest itself in the form of insurgency, communal riots and even wars. Trapped in 

conventional nationalist discourses, Hindi films seem to lack the cosmopolitan spirit which refers to more 

inclusive moral, political and economic relationship between nations or between individuals of different nations 

based on the Kantian spirit of hospitality. The paper is divided into three sections. The first section is a 

historical exposition of the films that have adopted the nationalist theme and the Bollywood stereotypes of 

Islam that reflect the failure of the democratization process. The second section examines the family and 

romantic genre of Bollywood that has attempted to critique conventional discourse on nationalism through a 

critique of the notion of borders, yet reinforcing the stereotypes of gender and religion. The third section 

analyses the lack of cosmopolitan spirit in Hindi films and its relevance to the process of democratic cinema. 

I 

Imagining the Nation: Historical Reconstruction of Hindi Cinema 

 The liberal version of democracy(as formulated in Thomas Hobbes’s Leviathan(1651), John Locke’s 

Two Treatises of Government(1689) and Jean Jacques Rousseau’s The Social Contract(1762) is based on the 

premise of equality and freedom from constrain as the natural right of humans. It upholds the idea that people 

must be liberated from all external constraints and should be able to control their own resources and determine 

their own destiny. It involves forming a fraternity, a nation state where people share a common homeland, a 

single territory, form a single public culture and unite with no internal divisions. This homogenized culture is 

propagated as the authentic identity of the people sharing the common territory organized into a nation state, 

causing social, religious and political exclusions.According to Benedict Anderson a nation state is imagined, 

“…Nationality…nation-ness….as well as nationalism are cultural artefacts of a particular kind.”(4) The 
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imagined gives new meanings to everyday experience and gain emotional legitimacy and it links political 

fraternity and economic power in new ways. (Anderson 36) The process of othering becomes integral to 

imagining the nation state, as emotional attachment and loyalty to the imagined homogenous culture can only 

be achieved vis a vis the ‘other’.The people are made to remember and nurture their national identity based on 

what they are not as much as what they are. The concept of other is articulated and reinforced through mediums 

like films.(Ranganathan 41) 

 Hindi films have been responsive to this nationalist discourse since its inception. Contrary to Gandhi’s 

belief that cinema is merely a cheap source of entertainment16, films of the pre independence era had embraced 

Congress nationalist struggle in many ways. They reflected people’s social and political aspirations for 

independence and developed its own distinct language to communicate its nationalist aspirations.17(Sharma 

137) Dadasaheb Phalke, was probably the first to link Indian film industry to Indian politics and statehood. 

Through films like Raja Harishchandra(1913)and Birth of Krishna(1928), had a vision of creating Indian 

images on screen which would be able to replace the Western images(example Krishna replacing the image of 

Christ). (Sharma 137) Though his films may not be overtly nationalist in content, Phalke’s primary interest was 

to initiate an Indian industry with Indian finance dealing with Indian images. It provided an alternative to the 

dominant culture imposed by the British that had succeeded in denigrating Indians as inefficient and weak. 

Privileging Hindu mythologies as an indigenous form of culture not only appealed to majority Indian people, it 

was also an act of decolonization as it also provided an alternative to the dominant culture imposed by the 

British that had succeeded in denigrating Indians as inefficient and weak. Kanjibhai Rathod’s Bhakta 

Vidur(1921)reflected the Congress’ political and social ideologies and the character of Vidur was moulded to 

resemble the personality of Gandhi and was the first film to be banned by the British.(Rajyadhaksha 19)Films 

like N. R. Acharya’s Bandhan(1940), Gyan Mukherjee’s Kismet(1940), Homi Wadia’s Jai Bharat(1941) 

aroused nationalist aspirations with patriotic lyrics.18 Historic films like Sohrab Modi’ Sikandar(1941) and 

mythological films like Homi Wadia’s Amar Raj(1946), carried the nationalist message indirectly by praising 
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Gandhi  had declared on several occasions that he had not seen a single film, in response to a questionnaire response requested by 

Indian Cinematograph Committee Gandhi wrote “even if I so minded, I should be unfit to answer your questionnaire, as I have n ever 

been to a cinema, but even to an outsider, the evil it has done and is doing is patent”(Kaul 44)  He also believed that it was a social 

evil like gambling and horse racing and  his views were shared by several politicians of his times. Very few politicians like  Jawaharlal 

Nehru, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, Balgangadhar Tilak and Lala Latpat Rai saw potential in cinema for social and educational purposes, 

yet they did not promote this medium enthusiastically in the pre independence era. (Kaul 38-41) 
17

 The film makers were also looking for support to resist British pressure on the Indian cinema in the form of censorship, tax and 

control of raw materials.(Sharma 137) While the Indian politicians were generally sceptical and some saw no potential in cine ma, the 

British could perceive the threat and through different repressive laws, like the Dramatic Performances Act of 1876 and 

Cinematographic Act of 1918, banned or severely censored all images that indicated nationalism. On the other hand, films that  

glorified the British and the pro empire rule, example, TheCharge of Light Brigade, Lives of Bengal Lancer and Gunga Din  were 

allowed to run in different provinces despite of the criticism from the Indian press. Indian politicians offered no help from this 

repression as they lacked the creative insight into the expressive and communicative power of the new medium that could generate 

popular support for the nationalist cause.(Sharma 135-136) 
18

 Though “Chal Chal Re Naujawan…” from Bandhan ,  “Door Haton O Duniyawalon Hindustan Hamara Hai” from Kismet  and 

“Ham Watan Ke Watan Hamara…” from Jai Bharat had no direct reference to British (which is why got through the censorship) the  

hidden meaning got through the people.(Sharma 138) 
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the valor of king Porus against Alexander19 and advocating peoples rule, democracy over monarchy in the latter. 

The pre independence films not only criticised colonial rule but also adopted the congress cause of social 

reform.(Kaul 112) Films like V. Shantaram’s Dharmatma(1935),Franz Osten’s Acchut Kanya(1936), Master 

Vinayak’s Brandy Ki Bottle(1939),Mohinder’s Meetha Zeher(1938) and Mahesh Kaul’s Talaq(1938), 

Chandulal Shah’s Achhut(1940) K.A.Abbas’s Dharti ke Lal(1946) and Chetan Anand’s Neecha 

Nagar(1946)championed congress criticism of evils like untouchability, drug abuse and alcoholism, rights of 

Hindu women and class inequalities. Through allegories like Mehboob Khan’s Aurat(1940), Mehboob’s 

Roti(1942)it projected the Congress nationalist image of a reformed India and this political cause was never lost 

to the audience.20Unfortunately, this act of decolonization, privileged Hindu Culture which later came to be 

identified with Indian culture. Though there were devotional films like S.N. Patankar’s Kabir Kamal(1919, 

appealing to both Hindus and Muslims), historical films like J. J. Madan’s Nurjehan(1923), Nanubhai Desai and 

Bhagwati Mishra’s Razia Begum(1924), Ardeshir Irani’s Shahjahan(1924), that served as images of India’s 

culture and social films like D.M. Pancholi’s Khandaan(1942), V. Shantaram’s Padosi(1941), Nazir’s 

Bhalai(1943) that addressed the crucial need for Hindu Muslim community amity.(Allen Bhaskar 66), yet most 

of the films dealt with issues of the dominant Hindu culture as national issues marginalising the challenges 

faced by minority cultures.  

 The transition of the country from a colony to an independent nation created an atmosphere of new 

aspirations and dreams of building a new India. Post independence historical films like G.D. Kapoor’s Azadi Ki 

Rah Par(1948), S. Ram Sharma’s Shaheed(1948), Ramesh Saigal’s Samadhi(1950), Phani Majumdar’s 

Aandolan(1951), Hemen Gupta’s AnandMath(1952), R.S. Chaudhari’s Jallianwala Baug Ki Jyoti(1953), 

Sohrab Modi’s Jhansi Ki Rani(1956), Kittoor , Satyajit Ray’s Shartanj Ke Khiladi(1978), glorified the freedom 

struggle against the British. There were also several historicals on the Mughal emperors such as Jaswantlal’s 

Anarkali(1953), K.Asif’s Mughal-e Azam(1960), M. Sadik’s Taj Mahal(1963) that aimed to provide an image 

of the Mughal emperors who appear as sources of justice, as unifying forces who embraced rather than 

destroyed Hindu religiosity and culture and pioneers of cultural renaissance. The pre independence films like 

G.R. Sethi’s Shehensha Akbar(1943)and Mehboob Khan’s Humayun(1945) and post independence Muslim 

historicals (upto 1960s) were not only of anti colonial gestures but also aimed at countering the right wing 

Hindu majoritarian charges of Muslims as barbaric outsiders. Babur (Shah Nawaz) in the film Humayun is 

depicted as making Hindustan his home and Mughal’s contribution to Hindu Muslim unity, thus asserting thus 

the question of belonging and acceptance. This idea was later repeated by the 2008 Bollywood film Ashutosh 

Gowarikar’s  Jodha Akbar.(Allen, Bhaskar 25-27). Films like Satyen Bose’s Jagriti(1954,) Baldeo Chopra’s 
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 Its  release conincided with WWII and Gandhis call for Civil Disobedience and the film positively aroused patriotic feelings and 

national sentiments.(Kaul 112) 
20

 1930-1947, several films had patriotic titles like Jai Bharat(1936), Mukti Snan(1937), Jai Swadesh(1938), Industrial India(1938), 

Dharti Mata(1938), Matrubhoomi(1939), Hindustan Hamara(1940), Ekta(1942), Gulami(1944)  conveying nationalist aspirations 

along with social reform.(Sharma 140) 
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Naya Daur(1957), Ram Mukherjee’s Hum Hindustani(1960), Raj Kappors’ Jis Desh Me Ganga Behti 

Hai(1960), Sashadhar Mukherjee’s Leader(1964), Shyam Benegal’s Manthan(1976), Girish Karnad’s 

Godhuli(1977) explicitly dealt with the issue of nation building. It metaphorically portrayed the impact of 

building new power relationships and elite identity in contemporary India.(Chakravarthy 259) These films also 

glorified the heritage of the country that represented the hopes of a new India and characterised the model of a 

good citizen as a patriot who reforms the society from the social evils for the sake of prosperity of the nation. 

Jagriti deals with children and their gradual awakening into a sense of collective identity through the guidance 

of a dedicated teacher. It is expresses nation building film with references to Gandhi, Nehru, Bose and laden 

with images and emblems of a glorified national tradition.(Charavarthy 125) The theme of linking patriotism 

with citizenship was later adopted by Bollywood through the film Ashutosh Gowarikar’s Swadesh(2004). These 

films were overtly invoking the ideal of the nation that appealed to the Hindu majority, films while other social 

and religious communities remained at the periphery of the narratives.21Even though Hindi cinema is enriched 

by many cultures and religions, particularly Islam, its positive contribution is seldom acknowledged to same 

extent. “…vision of India’s cultural unity has never excluded the Muslims, Hindu-Muslim unity through the 

figure of good Muslim, infact seen as critical to the preservation of the nation’s integrity…as the idea of India 

as a nation state takes precedence, the idea of a civilisation will become imperilled and the cultural pluralism 

and the accommodation of that civilisation will most likely become first victims of nefarious development.”(Lal 

257-259) Thus, Islam has always played the role of the significant ‘other’ in India’s complex political, cultural 

and religious history and Hindi cinema reinforces and reproduces its stereotyping and misinterpretations.(Hirji 

57) 

 Prior to the social, courtesan and war films of the sixties, Islam mainly found representation in the 

historical genre. Social films like M. Sadiq’s Chaudvin Ka Chaand(1960), H.S. Rawail’s Mere 

Mehboob(1963)focussed on the challenges faced by the feudal aristocratic Muslim household as it forces the 

pressures of modernity, while courtesan films like Kamaal Amrohi’s Pakeezah(1971), Muzaffar Ali’s Umraon 

Jaan(1981), Baldeo Raj Chopra’s Tawaif(1985)embodied the Islamic idea of tehzeeb or etiquettes as the highest 

achievement of Nawabi culture.(Allen Bahskar 6-7) The social films and courtesan films were out of sync with 

the harsh social realities and challenges the Muslims faced due to partition and rise of right wing politics. The 

social and courtesan films projected an ideal that Hindu majoritarian audience would wish to see to deny the 

harsh marginalisation and discrimination of minorities.(Chakravarti 8-9) The sixties also saw the first war films, 

Chetan Anand’s Haqeeqat(1964), K.A. Abbas Saat Hindustani(1969), Dev Anand’s Prem Pujari(1970) 

Ramanand Sagar’s Lalkar (1972) and Chetan Anand’s Hindustan Ki Kasam(1973) which were inspired by the 

theme of violation of the country’s borders by neighbouring enemies. While Haqeeqat depicted Chinese 
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 Films like Bimal Roy’s Madhumati(1958)  addressed the marginalisation of the tribals and their exploitation at the hands of 

capitalists interests. Yet it reinforced the process of assimilation as necessary to strengthen the myth of nation building.(Chakravarthy 

129-130) 
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aggression, Saat Hindustani depicted Goa liberation struggle from the Portugese, Lalkar depicted aggression of 

Japanese in Burma, films like Prem Pujari and Hindustan Ki Kasam overtly suggested Pakistani aggression. 

Given the event of partition, the Hindu identity falsely came to be identified with Indianess while the Muslim 

identity came to be associated with Pakistan, which was perceived as the greatest threat to Indian integrity. The 

theme of Pakistan as the perpetrator of violence dominated the films of 1990s as rise of right wing politics 

created an environment for the film industry to believe that there was market for content centring on jingoistic 

patriotism.(Buddha 8)  Bollywood films like J.P.Datta’s Border(1997) and LOC: Kargil(2003), Farhan Akhtar’s 

Lakshya(2004) depicting violation of country’s borders while films like Mani Ratnam’s Roja (1992), Gulzar’s 

Maachis(1996) John Matthew Matthan’s Sarfarosh(1999)was inspired by the theme of terrorism violating 

country’s borders.  

 Firstly, these films had an uncritical approach to wars, terrorism and named Pakistan as a major source 

of unrest, simultaneously blaming it for being an ineffective oppressive state.(Singh 112) Secondly, it 

stereotyped Muslims as villains as being violent, rigid, backward conservative, and the cause of separation, 

terrorism and division. It dichotomized between the good and bad Muslims.The bad Muslims were equated with 

being anti-national which in turn is a symbol of Pakistan. The good Indian Muslims have to prove their loyalty 

to the country. Islam is projected as the cause of terrorism and Islamic nations are represented breeding ground 

of terrorism22.(Singh 112) Thirdly, the films falsely constructed a national identity which is a Hindu identity 

(stereotyped as secular, democratic and non-violent and importantly anti-Islam and anti-Pakistan) through 

imaginary narratives that sidelines and ignores the partition of 1947 as a keystone of the formation of national 

identity.(Singh 112) Gayatri Spivak contends that the notion of national identity is an artificial construct, thus 

there can be no easy identification of national identity as it struggles with a lot of identities associated with 

region, language, religion class caste and race.(Chakravarty 20) Yet, ignoring this complexity, Hindi cinema 

offers a vision of an imagined nation that is dominated my Hindu symbolisms, Hindu mythology and north 

Indian Hindu culture prevalent in the Hindi speaking belt.(Virdi 9)  

 The last decade saw the failure of war films and the lowering of the rhetoric against Pakistan and 

Muslims as relations between the two countries improved and the filmmakers perceived Pakistan as a huge 

potential market.(Budha9) 23Films like Lakshya(2004) and Farah Khan’s Main Hoon Na(2004)attempted to 

discuss the utopian imagination of peace and non-violent belongingness by problematizing the issue of 
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Sarfarosh represents the Muslim minority in India through the marginalised figure of Inspector Salim(. His personal isolation is 

highlighted as the police establishments doubt his honesty in arresting Muslim criminals and hardline elements within the Muslim 

community mock his allegiance to Islam. His character is also representative of the economic underclass, denied access to the  higher 

ranks of the police as represented by the Indian Police Service officer Ajay Singh Rathod (Amir Khan). At the same time his origins 

allow him access to the underbelly of Mumbai city in a way that his social and professional superiors donot have. Salim’s isolation 

can be interpretd as the general condition of the muslim minority in the country which feels its loyalty ques tioned by the majority 

community on one hand and its religious dediation doubted by hardline international and domestic Islamists on the other. At t he same 

time Salims own agency in choosing his loyalties can be read symbolically as a choice available to t he minority population complete 

with the necessary consequences.(Singh 116-117)  
23

The following paragraph is summarized from Kavita Daiya’s Violent Belongings: Partition, Gender and National Belongingin Post 

Colonial India, pp.150-180. 
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ethinization of citizenship (generated by partition) and questioning the political inscription of Indian 

Muslim/Pakistani Muslim as the other. Example, in Main Hoon Na, the focus shifts from the Muslim being the 

perpetrator of violence to a Hindu villain. Lakshya focuses on Indo Pak Kargil war as it uses war only as a 

backdrop to explore the struggles of individuality. It avoids the narrow nationalism of Border and LOC: Kargil, 

as it calls for peace and the violence of war and an aspiration for a nationalism without war is expressed. Yet 

these films end up reinforcing the very notion of borders and ethnic citizenship they want to question. Borders 

still are assumed as markers of identity in both the films. In Main Hoon Na, the mission of sending the prisoners 

home and restoring their identity and in Lakshya, the scene where Karan(Hritik Roshan) looks at the LOC and 

remarks that it is now he feels he is an Indian, earlier he only knew he is an Indian, indicate that films 

attempting to move beyond stereotypes eventually are dependent on the formula of the earlier war films as it 

does not question the politics of the nation state. The next section explores Hindi cinema’s vision of the 

imagined nation generally through the microcosm of familial and romantic genre. 

II 

Critiquing the Gendered Nation State: Stereotypes and Beyond 

 The notions of family and kinship influence the imagination of the nation state and vice versa, thus 

family films and war romances become fundamental genres in exploring and critiquing the Indian identity and 

the nation.  The imagined community of nation and family play an important role in satisfying the aspiration for 

integrated ownership necessary for the formation and sustenance of the liberal version of nation state. (Gabriel 

225) This has its roots in the political liberal school of thought where the individuals and the state are 

contractually bound to secure the natural rights of freedom and equality. The contractual state is instituted to 

maintain a neutral and secular form of justice that equally distributes rights and protects its citizens form 

coercions, which in turn requires that the social relationships between individuals are regulated and negotiated 

within the state. The liberal version of nation state rests on diminishing individuality yet at the same time 

asserting individualism, thus imagined community of the nation also rests on an imagined families. 

Imaginations of a common territory, shared memories, histories, futures, languages, religion, and cultural bring 

together its citizens as collective. Since they are dominated by masculinised memory, humiliation and hope, the 

national family is inclined towards a gendered, patriarchal, hierarchical, radical, imagined, heterosexual family 

(228). Love stories are a major component of family drama, the tackle imagined enemies that threaten territorial 

authority or cultural invasion. By embodying socio political crisis in personal narratives they affirm the highly 

mythified patriarchal family and the patriarchal Hindu community nation as the extended family (256).The 

social films of Raj Kapoor in sixties and films like Mehboob Khan’s Mother India (1957), Yash Chopra’s 

Deewar (1975) that critiqued the evils of the state and the Hindu society found a more aggressive version in the 

films of nineties. Set in the context of rise of right wing politics, films like Karan Johar’s Kuch Kuch Hota Hai 

(1998), Subhash Ghai’s Pardes (1997), Sanjay Leela Bhansali’s Hum Dil De Chuke Sanam(1999), Karan 
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Johar’s Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gam (2001)24 reinforce the idea of a strong stable Hindu family as a microcosm of 

a strong stable nation, women are shown as playing subordinate roles, upholding traditional values (inspite of 

being comfortable with modernity), and her bodies are visualized as carriers of cultural values. The Hindu 

mother is also valorised as a good wife and good mother, though they are granted the space for education and 

professional fulfilment, it is only through the fulfilment of domestic duties that their identity is completed. It is 

in the private space of a Hindu family that gendered roles, distribution of labour in production, reproduction and 

maintenance of the family nation is inculcated. The women of other communities either find no representation 

or they have marginalised positions as care takers. (Example, the Sikh Housekeeper Rifat Bi(Himani Shivpuri) 

in Kuch Kuch Hota Hai, The Christian mother, Mrs Rafilini(Helen), in Hum Dil De Chuke Sanam and the 

Muslim nanny Sayeeda(Farida Jalal) in Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gham. Social films that centre around Christian 

families, example, Laxmi Narayan’s Julie(1975),Raj Kapoor’s Bobby(1973),Kundan Shah’s Kabhi Haan Kabhi 

Naa(1994), Rajkumar Santoshi’s Ajab Prem Ki Gajab Kahani(2009) stereotype the Christian female 

protagonists as erotic objects to be assimilated into Hindu families. Although Muslim social films M.S. 

Sathyu’s Garam Hawa(1973), Saeed Akhtar Mirza’s Salim Langde Pe Mat Ro(1989), Khalid Mohamad’s 

Mammo(1994) and Fiza(2000), Kunal Kohli’s Fanaa(2006),Renzil D’Silva’s film on global terrorism 

Qurbaan(2010) attempt to move beyond the classical Nawabi culture social films of 1960’s (that had little 

relation with the everyday realities of the Muslims post partition), the films either depict a pessimistic situation 

for Muslims struggling to find meaning in a socially and economically deprived circumstances or reinforce the 

stereotype of the good and bad Muslim and Muslims as perpetrators of violence. The Hindu culture of the Hindi 

films thus becomes wrongly identified as a national culture that provides the crucial sense of belonging (as it is 

assumed as that which is commonly identifiable by all members of a nation state) and it establishes its claim as 

true Indian identity over all other religious, linguistic and regional groups.(Vishwanath 39-43)Thus, the 

organisation of the patriarchal Hindu family patterns is replicated within the public space, where the body of 

nation is feminised and its identity bestowed by masculinity. The nation then evolves through narratives that 

represent hyper masculine entities, heroism, violence and military interventions where women as well as other 

ethnic and religious minorities become outsiders to the discourse.(Gabriel 244) Films like Mani Ratnam’s 

Bombay(1995),Vidhu Vinod Chpora’s MissionKashmir(2000), Fizaa(2000), Lakshya(2004), Main Hoon 

Na(2004), Fiza(2000), Fanaa(2006) reinforce the same.  
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The films imagine the Indian national identity as an extension of Hindu identity and the same is reinforced through elaborate 

representations of family events like festivals, rituals and moral values prescribed by Hindu religion. Through women charact ers 

Anjali(Kajol) and Tina(Rani Mukherjee) in Kuch Kuch Hota Hai, Nandini(Aishwarya Rai) of Hum Dil De Chuke Saman, Ganga 

(Mahima Chaudhari)of Pardes, Nandini(Jaya Bacchan), Anjali(Kajol), Pooja(Kareena Kapoor), in Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gam are 

shown inculcating and reinforcing Hindu culture and its values.(43) Through depictions like:modern girl Tina of Kuch Kuch Hota 

Haiwearing minis skirts visiting temples regularly, Ganga in Pardes refusing pre marital sex to maintain her dignity and Indian 

culture, Nandini of Hum Dil De Chuke Sanam protecting her mangalsutra(black beads worn by Hindu and Sikh women)from getting 

robbed, and Nandini, Anjali and Pooja of Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gam sing Hindu bhajans in England and their son Krish(Jibraan Khan) 

sings national anthem at a gathering of wes tern audience.     
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 In Bombay the erotic desire of the male Hindu protagonist Shekhar (Arvind Swami) is yoked to social 

change in the service of the ideal community and national identity. Set in the backdrop of communal violence 

that broke out in the city as an aftermath of the Babri masjid demolition, The film depicts the right wing politics 

of the othering of the Muslim as Pakistani, Muslims have to take the blame for the self divided, fissured 

relations, betrayed kingship and loss that is seen as integral to the process of national formation. They depicted 

as perpetrators of violence and are stereotyped as sexually, culturally and politically threatening. The Muslim 

woman, Saila Bano (Manisha Koirala) is erotic, fertile and vulnerable woman who will be protected by the 

tolerant, well meaning Hindu through assimilation. Thus, it reinforces the Hindu masculinity with preservation 

and possession of the female body. Through the character of Saila Bano, Islam is made malleable, desirable and 

feminine, this on one had can be read as countering the stereotypes, yet feminising the minorities is problematic 

as while trying to counter stereotypes, the patriarchal and heterosexual basis of sexual economy are left intact 

(Gabriel 277-280) While “…Saila’s body is directly and erotically harnessed in the production of the nation, 

Shekhar’s body is harnessed in the production of violence and thus the production of the nation is 

predicated”(281-282). Mission Kashmir, too locates national conflict within the family and it also relies on the 

image of the Hindu mother as the symbol for the nation and depicts her, (the Indian nation), as the sole victim 

of terrorism symbolized by the violence between the father and son. The family, identified as the nation and 

constructs the ideal Kashmiri family formed by Neelima, a Hindu mother (Sonali Kulkarni) married to Inayat 

Khan (Sanjay Dutt), a Muslim police officer whose son is a casualty of Islamist terrorism. In their grief the 

couple adopts an orphan, Altaaf (Hritik Roshan), whose parents had been killed my police raid led by Inayat 

Khan. When Altaf discovers this he becomes a militant and fights his father till they are united to face a 

common enemy. Thus the film shows now the family, thereby the nation (represented by the mother Neelima) is 

traumatized by religious extremism and also caught in the cycle of reciprocal violence.(Singh 118-119) 

Likewise, in Main Hoon Na too, the Hindu family stands for the metaphor of the nation. In Main Hoon Na, the 

Hindu mythology of Ramayana is evoked, as the plot evolves around brothers born of same father but different 

mothers, they resolve their differences and unite into a family to face the destabilising threat of terrorism from a 

group of former army officers who cannot forget past atrocities and thus hold the nation (college students and 

their girlfriends) hostage for radical agendas. The national security and peace initiative with Pakistan is 

preserved when the internal enemy is destroyed. This is metaphorically explained through the reunification of 

Major Ram (Shah Rukh Khan) with his step mother and brother and the ultimate resolving of their differences 

after saving their girlfriends from the enemies.(122)  

 Though Fiza and Fanaa are not centered around Hindu family they fail to convey any positive role that 

Muslims can play in nation building. They depicted the marginalisation and militarisation of the Muslim youth 

within India as a result of rise of Hindu nationalism. The film ends with the death of the protagonist Amaan 

(Hritik Roshan), as the film conveys that there is no space for the Muslim minority community in India. It 

articulates Indian Muslim fears regarding its minority status, where Amaan takes up arms to protect his people 
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while his moderate sister rejects the possibility of joining Hindu mainstream by rejecting the marriage proposal 

from her Hindu friend Anirudh (Bikram Saluja), Fiza (Kareena Kapoor) gets trapped in the conventional 

nationalist discourse as Amaan and Fiza are shown as not being able to separate the state from the anti Muslim 

sentiments and majority Hindu population (117-118). In Fanaa too, the family is the metaphor for the nation 

and the female Muslim protagonist Zooni(Kajol) is at the centre of nationalist discourse, she is ultimately faced 

with a choice between her nation and her lover, constructed here as a choice between her son and her husband. 

Like Radha (Nargis) in Mother India, Zooni (Kajol) too is faced with situation where she has to shoot her lover 

Rehaaan to stop him from running away with the stolen device, like Birju (Sunil Dutt) running away with 

Champa (Kum Kum), as allowing the men to escape would mean giving up national honor and security. Yet, 

Zooni, the Muslim Kashmiri protagonist is not someone who is shown as sacrificing (like Radha of Mother 

India) for the sake of the nation, on the contrary she is depicted as someone who shows continuous 

resilience25that allows Zooni to claim her rightful place in centre of national narrative.(Singh 120-121)Yet the 

film is trapped in the discourse of the good feminised Muslim and bad masculine Mulsim and thus reinforcing 

the stereotype of patriarchal and heterosexual basis of sexual economy depicted in the film Bombay. 

 Lakshya too reinforces the rhetorics of national victory and heterosexual coupledom, preservation of 

state territorial integrity and through realization of coupledom it reproduces the narratives that link woman and 

nation. (Daiya 171) It has affinities with Raj Kapoor’s Sangam(1964)which depicted Sundar(Raj Kapoor) 

enlisting himself in the Indian Air Force to prove himself to his lover just like Karan(Hritik Roshan) of Lakshya 

who also enlists in the military to prove his maturity to his father and girlfriend Romi(Preity Zinta). Both the 

films make explicit the gendered intertwining of the public and private, the political and romantic. In Lakshya, 

the gendered intertwining is more obvious as the day Romi is to engaged to another friend, Karan is called on 

military duty to defend his country that has been attacked by Pakistani intruders. The loss of romantic intimacy 

is mirrored by the loss of national territory and in the end after Karan and his regiment have heroically won over 

the intruders, he returns back to win Romi (171-172). Yet, unlike Lakshya, Sangam makes a case for critiquing 

nationalist discourse. In Sangam(as in Lakshya) after winning over the enemy in the war, the protagonist, 

Sundar comes back to win his lover Radha(Vyajanthimala), their relationship suffers when Sundar suspects his 

wife Radha of infidelity and becomes obsessed with finding the identity of his wife’s lover. They are united in 

mourning the death of their childhood friend Gopal (Rajendra Kumar), who had sacrificed his love for Radha 

and Sundar, and kills himself with Sundar’s gun as he is not able to bear Sundar’s suspicion of betrayal. The 

film provides a critique of the war hero who appears innocent and naïve after coming back victorious from the 

war and seems adamant to see the world only through his perspective and thus thwarts the happiness of all 

including himself. Thus love stories like, Sangam, and other films of sixties like Moni Bhattachayajee’s Usne 
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When Zooni shoots her lover it is a conscience deliberate act not an impulsive act out of anger, the last scene of the movie shows she 

and her son offering flowers to graves, one of her son’s father and the other of the man she killed. ,thus depicting her 

resilience.(Singh121) 
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Kaha Tha (1960), Amar Jeet Shukla’s Hum Dono (1961), Shakti Samanta’s Aaradhna(1969)can be read as a 

narrative critical of all discourses on nationalism.  

 Set in the backdrop of Hindu families and cultural values, on one hand Hindi films introduce the war or 

the war hero as contested sites of patriotism, someone who struggles with national duty on one hand and 

romantic bliss on the other, yet the challenges posed by inter class marriage in Usne Kaha Tha, patriarchal 

values of brotherhood that victimise Radha in Sangam and the unwed mother of Aradhna, challenges the 

homogenized notions of community, gender and patriarchy, at the same time diffusing them and preserving the 

conventional notions of preservation of family representing the nation. Gopal’s suicide in Sangam, stereotypical 

notions of mother as the disposing care and being responsible for preserving the cultural integrity in Aaradhna, 

and the war hero promising protection of his lover’s husband in Usne Kaha Tha are examples of the same. 

Similarly, Hum Dono, on one hand attempts to challenge the idea of coercing multiple identities into one 

identity, the look alikes are not shown as being a part of the same family and it displays how any attempt to do 

so is not meaningful as it generates strong xenophobic, chauvinistic emotions that are destructive in 

nature26(Chakravarthy 222), yet, the films reinforce territorial integrity which is expressed through the 

preservation of the family and thus the films eventually get trapped in Hindu nationalist discourses that are 

indifferent to gender and multicultural settings.  

 Close to the war romance theme of sixties that critiqued violence, Bollywood films like Raj Kapoor’s 

Heena (1991), Anil Sharma’s Gadar: Ek Prem Katha (2001),Yash Chopra’s Veer Zaara (2004) and Chadra 

Prakash Dwivedi’s Pinjar (2004) too adopted the theme of ethnic and religious coupledom to critique the 

communal culture of violence and introduce the nation state as a contested site. These films articulated and 

recognized the utopian desire of world without borders, wars and violence. They made an attempt to discuss the 

utopian imagination of peace and non-violent belongingness by problematizing the issue of ethinization of 

citizenship and citizenship based on religion (generated by partition) and particularly questioning the political 

inscription of Indian Muslim/Pakistani Muslim as the other.Henna, Veer Zaara and Pinjar form a remarkable 

break from films like Maachis(1996), Sarfarosh(1999), Mission Kashmir(2000)that depicts a nationalism based 

on demonising of Muslims and Pakistan as a menacing, unregenerate and mercenary other that threatens the 

Indian state internally and externally. 27Henna and Veer Zaara depict a Pakistan that is without terrorism, 

despite of Kashmir being the centre stage in Henna and partitioned Punjab being the centre stage in Veer Zaara, 

the films donot show distrust of Pakistan, terrorism, hatred, mistrust, nor are the countries engaged in armed 

hostility. The villain in the films is the evil policemen who could be Indian or Pakistani (yet in both the films 

they are Pakistanis). The Pakistan occupied Kashmir in Henna depicts the peaceful simple life of the poor and 
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The films plot revolves around two men in the army who resemble each other(both played by Dev Anand), when one of the men 

Major Verma is injured in the war, Anand his look alike takes his place in the family only to be misunderstood by his girlfriend, Major 

Verma’s family and Major Verma himself. All misunderstanding is finally are finally cleared in the temple, symbol of purity a nd 

couples are reunited by their original partners.(Chakravarthy 219-222)  
27

The following paragraph is summarized from Nirmal Kumar’s essay “Kaisi Sarhadein, Kaisi Majburiyan”, in Filming the Line of 

Control: The Indo Pak Relationship through the Cinematic Lens , pp130-134 
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the film depicts a Kashmir without terrorism (unlike films like Fanaa). Henna (Zeba), in Pakistan, is a woman 

brought up in a domesticated family with dominating men yet she appears as a strong female protagonist who 

decides to take care of the unknown male even expressing love for him and later when discovered that he is a 

Hindu Indian who was to be engaged to his lover, she takes the bold step of getting him across the border and 

eventually dies in the cross fire between Indian and Pakistani forces. Like Henna, Veer Zaara too does not 

depict a hate situation as Pakistan is accepted as a legal entity and Zaara (Preity Zinta) and Samya(Rani 

Mukherjee) appear as strong protagonists whose Pakistani entity is neither despised nor questioned. Zaara Khan 

and Samiya Siddique appear as strong protagonists who break the barriers of boundaries for the former for her 

lover, for the latter in quest of justice. Zaara is potrayed as a modern proto feminist ethnic subject perfectly 

articulating tradition, modernity, secularism and faith. She travels alone from Pakistan to immerse the ashes of 

her surrogate Sikh grandmother, being a Muslim performs the last rites according to Sikh tradition, in India she 

confronts Veer’s uncle’s (Amitabh Bachchan) idea of women more suited to do domestic jobs and inspired by 

her ideas, a girls school is set up with Zaara laying the first stone. This is symbolic of a Pakistani woman 

instilling positive ideas in India, the final rescue of Veer from being a victim of unfair trial also happens through 

a Pakistani women lawyer and this completes the instantiation of justice and nationalism at the hands of 

Pakistani women. 

 Inspite of these attempts to break the stereotypes, Henna and Veer Zaara reinforces the point that India 

occupies the chauvinistic position while the ‘other’ nation needs serious attention from the political initiatives 

of India. The feminine Pakistani behavior (illustrated through female lead characters Henna, Zaara and 

Saamiya) of service and servility is what India expects from Pakistan. It is also an extension of narratives of 

traditional, fraternal ideas of brotherhood that reminds one of the mythical sacrifices of Laxman in the service 

of his elder brother Ram, that influences social and political discourses. Secondly, in both the films, the male 

protagonists are Hindu and from India while the female protagonists are Muslim women from Pakistan, the 

underlying discourse is that Hindu male discourse must appropriate Pakistani Muslim female sexuality. Though 

the films Henna and Veer Zaara question the hetrosexual male masculinity as the centre of nationalist 

discourse, it falls into the trap as Veer(Shah Rukh Khan) is asked to leave Zaara to maintain the honour of the 

family, also he is imprisoned as he refuses to disclose his presence in Pakistan, to protect Zaara. Thus the 

hetrosexual male remains the protector of female and nationalist identity and Zaara also reinforces the 

stereotype of a woman being the symbol of family honour.  The narrative of the Hindu male and the female 

Muslim lover is an extention of military engagements between the two countries where India come out 

victorious everytime.(Kumar 130-131) Gadar:Ek Prem Katha was the crudest assertion of this discourse.28 
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 The Indian Sikh male Tara Singh(Sunny Deol) protagonist plays the macho lover rescuer to the beleaguered Pakistani female 

protagonist. (Kumar 131) The film reinforces the idea of a bad male Mulsim through the character of Sakina’s (Amisha Patel) father. 

As a member of Muslim aristocracy he has access to political circles, he appears friendly with the British and gives his daughter 

Christian education, after partition his family belongs to the elite circle in Pakistan and  considers Pakistan to be a Muslim country 

which has nothing in common with India. Before partition he is depicted as modern but in Pakistan he is shown as a despotic patriarch 
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A film like Pinjar brings out the complexities of discourses on female perspectives on religion, violence 

and partition more explicitly. Pinjar challenges the heterosexual Hindu masculinity as normative to Indian 

citizenship.  It dwells on the experiences of the female protagonist Puro (Urmila Matondkar) who is a victim of 

communal violence and suffers both physical and psychological violence at the hands of both the abductor as 

well as her own family. It explicitly explains that religious and ethnic violence emerges from the generalised 

patriarchal inequalities by privileging Puro’s point of view. It explains Puro as a subject of gendered ethnic 

violence due to a familial history, Rashid (Manoj Bajpai), the perpetrator of this violence, explains that his 

aggression towards Puro was not only because he fell in love with her at the first sight but also because he had 

been goaded by his elders to avenge the abduction of this uncle and subsequent rape of his aunt many years ago. 

Thus, it critically unveils the hegemonic public sphere, the subaltern history of suffering of partitions’ abducted 

women as a part of longer history of sexual violence against women.29 When Puro is not accepted back in her 

family, the film presents a critique of violence of family that deconstructs the desirability of communal and 

familial belongings in which women are objectified as symbols of honour and exchange.(Daiya 176) The 

repentant Rashid then saves Puro from suicide and marries her as she continues to suffer physically and 

psychologically, being reduced to a pinjar(skeleton) till she meets her family in the refugee camp where she 

learns that her fiancee’s pregnant sister, Lajjo(Sandali Sinha) too has suffered from a similar fate. Repentant 

Rashid helps find Lajjo and as she is united with her husband and brother. The films utopian space clearing 

gesture is in the last scene as Puro’s family urges her to return back and her fiancée agrees to marry her, yet 

Puro chooses to stay with her Muslim, abductor husband. Thus the film ends with her refusal of Hindu 

articulation of nationality and belonging, legitimizing their relationship. Puro makes a non normative choice by 

refusing the offer of inclusion and interpretation of family, community and nation that was once denied to her. It 

also challenges the idea that abduction, rape and ethnic violence constitutes death for the female subject. By 

uncovering the violence of the institution of family and the ambivalences of human attachments in everyday life 

of abducted women, Pinjar legitimizes the choice of inter ethnic religios coupledom that originates in violence. 

Yet even the film Pinjar(unlike the novel Pinjar by Amrita Pritam) reinforces the stereotypes of the 

conventional nationalist discourse as the Muslims are shown as perpetrators of sexual, ethnic and religious 

violence and Hindus and Sikhs are depicted as helpless victims of the same.(177-181) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
who is in tolerant to any protest by family members and refuses to accept a Sikh son -in-law. The new identity is challenged by Indian 

Sikh Tara Singh who falls in love with Sakina before partition and is depicted as a peace loving person involved in no violence. Tara 

Singh has two sides to his character, on one hand he is a soft and gentle man who is interested in art and music and in love with 

Sakina. He only starts killing Muslims when his family is murdered and to reunite his family and bring it back from Lahore to India. 

Through the action sequences with the Pakistan military, he tries to show that Pakistanis and physiologically, psychologically and 

morally inferior to Indians.(Preckel 79-80) 
29

 Gadar:Ek Prem Katha too attempts to explore the state of abducted women through the attempted rape of Sakina, she is saved 

because Tara Singh marks her face with a vermilion dot that is traditionally worn by Hindu and Sikh women and asserts t hat she is a 

Sikh now and not a Muslim. While rape of a woman is a forced mark to say that she is dishonoured and belongs to another 

community, the marking of vermillion dot is a sign of inducting someone to ones own community. Both donot consider the woma n’s 

consent, and can be read as forced conversion of women though the latter is generally sanctified in the Hindi films as the protagonists 

fall in love.( Preckel 84)  
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 Thus the films of romantic and social genre present to us ambivalent moments, as even though they 

critique the notion of borders and ethnic citizenship, it very often reinforces the very stereotypes it attempts to 

critique. Hindi cinema thus lacks the vision of cosmopolitanism which refers to more inclusive moral, political 

and economic relationship between nations or between individuals of different nations. Films like 

V.Shantaram’s Dr Kotnis Ki Amar Kahani (1946),Mohan Kumar’s Aman(1967), Mammo(1994), Raykesh 

Omprakash Mehra’s Rang De Basanti(2006) and Abhishek Kapoor’s Kai Po Che(2012)have attempted to 

revisit, reinterpret and extend the idea of national duty as duty towards others (the excluded) but it does not 

question familiarity as a criterion of valuing others, thus it fails in its purpose of democratising culture as the 

other becomes impossible and gets trapped in conventional national discourse. The paper thus makes a case that 

Hindi films lack the Kantian cosmopolitan spirit where the foundation of ethics and moral responsibility is 

hospitality, interpreted by Derrida as a paradoxical situation of readiness and inclination to welcome the wholly 

unfamiliar, the other. The following section is an exposition of the same. 

III 

 The Cosmopolitan Vision and Democratization of Culture 

 

 Hindi Cinema has played the role of popular historian and narrator, constructing images that affirm, 

challenge and subvert hegemonic discourses offered by the state and the heterosexual Hindu majority 

community. In negotiating this space, Hindi cinema has attempted to represent and decipher historical changes 

by addressing issues of internal dissent as well as external threats especially the historically traumatic and 

contentious relation with Islam and the neighbouring country Pakistan. It has screened extreme xenophobic and 

aggressive nationalism, especially in its relation with the neighbour state. Yet, recent cinema reflects a dramatic 

shift in discourse reflecting on the post independence reality to construct a national identity that does not 

include references to Pakistan. Thus, Hindu Muslim relations within the country can be framed in an internal 

context. However, this does risk erasing a traumatic element of the country’s history. The last two decade saw 

resurgence of several bio epics. Chitraarth’s Shaheed Udham Singh(2000)Rajkumar Santoshi’s, The Legend of 

Bhagat Singh(2002),Shyam Benegal’s Bose-The Forgotten Hero(2004), Ketan Mehta’s Mangal Pandey-The 

Rising(2005). The films open postcolonial issues of intersections of gender, race, desire and power which 

indicate a new willingness to engage with the colonial experience, revealing a growing sense of self that allows 

a direct engagement with the former colonizer. In their representation of the complex colonial past, they attempt 

to erase the trauma of partition and revert to a mythological past where Indians could join a national cause, 

regardless of their religious affiliations by portraying the past in the heroic light. (Singh128) 

 Rang de Basanti (2006) has attempted to move beyond this conventional discourse, while recovering, 

revisiting and representing histories to make identity relevant, the films presents constantly self renewing 

popular discourse on national identities (Singh 126-127). Rang De Basanti meshes colonial memory with 
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contemporary reality to construct a renewed contemporary nationalist discourse. Though women remain at the 

periphery of the discourse,the film’s narrative presents a renewed picture of the former colonised India( as 

represented by the group of university students) and the colonisers British(represented by Sue) meet in equality 

with mutual respect and in recognition of a shared past. The Partition is erased in the narrative and although the 

contentious position of Muslim minorities is indicated in the film, yet, through the character of Aslam(Kunal 

Kapoor), it privileges the desire of Muslims to participate in the nation (Singh 123-125). The film also 

establishes the idea of national identity as a constantly renewing process rather than a fixed ideal. Through the 

character of Laxman Pandey (Atul Kulkarni), who is initially shown as a passionate Hindu fundamentalist, 

active in politics, fighting apparent Western corruption of Indian values and whose definition of the nation in 

fanatically narrow terms is posited as dangerous and self destructive, the film establishes the idea that extremes 

are not only unacceptable but also detrimental to the integrity of the nation. His increasing awareness of the 

complexities of politics and his eventual overcoming of hatred for Aslam runs parallel with the past friendship 

of freedom fighters Bismil and Ashfaquallah. The joint deaths of Ashfaq and Bismil, Laxman and Aslam 

signify the joint sacrifices required from both majority and minority communities.(125-126)Yet the failure of 

the film to break the gender stereotyping( represented through Ajay’s mother (Waheeda Rehman) and 

girlfriend(Soha Ali Khan), as the characters reinforce the values of sacrifice and resilience for the sake of the 

nation, the crisis of the nation state too is symbolised by Ajay’s injured mother being in a critical state while the 

friends(representing the fighters) die for the nation (symbolized by Ajay) brings out the paradoxical nature of 

nationalist films. Thus, in its attempt to democratise culture, Rang De Basanti attempts to present national 

identity as a self renewing process, yet, it eventually reinforces a homogenous masculine static identity of 

nation. 

 Hindi cinema’s role in democratizing culture would lie in its potential to recognize the paradoxical 

nature of imagining a nation and its representation of the same. Jacques Derrida analyses the paradoxical nature 

of politics and democracy as a situation of readiness and inclination to welcome the wholly unfamiliar, the 

other. The cosmopolitan framework (of Kant’s world republic) or the liberal version of nation state fails in the 

process of democratising of culture as it fails to acknowledge the paradoxical nature of democracy. The paradox 

of democracy lies in the enforcement of the universal cosmopolitan law/ liberal natural laws through a 

sovereign governing body that undercuts the very state it is enforcing, while enforcing it.(Derrida Rogues 124-

148)Derrida’s “…democracy to come…” (Rogues 78) is that cannot be finally realized and has no instantiation 

in present, nor in future, thus, democracy is that which is always deferred and an aspiration which is yet to 

come, (Thomassen 7), Since it carries no guarantee it must be open to the dimension of probability and the 

paradoxical nature of the idea of political hospitality.  

 Derrida’s understanding of paradoxical nature of democracy is a version of Kantian cosmopolitanism 

that focuses on the ethics of hospitality (Kant 105) . According to Kant, a cosmopolitan aspiration is an 

aspiration for perpetual peace. It spells out human interdependence and the consequences of one’s behavior 
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towards others.  Kant suggests that human lives are unavoidably connected, “The people’s of the earth have 

thus entered in varying degress into a universal community, and it has developed to the point where a violation 

of rights in one part of the world is felt everywhere.” Thus by emphasizing on duties towards others, moral 

actions reflect the fact of human interdependence and  unavoidable co existence(Brown 1) Films like Dr Kotnis 

Ki Amar Kahani(1946) and Aman(1967)extend the idea of national duty as duty towards others (neighbours).Dr. 

Kotnis(V. Shantaram) is shown responding to the nationalist call of Jawaharlal Nehru to help China who has 

been attacked by Japan30 and Dr.Gautamdas(Rajendra Kumar) in Aman(1967) relocates himself from England 

to India, and India to Japan to help the victims of Hiroshima and Nagasakhi31, illustrate Kantian idea of human 

co existence. These moments evoke the idea of Kantian cosmopolitan and world peace, pacifism is evoked 

through anti colonial and nationalist aspirations that extends itself to duty towards others. Yet, absolute pacifism 

can only be attained through the ethics of political hospitality. Kantian cosmopolitan right to universal 

hospitality is also the right of the stranger not to be treated with hostility when he/she arrives on someone else’s 

territory and behaves peacefully. They may claim the right to stay as all human beings are entitled to present 

themselves in a society of others by virtue of their right to communal possessions of earth’s surface. The right to 

reside is justified as no one has more rights than others on earth’s surface (Kant105-106)would be a prerequisite 

to moving towards perpetual peace and ensuring rights and justice without external threat. The film Mammo 

(1994) is an illustration of the same.  

 Mammo is the story of a Muslim Bangladeshi woman separated from her maternal family during 

partition and her attempts to relocate herself with her sister and nephew in Mumbai after the death of her 

husband and getting cheated by her brother in law. Mammo (Farida Jala) endures repeated humiliation of 

deportation for being a Pakistani, ultimately she devices her own solution of living in Mumbai with her sister 

and nephew that she believes is the only family she has. Rejecting the laws of the state and structures of 

belonging drawn up by national identities, she fakes her own death and declares herself humorously as non 

existent and a spectre that the arm of law cannot imprison.(Allen Bhaskar 96) The film Mammo is significant as 

it challenges the authority of borders, resists the traumatic memories of the past that destroys the ability to move 

on and the idea of embracing life is reasserted. Contrary to films like Garam Hawa(1973)32, where scenes of 

Partition, distortion of the Mirza’s(Balraj Sahani) family and death of Gandhi and hot winds of communalism 

                                                                 
30

 Dr. Kotnis responds to Nehru’s nationalist call for peace within the nation as well as world peace. Nehru urges people of India to 

help people of china who have been attacked by Japanese. Apart from money and material essentials, he also urges doctors to 

volunteer to serve in China.   
31

 Influenced by the pacifism of Lord Betrand Russell , Dr.Gautam expresses his aspiration to help the victims of Nagasaki and 

Hiroshima instead of settling down in his country. Russell expresses the need for such commitment as this was urgent to world  peace 

and expresses hope that all countries will support such endeavours. 
32

 This centrality of history of partition is manifested in Garam Hawa. The narrative goes back to the immediate aftermath of the 

partition and represents the experiences of a Muslim family in Agra, they attempt to give voice to represse d history in public 

discourse. In the aftermath of the partition, the project of nation building, bracketed the trauma of partition and while commu nal riots 

continued ostensively. Hindi cinema (with exception of few) did not confront the painful history of part ition and repressed or 

displaced the trauma. The evocation of Garam Hawa broke the silence on the issue of Partition and also drew attention to the forces of 

communalism that had not ended with partition(Allen Bhaskar 93) 
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presented as natural eventualities that cannot be altered or transformed by human agents(94), provide weak 

hope for Muslims in India,in Mammo, historical events(like partition) are given significance and meaning in the 

hope that historical trauma of loss and separation is not forced to endlessly repeat itself.(95) It also breaks the 

gender stereotype as she is in many ways a proto feminist. Mammo’s unconventional ways of transforming 

knowledge to the younger generation, her openness of being cheated by her brother in law who cheated her of 

her inheritance, confronting her domestic helpers husband for his abusive behaviour and her struggle against 

injustice of territorial borders that defy the wishes of the human heart also illustrate her struggle against the 

patriarchal injustice to women.The film is significant as it not only breaks the religious and gender stereotype 

but also ascribes positive roles that they play in democracy. The film Salim Langde Pe Mat Ro(1989) too 

resonates the same. While Mammo illustrates the struggle of the Muslim migrant, Salim Langde Pe Mat Ro, 

depicts struggle of middle class Indian Muslims against discrimination and violence in India. Salim(Pawan 

Malhotra) trapped in the no exit world of harsh streets of Mumbai, like Mammo, refuses to pragmatically 

pretend or adapt to the environment. Though this makes him increasingly vulnerable (like Mammo), yet their 

resistance to violent choices illustrates the positive role that the Muslims play in nation building. (99) 

 Yet, Salim’s death and Mammo faking her death is an expression of defiance as well as assimilation. 

Vinay Lal in his essay on “The Impossibility of Outsider in Modern Hindi Film” explains that “…in the act of 

renunciation33... the outsider is not banished, outsider exists reminds others of values of transcendence of which 

we become oblivious, the outsider becomes the insider, not the significant other but becomes assimilated as the 

evil we recognize within us, nothing like our own true self like mirror image.”(241)Salim’s death and Mammo 

fake death, can be interpreted as an act of renunciation, it speaks of the other’s existence only to be forgotten 

into the living political, structural religious beliefs, philosophical systems, class system and socio economic 

discourses. Thus the effect of renunciation ironically also strengthens the territorial borders, the outsider is 

neither banished, nor is she/he assimilated, nor is she/he the significant other; they remain an illustration of 

values of transcendence of which one becomes oblivious(Lal 241-242) keeping intact the liberal version of 

nation state. The film Kai Po Che (2012) illustrates the impossibility of outsider, on one hand it is an explicit 

critique of right wing politics that excludes and demonises Muslims, it also breaks the stereotype of Muslims 

being the perpetrators of violence, yet it represents its aspiration of a peaceful nation, through the Hindu family 

of Govind (Raj Kumar Yadav), Vidya (Amrita Puri) and Ishaan (Sushant Singh Rajput) along with a repentant 

Hindu Omi (Amit Sadh). The Muslim other is represented by the cricket genius Ali (Digvijay Deshmukh), who 

not only refrains from revengeful politics but also brings victory to the Hindu family by fulfilling the dream 

carved by his Hindu mentor Ishaan. The absence of Ali’s father (Asif Basra) and community members in the 

                                                                 
33

According to Lal, Advaita school of philosophy of Shankaracharya has become the philosophy of India. All religions  in India, 

Buddhism, Hinduism advocate the extinction of the loss of individual identity and surrender of the Absolute. The individual exitsts 

only to forget himself or herself and the patterns of living in India appear against the idea of the individual. Thus the idea of 

renunciation is glorified, and the aim of individual’s life is absorption into the whole, making the presence of an outsider or other an 

impossibility.(241) 
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final cricket scene where Ali is shown playing cricketing shots taught to him by his Hindu mentor, explicitly 

illustrates the final victory of the Hindu family (signifying the Hindu nation) and the renunciation of the Muslim 

other into Hindu nationalist discourse. 

  Thus, hospitality and democratisation of culture, according to Derrida, cannot be understood within the 

framework of the state or the obligation of citizenship where the imagined other becomes an impossibility 

because of forces of assimilation. Derrida states that the paradox of hospitality is that it is open only to the 

known foreigner and thus is reduced to conditional hospitality. Absolute hospitality must remain heterogeneous 

and irreducible to ordinary, conditional hospitality to provide an understanding of questions concerning national 

and ethnic identity, citizenship and immigration that provides an understanding of the ethics and politics of the 

other.  Derrida states that pure unconditional hospitality does not consist in an invitation (that is one is 

welcomed on the condition that one adopts to the laws and norms of the territory according to language, 

tradition and memory).  Pure unconditional hospitality opens to someone who is neither expected nor invited, to 

the one who arrives as a foreign visitor, a new arrival, non- identifiable and unforeseeable, an absolute other.. 

To welcome the other unconditionally means openness towards other beings and their culture, without their 

identity documents (Derrida Hospitality 211-212).  This requires building an ethical relation that transgresses all 

religious and political conditions, with the unknown stranger, the voyou (rogue). The rogue is always 

understood as the other, a second or third person who is being pointed out by the respectable people of the 

society (citizens) as someone who secretly conspires to cause unrest (Derrida Rogue64-65).Eitenne Balibar 

articulates this through the figure of the migrant. In his analyses of European borders, Balibar writes that 

borders have been dispersed through the movement of information, people and things.34 In these zones are seen 

secular and religious cultures confront one another, where difference in economic prosperity become more 

prononounced and they constitute the melting pot for the formation of (demos) people. Thus, border areas, 

zones and countries are not marginal to the constitution of a public sphere but rather they are at the center of all 

discourses.(Balibar We, the People 1)Thus, Derrida’s aspiration of democracy to come and spirit of being open 

to the stranger, finds its expression in Balibar’s acknowledgement of migrancy as central to political 

participation. The Hindi film J.P.Datta’s Refugee (2000)can be read as an attempt to represent this aspiration.  

 In Refugee, 35the narrative focuses on a young man refugee(Abhishek Bachchan), unmarked by family, 

community, nationality or name (which is why he is called a refugee) who works as a smuggler of goods and 

property across the India Pakistan border in both the directions across Rann of Kutch. The film begins by 

addressing the plight of the Bihari Muslims as stranded Pakistanis in Bangladesh. Originally, partition forced 

them to migrate to East Pakistan (Bangladesh) in 1947, but after the civil war when India declared Bangladesh a 

separate state, they were not easily integrated in Pakistan because Pakistan was only willing to take those non 

                                                                 
34

 This following discussion is derived from Balibar’s book We, The People of Europe?: Reflections on Transnational Citizenship  1-

10. 
35

 The following paragraph is summarized from Adrian Athique’s essay “Transgression on the India Pakistan Border” in Filming the 

Line of Control: The Indo Pak Relationship through the Cinematic Lens , pp29-37 
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Bengalis from former East Pakistan who had been in government services or formally domiciled in western 

provinces, thus leaving lakhs of people stranded in refugee camps as they could neither be recognized as 

Bangladeshis nor Pakistanis. The first half of the film justifies the rationale behind border transgressions and 

articulates the motivation, in the speech of Jaan Mohammed(Anupam Kher) who explains that people living 

near the borders do not respect the borders and prefer to maintain ties of kingship that they were forced to 

surrender. In the final scene of the movie, when the Indian and Pakistani officers arrange for the wedding of the 

unwed pregnant Nazneen (Kareena Kapoor) to the refugee, their baby is born in neither Pakistan nor India. The 

moment of birth is midnight between fourteenth and fifteenth of August and the film ends with the two military 

officers amicably arguing over the nationality of the child. They affirm eventually that the child is “neither, 

both, a citizen of the world…who will make place for himself. A land with no boundaries. A land where 

comings and goings are not restricted. The country will be called the kingdom of mankind…no passport, no 

visa.”(Hindi dialogue) Sarfarosh also identifies and discusses the conditions of the people who migrated from 

India primarily Uttar Pradesh and Bihar to Pakistan during partition through the character of gazal singer Hasan 

(Naseeruddin Shah). Yet both the films affirms stereotypes as refugee is shown smuggling all dangerous exports 

like drugs, guns and eventually terrorists from Pakistan. Sarfarosh affirms that Indian Muslims (represented by 

the character of Salim, who is apologised by his Hindu senior, symbolising the Hindu state)has a greater role 

and choice in the national enterprise than ethnic minority Muslims(represented by Hasan) across the border.  In 

the second half of the film Refugee, the refugee protagonist is forced to take sides as he volunteers to serve in 

the BSF to atone his past activities and capture his former colleagues who had been involved in terrorist 

activities.  The Refugee is shown as realizing that he is different from people across the border and in fact an 

Indian by heart. Thus Refugee and Sarfarosh affirm the authority of the border, the exclusionary discourse of 

the nation state and the stereotypes of the identity of migrants, Muslim religious minority and failing in its 

attempt to reinforce democracy. 

 To conclude, Hindi films fail in the aspiration to present a critique of nation state and democratization of 

culture, as it remains trapped in an imaginative rhetorical either/or discourse where films are believed to fulfil 

their function only if they are faithful to the reflections of the reality.  In its attempt to critique, it reinforces 

exclusions and stereotypes as it lacks Derrida’s imagination of hospitality and thus failing in its transformative 

role. 36 The relationship of the stereotype is with box office success and the question of the ethnic, religious, 

economic and political other, who are viewed as imaginatively important, but politically, are perceived as a 

threat or being insignificant. Hindi cinema can challenge this nationalist conventional discourse by addressing 

Derrida’s aspiration of cosmopolitanism and world peace understood as unconditional hospitality towards the 

stranger other.  

                                                                 
36

 Cinema’s potential  in transforming the nature of politics  lies in the nature of cinema that has an association with the invisible rather 

than the visible. “The Hindu Urdu word for screen is purdah or curtain that hides rather than reveals. Cinema’s  association with the 

invisible rather than the visible makes it transformative in nature. (Chakravarti 32) 
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Indian Freedom Struggle and Social Reform Movements in Indian Cinema 

Dr. Tabassum Sheikh, HOD, Dept. of Philosophy, G.M. Momin Womens College 

 

Most liberation movements chalked out social reconstruction programmes after attaining freedom. But the 

struggle under the banner of Indian National Congress was imbued with a socio-economic outlook. Ironically, it 

was born of the stimulus provided by the Merchant Imperialism. It should not be assumed that India has no 

reformist tradition in the past. A long train of reformers – Buddha, Mahavira, Adi Sankara, Ramanuja, 

Madhavacharya, Valluvar, Avvaiyar, Andal, Nandanar, Dhynaneshwar, Nanak, Kabir, Eknath, Basavanna, 

Ramdeo, Sankaradeva, Ramakrishna Pramahansa, et al, had successively endeavored to reenergize Indian 

society. The need now was a socio – economic and socio – cultural bias in reshaping the society.  

 

During the hundred years, 1757-1857, the British East India Company had effectively altered Indian economy, 

society and governance. They had banned sati, the practice among certain sections of society 

of the wife immolating herself on the pyre of her husband. A new education system giving primacy to English 

soon spread in all urban areas. The language opened a window to the outside world. With it also came into India 

modern literature, modern theatre, modern performing and arts and above all modern media journalism. With 
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the advent of steam engine in 1853, the printed word could travel longer distances in shorter time and was free 

from animal driven transport. Larger number of Indians of all castes and communities began journeying by rail, 

huddled together in Third Class coaches, doing away with caste segregation. A reform agenda was set for 

modernization on the lines of economy, societal, and literature. 

 

Economic 

 

A new deal for peasantry – removing burdens that had yoked it to slavery: protection of tenure: land 

redistribution: timely relief in times of distress such as droughts, floods, and consequent crop losses and 

femines: elimination of rural indebtedness, unemployment and land litigation, empowerment of panchayats, 

Village administration councils. 

 

Social 

 

Better deal for women, elimination of gender discrimination, rehabilitation of widows: prohibition of child 

marriages, sati and Devdasi system of temple prostitution: prevention of alcoholism: promotion of literacy, 

especially female and adult literacy: removal of untouchability: and eradication of evils such as superstition etc. 

 

Literature 

 

Theatre and cinema undertook to broadcast their message. The early years of native cinema, then silent, were 

devoted to documenting various nationals drives of the congress party in the newsreel format to a certain extend 

the pre independence reformist film was indeed an agent of change. The mythological film projected the values 

needed for social regeneration. The story of Raja Harishchandra held a 

parallel to the philosophy of satyagraha: endure suffering with faith in the ultimate victory good over evil. A 

spirit of selfless sacrifice was needed to carry on the fight for freedom in the face of brute repression by the 

british rulers. No wonder that ‘The Harish Chandra’ was filmed in every language at every centre of film 

making, not once but repeatedly. The versatility of the mythological frame was used by D N sampat to convey 

outright political messages in his Bhakt Vidur – 1921 .Enacting the title role, Sampat , clad in khaddar and 

sporting a Gandhi cap, as Vidur sat at a charkha to spin yarn. The courtiers Of Dhritrashtra, a character in 

Mahabharata, were called ”Donkey bahadurs” in an allusion to the officials of British India. Mention was made 

of villagers in Kaira district of Gujarat defying the Government by not paying tax in 1918 ,and also the 

evacuation of Chirala town in Andhra as a  

mark of protest in 1921. The Censors rightly charged the film was “a thinly veiled resume of political events in 

India.” Besides injecting the social reform plank of the congress party, Sampat had also spearheaded the cinema 

of political protest. As a result the mention of Gandhi and showing of his photograph, or image or the Gandhian 

symbol of Charkha became objectionable in films. Yet, one can see more khadi in pre-independence films than 

at any other time in Indian cinema. The Swadeshi theme  

never left Indian cinema before Independence, as exemplified by Charkha, Valli, Apna Ghar, Naam Iruvar  

and Vijaylakshmi which preached boycott of foreign goods. In D.N.Ganguly’s ‘England Returned 1921, the 

protagonist returns with a degree from Vilayat (Indian term for England),fully anglicized and equally removed 

from native moorings. His caricatures the odd man out heaped ridicule on the whole set of Westernized “elite”, 

deriding them as neither belonging here or there. In later period, this trend served as a signal to reject every 

symbol of alien rule in films, such as Step Mother – 1923, Chandranath, Kaala Nag, Repentance, and Shaitan 

Pujari, (all in 1942) and Chaalu Zamaana and Kulin Kunta (both in 1925) and Indira B A – 1929 and Indira MA 
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– 1934, of these Kaala Nag even caused a riot. The advent of the talkie in 1931, expanded the scope for jibes at 

westernization in films like Fashion – 1943,or Swarga Seema (Telugu 1944) Finally the entire issue was placed 

in perspectiveby Mehboob in Andaz made in 1949, two years after independence. The film in the frame of a 

love triangle, the first of its kind in Indian Cinema stated that modernization should not be equated with 

westernization. 

 

India has a long history exploitation of peasantry, During the British rule peasant revolts erupted frequently in 

Bengal, Orissa, Andhra and Kerala. Far worse was the tyranny of zamindars (landed gentry) and money lenders. 

(These rural banks did not exist which reached the countryside after Indira Gandhi effected bank nationisation 

in 1969 ) The first defence of the peasant came in Maharashtra Film Company’s Savkari Pash – 1925, made by 

Baburao Painter. It depicted the harrowing tale of a peasant, 

enacted by Shantaram, brought to utter ruin by the tyrannical money lender of the village. This silent classic 

was also the first realistic film of India. A prolonged lull followed until G Ramabrahmam’s Rythu Bidda  – 

1940 and Mehboob’s Aurat – 1940 Savarkari Pash escaped the ire of the censors because the exploited peasant 

in the film did not react. But, Aurat did depict the peasant unite in cooperative effort. If this too escaped the 

wrath of the censors, the reason may be that Britain was just then neckdeep in the war that had broken out the 

previous year.  

Ramabrahamam was a journalist and a political activist, having connections with the local congress party. He 

was thoroughly conversant with the problem of ryot (peasantry ) It was he who ushered in the epoch of social 

protest film in South India, Mehboob was a peasant boy having total identification with the peasantry. While 

Ramabrahamam could spell out the peasant problem clearly in Rythu Bidda, he could not portray the actual life 

on the fields as realistically as Mehboob portray the vicissitudes of generations of a peasant family in Aurat ( 

which he remade as Mother India in 1957) Another important film about Indian peasantry made befor 

independence was Dharti Mata / Desher Mati (Bengali) which focused on the problems of the peasants. This 

was directed by Nitin Bose for New theatres in 1938. We might ask why this indifference to the peasantry in a 

country whose economy depends entirely on agriculture. Among the middle class writers hired to write stories 

for films at various centres, few had any real contract with the peasantry.  

 

A Predominantly calcuttan crowd totally cut of f from rural Bengal, is the main reason for Tollygunge (hub of 

Bengali Cinema in Calcutta) remaining unconcerned about the peasantry, Barring Bimal Roy in Do Bigha 

Zamin – 1953, Satyajit Ray in Ashani Sanket – 1973 and Tarun Majumdar in Ganadevta – 1978, no major 

Bengali director focused on the peasantry even in the post Independence period. Even in respect of the Great 

Bengal Famine of 1943, that claimed four million lives, the only film made before Independence was Dharti Ke 

Lal – 1946 by Bombay based director K A Abbas. The only Bengali who did not want to make a film about the 

havoc was Hemen Gupta, who was however, denied license for raw stock. The humble peasant does not seem to 

suit the intellectual pretensions of Bengali Film Makers.  

After money lending, liquor addiction has been the greatest bane of rural communities ,peasants and 

artisans alike. While P.C.Barua’s Bengali and Hindi ‘Devdas’,1935-36. But the film that carried the crown was 

a bilingual, ’Brandichi Batli ‘(Marathi), an uproarious comedy made by Master Vinayak. Significantly the 

man’s addiction to liquor was depicted in its horrendous effect on women and family in films, such  

as ‘Pati Bhakti’(tamil-1936), Grihalaxmi (Telugu-1938) and Angoori-1943. A tragic deprivation of rural 

communities has been the absence of medical facilities and this was effectively brought about out in ‘Doctor’- 

1941. Unemployment and underemployment was widespread after the company’s emasculation of the Indian 

peasantry and rural handicrafts. The first film to deal with the problem of unemployment was ‘Vande Mataram’ 
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(Telugu-1939) From 1930’s to 1950’s, the theme of unemployment recurs in Indian cinema with immense anger 

and protest. Zia Sarhadi’s ‘Hum Log (we the people-1951), it became responsible for outstanding victories of 

Communists in India’s first Parliamentary elections. Around the time of the second parliamentary election two 

songs about urban neglect and unemployment from the film Phir Subah hogi adapted from Dostoesvsky’s 

‘Crime and punishment’, were immediately banned . The first song was, Aasmaan pe hai khuda aur zameen per 

hum, aaj kal wo is taraf dekhta hai kum. The second song was Cheen o Arab humaara, Hindustaan humara, 

Rahane ko ghar nahin hai, sara jahan humara. The ban was lifted when Indira Gandhi became Prime Minister in 

1966. With unemployment goes the labour problem. The Congress party position on worker’s rights had been 

strongly articulated by Nehru and it found its first reflection in Mill – 1934 from a Premchand story. Labour 

unrest was depicted in Roti-1942, the film was temporarily banned. Other films like Paigham 1959, Mazdoor-

1983, Humrahi-1944 etc. were on the same theme. 

Around the same time Indian cinema’s social content also attempted new daring themes. In 1927, a film, talking 

of veneral diseases and the necessiate of young people to take precautions, was made, titled, Bhaneli Bhamini 

(Educated Wife), the film was directed by Homi Master, because of its controversial theme, proved an instant 

hit and launched Gohar and Raja Sandow as the first romantic team in Indian cinema. Gamdani Gori (Village 

Girl) 1927, directed by Mohan Bhavnani made the first reference to the  

policeman, albeit a corrupt character, With this brief diversion we revert to the subject of industrial workers. 

The rich poor divide, indeed has been the staple diet not just of serious cinema, such as Garib (The Poor ) 1942, 

Bimal Roy’s Udayer Pathey (Bengali 1944) Humrahi (Hindi 1945) Chetan Anand’s Neecha Nagar 1946. In 

philosophical terms, all such films represent the unfinished, or unfulfilled agenda of the congress party ever 

since it announced its resolve to fight poverty and inequality in all forms in mid 1930’s. Here we must per force 

bypass about a dozen other issues that figured in the reform agenda of the congress party and also became 

cinematic exercises, such as the fight for human dignity and worth: promotion of national unity through inter – 

community harmony – Wadia’s Ekta (Sindhi 1942) Shantaram’s Shejari (Marathi) Padosi (Hindi 1941) and 

exposure of economic offences as in Mehboob’s Roti 1942 and shantaram’s Apna Desh – 1948.  

 

Though Indian cinema has not paid any handsome tribute to the Heroines of freedom struggle except the stray 

films, like Jhansi Ki Rani (Hindi 1953) Kitur Rani Chinnamma (Kannada 1961) Bhagini Nivedita (Bengali 

1961) and Bandini (Hindi 1963) it has all the same played the most obvious role in the transition 

of women’s status at home and in the society. In the 1930’s following the arrival of the talkie, Indian cinema 

came closer to prevalent social conditions and began to discuss vital social issues, including the rights of 

women. Shantaram’s Kunku (Marathi 1936) Duniya Na Mane (Hindi 1937), raised two issues at the same time, 

One was against the marriage without the consent of women, the other was unequal marriage, an old man 

marrying a young girl. Today an unequal marriage is inconceivable, except in conditions ofextreme financial 

distresss. The situation depicted in Girish Kasaravalli’s Kannada film 

Ghatashradha – 1977, actually pertains to the pre – Independence decades. But even as late as Kamal 

Amrohi’s Daaera 1953, unequal marriage was not an exception. In 1944, came an innocent looking love tragedy 

that stirred nationwide awareness among girls against arranged marriages. Embellished with superb music, this 

film Ratan saw a plague of young lovers eloping, or committing suicide. Clashes were reported of between 

parents and young ones, the latter asserting the right to choose their spouses and organized their lives as they 

willed. The Cinema also ranged on the issue of Dowry atrocities including harassment of the brides, in films, 

such as Kudmai (Punjabi 1941) Widow Remarriage was strongly advocated by the 19th Century reformers. The 

first bold attempt in this direction was B.N. Reddi’s Telugu film, Sumangali 1942. Another film was Mallipelli 

– 1939, as acute as the widow problem, was 
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the evil of child marriages. The Telugu film, Balayogini – 1937 strongly condemned this practice. In pre 

Independence Day’s unwed motherhood was an exception but the most devastating trauma and stigma for any 

young woman. Within the four walls of their homes women suffered several other injustices,  

some of these sanctified by tradition, such as female infanticide, unequal treatment of the girl child, 

denial of equal say in domestic and social life. Cinema dealt with some of these problems for example in New 

Theatre Adhikar - 1938. In the same context, these early filmmakers made a distinction between 

reformation and uprooting rebellion, In Shantaram’s Duniya Na Mane, the young bride Hira daringly denies her 

old husband conjugal rights but she never once shows disrespect towards him. She cares more for the values of 

a healthy, normal household and does not stretch her rebellion against injustice done to her personally into the 

situation of a total breakdown of the institution of family. The past reformers and the past reformist film makers 

alike believed in reconciliation not in conflict, they had faith in the ultimate goodness of the human heart and 

hence had optimism. 

 

Social reform cinema was generally applauded by one and all and even earned handsome profits for their 

financiers. No agitation greeted such films, because the message was conveyed through a total frame, not in 

isolation, and was enacted persuasively, not defiantly. Creators of reformist cinema were 

otherwise leaderless foot soldiers who did what they thought was correct. They addressed the masses through 

their films and felt happy if they contributed to social changes and stir their films created helped to earn profit. 

No official recognition then was in existence. There were those who felt the business of reforms must be left for 

saints, and filmmakers must remain entertainers. There is today acceptance of the fact that Indian cinema had a 

major role to play in popularizing the spread of the Hindi language in India and beyond, It also contributed to 

bringing about the formation of a secular 

Indian society. Indian cinema still speaks of Indianness; it speaks of human society as a whole; it speaks beyond 

caste considerations; quite often it tries to speak the language of a future India; It jumps over social prejudices 

and attempts to solve them by open debate. It has now started taking up themes which were earlier taboo and 

which are still not being discussed in print media. We now see that the socially conscious Indian cinema has 

proved to be a true guide to the social thought of Indian Society, and it is this facet of the medium which has 

brought a social revolution in the society.  
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Queer Vision: Portrayal of The Queer Community in Bollywood Cinema . 

Deepak Poojary, Dept of Zoology, RJ College. 
deepxanchus@gmail.com 

 

Films have fascinated and entertained the Indian public for a hundred years since Lumiere brothers first 

exhibited this craft in 1895. With change in cinema technology, the art progressed rapidly and became a 

profitable industry. Gradually films included themes like nationalist movements, social evils, family drama 

which touched the nerve of the common man. The present paper deals with the portrayal of the queer (LGBT) 

community in popular Hindi cinema. It touches the aspects of queer humor, homophobia to serious issues like 

freedom, HIV/AIDS of queer people. 

Hindi popular cinema, gender politics and homosexuality. 

India is home to the largest film industry in the world, releasing approximately 1000 films a year to an 

international audience of 3.6 billion and Hindi cinema popularly referred to as bollywood has a big share in it. 

Gender and sexuality are crucial constituents of the pleasure of cinema, even if evaluation and enjoyment may 

differ from person to person (Chatterjee, 2007). Despite love and romance being persistent themes, 

homosexuality has rarely been directly represented. Popular films enjoy an iconic status among gay and lesbian 

subcultures in India even though explicit references to homosexuality have been largely absent from 

mainstream commercial films (Ghosh, 2007). BomGay ( 1996) by Riyad Vinci Wadia is the first gay identified 

independent film which revolves around six poems by gay writer R.Raja Rao. However the film was never 

released in India as Wadia didn’t present the film for censor certificate, fearing the non-approval of the film for 

release. Queer sexualities have been explored through various films including Daayra (1997), Darmiyaan 

(1997) to very recent movies like Student of the year (2012), Bombay Talkies (2013). 

Stereotypical  image of gay community in Hindi cinema. 

With passing years homosexuality may have found a greater role in popular Hindi cinema. However the 

portrayal of most gay characters is very stereotypical. They are shown with exaggerated behavior, effeminate 

mannerism, bright make-up, mostly meant to create humor. Many gay characters are shown as fashion 

designers, make-up artists, even dancers. In the movie Fashion (2008), which depicts the reality of the glamour 

world, characters like Rohit (Ashwin Mushraan), Vinay Khosla (Harsh Chhaya) are fashion designers with 

effeminate mannerism. Though the film never shows them indulging in any homosexual activity, yet their 

portrayal invites the audience to think that they are homosexuals. Similarly in the movie Dostana (2008), Neha 

(Priyanka Chopra) works for Verve magazine. Her boss and editor of the magazine Murli ‘M’ (Boman Irani) is 

an effeminate gay. When ‘M’ announces that he is resigning as editor and will decide to choose his successor. 

mailto:deepxanchus@gmail.com
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To impress her boss and get the job, Neha invites ‘M’ for dinner at her house telling him that she will introduce 

him to her gay friends. The evening turns out to be a comical fiasco with appearance of the permit officer and 

Sameer’s (Abhishekh Bacchan) mother. Sameer (Abhishekh Bacchan) and Kunal (John Abraham) are straights 

but portray themselves as gays to obtain resident permit of US quickly. Most of the scenes between the two 

actors of their so called false gayness are meant for laughter. Even in Bol Bachhan (2011), Abhishekh Bacchan 

invents a gay twin brother, who apparently is a classical dancer, and lends a Dostana touch.  

In a conversation with The Times of India, fashion designer Rohit Bal said,” Bollywood makes gays appear 

feminine, idiotic and abnormal. Mainstream cinema portrayal is still very stereotypical and characters are 

introduced just for laughs.”(Bal, 2012)Manish Sharma, LGBT community activist shares,” It is a sad fact that 

most of the gay characters are used as comic relief in our movies. Now when they are coming out in the open 

and people are accepting their reality, Bollywood should rethink about how to portray them.” (GayBombay) 

 Mistaken Identities- Humor or Homophobia? 

Acceptance of homosexuality in Indian society is difficult predominantly due to homophobia. Bollywood 

cinema has used homophobia for humor yet its effect on the audience remains deeply ambivalent. In this 

context I would focus on two Hindi films-Kal Ho Na Ho and Masti. 

Kal Ho Na Ho(2004), directed by Nikhil Advani and Karan Johar, is the story of love triangle and friendship 

between Naina (Priety Zinta), Aman (Shahrukh Khan) and Rohit (Saif Ali Khan). Naina falls in love with 

Aman, a cheerful youth from India coming to her neighborhood in New York. Aman also loves Naina but 

dissuades her from loving him as he knows he is dying of heart disease. Rohit is Naina’s friend who fancies her 

but never expresses his feelings. Aman tries to make Naina fall in love with Rohit by developing elaborate 

situations. The homoerotic moments in the movie are derived from the interaction between Aman and Rohit in 

front of Rohit’s Gujarati housekeeper Kantaben. Rohit is oblivious to Kantaben’s discomfort whereas Aman is 

fully aware of her homophobic suspensions and actively performs to confirm her fears. Every time under such 

embarrassing situation for Kantaben a sound track ‘O! Kantaben’ is run in the background. The effect of this 

movie is still seen today amongst youngsters using the popular gag ‘O! Kantaben’ for two close friends of same 

sex irrespective of their sexual orientation. It can be quite hurting to the sentiments of the gay community. 

Similar phobia is seen in the movie Dostana where Kiron Kher who plays mother to Abhishekh Bacchan is 

totally devastated on learning that her son is gay. Even the title ‘Dostana’ has been humorously used for close 

friends-again an impact of Hindi films. 

The second film I would like to discuss is Inder Kumar’s Masti (2004). It is about three friends who decide to 

have an extra marital affair to brighten their lives. Homophobic moments in the film are shown through 

recurrent series of false appearances and mistaken identities. Satish Shah plays a homophobic sexologist who 
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has a wrong impression that long time friends Amar (Riteish Deshmukh) and Prem (Aftab Shivdasani) are 

lovers. Most of the time he finds them in situations where they appear to be making love. Also in a scene Amar, 

who is a dentist, makes advances towards Mrs. Saxena, a seductive patient. During a romantic dinner they share 

a passionate kiss. After this Amar finds that Mrs. Saxena is actually a trans-sexual and is so horrified that he 

jumps out of the window to flee. A clear disgust is seen when the actor cleans his mouth using brush, gargling 

even using a plumbing device. The phobia shown by the actor is to establish his masculine 

heterosexuality.Homophobia in these movies may have been humorously used yet the impact on thinking of 

people is strong whether it is use of ‘O! Kantaben’ or Dostana to tease or express homophobia. Situations in 

these movies are deeply ambivalent putting the viewer in a dilemma whether to laugh or express queer phobia.  

Changing dimensions of homosexuality in mainstream Hindi cinema. 

Changing times have made the society to rethink its stand on the issue of homosexuality. Similar trend can now 

be seen in popular Hindi cinema. In an interview to The Asian Age director Onir Sen has expressed, “Regional 

cinema is tackling the theme of homosexuality in a much wiser and nicer way while here in Bollywood I can 

hardly think of any movie beyond a handful that show homosexuals in decent light.”(Sen, 2013). National 

award winning director Madhur Bhandarkar’s movies are based on social realities and often have characters or 

plots related to queer community. Movies like Page 3, Fashion, Heroine, Jail are good examples of the same. 

However most of these movies show the queer community belonging to the very elite class of people. This can 

lead to a false impression that queerness exists only in the upper echelons of the society which in reality is not. 

Today popular Hindi cinema, thanks to few free thinking directors, is creating a better image of the LGBT 

community. I would like to discuss this broadly citing examples of the following movies. 

Fire (1998), directed by Deepa Mehta, released in 33 countries, went to win 14 International awards, and was 

received with wild enthusiasm in West and violent criticism in India. The film is about two women entrapped 

by marriage, religion and patriarchy. It revolves around two sisters-in-law Radha (Shabana Azmi) and Sita 

(Nandita Das) living in a joint family and facing neglect from their husbands. Radha’s husband Ashok 

(Kulbhushan Kharbanda) takes a vow of celibacy and expects his wife to serve him faithfully as a typical Indian 

wife. Sita’s husband Jatin (Javed Jaffrey) married her just for the wishes of his elder brother to continue the 

family line. He has a Chinese mistress so he is not emotionally involved with his wife. Bound by traditions both 

women lead an unhappy emotional life. As said by Deepa Mehta in an interview, “Every society or traditional 

value has an incredible impact on human behavior. So everybody…..the women, the men…..confront these 

problems” (Mehta, 1999). Oppressed in their marriages, both the women turn to each other and come closer 

together in ways neither imagined nor visualized. Fire thus breaks the patriarchal code and creates breathing 

spaces for women through female bonding, which in this case actualizes itself as lesbianism (Chakrabarty, 

2007).  Fire points out the emotional needs and sexual desires of women with equivalence to men. Deepa Mehta 
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herself said that Fire was never about lesbianism but more about freedom of desires in women which is still 

considered taboo in male dominated Indian society. Fire projects the emotional needs rather than just sexual 

bonding of queer nature. One of the most powerful achievements of Fire is to represent a form of desire which 

is not an escape, but a political challenge (Malik, 1999). 

Onir Sen’s My Brother Nikhil (2005) is the story about victimization of an HIV positive homosexual. Set in Goa 

between 1987 and 1994, the film is inspired by the real life experiences of late Dominic D’souza. State 

swimming champion Nikhil Kapoor’s (Sanjay Suri) life changes when a routine blood test shows him HIV 

positive. As the news about his disease spreads, the entire family is shunned by the society. Unable to bear this 

humiliation Nikhil’s father throws him out of the house. A devastated Nikhil moves in with his friend and lover 

Nigel (Purab Kohli). However he is arrested by the police and confined to a sanatorium. The primary narrator of 

the film Anamika aka Anu (Juhi Chawla) refuses to abandon her brother. She along with her boyfriend Sam, 

Nigel and a young lawyer launches a campaign to free Nikhil and build awareness around HIV/AIDS. Finally 

Nikhil is accepted by his parents and he regains his deserved dignity in the society. The film challenges to not 

just the representation of gay sexuality but to notions of masculinity, social normativity, familial ties and 

universal morality (Ghosh, 2007). It is interesting to note that My Brother Nikhil breaks prejudices of audience 

about gayness and stereotypical gay images. Nikhil is a gay yet he easily passes as a heterosexual man due to his 

sporty muscularity and athletic body. He appears to be straight to the audience as he is a desiring subject for 

women. His true orientation compels the audience to revise their imagination of gay and straight masculinities. 

The film is not about explicit homosexual relations but about the painful sufferings of an individual who is 

ostracized by the homophobic society. My Brother Nikhil paves a path for acceptance of queer people as a part 

of society and it makes homosexual relations to be seen much more than just desire for sex. 

Director Sudhir Mishra’s film Chameli (2008) has a scene where Aman (Rahul Bose) and Chameli (Kareena 

Kapoor) take shelter from heavy rains under an archway in Mumbai. During the conversion between them, 

Aman initially appears surprised when he realizes that Chameli’s friend Raja is gay and is in love with a male 

cross dresses Hasina. Chameli asks Aman whether he feels anything wrong about relationship between two 

men. Aman hesitantly replies with ‘No’. Chameli goes on and says there is nothing abnormal about gay 

relationships as long as there is love in them-“Bus pyaar hona chahiye”. It may be just a simple conversation 

but its moral impact has depth. Chameli is a sex-worker probably with not much educational background yet 

she sees love irrespective of sexual orientation while Aman being sophisticated feels initial hesitance to accept it 

but later acknowledges that he has few friends who are gay. The understanding of queer love as defined by 

Chameli is precisely what the queer community needs. 

And finally the very recent movie Gauri Shinde’s directorial debut English Vinglish (2012) also portrays gays in 

positive light. Shashi Godbole (Sridevi) after undergoing a humiliating situation at a restaurant in New York, 
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due to her inability to communicate in English, decides to learn English. She joins the New York Language 

Centre’s English class where her teacher is David Fischer (Cory Hibbs), a bit effeminate gay person. In a scene 

where the class is discussing about David sir’s breakup with his boyfriend, the Pakistani cab driver student 

Salman (Sumeet Vyas) casually says that there is no sadness in the breakups of gay guys…they leave one to 

catch hold of another one. At this point Shashi makes him understand that people can be different for each other 

but the pain of heart for everyone is the same, so they shouldn’t make fun of this issue. The other classmates 

agree too and due to this understanding and support the African student Udumke is encouraged and he comes 

out to the class saying he also is gay. The scene is of few minutes but the message conveyed is great. Shashi 

embodies the traditional Indian society yet she is not judgmental and sees relationships more as feelings rather 

than sexualities. Also the film expresses the need of understanding queer community so that they can come out 

of their closet and lead a normal life along with others. 

Kashish-  a ray of hope. 

KASHISH Mumbai International Queer Film Festival pioneers as the biggest gay & lesbian film festival in India 

and South Asia. It began in the year 2010 and is the first LGBT festival to be approved by the Ministry of 

Information and Broadcasting. The film festival showcases narrative films, documentaries and short films 

pertaining to the LGBT issues. When Bollywood treats the queer community as mere caricatures, it is festivals 

like Kashish that inspire the film fraternity to revise their projections of the queers. The director of the festival 

Sridhar Rangayan feels that presently Bollywood is not ready to project serious queer representations in 

mainstream cinema owing to the lack of investors and distributors for such themes. He also expresses that right 

now queer issues are best represented by short films and documentaries. These can be stepping stones for 

progress and change in Bollywood’s queer representations.  

Kashish- 2013 received over 132 films from more than 40 countries for screening between 22nd May- 26th 

May,2013. The audience, irrespective of their sexual orientation, applauded enthusiastically for these films. It is 

a clear indication that we are marching towards change and in near future the queer community will surely see a 

better representation in mainstream Bollywood. 

Conclusion 

The queer community has suffered a lot in terms of their representation in the society. Bollywood cinema too 

has used queer representations mostly to add humor. The queer community has always felt that it was 

misunderstood in movies and faced the stigma of homophobia. The situation hasn’t changed completely, 

however one must acknowledge the shift and changes that are taking place in more recent Bollywood films in 

which queer themes and representations are becoming more visible. Human rights deal with ‘humans’ as a 

whole that incorporates homosexuals as well (Valmiki, 2011) and popular Hindi cinema has acknowledged 
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queer rights.   Reasons for such noticeable queer representations in contemporary Bollywood cinema owe much 

to the rise of queer politics in India and the courting of diaspora as an audience for Bollywood (Dudrah, 2006). 

With Fire a new dimension was inaugurated for queer themed cinema and it continues as the perception of 

society changes with time. Queer film festivals like Kashish provide platform for LGBT films which do not 

have status as popular as the mainstream films. In a panel discussion on queer portrayals in popular Indian 

cinema conducted by Kashish, film critic and writer Mayank Shekhar mentioned that there is definitely an 

improvement from the days when queer characters were mere caricatures (Kashish). Emergence of queer right 

movements, rise in queer spectators and change in queer politics has opened a gateway for brave new voyage of 

queer discovery through popular cinema.  
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Socio-Politics, Media and Comedy 

Girija Gupte, Dept of Sociology, Sathaye College 

 

A story can be told in a hundred different ways. Each story-teller has her/his way of rendering a story, 

which is popularly known as style. The very same story can be made ‘interesting’, ‘boring’, ‘absurd’, ‘funny’ or 

‘rife with suspense’, depending on the story-teller and the form she/he chooses. So is the case with cinema.  

Cinema is also known as movies because of moving pictures, or more colloquially, as films because of 

the use of celluloid film. Cinema, like story-telling or theatre, is generally categories into tragedy and comedy. 

These forms have given birth to millions of movies/films all around the world. India produces the largest 

number of films every year. During the two years 2010 and 2011 alone India produced around 27,000 celluloid, 

video and digital movies37. Of the number of films/movies made every year, only 5% fall in the category of 

comedy38. 

 

Comedy is serious matter: 

It is easy to make the audience cry, but rather difficult to make people laugh. While emotion touches the 

heart, comedy is a brain-teaser. Comedy stirs the audience’s ability to think, and hence it is a conscious activity. 

Further, intelligent laughter needs much more creativity. So, in essence, comedy is far more serious an effort 

because the audience has to be conveyed a message while making it laugh, stay interested in the topic and 

analyse -- all at the same time. Hence, comedy is not just fun. Slapstick comedy, even the kind used by Charlie 

Chaplin, carried very strong social and political messages, especially from the angle of the toiling people. 

Chaplin, in his The Great Dictator, was even capable of depicting the crimes of Hitler in a comic manner while 

exposing Hitler’s crimes against the Jews in Germany. While we, the audience, laugh, we also see ourselves as 

the oppressed people of the world, being depicted in those ‘moving’ (pun intended) pictures. 

This paper attempts to look at three common variables in some Hindi films, namely socio-politics, 

media and comedy. Hence, the films brought under investigation and/or review are as follows: 

1.  Jaane bhi do yaaro (1983) directed by Kundan Shah; 
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  pg 3, Annual Report 2011, Central Board of Film Certification, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Government of India. 
38

  pg 50, Annexure XIII, Annual Report 2011, Central Board of Film Certification, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, 

Government of India. 
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2. Phir bhi dil hai Hindustani (2000) directed by Aziz Mirza; 

3. Peepli Live – (2010) directed by Anusha Rizvi;   

4. Lage Raho Munnabhai (2006) directed by Rajkumar Hirani; and 

5. Tere Bin Laden (2010) directed by Abhishek Sharma. 

The first three films, namely, Jaane bhi do yaaro, Phir bhi dil hai Hindustani and Peepli Live fall under the 

sub-category of satire. While narrating the story in a comical form, the audience can experience a deep sense of 

pathos. The other two films, namely, Lage Raho Munnabhai and Tere Bin Laden appear to be more humorous, 

while the undercurrent of exposing the socio-political system continues. 

 

Exposing socio-politics and media through Satire and Pathos: 

1. Jaane bhi do yaaro – The narrative revolves around two photographers, Vinod and Sudhir, trying to eke out 

a modest existence. With little knowledge of the ways of a corrupt world, they find themselves soon 

becoming investigative reporters, reporting on the frauds of big builders Tarneja and Ahuja, and the 

bureaucracy. Given their hard-working and honest character, they do not fathom being duped by an 

apparently daring journalist Shobha Sen. True to their professional ethics and their faith in justice, they 

carry around their ‘live’ proof, that being the corpse of the ex-municipal Commissioner D’mello, which is 

nothing but a deadweight. The hilarious scene where all the characters enter a theatre and create chaos by 

turning Mahabharata into Akbar’s court is indicative of how rulers can distort history and present it in an 

utterly anarchic manner.  

In a somewhat Brechtian style, where the audience is brought to the logical conclusion of “what ought to be 

the solution, but cannot be the solution in a decadent society”, the film exposes the entire fraud of builders, 

government officials and the media. The audience therefore hopes that justice will be done and the guilty 

will be punished. But, the powerful, i.e., the builders-bureaucracy-police-journalist (media is considered the 

fourth pillar of a democracy) strike a deal and share the spoils. Vinod and Sudhir are accused of sabotage 

and jailed.  Their belief in Hum honge kaamyaab! (“We shall overcome!”) is crushed, as is that of ordinary 

citizens in a corrupt system. 

Even though an old film, Jaane bhi do yaaro still seems valid. Amounts shown in Tarneja’s original tenders 

are doubled even before construction activity begins. Does that not remind us of tender amounts increasing 

by 300% in the irrigation projects of Maharashtra from 2009 and 2013? Flyovers that are under-construction 

collapse even today, leaving several workers dead. It is no news that fraudsters literally get away with 

murder, while some sitting duck is convicted of a crime she/he may not have committed. 

 

2. Phir bhi dil hai Hindustani – Each television channel tries to score over its competitors, to the extent that 

instead of allowing the expert to diffuse the bomb, the K Tea V channel reporter Ajay Bakshi tries to show 
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off his own so-called efficiency and daring - a reminder of the sinister channel war during the 26/11 terrorist 

strike in Mumbai. Similarly, Ria Banerji of another channel is so-called reporting from a flood-hit area, 

when the entire visual is studio-created. Ria is hired by Galaxee channel for the sole purpose of competing 

with Ajay. 

MLA Sharma is an election candidate of the ruling party, even though he has criminal charges against him 

for possessing illegal weapons. Even within the walls of the jail, Sharma has “inner” quarters, all set with a 

television, air-conditioner, refrigerator, etc. The Chief Minister tries to use the media to cleanse Sharma’s 

image. 

Mohan Joshi, who as the last recourse, avenges his daughter’s rape and death by killing the industrialist-

turned-politician Maganlal Gupta, when Joshi sees Gupta enjoying popularity and police security. Gupta’s 

death is made political mileage of by his brother-in-law. Joshi is declared a terrorist. 

When the reporters become humanized and decide to carry the truth about Joshi to people, they are pushed 

aside. While the politicians come to a ‘settlement’, the TV channels are given special incentive of a 24-hour 

channel transmission to make their profits. Joshi is pressurised into accepting that he is a terrorist, and 

sentenced to death. His execution is to be telecast live on television channels. A large number of sponsors 

contribute to channel profits through advertisements even on the shirt to be worn by Joshi at the time of the 

execution. 

Finally, it is the power of the people (including the police/armed forces who side with the people instead of 

using their arms against people) and the proper use of media that stops the country from executing an 

innocent, is the strong message given through the film. The media has to perform its real functions of 

informing people about correct facts and educating them. 

The segment in the film when questions are raised about the rape of Joshi’s daughter by police and lawyers, 

while the doctor retracts his statement under political pressure, reminds the audience even today of the 

attitude of the authorities to rape, where the victim is blamed for being at a particular place at a particular 

time. 

The film offers many moments of relief, while at the same time making the audience think. Don Pappu 

Junior says: “Are we netas to create riots?” The film depicts him as a “stupid” don, even making the 

audience hope that he succeeds as one. Similarly, the reporters ask silly questions like: “What are the 

colours of the wires that should not be cut to diffuse the bomb?”, or “What is the name of the executioner’s 

wife?”, The audience is forced to think of the absurdity of questions  asked on news channels everyday. 

 

3. Peepli Live  -- Another film on television channel wars. Set against the backdrop of rising numbers of 

peasant suicides in our country, more than 2.7 lakh between 1995 and 201339, the film raises many questions 
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  P. Sainath, “Farmers’ suicide rates soar above the rest”, The Hindu, May 18, 2013. 
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related to the utter haplessness of the peasantry, the nexus between the politicians and the media, the 

scheme-floating bureaucracy when they have nothing to offer, and so on.  

The story revolves around the family of two brothers Budhiya and Nattha, poor peasants who have lost their 

land for not repaying a bank loan. The local politician ridicules them and suggests they commit suicide to 

avail of a compensation of Rs one lakh from the government. Even though Budhiya initially offers to 

commit suicide, the two brothers decide that Nattha should carry out the act because he has a family of a 

wife and three children, while Budhiya has none. As the two brothers delve on this plan, Dhaniya, Nattha’s 

wife, is the only person who takes in the seriousness of her husband’s light-hearted decision. A journalist 

happens to hear and print Nattha’s declaration of contemplating suicide. Before long, the news spreads like 

wild-fire. Soon the entire village is invaded by television channels and the village is turned into a fair 

(mela). Instead of helping Nattha and other poor peasants find a solution to their problem, the reporters are 

interested in “Will Nattha commit suicide or not?”. Leaders of all political parties throng the village, each 

declaring his support to Nattha committing suicide or not committing suicide. The government Department 

for Agriculture declares a Nattha card for poor farmers, a scheme they know they will never implement. 

While this drama is on, Hori Mahto, another poor peasant dies of starvation, but the television channels have 

no interest in covering Mahto’s death.  The ‘insignificant’ reporter Rakesh who becomes humanised, gets 

killed in the fire and is mistaken for Nattha. Not having a ‘story’ any more, the television reporters leave the 

village and return to their studios. The film ends with Nattha working as a daily wage-earner in a big city, 

while his family is left without land or compensation because Nattha has ‘died’ in an accident, instead of 

having committed suicide.  

A segment in the film depicts how the television reporter gets women of the village to fake being possessed 

by the gods and declares:  “Nattha avashya marega, kintu Nattha jeevit rahega!” (“Nattha will definitely 

die, and yet Nattha will continue to live!”) sounds funny as a dialogue. Yet in reality, when one sees the 

‘dead’ Nattha as a daily wage-labourer cut off from his family and people, the punch of that statement hits 

the audience hard. 

The litter left behind by the television crew is suggestive of the kind of filth the media feed into society. 

 

Humour and Manipulation through Media: 

1. Lage Raho Munnabhai – At a time when audio-visual media is considered the only interesting mass 

medium, the film uses radio as a means of mass communication. The film revolves around the goon Munna, 

who in order to impress Janhavi, the radio broadcaster has to learn about Gandhiji. In the process, he is 

influenced by Gandhiji’s ideology and practices it to resolve problems in society. He propagates the 

Gandhian method of non-violence and ‘satyagraha’ through the radio along with Janhavi.   
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The film raises some very crucial questions. When Munna asks his confidant Circuit, “Who is this Baapu 

(Mahatma Gandhi)?”, the audience laughs at his lack of knowledge. Yet it is a reminder of the real life 

interviews of youth in Japan in the documentary White Light/Black Rain. When youth are asked “what 

happened in Japan on 6th August, 1945?”, none of them could recall the bombing of Hiroshima. In the same 

manner, Indian youth asking each other “Who is Baapu?” exposes the lack of sense of history among 

today’s/modern youth, who are otherwise suave and ‘knowledgeable’ about the world through the internet.  

The film is an attempt in exposing corruption, both social and monetary in today’s India. It uses the 

Gandhian model to cleanse society, but stops short at Gandhi’s method of non-violence, while never once 

touching on Gandhi’s economic policies which could lead to controversies.  

Looking at the intricacies of the film, it appears to deal with the false complexes people face -- the goon 

Munna, who has no fear of the law, but is afraid of truth which is evident every time he faces Gandhiji; the 

rich builder, Lucky Singh, who cannot face people when they send him flowers with a “Get well soon, 

Lucky!” note; the arrogant pension officer, who cannot face being exposed before people. 

At another point of time, the film exposes the money-making astrologers as well. When Munna addresses 

Lucky Singh’s daughter Simran about being a maanglik, he makes a powerful statement: “There are 

thousands of maangliks in this city. Their wives are tired of serving them but they don’t seem to die!” 

Similarly, the film exposes lawyers who are up in arms when cases are to be resolved fast, i.e., those who 

are supposed to defend the law break the law for their own personal gains. It exposes corruption in 

government offices through the bureaucracy (pension officer).  

In a nutshell, the film shows how facing the truth may appear painful, yet it is a very liberating experience. 

  

2. Tere Bin Laden (2010) directed by Abhishek Sharma – The constant theme of this film is biases, prejudices 

and complexes ingrained in people through manipulation by international media. Everything is based on 

imagination and not on reality, i.e., on “what may/could be” rather than on “what really is”. 

Ali Hasan, a Pakistani youth, wants to reach America no matter what the means. He is mistaken for a 

terrorist and deported in his first attempt. Six further attempts fail in the next seven years. While working as 

a reporter on a second-grade television channel, he comes across another youth Noora, who is a look-alike 

of Osama bin Laden. Along with a team of some more youth with big dreams (including Zoya, the make-up 

girl), Ali records a fake tape of ‘Osama’. When the tape is aired, the Americans set out bombing 

Afghanistan. In order to make up for their folly, the team decides to record one more tape by the so-called 

Osama, but are caught half-way through. The film ends with an American diplomat and these youth duping 

the world with a fake tape of cease-fire from ‘Osama’. Ali finally reaches his dream destination, the United 

States of America, as the reporter who managed to get an exclusive an interview with Osama. 

The film aptly captures the two-way phobia, one where the Americans see all Muslims from Asia as 

terrorists, and the other is the way the Pakistanis treat each other vis-à-vis the Americans (giving in to 
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foreign journalists at the press conference; Usman’s subjugation to Ted Wood, while Wood refers to Usman 

as the side-kick; even the Pakistanis assisting the Americans to catch Osama are not aware of the real plan).  

The film also portrays the fear of terrorism among all people, be they American or ordinary citizens of 

Pakistan. For example, the over-reactions of co-passengers on the flight to New York, the airhostess’ 

reaction when Ali tries to return the knife, or the reactions of Pakistani people when they are shown 

Osama’s photograph are almost the same. It is out of this paranoia of Osama that the Americans target 

Afghanistan after the release of the first tape even without verifying the facts. Similarly, the Americans are 

shown to use the bunker for their secret mission, while the world is given the impression that it was Osama 

and Saddam who hid in bunkers. 

Even though the film is full of wit and can leave the audience in splits, there are some very strong 

statements that come across to the viewer. The Americans know from the Urdu scripted map used in the 

first tape that Osama is in Pakistan, and yet they bomb Afghanistan. They use the Pakistani agents only as a 

cover for their own plans. Secondly, Usman, the ‘side-kick’ who decides to expose the manipulation of the 

second tape of cease-fire from Osama, is sent to a mental asylum, while Ted Wood becomes the Defence 

Secretary of America. And most importantly, the film shows how ordinary citizens (journalists) cannot fool 

the world without the active co-operation of fraudulent/powerful Americans, who are creators of world 

opinion. 

 

Similarities in the films: 

The killing of the Commissioner D’mello in Jaane bhi do Yaaro is similar to Usman being sent to an asylum in 

Tere bin Laden, where both are initially stooges, but are got rid of when they do not adhere to the authorities. 

Ajay and Ria are sidelined when they stand up for the truth in Phir bhi dil hai Hindustani. The same is true of 

Peepli Live with the death of Rakesh. Munna and Circuit are jailed twice in Lage Raho Munnabhai after saying 

“sorry”. Thus the films show how ordinary citizens must either must use the corrupt socio-political system, or 

pay a price for standing up for the truth. 

Almost all the films try to break myths and/or superstitions. In Jaane bhi do Yaaro, Vinod tells Sudhir: “What 

harm can a corpse do to us?”. Peepli Live shows not only how being “possessed” by the gods can be faked, but 

also delves into pseudo-psychologists who claim they can tell a person’s character by reading her/his hand-

writing -- in this case, the colour of Nattha’s shit. Lage Raho Munnabhai questions astrology on deciding 

people’s personal decisions. Tere bin Laden exposes the myths about Pakistani women being coy by portraying 

Zoya, as a lively jeans-clad woman. Phir bhi dil hai Hindustani shows how the power of people is supreme, in a 

world where people are constantly made to believe that they powerless. All the films try to instill a sense of 

hope among people at a time when they are weighed down by the burden of a corrupt system. 
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All the films take the audience out of its own little cosy world into the happenings of the world outside. They 

expose the viewers to the not-so-comfortable zone of not just seeing the happenings in the world, and get each 

viewer to take a stand on the rights and wrongs in society and politics. During this process, the audience is 

reminded of the big and small issues/scams that she/he may have neglected as “beyond my control” earlier. 

 

Most of all, the films make the audience alive by exposing “what is” (reality as it exists) or “what may be” 

(prejudices and biases) with “what ought not to be” (the ideal). 

 

 

‘The Game Changers’: The Religion of Cricket and Bollywood 

J. Palit & M. Shome Dept.of English, Maniben Nanavati Women’s College & M.D.Shah Mahila College 
jayashreepalit@ gmail.com 

  

 

The number of cricket – based movies in Bollywood has been quite limited. Till 1983 there had been virtually 

no cricket – based Hindi movies other than Subodh Mukherje’s “Love Marriage” (1959). It could be our 

triumph in the World Cup that set it off but post 1983 at least fifteen Hindi films have cricket as a central focus. 

There are many other movies in which cricket does figure but it is only as an incidental occurrence. For e.g. the 

Sharukh Khan starrer ‘Chamatkar’ (1992) has a cricket match as its climax but it is certainly not about cricket 

(Shandilya web). 

It should really be no surprise that cricket and Bollywood should have strong links. Both are national obsessions 

with cricket being given the status of “religion”. The term “Bollywood” is loosely used to denote mainstream 

Hindi cinema from Mumbai but there is evidence that the term become widely accepted parlance only in the 

new millennium when Bollywood became a brand. In the post liberalization era “Bollywood” and “IPL” have 

become acceptable brands with a strong overseas audience. What makes Bollywood a brand is not the content 

of cinema but a certain kind of allure produced by a characteristic visual excess brought in by spectacle, 

choreography, costume and music. 

The Indian Premier League (IPL) is also not about cricket but the visual spectacle of glamour and glitz. The 

cheering crowds, the cricketers in brightly coloured uniforms, music, bright lights and cheerleaders all make for 

a heady spectacle. It is not a matter of surprise that Bollywood and IPL have almost become one entity – 

Bollywood stars are owners of the teams, their presence adds to the glamour, in fact they are as much a part of 

the action as the cricketers because the camera picks up each expression of their joy or despair. What about the 

cricketers? Are they not also performers – especially with the now open secret that matches are scripted by 

Bookies? Shakespeare’s off quoted line “all the worlds’ a stage” seems to have come ominously true.  

But what really needs probing is the idea of cricket being a “Religion” The recent IPL6 controversy was marked 

by great outrage not just because the game of cricket was tarnished but because, as umpteen TV anchors and 

commentators reminded us, “cricket is our religion”. 

Christopher Evans’ statement about baseball can well be applied to cricket in India. He has pointed out that it 

has” become fashionable to speak of baseballs’ significance in American popular culture as analogous to an 

institutional religion” (Evans, P.35). It can be argued that cricket, more than any other sport, reveals an alliance 
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with the colonial legacy of the past as power was transferred from the white rulers to the “Brown sahibs’ the 

upper class Indians who now held the reins of the destiny of India. This appears to be even more true in the post 

independence era defined by a variety of social reform initiatives. Cricket becomes a kind of symbol of personal 

and social upliftment of all Indians. It appears to encapsulate National hope to bring about social 

transformation. 

Evans (Evans, pp 39-40) has also pointed out that in an increasingly industrialized community, cricketing 

grounds provide pastoral space in cities and embody the “rural virtues” of closeness to nature and healthy 

recreation that encourage physical exercise and youthful zeal. Furthermore cricket is supposedly a 

“gentlemen’s’ game” and teachers the virtues of sports manlike, gentlemanly completion and the desire to win 

through hard work and team cooperation. It embodies the spirit of a nation extolling the virtues of male 

ruggedness and religious piety. More importantly cricket serves as an illustration of how Indians from different 

class and ethnic backgrounds con work cooperatively to build a better society – striving for a shared vision of 

an inclusive society, a kind of ‘Ramrajya’ The game thus embodies the cooperative and democratic ideals that 

for our founding fathers lay at the heart of India’s millennial promise as a moral force and superpower in the 

world. 

Much has also been written about cricket’s preeminent portion in the Indian psyche. It is a national passion and 

given the status of a religion. The favour with which the matches are followed and the cricketers adulated is to 

be seen to be believed. The devotees’ queues up braving all kinds of weather to buy the tickets and the crowds 

begin fill the stadium much before time. Absenteeism or distractions from work are all pardoned. Some states 

go even so far as to declare public holidays! The devotees expect a lot from their “gods”. Losses in matches or 

underperformance may even result in burning of effigies and throwing of bottles. The devotees want India to 

win at any cost. The battle imagery used to promote is matches symptomatic of the kind of aggression and 

passion that the game inspires. It is a war and the only aim is to “Brown wash” all opponents. No wonder team 

India is always under pressure to win. The religion is driven by a deep desire to assert national pride. 

It is here that cricket becomes more than a religion and more a metaphor for National space. In a country like 

India with different faiths, languages, cultures cricket is seen as the religion which can unite. Unlike movies, 

sport breaks the barrier of language and can bring together a variety of people. 

What is really fascinating is how cricket by virtue of being a sport and hence something that is a patently 

artificial construction, is like a working model of the larger social system in which it operates. Pritish Nandy 

writes that movies are about life and that movies are a nation talking to it (Times of India, 14). One of the 

agendas of cinema has been to take up the task of building nationhood in earnest. Hindi cinema has been 

suturing cultural differences and producing a homogeneous mass culture even before 1947. Bollywood is a 

useful tool many feel in defining and maintaining the Indian Nation. Mainstream cinema assisted in the 

collective imagining of the Nation despite the states’ apathy towards its development. Cricket and cinema both 

serve as allegories of the nation. 

One study of mainstream Hindi cinema concluded that its role was largely an instrument of ‘cultural 

continuity’. Hindi films apparently stabilize the social system by representing new needs and mythologizing 

‘tradition’. New needs are historically created and an ‘instrument of cultural continuity’ perhaps needs to bridge 

the gap between the expectations created by traditional belief and the actual dispensations of history. What 

popular film narrative apparently does is to problematize the experience of history in a language familiar to 

tradition and then provide fictional resolution. It is the immediate expectations of the present which are the key 

to what is problematized.  A principal way in which a Nation is inscribed in Hindi cinema is by allegorizing it 
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as a community. The cricket team is one such important symbol. The community is constituted to include 

religious minorities, different castes and social classes. The community, like the nation, demands loyalty and 

betraying it or its creed merits punishment. 

The sanctity accorded to the community means that it has a greater significance than suggested by its physical 

constitution. The cricket team in Lagaan for e.g. is not merely a village cricket team. The community as the 

nation in microcosm also means that the deepest conflict in the narrative are arranged within and not caused by 

agencies external to it. The characters at the moral centre of the narrative as well as those creating discord are 

therefore part of the community. Another fundamental motif is ‘loyalty’ the nation is represented as an 

abstraction without the state being implicated in the narrative. In ‘Lagaan’ the romance is weak but loyalty to 

the ‘community’ is a critical issue’ (Raghavendra, web).  

Lagaan’ has a fairytale like quality. It begins with the line “once upon a time in India”. The storyline of Lagaan 

is well known and need not be repeated here. What is important is that the game of cricket becomes the site for 

national aspiration. Not only will the win mean exemption from Lagaan for next three years for the entire region 

but it will bring together various sections of the society like never before. The religious imagery used as a 

backdrop only serves to emphasize importance of the event in the minds of the viewers. The temple bell is hit 

by the cricket ball as a sign of auspicious start and prays and faiths form the deep driving forces of the team. 

What is significant is how the team is formed. On the surface ‘Lagaan’ is a feel good film about how different 

sections Hindu, Muslim, Sikh, the marginalized all come together bringing their unique gift to ensure the 

success of the team. If religion divides then cricket unites as barriers of caste and religion come crumbling 

down. 

But is this what ‘Lagaan’ is really about or are their underlying issues that have not been resolved. S. Anands’ 

well known essay “Eating with our fingers, watching Hindi Cinema and Consuming Cricket” problematizes the 

whole notion of ‘Lagaan’ being a progressive film. 

In fact, S. Anand argues that “Lagaan” is a regressive film there is little point in repeating all the arguments he 

puts forward but one would point out that the inclusion of Kachra, the untouchable who is introduced as 

standing on the margins quite literally in the team has been seen as only as tokenism. He is depicted as 

apologetic, wordless, totally stripped of agency. He simply follows Bhuvans’ directions. He in never asked if he 

wants to play the game. He seems to be the only untouchable in the pristine village. Kachra is a good spinner 

not because of his ability but because of his disability. Bhuvan discovers his talent and asks him to bowl with 

the disabled hand. The juxtaposition of disability and untouchability is very disturbing. The last ball where 

kachara could pull of a six is not to be. He is shown to be utterly useless as a batsman. The heroism is given to 

Bhuvan who thanks to a no-ball can hit the winning six. 

The obligatory inclusion of kachara is not the only tokenism in the film. Women are depicted in the most 

stereotypical terms. They provide moral support, cook, stitch uniforms and cheer the home team. Why could the 

film so lauded to be progressive not show a woman thanks to her skills in say sweeping the house be included in 

the team to play the sweep shot! As Anand concludes that ‘Lagaan’ claims to be a piece of imagined history that 

is progressive but it, in reality, only reinforces caste and gender stereotypes. 

The film ‘Dil Bole Hadippa’ raises the question (and seeks to address in it) of gender equality. The central 

character Veera Kaur has a dream. She wants to be part of the Indian cricketing Team. Not the women’s team 

but when she tries to penetrate the hallowed male bastion she is brushed off rudely with the sarcastic request to 

go and try for “Miss India”. The film is overtly feministic asking the question that why society worships women 
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as Devis and yet crushed them as human beings. Cricket as a symbol of community here brings into focus the 

participation of women in the process of nation making. Veera Kaur is an outstanding batsman (she can hit six 

sixes in a over) but it is only when she disguises her gender identity and dons the role of Veer Kaur that she gets 

a chance to participate in the male team of her “pind” – Indian Tigers. While seemingly flaunting a feminist 

outlook, the film reinforces the fact that Veera / Veer Kaur is highly traditional. As a foil there are NRI women 

from London who scoff at traditional values but not so Veera. She is a repository all virtues of home and hearth. 

She makes piping hot alu parathas for the hero, can sing and dance and her only net practice is that it is the local 

children in the final match which is, of course, the climax of the movie her identity is discovered. How she 

managed to continue to elude discovery for three months in a male locker room environment needs a willing 

suspension of disbelief on part of the viewers! Anyway it is Veera to the rescue. She and the hero Rohan put up 

a display of batting fireworks that make Dhoni and Tendulkar look like armatures. It is Veera who hits the 

winning short. She reveals her identity to the viewers, at the behest of the hero, and there is shock and dismay. 

Her passionate speech about gender equality shames everyone and she is accepted. But the film does not end 

there. The title credits show Veera and Rohan gyrating to a song and dance number. It seems to be happy 

domesticity for Veera. She will probably spend the rest to her life making hot parathas for her cricketing 

husband! 

‘Iqbal’ showcases the struggle of a poor Muslim boy and reveals the cricket – community as a site for national 

aspirations. Here is a gifted cricketers who is handclapped physically economically and emotionally. All he has 

is immense talent and the support of two gusty women who help him to achieve his dreams. The politics of 

selection and the nexus between money and team reelection is the focus of the movie. It shows how corruption 

can seep into a system that is dependent on rich sponsors and the price paid by talent that has no sugar daddy to 

support it. It is a feel good film full of hope and Kapil Dev the cricketer is the “god” who puts things right. Iqbal 

becomes a part of Team India and the viewer is left with the feeling that all is well in the community as long as 

there are a few good men. One of the underlying themes in Iqbal is how corruption permeates the games and 

even leads to match fixing. Iqbal is given the lure of money to underperform in a crucial Ranji Trophy final 

match in order to facilitate the selection of another such start pupil of a cricket academy run by one of the 

selection team members. Obviously conflict of interest is nothing new!  

In ‘Jannat’ the entire movie revolves around betting and match fixing a issue that is still topical today. 

Corruption has tarnished the image of the game and corruption has also started eroding the moral fabric of our 

nation state. Scams and scamsters grab the headlines everyday. ‘Jannat’ analyses the root cause of this moral 

decline and places it squarely at the doorsteps of materialism, insatiable greed and insecurity of cricketers. It 

also shows how betting, an apparently harmless activity, is used to fund global terrorism which is the greatest 

threat the nation faces. This topical film is an excellent analysis of the malaise affecting the country and the 

team. 

To conclude one has to laud the efforts of mainstream Bollywood cinema to bring to the forefront issues 

pertaining to nation building. Cricket is an apt symbol of community as it focuses on team building and unity in 

diversity. The analyses in this paper show that while Bollywood has brought into focus issues like caste, gender 

and corruption the underlying agenda has been consciously or unconsciously to reinforce ideas that are 

regressive and maintain the status quo. 
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A CRITICAL PRESENTATION OF THE INDIAN EDUCATION SYSTEM THROUGH THE FILM – 3 

IDIOTS 

Saraswathi Moorthy, Dept. Of Accountancy, R.J.College 

 

 

1-Introduction- 

1.1-The Indian Education system  

 The things taught in colleges and schools are not an education, but the means of education. -Ralph 

Waldo Emerson (1803-82) U.S. essayist and poet. 

The Indian Education System – The colonial masters introduced education systems in India to create clerks and 

civil servants. Till date there has not been much deviation from that pattern. Rote learning still plagues the 

system. The present education system is unrealistic, pointless, mindless rat race with fierce competition. Such a 

system crushes creativity and originality. It also drives many students to commit suicide. The system does not 

encourage creativity, valuable and original research contribution and innovation. The system includes schools, 

colleges, universities and premier institutes like the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) and Indian Institute of 

Management (IIM) where specialised  courses are taught. 

The Indian education system is exam –oriented and stressful with a focus on memorising rather than 

understanding (Times of India , April 7th , 2013) Memorising is no learning-The fundamental flaw in the 

education system is that it is geared towards teaching and testing knowledge at every level as opposed to 

teaching skills. The education system encourages mediocrity and there is an urgent need to rethink and redefine 

the purpose of education system. The goal of the system should be to create entrepreneurs innovators, scientists 

thinkers and writers who can establish the foundation of a knowledge based economy. 

 1.2-The Indian Film Industry- Cinema is a creative medium and very popular among the Indian masses which 

can be used to entertain as well as educate and convey socially relevant messages. Bollywood is the informal 

name given to the popular Mumbai based Hindi language Film industry. Bollywood and the other major 

cinematic hubs like Kollywood, Tollywood constitute the broader Indian Film Industry whose output is the 

largest in the world in terms of the number of films produced and the number of tickets sold. Bollywood is also 

commonly referred to as Hindi Cinema. The films are made on different subjects and constitute all genres .The 

http://www.outlookindia.com/article
http://www.phalax:in
http://ezine/
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theme may be varied like status of women, education system, Terrorism, Family-oriented themes, films on 

sports and so on. There is a marked difference in the films made in the pre- independence and post- 

independence era. The Technological advancement and developments in all spheres of film making has made a 

significant impact on the output of this industry. 

 2- The Film-3 idiots –  

“Chase Excellence, Success will follow”- Rajkumar Hirani 

The film “3 –idiots” is a 2009 Indian comedy- drama film directed by Rajkumar Hirani and screenplay by 

Abhijat Joshi and produced by Vidhu Vinod Chopra. It was loosely adapted from the novel ‘Five point 

someone’ by Chetan Bhagat. Two friends are searching for their long lost companion .They revisit their college 

days and recall the memories of their friend who inspired them to think differently even as the rest of the world 

called them idiots. The film revolves around the graduation years of three students of  Imperial college of 

Engineering and weaves an interesting story about the lives of three friends, their hopes, aspirations and 

disappointments through their graduation years. The Director of the film has effectively used humour to 

underline the glaring deficiencies and also raises disturbing  issues challenging and questioning  the real 

purpose of education . The story line covers a gamut of  emotions  portrayed and  brilliantly enacted by the 

actors  and presented through the film. 

The purpose of education is to replace an empty mind with an open one-.Malcolm Forbes 

2.1-What is Education? Is it mere securing of good grades and mugging up books? Are those who sweat day 

and night and follow the curriculum mechanically ideal pupils? Does the entire burden of education leave any 

room for original thought? The film attempts to tackle and answer these questions. Much education today is 

monumentally ineffective. All too often we are giving young people cut flowers when we should be teaching 

them to grow their own plants-John W. Gardner 

2.2-An analysis and critical review of some scenes from the film- 

 Fierce competition- As education became more accessible to the masses, there was a huge surge in the 

enrolment in different educational institutes. This led to fierce competition to get entry into premier 

institutions. The Dean of the Institute in the film during his address to the first year students proudly 

declares that every year more than four lakh applications are received and only 200 are selected . He 

also advises his students to crush and finish competition and move forward like the koel bird. 

 Examination system-The current examination system encourages rote learning which does not result in 

any understanding and comprehension. This fact has been very vividly captured in the film- 3 idiots 

where the character in the film, ‘chatur’ memorises the speech to be delivered on Teachers day without 

understanding the meaning of the words. This results in a hilarious situation with disastrous 

consequences of offending the Chief guest and the Dean of the Institute. 

 Understanding and conceptual clarity-Another scene in the film effectively drives home the point that 

understanding the concept is more important than mere rote learning. Understanding will result in better 

learning and help the learner to develop his own original ideas based on his conceptual understanding. In 

the film, the Professor questions  the student ‘Rancchodas’ and asks him to define the term ‘machine’ 

.The student answers by explaining what a machine does and how machines have made our lives simpler 

and easier. The Professor is not satisfied with the answer and insists on the definition of ‘Machine’ as 

given in the text books. The education system does not encourage any deviation and kills originality and 

expression. 
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 Time bound and rigid format -The education system and in particular the examination system is a never 

ending and meaningless rat race. There are regular assignments/ projects  submissions tests/exams which 

compel the student to learn and reproduce the matter within the stipulated term/semester. The time- 

bound submissions generate stress in the minds of the students and they are pushed to extreme limits and 

the bright student – Joy  just quits the unfinished project  midway as shown in the film by committing 

suicide .Further the exam judges the students intellectual ability based on marks and their results. The 

marks scored in such exams brand them as ‘Fail’ or ‘Pass’. This creates a divide/ distinction amongst the 

students. 

 Application of Knowledge- The need for applying what is learnt has been shown in the ragging scene 

where the character ‘Ranchhoddas’   applies basic knowledge of physics to face the embrassing situation 

of probably being ragged by a senior student. True education   instills self confidence and prepares us to 

face all situations in life . 

 Passion of self v/s Family expectations-The  family is the basic and primary social unit in India. The 

character ‘Farhan’ nurses a secret passion to pursue photography but is weighed down by the 

expectations of his father who  wishes that he studies Engineering. Such a coercion leads to disinterest 

and ineffective learning outcomes.  

 Material possessions V/s achieving success thru excellence- The film also compares and contrasts the 

life style of ‘chatur’ and ‘Phungsuk Wangdu’(a.k.a. Ranchhoddas) when they meet after five years. 

Chatur has a plushy corporate job,a mansion a car and all the material possessions indicating his status 

and wealth. In contrast, Phungsuk Wangdu is working as a teacher in a school in a remote place. He has 

400 patents to his credit and the children in his school are happy . He has made a difference and touched 

the lives of these children by bringing joy in learning. He has fully imbibed the true essence of learning 

by sharing  through dissemination to his students and application of knowledge through innovations. 

Who should be considered as more successful in this context.? 

2.3-Some socio- philosophical Issues- 

How does one define success in life? What are the parameters to be considered to define success? 

What is the true purpose of education in these ever changing times?  Is there a need to revisit the gurukul 

system that was followed in ancient India to make learning more joyful and less stressful?Is there an alternative 

approach  to bring about Quality enhancement in Education.   

Education is for improving the lives of others and for leaving your community and world better 

than you found it. -Marian Wright Edelman (1939-) American activist for the rights of children. 

Some thought also needs to be given to the requirements of today’s learner and the result of education and its 

impact on society. These learners besides learning their course content also require   social, political  

sensitisation , value education and self awareness programs so that the student receives holistic education and 

there is overall development of his personality and he contributes positively to society.  

What is the role of Family and Teachers in creating and  providing the necessary support system to help 

students cope up with failures/ disappointments and setbacks during their learning years? What is the role of 

educated individuals in making significant contributions  and giving back to society( individual social 

responsibility)? 
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Is there a need for external help outside the family to help students cope with the pressures and stresses 

generated by the present system? If so, What is the role of an educational counsellor/ life coach  to help students 

sail through stressful examination schedules and cope with learning disabilities and anxieties resulting 

therefrom?.   

The result of the educative process is capacity for further education. John Dewey (1859-1952) U.S. 

philosopher and educator. 

2.4-Some questions for policy makers and educationists- 

It has been time and again established beyond doubt that the education system needs to be overhauled and it 

would not suffice to make cosmetic changes occasionally. 

The Character Rancchoddas in one scene explains the difference between the two terms “well trained and well 

educated and exhorts the class to experience the joy of learning something new rather than chasing marks, 

worrying about career placements. He comments that the college is nothing but a factory churning out graduates 

whose sole purpose is to find a good job and laments the fact that nobody ever speaks or discusses about 

innovations.  He also advises his friends to learn for knowledge and not only for examinations, and adds that he 

always secures the first rank and is a topper because he  loves Engineering and learns for the joy of learning and 

not merely to score marks. Ranchhodas   quips that knowledge is everywhere .The learner should have the 

inclination to learn for ones own personal development . This highlights the need for learners to like the subject 

and develop a passion for whatever one does and with a will to excel, success is   the outcome. 

  The question to ponder is -Where is the joy in learning gone? Why has the system turned to be such a monster 

which unleashes untold suffering and mental agony in the lives of students?. When the learning and 

understanding capabilities/ abilities of students are varied, how can a system be created with the logic of ‘ one 

size fits all’? 

The great aim of education is not knowledge, but action.  
Herbert Spencer (1820–1903) English philosopher, political theorist, and sociological 

theorist. 

 

3-Conclusion- There is a need to use the creative medium of cinema to question and explore 
new approaches and seek alternative solutions to social issues and problems. The real 

challenge for the Indian film maker is in reaching out to the culturally diverse audience and 

significantly impacting social thoughts and bringing about positive and fruitful social 
changes through this medium so that ‘reel’ does impact ‘real’. 
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Marathi Cinema-Contribution, Credit and Critique 

Shubhangi M Vartak, Dept of Economics, R. J. College 

 

It was hundred years back when Marathi film industry registered its inception. After gaining both critical and 

commercial accelerates, the Marathi film industry strives to be the Crusader and Champion of Change. 

In this journey of 100 years, the Marathi cinema has tried to break away   from social stigma by creating 

awareness through the means of entertainment.  

The year 1912 not only proved to be a landmark for the Indian Cinema, it also led to the birth of a new regional 

cinema industry viz. the Marathi film industry. The first Marathi film Pundalik was released way back in 1912 

and it was directed by Shri. Dadasaheb Torne.Dadasaheb Phalke’s Raja Harischandra was a major breakthrough 

which introduced indigenous production of a motion picture in the country. This landmark film marked an 

initiation of the Marathi Film Industry. Over the years, Marathi films have spanned a gamut of areas-often 

making audiences roll on the floor at the same time talking about issues of social importance.  

There are many influences that have shaped the conventions of Marathi cinema for e.g. Epics of Ramayana and 

Mahabharata, Sanskrit drama, traditional folk theatre, saint parampara, political happenings, social issues etc. In 

the ancient period ‘Sanskrit’ was the prime language of wisdom and education. Movements were the modes of 

expression of feelings. The  emotions exhibited during music, drama, visual art performance is referred to as 

‘Navras’.This paper is an attempt to see that how the ‘Navras’( nine sentiments or passions ) are depicted in the 

Marathi films and also to make a SWOT analysis of the Marathi films and the Marathi film industry. 

Influences  

There have been several influences that have shaped the conventions of Marathi cinema.  

1. The first was the ancient Indian epics of Mahabharata and Ramayana and mythology, which have 

profound influence on the thought and imagination of Indian popular cinema, particularly in its 

narratives. This influence includes the techniques of side story, back-story and story within a story. For 

e.g. the first talkie film produced by Prabhat viz. Ayodhyecha Raja, based on mythological story of 

Raja Harischandra of Ayodhya who was true to his words even in his dreams.  Though the theme of 

the film was about a mythological king, but many experts believe that it symbolized the struggle against 

subjugation and silencing of the Indian expression by the British rule. Another brilliant film was 

Sairandhri, based on an incident from Mahabharata viz. the Kichak Vadh. It was the perfect blend of 

entertainment, education and message. 

2. The second influence was the impact of ancient Sanskrit Drama with its highly stylized nature and 

emphasis on spectacle, where music, dance and gestures combined to create a vibrant artistic unit with 
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dance and mime being central to the dramatic experience. The Rasa method of performance, dating back 

to ancient Sanskrit drama. In the Rasa method emotions are conveyed by the performer and thus felt by 

the audience. 

3. The third influence was History and Historical Events. Ramshastri, the incorruptible judge boldly 

sentences the ruling Peshwa with death punishment for murdering his nephew. The reconstruction of 

history is marked by dramatic thrills, the use of resplendent costumes and excellent performance by the 

lead actor Gajanan Jagirdar. Bhalji Pendharkar produced a series of historical films mainly on 

Maharashtras beloved king Chatrapati Shivaji.  The films like Maharani Yesubai, Pawankhind, 

Marath Tituka Melvava, Dhanya Thay,  Santgi Dhanaji etc. The films were woven around the life 

and achievements of Shivaji  

4. The fourth influence was the Traditional Folk Theatre  and Tamasha V. Shantaram brought his 

brilliant film Lok shahir Ram Joshi. The film tells the story of a Brahmin romantic poet who loses 

caste because of his friendship with the low-caste tamasha artist. The ostensible format of the 

biographical was a mere excuse to interject the vibrant lavnis and sawal-jawabs which became the rage 

of audiences in Maharashtra. The tremendous box office success enjoyed by the film gave the emerging 

filmmakers an indication of the trends audience tastes would take in the coming years. Marathi film 

industry saw the era of Tamashapat. To name the few famous films Amar Bhoopali, Iye Marathchiye 

Nagari Sangtye Aaika, Pinjara. 

5. The fifth influence was major burning Social Issues, such as dowry deaths, widow marriages, 

untouhability etc. One of the finest social films of India of all times is Kunku. Kunku explores the 

tragic of a May-December second marriage and the idea of arranged marriage which generally ignores 

women’s rights. In this case, the bridegroom is a widower and the bride an intrepid and aspiring young 

woman. Set in the typically middle class family of the country, the film develops its psychological 

tensions boldly, equally revolutionary solutions for the couples marital impasse. Yet another brilliant 

"problem" film was Manoos. This brings together a simple-minded and honest policeman and an 

innocent prostitute. The policeman tries to rehabilitate to the prostitute going to the extent of taking her 

to his mother in order to her approval for their marriage. But the woman is still haunted by moral legacy 

of her past. A chain of highly dramatic incidents ensues, culminating in the prostitute committing a 

murder, unwittingly. The final separation of the two protagonists is marked by both subtly and 

poignancy.  A film called Savkari Pash telling the story of a young farmer who is caught in debt trap by 

the village moneylender and Balirajacha Rajya Yeude on farmers’ suicides and Gabhricha Paus on 

the suicides of cotton farmers in Vidarbha. Similar true-to-life concept was touched in Shaapit -a story 

of bonded labour and his illiterate but fearless wife and their fight with the Zamindar. Critically 

acclaimed film Jogwa underlines the hypocrisy of society and woman’ struggle against sexual violence, 

discrimination and servitude. 
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6. The sixth influence was that of Comedy and Hasya rasa. Comedy has always been the mainstay of 

Marathi cinema. Earlier it was dominated by Master Vinayak and Damooanna Malvankar. Then came 

the era of Sharad Talvalkar, Raja Gosavi, Raja Paranjape. The comedy wave was very strong as people 

were fed up the syrupy sentimental romances and the weepy family melodrama. Dada Kondke was 

hailed as the new messiah of the robust, Tamasha-based rural comedy with double meaning jokes. Dada 

Kondke went on to make bawdy comedies with ‘double entendre’ rustic dialogues. He gave maximum 

number of silver jubilee hits. Dada Later on in Kondke’s tremendous success in the 1970s attracted its 

share of imitators and a whole new genre of cinema came about: the rural-based comedy with its roots in 

the folk theatre. Later on in 80s Sachin Pilgaonkar and Mahesh Kothare gave a new face to comedy. 

They correctly diagnosed the pulse of the urban and college-going audience and wooed them back into 

the theatres. The major block buster’s were Navri Mile Navrryala, Dhoom Dhadaka, Maza Pati 

karodpati etc. 

7. The seventh influence was the Saint Parampara. The Prabhat film Dharmatma projected the story of 

saint Eknath who fought against untouchability. Another land mark film as Sant Tukaram. This pious, 

simple man was so much immersed in the worship of Lord Panduranga that his wife was extremely 

irritated and attempts to draw him to his mundane duties. Legend says tht he was bodily transported to 

Heaven. During the period of Second World War, the entire world was against with inhuman massacre 

ordered by Hitler. At that time Prabhat Company made a film on Sant Dnyaneshwar, who despite so 

many hurdles and sufferings preached the cause of humanity. 

8. The eighth influence was of that of Political Happenings-the rural and urban politics. The popular 

films in this category were Samana- a story of an ordinary school teacher inspired by the ideas of 

Mahatma Gandhi and horrified by a murder, takes on the might of village headman and eventually 

brings him to book. Simhasan was another film on the politics of Maharashtra and about competition 

among power-hungry politicians. Even a film called Sarkarnama tried to face off the corruption and 

brutality at the political level. 

9. The ninth influence was Bold and Innovative subjects and happenings  around the globe. The bold 

subjects were put forward and the first attempt was the film Shantata Court Chalu Aahe . Another off-

beat film was Akreit, based on the infamous Manwat murder case in which a childless woman prevailed 

upon her influential paramour to arrange for the sacrifice of several children in the hope of begetting a 

child.  Then came Umbartha, about a woman trying to establish her identity outside the family. Smriti 

Chitreor Memories, based on memoires of famous woman writer-Bahinabai Chowdhary. Other movies 

like Satchyaaat Gharata bout neo-liberalism in the youth, Dombivali Fast about commuters’ woes and 

common man’s impotence in face of corruption, Uttarayan about love between two senior citizens, 

Valu about taming of a wild bull in the village, Joshi Ki Kamble about reservation quota for low castes, 
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Mahasatta on a worker’s ordeal in face of power of industrialists etc show that Marathi cinema had 

reached an important milestone and searching the root problems caused by globalization. 

SWOT Analysis of the Marathi Films 

STRENGTHS 

1. Good Quality: -  

Marathi films have good quality of content which includes various aspects such as a logical script and a 

rational explanation. The Marathi film makers have consistently created a balance between creativity 

and commercial pursuits. There has never been compromise for content in relation to commercial 

success. 

2. Government Support: -  

The Government of Maharashtra has been a very strong support for the Marathi film industry and the 

film fraternity. The application of the subsidies system is a strong motivation for the industry to survive 

in stiff competition.  

3. Good quality actors and actresses/technicians:- 

Marathi film industry has been blessed with amazing talent in technical and non-technical area of movie 

production. There are so many talented actors who have made it big not only in Marathi films but in 

Hindi industry too.  

4. Music component:- 

Music component is vital for the success of a commercial venture in the entertainment field. Music adds 

lot of charm to a film thereby portraying the creativity in better perspective. Marathi film music has 

always maintained the rich tradition of Indian culture. 

5. Legacy:- 

The Marathi film industry has a legacy of the stalwarts like Dadasaheb Phalke who gave birth to the 

cinema movement in India. Industry people like Bhalji Pendharkar,V.Shantaram, Baburao Painter, Raja 

Paranjpe etc have contributed immensely not only to the Marathi film industry but to the mainstream 

industry.. 

6. Rise of the young Turks:- 

Marathi film industry has seen in the recent decade a rise of the young Turks in the way of fresh blood 

being injected into the system. An effort of stalwarts like Mr. Mahesh Manjerekar, who has been 

instrumental in the formation of MIFTA shows the emergence of fresh ideas which have lot of potential 

in the future.  
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7. Acceptance for innovative themes among masses:- 

Marathi audience is very receptive to topics which are different from the mainstream areas which are all 

very different topics from the point of view of commercial cinema.. There is widespread appreciation for 

the maturity of the Marathi people to accept diverse issues and even controversial thought provoking 

topics. 

WEAKNESSES  

1. Quality of films:- 

Marathi films have shown degradation of content which has led to its downfall comparison with other 

regional cinema variations. The focus of most of the films is the stereotype masala formula and tamasha 

for commercial gains. This has led to abundance Marathi films which do not rank in high order on the 

scale of content. The quality of the films is weak from the point of view of all the production aspects of 

film making. 

2. Dependence on Box Office Sales mainly:- 

The success or failure of any industry depends on its capacity to grow and sustain itself in the long run. 

Since Marathi films commercial success is mostly based on the box office revenue collections, they 

become gullible to manipulation in case the movie does not do well on the theatre sales. Dependence on 

one aspect of profitability makes it a major weakness from commercial angle. Various new areas for 

revenue generation like DVD, video sales, video rentals are still not explored. Most of them depend only 

on box-office sales. 

3. Number and Quality of Theatres:- 

The quality and availability of theatres for screening is a major weakness experienced by the Marathi 

film industry. The single screen theatres are mostly not of good quality standards which makes it 

difficult for the uptown audience to have a visual experience. The prices in these theatres are low but the 

standards are also of poor value.   

4. No access to Indian Diaspora excluding Marathi people:- 

The major weakness of the Marathi film industry is its regional character which makes it difficult for the 

non Marathi people to understand. There can be critical acclaim for the film but there cannot be a 

massive appreciation in terms of commercial gains if the language is not understood. The overseas 

market which has lots of potential is therefore completely untapped for the Marathi films. 

5. Marathi industry centered in Mumbai than Kolhapur:- 

The existence of the Marathi film industry is based in Mumbai which has its major weakness. The fact 

that Bollywood is based in Mumbai makes it very difficult for small regional players to operate. The 

competition from Bollywood for resources makes it very difficult for Marathi film industry. It has to 

compete all on fronts with the Hindi films-from production to promotion. 
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6. Low margins in distribution negotiation:- 

Since the exhibitors give first preference to Bollywood movies, the Marathi film producers and 

distributors are prone to a raw deal on the distribution front. The major strategy FSS (Friday, Saturday 

Sunday) fails to click since the exhibition deal does not allow the mobility for the Marathi film 

exhibited. A low margin ultimately drives the distributor away from the potential venues leading to 

losses. 

7. Lack of proper analysis and estimation of box office records:- 

Marathi films suffer due to lack of market analysis study. There is no scientific methodology derived to 

have an assessment of the market or the success potential of the product. The utter lack of any authentic 

methodology makes it a game of chance. The revenue generation becomes a matter of luck than any well 

calculated plan of action. 

8. Piracy and Leakages:- 

Piracy has become a major problem for the Marathi film industry. Piracy leakages has been highly 

damaging for the Marathi industry due to leaks on the internet making the access very easy for any 

internet user. This leads to loss for huge amounts to the producers and making the product lose its charm 

before the release.  

9. Risk Sharing Issues:- 

Risk sharing is a problem in the Marathi film industry since there is no coordinated effort from the 

various stakeholders in the production process. The producers, financers, distributors and the exhibitors 

work in contradiction creating problems in the value chain. 

10. Lack of market research and pre market survey:- 

Market research is fundamental for the survival and growth of any business today. Absence of market 

research is a major weakness of the Marathi film industry which believes indecision making by chance 

than on scientific basis. There is no planned approach during the conceptualization of a film or during 

the initial process of a film. The audience interest is not taken in to consideration using a proper 

consumer study or buying behavior analysis.  

11. Absence of documented contracts with stake holders:- 

The Marathi film industry mostly works on the word of mouth and the basis of trust is most important 

than any documentation. These concepts lead to lots of issues and conflicts between various parties 

involved in the business. The absence of documentation makes it difficult for applying any legal process 

in terms of any conflict situation. This leads to situation were illegal elements play a role of peace maker 

than the legal process. 

12. Producers are first timers:- 

The major weakness for the Marathi film industry is the situation where most of the producers are first 

timers who have entered the film business for variety of reasons. One reason is the glamour component 
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of the industry in which people want to be associated with celebrities. These producers make one or two 

movies and then quit the film making business, this leads to problems were the industry faces lots of ups 

and downs with people coming and going.  

13. Producers have a subsidy centric attitude:- 

Many producers look towards film production from only the commercial point of view and not as a 

creative reflection. These producers get in to the production process to extract the subsidy from the 

government. They thus create a sub standard product which is not feasible to be marketed due to its poor 

standard. This attitude of being subsidy centric actually makes the industry poor in content. 

14. Films are rural based and do not deal with urban sensitivities:- 

Most of the Marathi movies are based on rural subjects. This trend has been going for many years in the 

Marathi film industry. But, with the urbanisation there is an urgent need to create Marathi films which 

address the urban topics and matters of concern or interest. The lack of urban based movies makes the 

urban audience lose interest.  

15. Events are low key in comparison with Bollywood:- 

Marathi film industry has very low focus on event marketing as a mode of promotion. There are very 

less events in comparison to the Hindi film industry. Event marketing is usually low key in the Marathi 

film business. This makes the film business appear less glamorous for the audience who takes the 

glamour quotient of the entertainment industry very seriously. 

16. Low Budget:- 

The Marathi film industry suffers from problems of low finance. The overall value chain of the business 

suffers due to the problem of inadequate financial support. All the functions suffer due to problem of 

low capital. The various departments have to cut down their inputs due to low fiancé which mars the 

quality standards of the output. 

17. Low glamour quotient of celebrities:- 

Marathi film personalities do not command the aura and glamour of a Bollywood celebrity. This fact 

depreciates the glamour quotient of the industry. The Marathi film celebrities do not enjoy the brand 

value which can be realized in the form of advertisement assignments or promotional campaigns.  

OPPORTUNITIES 

1. New ventures:- 

Marathi film industry is poised for lots of new ventures for the future. We find that lot o shooting 

schedules are being planned and executed abroad at exclusive locations. Film releases are being planned 

at various locations in Singapore, USA, and Europe. This opens up new untapped markets to promote 

the Marathi cinema. 
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2. Events abroad to target the Marathi Diaspora:- 

Various events are being organized to boost the Marathi film industry at international levels.Marathi 

films are being showcased at different film festivals across the world. This would ultimately generate 

interest about Marathi films abroad. The latest event of MIFTA in Dubai is an example of globalisation 

of the Marathi film industry where we have events to celebrate Marathi culture and films. 

3. Growing middle class with surplus income to spend:- 

The middle class growth in Maharashtra has a huge potential for the rise of Marathi film industry. The 

middle class has a sizable strength and commands huge resources at disposal. The emergence of 

Information Technology avenues have created consumer hubs at various locations in Maharashtra which 

can be tapped for the entertainment industry. The entertainment industry which is a part of the services 

sector is witnessing a rapid growth. The middle class belong to a group of strong linguistic attachment to 

the Marathi language. This opens up a huge demand for Marathi linguistic films in the future. 

4. Funds from Non-Resident Indians:- 

The Diaspora of Marathi people abroad have been taking lot of interest in Marathi film promotion 

abroad. The holding of Marathi cultural assembly in the USA has generated lot of hype about the 

potential of Marathi films. The NRI’s have been taking lot of interest in financing of Marathi movies 

which is a very encouraging sign. 

5. Corporatization:- 

The involvement of the corporate world in the Marathi film industry has a huge potential. MrAmitabh 

Bachan’s company ABCL private limited supported the Marathi movie ‘Vihir’which was critically 

acclaimed in the Berlin film festival and also did good business in the theatres. Many companies like 

Reliance group have been taking lot of interest in Marathi movies. UTV productions have been very 

supportive for new scripts dealing with contemporary issues. 

6. Tax Incentives to Multiplexes:- 

In metro cities the rise of multiplexes has changed the overall commercial dynamics of the entertainment 

industry. The government has been very supportive about the multiplex revolution and is encouraging 

the growth at the cost of single screen theatres in the state. The multiplexes are being utilized as a 

overall shopping experience and thus making the customer enjoy a host of services under one roof.  

7.  Reservation of shows in Multiplexes:- 

The high court order has come as a strong legal backing for the Marathi film industry to sustain itself in 

the competition sustains itself in the competition. Since Mumbai is a battleground for Hindi and various 

different regional cinemas like Bhojpuri, Guajarati, Tamil, Malayalam, Punjabi etc the support derived 

from the High court order removes the hurdles for exhibition since the legal verdict gives reservation for 

exhibition of the shows in Multiplexes. 
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8. Number of Marathi channels:- 

Marathi audience has today an option of a host of channels on the television scene. These channels have 

created a huge market for the marketing of Marathi films at different levels. The presence of so many 

channels has led to increase in the production of Marathi films who after a considerable time of release 

can be released on the television medium by the way of sale of satellite rights. The fact that Zee Marathi 

started a separate channel named Zee Talkies to show Marathi movies displays the growing importance 

of Marathi films on the television business. 

9. Music component:- 

Music component is being converted in to the digital medium thus opening up of a lot of opportunities in 

the future. Many Marathi tunes are now copied even in Hindi films. 

10. New Channels in Marathi TV and Radio:- 

Technology enabled viewing has made lots of channels to operate in the way of different viewing 

mediums. Many Marathi channels on air make the viability of the Marathi movies much more feasible, 

The Marathi film industry gets various options to market it and this helps in promotion of a Marathi 

movie. Awareness is generated about the product and this makes the sales process more simplified. 

11. Events Marketing in Maharashtra:- 

Event marketing has become very important for the marketing process in the Marathi filmmaking 

process. Different agencies are today starting lots of events which are strategically used to market a 

movie. BIG FM started the event to promote the Marathi film music this year. These kind of events 

make the industry profile to rise and the overall development of the industry is appreciated by the 

fraternity and the masses leading to overall growth. 

12. Changing Distribution Scenario:- 

Changing distribution scenario is strength for the Marathi film industry .Since the new systems created 

on the basis of digital medium have made things conducive for the Marathi film producers, distributors 

and the exhibitors of Marathi films. The changed distribution system is cost effective and based on 

professional management systems. The professional management systems have contributed to a better 

understanding between the producers, the distributors and the exhibitors in relation to the distribution 

business. The various channels of distribution are becoming streamlined for a smooth delivery from the 

producer to the consumer. 

13. Animations:- 

Animation industry has emerged as a strong industry in the entertainment arena. Many movies are being 

produced by using the animation medium. This is happening due to the changes in the digital creativity 

practiced by professionals. This has lots of opportunities for Marathi film makers who can use their 

talent to bridge the language gap and venture in to untapped terrains.  
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14. Creativity:- 

Creativity is the differential factor between success and failure for a product in the entertainment 

industry. Content continues to be the most critical importance and there is a need across various sectors 

of the industry to focus on making content more appealing to the customers while striking the right 

balance with the commercial potential. An effective management of creativity is extremely important for 

the Marathi film industry to harness the talent on one side and operations and product marketing on the 

other. 

15. Possible corporate models (studio model variance):- 

The way Marathi films are being created is on a significant shift since we have changing models of film 

production. The earlier model of production houses which had all the essential elements for the 

production process are reviving itself. These systems have all in built equipments which make the 

process faster and more effective. This facilitates the speed of production and also helps in cutting down 

of costs to be incurred to a substantial level. 

16. Increasing importance of satellite rights and home video segments:- 

The role of satellite rights and the home video segments have increased due to massive penetration of 

television media in households. The product life line for a Marathi film has increased as the transition of 

the Marathi movie from theatre exhibition to other form of delivery platforms has become easier. This 

had added value to the Marathi film as a product and service in the long run. 

17.  Digital Technologies:- 

We are living in the Digital age where the differentiation is based on the digital medium. The 

advancement of the digital medium is extremely critical for the Marathi film industry since the 

entertainment industry has to compete with the pace of digital growth in order to keep the audience 

interest intact Marathi film business has shown lot of advancement in the use of digital medium for the 

film business purpose. 

 

THREATS  

1. Threat of Rivalry:- 

Marathi film industry suffers from internal rivalry which is highly detrimental for the overall growth of 

the industry. Rival factions in the industry clash for the resources which are highly scarce in the form of 

talent pool, technology, distribution, etc these conflicts make the stakeholders to go for unethical means. 

2. Threat of Bollywood:- 

Bollywood has such aura that it emerges as the biggest threat to the regional cinema, especially the 

Marathi films as both the industries are based in Mumbai. They both fight for the same consumer group 

who has a cosmopolitan background. The dominance of the Hindi film industry is overbearing on all the 

aspects of the management process. The celebrity status of the Bollywood stars has huge negative fallout 
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on the Marathi stars. This threat is very realistic since many regional cinemas have been wiped off due 

to Bollywood predominance. 

3. Threat of Substitutes:- 

Film based entertainment has a threat from the various other forms of entertainment which are as 

popular as film viewing. In many situations we find that emergence of any other form of entertainment 

eats into the share of the earlier one. For example the rise of the cricket league IPL in India has 

completely changed the entertainment situation in India. Today we find that during the IPL season there 

are no movie releases and whatever releases happening have to face low turnout. Substitutes are fighting 

for the same ground making the competition stiff and very challenging. MarathiDrama add  

4. Cosmopolitan environment:- 

The imminent urbanisation and intermingling of various cultures creates a cosmopolitan environment. 

This situation removes the linguistic dominance and makes a consumer more acceptable to global 

impacts. The consumer tastes and preferences become uniformed which might not have any basis of 

language, religion, caste or community based. This is a threat from the point of view of a Marathi film 

business since the dilution of the consumer preference would affect the value of the delivery of the 

visual experience. This might create situation where a consumer demands the quality standards of 

Bollywood or even Hollywood from Marathi film business, which might be difficult to satisfy. 

5. To many films released making the consumers confused:- 

The situation of the Marathi film industry today is unique with a large number of Marathi movies getting 

released in a very short duration. This upsets the demand and supply equilibrium causing he price factor 

to fall. The release of many films creates confusion in the minds of the audience who find it difficult to 

take a decision easily. The loss is ultimately of the Marathi industry since a consumer would invest his 

money for one movie and would not be able to watch many others due to shortage of time and money at 

his disposal.  

6. Advent of digital medium:- 

The advent of digital medium is a threat for the Marathi film business as it would directly affect the 

movement of the audience to the theatres. The Marathi film business is mostly dependant of theatre sale 

and this would be affected since the consumers would prefer to enjoy a movie at home on a digital 

pattern. The entire business suffers when the consumer takes a decision of not going to the theatre since 

he is not going to go alone for a Marathi movie but would be taking his family or friends along with 

him. The growth of digital media is an imminent threat to Marathi film theatre business. 

7. Degradation of quality standards due to stagnation:- 

Quality and quantity do not go together. The situation where we have extreme quantity of Marathi films 

being produced and exhibited might eventually lead to stagnation in all the fields of film making form 

the production to the exhibition stage. The producers would find themselves cash starved since the 
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financers would not support so many projects at the sometime. The distributors would find it difficult to 

distribute many movies at the same time at the most effective price. The exhibitors would find it difficult 

to allocate space due to unhealthy in to a phase of depression. 

8. Actors and actresses getting into rival formations for better prospects:- 

Marathi film business has become a profitable venture in recent times due to good commercial success 

achieved by few projects. This situation of profit assurance can fragment the Marathi film industry into 

rival formations where some group decides on the course of action on personal calculations than 

professional acumen. This trend is visible in the Bollywood business where we find rival camps being 

created who work against each other to promote their own interests. This trend in the Marathi film 

industry can be quite damaging considering the fragile nature of the Marathi film business. 

9.  Changing consumer psyche in terms of interest and preferences:- 

Marathi film audience as a potential consumer has been showing inconsistent behavior since many 

years. We have witnessed a depressive stage of business in the 1980’s where the survival of the industry 

was at stake. After the success of few movies in the 1990’s onwards we find the revival of interest and 

the extraordinary success of Marathi film in the 2000’sgenerating so much enthusiasm in the audience. 

But this is a extremely dangerous situation considering the decline of the Marathi theatre business which 

was doing so well few years back. Thus taking the consumer for granted is a huge threat for the Marathi 

film business. 

10. Movement of producers from Marathi industry to Hindi:- 

Marathi film producers have a tendency to explore ventures in Hindi film industry after they taste 

success in the Marathi film business. This trend is a huge threat as the movement of the producers into 

the bollywood business creates a loss for the Marathi industry in terms of productivity. There have been 

several instances where people have migrated in to bollywood and settled there forever. 

 

Conclusion 

The Marathi Cinema has always touched the hearts of the audiences. It has proved to be an inspiration for many 

audiences and has filled colours in their lives.  

 Marathi film industry once struggled to make few odd films a year is now producing a large number of films on 

varied subjects. Young directors and producers are following the footsteps of the legends and are making films 

based on interesting and sharp stories and their impact on   societies. The cine industry itself is becoming 

globalised and there is also a challenge of competition from other languages. But the new wave of producers 

and directors has managed to keep Marathi language cinema alive and kicking .Such a revival is set-to make 

Marathi cinema richer even though confronted with Bollywood’s proximity in Mumbai. The new wave Marathi 
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films have explored bold subjects with very innovative scripts and original screenplay. But that doesn’t mean 

that the Golden era has come back. 

The new generation of filmmakers, actors and technicians are doing a good job but the new generation of 

audience is still missing and that is definitely affecting the Marathi cinema even today. For Marathi cinema, 

which began its journey 100 years back with silent movie, this is a mute question! The ball is now in our court.  

 

Economics of Film Industry in India 

Manasi V. Vinod, Department of Economics, R.J College 

 

Introduction:  

The Indian Film industry is one of the largest film industry in terms of number of films produced every year. 

The films are produced in Hindi as well as in various regional languages.   Indian film industry is in the process 

of corporatisation due to two important reasons: a. In May 1998, the Information and Broad casting Ministry 

has accorded the status of ‘Industry’ to film industry, and b. the Finance Ministry announced that the 

entertainment industry would be recognised as an approved activity under “industrial concerns”. On this 

background it is essential to understand contribution of films in Indian economy, the recent changes in 

financing pattern, revenue generation and a new trend of insuring films. 

Objectives of the study: 

 To understand the contribution of Indian film industry in Indian economy. 

 To evaluate revenue sources of  today’s films  

 To analyse the trends in financing patterns of film industry in India 

 To find out the current scenario of Insurance of the films industry 

Research methodology:  

Secondary data is used to analyse various aspects of this paper. Various books and e-journals are referred to 

while collecting data. 

Key trends in film industry: 

There are some interesting and notable trends in the Indian film industry: 

 Growing Size of the industry: Per Capita Income in India is increasing. At the same time people now 

have started spending more on entertainment. Both these factors have increased number of audiences 

and consumers attracting new players in this field. Old players like Yash Raj Films have now started 

their new venture of making TV serials. 

 Largest Number of movies released in the world: India is one of the countries releasing largest 

number of films per year in the world. According to a report, in the year 2001, number of Bollywood 
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movies released are 1013 while that of Hollywood movies released in the same year are just 739. The 

figures give us a fair idea of the size of business of the industry. 

 Greater number of foreign technicians hired in Indian film industry: According to a recent news in 

The Economic Times, we are  attracting foreign capital to our country vis-à-vis we are creating revenues 

for the foreign technicians by hiring them for film production 

 Widening phenomenon of Multiplexes: Today the films have better exhibition facilities. Growing size 

of the middle class with increasing per capita income, multiplex properties are developed by the 

developers. The single screen theatres are forced to upgrade themselves to survive in the cut throat 

competition with the multiplexes. Indirectly, film industry is helping to create employment in the 

economy. 

 New distribution platforms: Indian film industry has to maintain pace with new technological changes 

setting in. Today there are new avenues open for distribution along with the traditional ways of releasing 

films. Increasing number of youngsters are using internet for varied purposes besides work like for 

chatting, writing blogs, leisure. This offers a huge opportunity to marketers to sell their products i.e. 

films through internet. 

 A strong position against Chinese Film Industry: Investing in Indian film industry is open to foreign 

investment with a 100 percent ownership structure allowed. Similarly we have less stringent norms of 

Censorship. China’s film industry is not open fully to foreign investment. It is more often involved in 

remaking of heroic battles in the past. China’s strong censorship norms are another setback for the 

development of the industry. 

 U.S. / International studios in India: Hollywood and other international players have entered into joint 

ventures in a range of activities from producing films (for eg. Warner Bros. Joint ventures with Ramesh 

Sippy for Chandni Chowk To China) to international films released in English as well as in regional 

languages. In the past the experiment of dubbing Hollywood or international films in Hindi or in 

regional languages to reach greater number of people has achieved success.  

Economic contribution of Indian film industry:  

Contribution of film industry towards growth of Indian economy is substantial. It contributes to our economy in 

three ways as follows: 

a. Contribution to National Income measured in terms of Gross Output: The table below shows 

contribution of Film industry to the India’s National Income.  

b. Contribution to tax collection: Taxes are of Indirect tax type. Entertainment tax is a significant type of 

tax contributing to the treasury. In present analysis Indirect taxes are calculated as Net Indirect Taxes 

that are derived by subtracting subsidies from total Indirect taxes.   
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c. Contribution to employment generation: Employment generated is direct and indirect. People are 

employed as the main crew technicians as well as workers. 

 

Following table shows direct economic contribution of the Indian film industry. 

 Gross output 

(Rs. Crores) 

Contribution 

(GVA + NIT) 

(Rs. Crores) 

Employment 

(Lakhs) 

Direct Impact 12,312 2,932 1.4 

Indirect Impact 8,154 3,194 2.8 

Total Impact 20,467 6,846 4.2 

Source: Industry Estimates and PricewaterhouseCoopers analysis 

Recently small villages are getting a boost to their development due to their location selected for film shooting. 

For e.g. according to an article from Loksatta, a Marathi Newspaper dated 10th June, 2012, Wai is a small 

village near Satara District has came to known as a location for shooting films. Many Hindi as well as Marathi 

films are shot in this village. As a result natives are employed for almost 200 days a year. So employment is 

available for almost the entire year. This employment is mainly available for unskilled workers ranging from 

assistant to the director to a person hunting a good location. Number of lodges was only 6 to 8 now which has 

gone up to 20. So people employed also have increased. One important impact is people are not migrating for 

search of job.    

Sources of revenue for film industry in India: 

 Today film producers earn revenue from following sources: 

i. Box Office Collection - Domestic 

ii. Box Office Collection – Overseas 

iii. Home Video: Domestic and Overseas 

iv. Ancillary Rights 

 

Following table shows the growth of industry during the years 2006-10: 

 

The growth of Film industry in 2006-10 

INR billion 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 CAGR 

Box office – Domestic 

(% change) 

64.0 

 

71.5 

(11.7) 

81.3 

(13.6) 

70.0 

(13.8) 

61.1 

(-12.7) 

-1.2% 

Box office – Overseas 

(% change) 

7.0 

 

8.5 

(21.4) 

10.0 

(17.6) 

8.0 

(-20.0) 

7.7 

(-3.8) 

2.4% 
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Home Video 

(% change) 

6.4 7.4 

(15.3) 

5.9 

(-20.9) 

6.5 

(11.3) 

5.2 

(-16.1) 

-5.3% 

Ancillary Rights 

(% change) 

7.0 

 

8.5 

(21.4) 

10.0 

(17.6) 

10.5 

(5.0) 

13.5 

(28.6) 

17.8% 

 

TOTAL 84.4 95.9 107.1 95.0 87.5 0.9% 

Source: PwC Analysis and Industry Estimates 

 

FINANCING OF FILMS IN INDIA: 

Indian films are predominantly financed by the private sources from the beginning. Up to 1960 Indian films 

were produced by the film making companies. Many of these companies also owned studios. The film 

producers would get loans from the film distributors. They would get loans against a minimum guarantee that 

the film will be exhibited in the theatres for a fixed minimum period. These studios employed the actors and the 

technicians on the contract basis. However once the actors started performing independently without entering 

into any long term employment contract with the studios system started changing. This change was brought into 

the economy in 1960s. The production cost also was on rise. Hence new sources of finance were found.  

The major sources of financing films in India are as follows: 

 Private Financiers:  It is the most common source of funding films in India. Discriminatory interest 

rates exist for different borrowers. 

 Promoters’ equity: It is the second most common source of funding films in India. 

 Large producers: It is not a very common source of funding films in India. All the large producers do 

not have extra funds to finance films. They may finance films of other producers by way of investing in 

equity shares. 

 Institutional debt: Most of the producers who are capable of getting institutional debt do not need 

institutional finance. However producers who require institutional debt do not get such debt. Since they 

have low credit worthiness. Banks have to follow strict prudential norms for lending. IDBI bank, Exim 

Bank, Yes Bank, Central Bank of India are the some names of the banks involved in film financing. 

Banks have shown keen interest to invest in ‘bankable’ production houses such as Yash Raj Films, UTV 

Motion Pictures, Excel Entertainment, Eros International, Dharma Productions, etc. 

 Distribution Financing: It is available in limited quantum. It is available mainly for the big banner 

films with reputed producers, directors and star cast 

 Initial Public Offer (IPO): IPOs are not very popular means of funding in Indian film Industry. 

Experience of Investors of IPO is too bad with the poor returns. 

 Venture Capital / Private Equity (Company Level): Financing through this way is not common due 

to concerns of transparency and higher risks involved in completion of films. There are two on shore 
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venture funds: Cinema Capital Venture Fund and Vistaar Religare Film Fund which are registered with 

the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) as domestic venture capital funds. Together they 

have a corpus of about Rs. 3500 million.  

 Venture Capital / Private Equity (Project and Slate Specific): Funding under this head is growing 

rapidly through plain vanilla financing and / or co-productions. Plain Vanilla financing is the most basic 

or standard version of a financial instrument usually options, bonds, futures and swaps. It covers most of 

the risks associated with company level financing. 

Role of Government in financing films in India:  

The National Film Development Corporation of India (NFDC) is the central agency established by the 

Government in India in 1975, to encourage good cinema in India based in Mumbai. It functions under Ministry 

of Information and broadcasting, Government of India. The primary goal of the NFDC is to plan, promote and 

organize an integrated and efficient development of the Indian film industry and foster excellence in cinema.  It 

was established in 1975.It has given a wide range of services for the development of Indian film industry. 

NFDC along with its predecessor Film Finance Corporation has so far funded 300 films. NFDC has provided a 

wide range of services essential to the growth of Indian cinema especially Indian parallel cinema in 1970s. 

Foreign participation in financing films in India:   

Foreign funding is encouraged in the recent past. The film production, exhibition, marketing and distribution 

related services. Products are permitted 100% foreign direct investment under the automatic route. 

Foreign investors seeking to acquire shares of an existing Indian company engaged in film production, 

exhibition or distribution are granted general permission. Prior approval from Foreign Investment Promotion 

Board is necessary if foreign investor had any or has any existing joint venture or technology transfer or 

trademark agreement in the same or related field in India. E.g. Reliance ADA Group has entered into a 

production deal with DreamWorks Studios prompted by Steven Spielberg to produce films with an initial 

funding of US$ 825 million for the first three years. Walt Disney and Yash RAJ Films have entered into a 

contract for production of animated films. Joint Venture of Viacom and the TV 18 have formed Viacom - 18.  

Crowd Funding:  

It is the most recent trend of financing film making. Crowd funding describes the collective cooperation, 

attention and trust by people who network and pool their money together, usually via the Internet, in order to 

support efforts initiated by other people or organizations. Crowd funding occurs for any variety of purposes, 

from disaster relief to citizen journalism to artists seeking support from fans, to political campaigns. 

Crowd funding can replace the need for specialized grant applications or other more formal and traditional 

fundraising techniques with that of a more casual, yet powerful, approach based on crowd participation. 

Examples of the basis of Crowd funding can be seen in Cooperatives around the world. However, the Internet 

can provide new streamlined approaches to quickly imitating the co-op model for low-level and/or sudden 

needs (i e. disaster relief, travel expenses, legal fees and so on.). It is this reason that a term be used to 
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encompass the act of informally generating and distributing funds, usually online, by groups of people for 

specific social, personal, entertainment or other purposes. 

In India, recently film producers, mainly, from the South have turned to crowd funding to beat the budget and 

distribution problems. It was the film ‘I Am’ involving budget of Rs. 3.5 Crores produced by Onir used crowd 

funding for the first time in India. 

Insurance of Indian films:  

The first film that was insured in India was Subhash Ghai’s ‘Taal’ in 1998. It was insured for the sum of Rs.110 

billion with United India Insurance (UII).  By July 2001, UII had insured around 8-10 films, for sums varying 

from Rs 25 million to Rs 220 million, with many more in the pipeline. The insured films included YashRaj 

Films' 'Mohabbatein,' Aamir Khan Productions' 'Lagaan,' Farhan Akhtar's 'Dil Chahta Hai,' Karan Johar's 'Kabhi 

Khushi Kabhi Gham' and Dreamz Unlimited's 'Asoka' among others. 

Following table shows different aspects of films that are covered under insurance. 

Film Insurance 

 

Insurance 

Category 
 Remarks 

Named Artistes - 

the Main Cast, 

Important Support 

Cast, Directors, 

Technicians etc. 

 Non-appearance due to death, accident/illness involving 

hospitalization, death in immediate family, natural 

calamity, complete breakdown of transport system, 

riot/strike/civil commotion/curfew like situation 

prohibiting the cast from reaching the site of shoot, acts of 

kidnap, murder etc. Insurer's liability restricted to 

reimbursement of lost remuneration, reshooting and 

cancellation/postponement caused expenses. 

Properties, Sets, 

Production 

Equipment, 

Negatives etc. 

Coverage is due to losses arising out of fire, flood, storm 

or any other acts of God or natural calamities or accidents 

due to main cast /accidental/external means or acts of 

riot/strike/ civil commotion etc. or 

terrorism/theft/burglary/dacoity or risks of transit. 

  

Insurer's liability limited to material damage, additional 

expenses on account of bringing back things to normal, 

irrevocably lost insured expenses on account of 

cancellation/postponement etc. 

Public Liability Coverage is due to injury/loss to members of public and 
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their property; can include indemnity for court fees, 

advocate's fees, legal costs and expenses incurred with 

Insurer's consent in the successful defence of 

suits/writs/summons brought against to prevent the film 

being shot further or being released. 

Money Insurance 

 Coverage in this case is cash in transit between shoot 

locations or cash kept at the shoot site (under lock and key) 

or cash embezzled by the authorized person of the insured 

but detected within 48 hours of the occurrence. 

Workmen 

Insurance 

 - Coverage includes bodily injury resulting in 

death/disability to the workman arising out of and during 

the course of employment on-shoot locations. 

Accident 

Insurance 

 - For all members of the production team on-location 

and/or off-location at a predetermined rate. Coverage can 

be claimed for bodily injury resulting from accidents 

caused by external/violent/visible means during the policy 

period. 

Source: www.indiainfoline.com 

 

There was a debate over whether the performance of the film on the box office should be insured. However due 

to practical problems such insurance would be an unviable proposition. 

Issues of Indian Film Industry: 

 Piracy: One of the biggest setbacks for the Indian film Industry is the growing piracy. Piracy in Indian 

film industry takes place in the form of physical CD sales and on line free download. Piracy mainly 

happens through file sharing network. Number of portals providing films on line has increased 

tremendously in the last few years.  Motion Pictures Association of India has included India in the list of 

one of the top 10 countries in the world where piracy is the highest. For example, Vishal Bharadwaj’s 

‘Kaminey ‘was downloaded a record number of times (3,50,000 times).According to a study by US 

India Business Council and Ernst and Young, piracy has led to a loss to Indian film industry worth $959 

million and some 5,71,000 jobs. 

To overcome this problem major Indian studios have formed a coalition named Alliance Against 

Copyright Theft (AACT) to fight piracy. Members of this group are Reliance Big Entertainment, UTV 

Motion Pictures, Eros International and the Movie Producers and Distributors Association (MPDA). The 
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group has conducted multiple raids in Mumbai and Gujarat. However anti piracy laws are not strict. So 

the culprits face a very mild punishment.   

 Shortage of infrastructure: There is an acute shortage of infrastructure for film shooting. Old studios 

are demolished and the respective lands are used for real estate construction. Setting up of new studios 

involves very high expenditure. Hence very few companies like Reliance Mediaworks are initialising the 

process of setting up of studios. 

 Today films are available within few months of their theatrical releases on television and DTH. This 

trend has affected adversely the collections of films from the theatres. The only relief in this situation is 

that most films make their money in the opening week and there is a trend to last for not more than a 

month in theatres, the effect is less severe.   

 ‘Unorganised’ nature of industry: Indian Film Industry still works as unorganised industry with 

features like very less Corporatisation, minimal professionalism, and lack of sufficiently strong trade 

union for the labourers. 

 

CONCLUSION: Indian film industry is going through changes in almost all its facets. Technology has become 

all pervasive right from actual film making to funding of film making like crowd funding. Insurance cover 

should be extended to more number of activities and various types of personnel in film making. Strict legal 

action needs to be taken against piracy of films. Alternative arrangements have to be done for film studios. With 

the issues of film industry sorted out, this industry would be one of the important sectors economically in Indian 

economy. 
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Cinema and sports 

Yatin Rane, Sports Director, R. J. College 

Balwant Singh, Dept. of Physical Education, University of Mumbai 

 

Cinema and sports, the two abiding loves of Indians all over, are intersecting as never before. If sports stars are 
turning actors and producers and providing creative fodder for Bollywood filmmakers, tinsel town is also doing 
its bit by pumping in money and providing glitz to various sports leagues. It’s a unique, symbiotic relationship 

and it’s getting stronger. Bollywood films on London Olympics bronze medalist M.C. Mary Kom and ‘Flying 
Sikh’ Milkha Singh are already in the pipeline, while actors like Shah Rukh Khan, Akshay Kumar and Suniel 

Shetty are doing their bit in promoting various sports. “The synergy (between cinema and sports) beats me,” 
says filmmaker Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra, who is making “Bhaag Milkha Bhaag”, the biopic on Milkha 
Singh. Actor Farhan Akhtar, who plays the legendary athlete in the movie, is hoping the film will serve as an 

inspiration for youngsters to take athletics more seriously. The buzz is that more filmmakers are waiting to 
bring heroic tales of other sports icons – hockey star Dhyan Chand, for instance – to the big screen. This is, of 

course, not new. In an earlier era were films like “Awwal Number”, “Hip, Hip, Hurray” and “Saaheb”. But the 
trend really caught on after 2000 when Bollywood readily began to use sports as a canvas in movies like 
“Lagaan”, “Iqbal”, “Chak De! India”, “De Dhana Dhan Goal”, “Meerabai Not Out”, “Victory”, “Lahore” and 

“Patiala House”. And it’s no longer about just cricket, points out Omung Kumar, who is directing the biopic on 
Mary Kom, to be played by Priyanka Chopra. “Sports and films are always loved in our country. But cricket 

became a highlight. Now, all sports are gradually getting due respect. As far as biopics on sports stars are 
concerned, they are often inspiring tales which touch the heart,” said Kumar, adding that he had been inspired to 
tell the boxing champion’s story even before she had won an Olympic medal for the country.  Superstar Shah 

Rukh Khan, who is tipped to play Dhyan Chand, has always been forthcoming in promoting any and every 
sport. Shah Rukh, who teamed up with Sachin Tendulkar for the hugely successful Pepsi commercial in the 

1990s, is always game. “I actually would like to be the brand ambassador of any sport in the country. I am good 
at sports. I love sports. I like cricket. Hockey is the best game in the world,” the 47-year-old said recently. Shah 
Rukh, who played a hockey coach in “Chak De! India” and has lent his name to the Toyota University Cricket 

Championship, is co-owner of Kolkata Knight Riders, a franchise of the Indian Premier League (IPL), a 
Twenty20 cricket championship started here in 2008. The event serves as one of the biggest platforms for 

India’s twin passions – cinema and cricket – to come together. Actresses Shilpa Shetty and Preity Zinta also 
own IPL franchises. There are other stars associated with different sports – Sanjay Dutt backs the Super Fight 
League, Akshay Kumar supports the Hockey India League and hosts Kudo Tournaments, Salman Khan and a 

host of other actors promote the Celebrity Cricket League, Suniel Shetty owns a hockey team in World Series 
Hockey and Ranbir Kapoor keeps unofficially promoting football. There was also buzz that Aamir Khan and 

Deepika Padukone would endorse a Badminton India League. And while Bollywood biggies are at it, sports 
stars are making the right moves too. There’s tennis ace Leander Peas, who made his acting debut with 
“Rajdhani Express” earlier this year. His colleague, Mahesh Bhupathi, and the latter’s wife, actress Lara Dutta, 

ventured into film production in 2010 with “Chalo Dilli”. Then, badminton star Jwala Gutta grooved to an item 
number in southern film “Gunde Jaari Gallanthayyinde”, and cricketer Harbhajan Singh recently exercised his 

vocal chords for a Punjabi number. Sports stars’ love for the glamour world isn’t new – cricketers Vinod 
Kambli and Ajay Jadeja had tried their luck with films like “Annarth” (2002) and “Khel” (2003), respectively. 
So what if they didn’t work! The others scored big time. Every Indian is an expert on two topics: Movie and 

Sports. They know why a film flopped or Indian team lost a cricket match in England. India houses a large 
number of movie and sports fanatics and this makes Sports and Bollywood a winning combo. A few days ago, 

we had an interesting poll. The question of the poll was “Which is the best Bollywood movie based on sports?”. 
From that originated the idea to make a list of Top 5 sports based Bollywood movies. Which movie will take 
the award in this category? Lagaan or Chak De! India? Read on to find out! 

 

 

http://www.sportskeeda.com/player/sr-tendulkar/
http://www.sportskeeda.com/team/kolkata-knight-riders/
http://www.sportskeeda.com/tournament/ipl/
http://www.sportskeeda.com/tournament/hockey-india-league/
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#5: Dhan Dhana Dhan Goal (Football) 

The movie was about the south Asian community based in UK and their struggle to play football at the top 
level. John Abraham, Bipasha Basu, Arshad Warsi and Boman Irani were the lead actors in the film. The story 

of the movie is about the Southall United football club which is composed of South Asian players only. The 
club which was once a very successful club is now facing difficulties in getting sponsors. John Abraham is a 

star player who is discriminated because of his skin colour. He alongwith Boman Irani (coach of the Southall 
team) and Arshad Warsi (Captain) scripts success stories for the team and brings glory to the south Asian 
community living in England. The movie was far from impressive and a dud at box office. But this was perhaps 

the most serious attempt by the Bollywood to make a movie on football. 

#4: Jo Jeeta Wohi Sikandar (Cycling) 

This story of love, revenge, hard work, determination and self belief is built around a popular cycle race event 
in the town of Dehradun. Winning this annual event is a matter of pride for the colleges of Dehradun. Aamir 

Khan (in the lead role) is forced to participate in the race representing the Modern college when his elder 
brother, a potential winner of the race, gets injured due to the evil intentions of his opponents. Aamir, a carefree 

youngster, rises up to the occasion and practices hard to win the race for his college and most importantly for 
his brother. On the day of race, his opponent from an elite college called Rajput College tries every trick to 
strike Aamir off the race but thanks to sheer determination, Aamir wins the race at the end. The movie was a 

huge success and people still remember the movie for its brilliant story, performances of the actors and great 
sound tracks. 

#3: Iqbal (Cricket) 

The movie depicts the story of a deaf and mute youth ‘Iqbal’ (played by Shreyas Talpade) who wishes to be a 

successful bowler. While Iqbal’s father doesn’t support his son’s dreams his mother and sister help him on 
many occasions to pursue his dreams. After getting rejected by a famous cricket academy, Iqbal seeks the help 
of Mohit (Nasseruddin Shah) who was once a great cricketer. Mohit trains Iqbal and Iqbal gets a chance to play 

for a weak Ranji team. The team finally manages to win the Ranji Trophy riding on the magnificent bowling of 
Iqbal. Iqbal overcomes all the hurdles and gets selected for the national team. The movie was received well by 

the public. It scores over other movies because of its motivational value. 

#2: Lagaan (Cricket) 

A classic Bollywood movie which will always be remembered as one of the best movies made in India. It was a 
huge hit in 2001 when it was released. It was also in the race for an OSCAR award in the ‘Best movie in 

Foreign Language’ category. Lagaan means ‘Land Tax’ in Hindi. The Britishers gave a unique challenge to the 
villagers of the drought hit Champaner. A cricket match was proposed between the British officers and the 
villagers. As per the challenge, the villagers would be exempted from paying lagaan (land tax) if they won the 

match. Otherwise the villagers would be made to pay tax three times the original value. The villagers led by 
Bhuvan (Aamir Khan) accepted the challenge. The villagers had no knowledge of the game cricket but were 

helped by the sister of a powerful British officer. She decided to help as she was impressed by Bhuvan’s 
courage to take on the British in their own game. The match was a nail biting affair and the match went down to 
the wire. The villagers won the match at the end when Bhuvan hit the last ball for a six. This movie directed by 

Ashutosh Gowarikar was successful to strike a chord with the audience. 

#1: Chak De! India (Hockey)  

Perhaps the most popular movie made on India’s national sports Hockey, Chak De! India tops our list. This is 
perhaps the only list where Hockey is ahead of Cricket in India. Made under a big banner like Yashraj movies, 

this movie was able to raise the nationalistic emotions of the Indian youth. The Chak De title song is still 
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somewhat like the national song as it is played every time India wins a sporting event (even if not hockey). The 
story of this movie is about a former hockey player Kabir Khan (played by Superstar Shahrukh Khan) who was 

demonised as a traitor when India lost a hockey match against Pakistan due to Kabir’s mistake. He later comes 
back and assumes the position of the coach of the national women hockey team. The women team was 

neglected always despite having a talented bunch of players. Kabir after assuming the post tries to bring 
discipline in the team. His efforts to up lift the team’s performance works as the team finally wins the Gold 
medal at the World Cup. 

Revisiting rebirth and reincarnation in Indian Cinema through Hypnosis. 

Sunita Jeswani, Head, Dept. of Philosophy, Sathaye College 
 

Reincarnation and Past-Life-Regression are not modern concepts. People have believed in reincarnation since 

ancient times. Since prehistoric times, there have been numerous techniques used to explore past lives. Every 

religion has an 'inner teaching', and within that inner teaching, reincarnation and its evolutionary implications 

have been accepted as the universal truth. There is sufficient evidence to show that the Hindus, the Egyptians, 

the Tibetans, and the Hebrew Cabalists etc. used Past-Life Remembrance.  

 

In the Bhagavad Gita, which is a part of the Mahabharata, reincarnation is clearly stated by Krishna as a 

natural process of life that has to be followed by any mortal. “Just as the self advances through childhood, youth 

and old age in its physical body, so it advances to another body after death. The wise person is not confused by 

this change called death” i He further says, “Just as the body casts off worn out clothes and puts on new ones, so 

the infinite, immortal self casts off worn out bodies and enters into new ones” ii  

Patanjali in the Yoga Sutra defines the mechanism of transmitting the effects of karma from one life to 

another.iii  It also mentions the possibility of knowing the previous birth through practicing samyama.iv. 

Patanjali, has done extensive work on Past-Life-Regression, and has called this process as 'Prati-Prasav'(2:10). 

It is the process of re-absorbing back to the cause. This means bringing effect back to the cause or the process of 

involution. When a child is born it is Prasav. Prati-Prasav means you are born again in the memory; you go back 

to the very birth, the trauma when you were born, and you live it again. If there is some trouble or problem, we 

go back to the original source from where it started. Unless we go to the roots, it cannot be solved. Effects 

cannot be solved unless they are forced back to the cause. 

Buddha is said to have recounted thousands of his past-lives, of which around 500 have been narrated in the 

'Jataka' Tales.  Mahavira called 'Remembering past-lives' as 'Jati-Smaran'. An important scripture of Taoism, 

the Chuang Tzu (4th century BC), also states about reincarnationv Ancient Egyptians believed in 

reincarnation. They believed that it took 3000 years to complete all lives that one had to live.  Greek 

philosophers like Pythagoras and Plato believed in reincarnation and they have also explained about it in their 

teachings. Pythagoras is believed to have remembered and described many of his past lives. Some of the lives 

that he recounted were as: a Trojan warrior, a prophet, a peasant, a prostitute, and a shopkeeper. 
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Tibetan wisdom about reincarnation and the after-life states is mentioned in the 'Tibetan Book of The Dead'. 

This book was read to those who were dying when their souls were about to vacate their bodies.  Also read 

during funeral ceremonies, the wisdom imparted was supposed to prepare the dying person to make the 

transition from life to the after life state in a smooth manner. A lot of cases of Near Death Experiences are 

reported even in modern times (Dr. Raymond Moody) where people are found to return to life after being 

pronounced dead. These experiences are very similar to early stages of death as described by the Tibetan sages. 

As the spirits move toward a realm of light, they slough off emotional attachments to their earlier earthly 

existence. In the process, they may face spiritual beings who guide them, and who present them with a kind of 

mirror reflecting their life and actions. Filled at last with peace and contentment, the deceased prepare either to 

abandon the world altogether or to reenter the cycle of birth and death with higher awareness of the illusory 

nature of life. 

To validate the above ancient teachings there has been an enormous amount of research done during recent 

times in the field of Past-Life-Regression. Modern Medical Science has documented it meticulously and the in-

depth studies have shown that 90% of illnesses, diseases and ailments that we suffer from in our present lives - 

all have past life connections. The therapeutic benefits of Past-Life-Regression can therefore be accepted as a 

universal fact. Let us take a look at some of the important researchers in this field.  

Dr. Brian Weiss, M.D.’s contribution to the field of Past-Life-Regression is unparalleled in modern times and 

he can rightly be called as the 'Father of modern Past-Life-Regression'.vi 

Dr. Ian Stevenson, M.D., a professor in the Department of Psychiatry at the University of Virginia His 

outstanding contribution to reincarnation research is his meticulous documentation of over 2,000 case histories 

of children with past-life memories.vii  

Edgar Cayce: Edgar Cayce was one of the best-known psychics of the twentieth century. He was one of the 

first to explore other dimensions of reality. From 1925 through 1944, he conducted some 2500 readings.viii 

The Indian tradition of rebirth and reincarnation came to life on the screen through the efforts of a high calibre 

director Bimal Roy in 1958 through his film Madhumati. The movie was not only a box-office hit but also had 

to its credit nine Filmfare Awards. Over the years a dozen films were made on the same theme and the most 

popular among them being Karz directed by Subash Ghai in 1980; and Om Shanti Om directed by Farah 

Khan in 2007. This movie was directly influenced by Madhumati . It had won national and international 

awards. All the 3 films had very popular songs. 

 All the films on rebirth had one task at hand and that was reunion of the soul mates and exposing the villian , 

and finally being punished by either Divine providence or by law.   
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Two films Dharkan in 1972 and Kudrat in 1981 employed very basic technique of hypnosis as a means to 

retrieve the past. It was only in 2012 that this technique was used once again, but in great depth in Dangerous 

Ishq. Hence the focus of this paper is on this one film. 

In 2012 Dangerous Ishq directed by Vikram Bhatt was released He employed the advanced technique of 

hypnosis and Past life Regression. Vikram had undergone past-life regression a few times in Los Angeles. 

Sharing his experience he said, "When I regressed, I saw that I died in an earthquake. I was buried under rubble. 

Strange but true, I suffer from asthma. It's supposed to be a genetic disorder, but no one in my family has it. 

When I see dust, I feel asthmatic." Vikram wrote the script of Dangerous Ishq based on his experiences during 

past-life regression.  

Before we delve deeper into the recesses of Dangerous Ishq let us first understand what is Past life Regression?  

Simply put, Past life regression is a journey a person takes to his or her past life while he or she is hypnotised. It 

is a journey usually undertaken when one is in search of a spiritual experience (or in search of answers for 

questions like “Who am I? What is the purpose of my life? What is life itself? Why do we take birth and Why 

we live the way we do?”)  or when one wishes to cure an illness - physical or emotional. During hypnosis, the 

person is made to relax in a progressively graded way leading to a trance-like state when the mind is comatose. 

This is the stage at which reliving occurs.  Re-living is Relieving. It could take up to three hours. Regression is a 

cycle. It starts with reliving or identifying past memories, transmission or going between lives (described by 

most as being most blissful), the release or catharsis, and finally, the integration of the experience A proper 

integration of the wisdom and understanding gained during the session with one's current life is key to closure. 

Self-regression is not advised. One can misinterpret the insights gained and this can cause anxiety. 

Past life memories do exist in our subconscious space, whether we believe in them or not "Research shows that 

the memories we carry from different life times have immense effect on our current life. We may be carrying 

these memories in our body, as belief systems or as traumatic charges in our emotional existence. Our body is a 

store house of memories and emotional charges. It is noted that a traumatic death in previous lives generally 

occur as physical aches, pains and diseases in this life. We may carry these charges from birth, example babies 

born with disorders like asthma, etc; or these memories may get activated by a similar incident anytime in this 

life time." 

One may also have recurrent dreams or visions related to that life in some cases. Hence it becomes vital to heal 

the past life and the memories from the body to heal these physical challenges. 

Many a times we may have certain fears due to a traumatic event in a past life, example fear of water 

(hydrophobia), fear of height, fear of animals, and much more.... These may have their link in previous time 

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/The-Script
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/Asthma
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where these elements proved life threatening. Healing these experiences also heals these unexplainable fears 

and phobias. 

Also our current relationships may have a karmic link in a past life, carrying an incomplete karma or learning. 

Resolution to such relationships may be helped by watching and resolving that life, and integrating the learning 

from there. 

Now coming back to the movie, Dangerous Ishq, the story of the film spans over a period of four centuries and 

tells four different stories set in different time periods. Vikram Bhatt has put a lot of stress in changing the 

background as well as social standing of each of these characters as well, hence bringing a new flavour in each 

of the episodes. In this saga that traverses over 500 years, Sanjana (Karisma) finds Rohan’s (Rajneesh Duggal) 

company in every avatar. "This is the reason why the film's plotline is pretty much described as 'Many lives, 

one love'.  

Supermodel Sanjana (Karisma Kapoor) and Rohan (Rajneesh Duggal), son of one of the nation's foremost 

business tycoons have been one of the most popular couples in the social circuit. When Sanjana decides against 

flying to Paris at the last minute for a lucrative modelling assignment, she does so, because her instincts push 

her against going. But what her instincts cannot do is stop Rohan from getting kidnapped. The high profile 

kidnapping creates chaos in Sanjana's life. The kidnappers demand Rs.50 crores. The police however believe 

that even paying the ransom will not bring Rohan back. Shortly after Rohan gets kidnapped, Sanjana starts 

hearing strange noises. She has visions of Rohan calling her Geeta. With all this happening, Sanjana realises 

that she can read Urdu even though she has never learnt it. She informs her doctor friend Neetu (Divya Dutta) 

about it, who in turns refers her to a psychiatrist. 

The latter informs Sanjana that Rohan's kidnapping is somehow linked to her past lives. Sanjana undergoes a 

past life regression, (the period is 1946-47 during India-Pakistan partition) where she sees herself as Geeta, a 

young Hindu girl who is in love with Iqbal (Rajneesh Duggal). Her entire family has been killed by her uncle. 

Iqbal’s friend Aarif suggests that the only way Geeta can escape her death is by leaving the country and settle 

down in India. He arranges for her escape route to Amritsar but Geeta’s love for Iqbal does not permit her to go 

to Amritsar. Later, it is revealed that Aarif has some evil plans and has made arrangements for Geeta in 

Ludhiana and not Amritsar. He is the antagonist, whose purpose is to separate the two lovers. 

Sanjana's next life is (in Daulatabad- year- 1658) that of a Muslim girl, Salma. Here again, she loves a young 

man named Ali (Rajneesh Duggal). The latter leaves for a war with his companion Rashid. When the war is 

over, everyone returns except for Ali. Rashid informs Salma that her lover has been killed. It is later revealed 

that Ali is alive and that it was all Rashid's plan to separate the two lovers. With this particular regression, it is 

also revealed that Rohan's younger brother Rahul has a hand behind his kidnapping. 

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/Resolution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karisma_Kapoor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rajneesh_Duggal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divya_Dutta
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rajneesh_Duggal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rajneesh_Duggal
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Sanjana's last past life is (in Chittorgarh- year 1535) that of a young girl named Paro. She is secretely in love 

with Raj Dutt (Rajneesh Duggal). The Commander-in-Chief of Rajputana, Durgam Sah also loves her. When 

she rejects his love and commits suicide, Durgam Sah takes the help of a psychic named Mantra. He asks her to 

give him the power to remember everything regarding his current life so that he can continue to separate the two 

lovers in the next lifetimes. That being said, Durgam Sah, Rashid, and Aarif all have the same soul, but different 

faces. Their only aim was to separate Sanjana and Rohan. Now the question remains: in which form did 

Durgam Sah take birth during the present life? During the climax, it is finally revealed that ACP Singh (Jimmy 

Shergill) is the new Durgam Sah. In a dangerous game of cat-and-mouse all is revealed and at the film's climax, 

Sanjana is able to recognise who ACP Singh really is by a mark on his shoulder which all his previous lives 

have had, and then proceeds to fatally wound him. This breaks the cycle, and it is revealed that Sanjana and 

Rohan's souls are able to be together forever. 

Learnings from the movie: 

1. Spontaneous regression which is an effortless transition from current life into past life is possible. The 

therapists’ chair or clinic set-up is not necessary for going into regression. Nor is it necessary that one has to be 

clairvoyant to prove they are in the past life. Sanjana is clairaudient. She hears her name being called then sees 

visuals. 

 2. You are surrounded not only by friends but also by your enemies life after life repeatedly.   It is not the case 

that only Sanjana and Rohan keep on meeting but also Dr. Neetu as Chanda and tawaif  has been  helping 

Sanjana in previous lives. Of course Durgam sah as Aarif, Rashid and ACP Singh is on a mission to separate 

these two soul mates. 

3. Xenoglossy is depicted very naturally when Sanjana reads the Urdu paper (although she has neither learnt the 

language nor has known it.) 

4. One would not get stuck in past life when one sees something very truamatic instead would come out of a 

trance or hypnosis as Sanjana comes out of the trance when she sees that Iqbal is killed. 

5. The sub-conscious mind is powerful enough to recognize patterns across lifetimes that maybe manifesting 

situations in the present life for learning. Therefore, any issue that seems illogical yet driven by a persistent 

intuitive feeling can be explored through regression. 

In this case, until Sanjana recognizes her inner power and the vow or blessing that binds her to her love; the so 

called curse on her relationship cannot be broken. So, the sub-conscious mind keeps leading her to that by 

jumping into different life times at every trigger possible. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rajneesh_Duggal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jimmy_Shergill
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jimmy_Shergill
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6. Oaths, vows, curses, intentions do not end when the life is over.  Words spoken with focus and energy carry 

the charge until therapeutically reversed. Magical reversals too are possible. 

7.   Dying thoughts, words and visual impressions carry energy across lifetimes. Every minute detail of Paro’s 

death was covered beautifully. All aspects were directly linked to Sanjana’s life which bring about the final 

resolution. 

Dangerous Ishq thus traverses time, space and parallel realities to bring the awareness of past life incidences 

from the sub-conscious to the conscious mind, and that too therapeutically.   

The 3-D presentation of the images and scenes being played out in Sanjana’s mind under hypnosis; the soul-

stirring songs sung by Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, Shreya Goshal, Anvesha, music by Himesh Reshamiya , lyrics by 

Shabbir Ahmed and Sameer,  choice of star – cast with reference to Ravi Kissen as Durgam Sah and Natasha  

Sinha as Manthra deserves a special mention. Overall a very brilliant stroke played by Vikram Bhatt.  

I would like to conclude this paper on Revisiting rebirth and reincarnation with a positive note in the words of 

Jalal-ud-din Rumi: 

"A stone I died and rose again a plant 

A plant I died and rose again an animal; 

I died an animal and was born a man 

Why should I fear? When was I less by dying?" 

                                                                 
i
 BG 2:13 

 
ii
 Ibid 2:22 

 
iii

 The latent deposit of karma has its origin in klesas(afflictions) and has to be experienced in lives visible or     

   invisible. YS 2:12 

  As long as the root exists it will grow into a life state, life experience and length of life. YS 2:13 

 
iv

 By samayama the latent impressions from the sub-conscious are brought into the focus of consciousness;  

   then, knowledge of previous births arises. YS 3:18. 

 
v
 Birth is not a beginning; death is not an end. There is existence without limitation; there is      

   continuity without a starting point. Existence without limitation is space. Continuity without a    

   starting point is time. There is birth, there is death, there is issuing forth, there is entering in. 

  That through which one passes in and out without seeing its form, that is the Portal of God  

  (Chuang Tzu 23). 

 
vi

 Dr. Brian Weiss  published his experiences in great detail in his first and epoch making book 'Many Lives,    Many Masters'. After 

the stupendous success of his first book, he wrote some more masterpieces like 'Messages from Masters', 'Through Time into He aling, 

'Only Love is Real' and 'Same Soul, Many Bodies'.  

 
vii

 Dr. Stevenson wrote several books on the subject, including 'Twenty Cases Suggestive of Reincarnation',       

 'Cases of the Reincarnation Type' (four volumes), 'Xenoglossy, and Telepathic Impressions - A Review and    

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ravi_Kissen
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   Report of Thirty-Five New Cases'. 

 

viii
  Edgar Cayce understood the basis of reincarnation and karma and how they help us   comprehend the seemingly incomprehensible 

aspects of human life. The essence of this   understanding gained by him can be found in his work entitled 'Scars of the Soul '. In   

'Born Again and Again' Cayce deals with topics such as deep-seated fears, physical   ailments, mental blocks, vocational talents, 

innate urges and abilities, marriage  difficulties, child training, etc. These were examined in the light of what Cayce calle d the   

"karmic patterns" resulting from previous incarnations that an individual has had on the earth plane.  
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Socio-Philosophical perspective of Indian Cinema in contemporary times 

Manali Londhe, S.K.Somaiya College of Arts, Science and Commerce 

 

Indian cinema has gone through transformation over the last 100 years. Though cinema has become a 

commercial enterprise over a century, the gap between what audiences requires and what filmmakers have been 

producing needs to be bridged. Efforts should be taken to promote value-based movies where family members 

should not feel embarrassed to watch a movie together. Despite the technological advancement depicted in 

today’s world of cinema, many people fail to watch certain movies due to alienation and lack of connect. The 

main objective was to reach wider section of people. Earlier, movies touched many a heart and the art of 

entertainment was kept alive. 

At this moment Indians and specially the youth of India is going through a very tricky period of time. 

Movies are one of the most powerful media which has an impact on the viewer’s mind either negatively or 

positively. It is always good and well groomed to see good subjects on cinema. They have a very positive and 

long-lasting effect on the minds whereas cheap and shabby movies affect the tender minds of audience very 

badly. There is general feeling that present day crimes are all due to effects of cinema. They spoil our culture, 

and society. Cinema and TV badly affect the health of the youngsters. They neglect studies and physical games 

to spend more time on this entertainment. School-going children and society children fail to make use of good 

impacts and are influenced by the bad part of the programmes on the air. Generalizing the fact that films are 

corrupting the youth is not appropriate since it is an individual who decides which movie to watch. Censoring 

should happen within the minds of youth. Watch everything, see good and bad and  we must decide for 

ourselves what we need.  
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Do all of us really have such bad control on our minds our moral values that are being fed in us since we 

born..? 

Movies are created to provide refreshment and recreation to people. Not only for recreation, they create 

awareness about happenings in our surroundings, but nowadays movies have a great impact on not only youth 

but also on children. Impact mainly depends on us. Any movie will have bad and good elements and it is 

ourselves who should be able to distinguish between them. If we take positive things in a movie we definitely 

have a positive impact. Nowadays the creation of movies has become completely commercial. Nobody is 

thinking of the society. They are thinking only about money. There are also movies that make us to wake up. 

On the other hand the film industry is giving A livelihood to many artistes, technicians etc.Movies with the 

content of stories connecting to a student’s life have an impact on their Interpersonal relationships, empathy and 

interest. They have the power to stimulate sympathetic responses and cause them to think more deeply about the 

social world. Cinema is a powerful medium to inculcate life skills and values in children as it helps children 

internalize these skills through a fun-filled and interactive manner. 

The Indian film industry has given us many films from Raj Kapoor's time till Ranbir Kapoor. Most films 

bring good and valid message into light. For example 'Aasayein’ is a movie of a dumb and deaf person and still 

maintains to make a career in Cricket. This movie becomes inspirational for youth who suffers from some kind 

of disability.There are different genres of movies. We have inspirational movies like ‘Taare Zameen Par’ and 

‘Rang De Basanti’ which makes us think about not only ourselves but also about our country and society. 

Movie ‘Border’, ‘Lakshya’ and film like ‘Prahar’ depict patriotism. Film ‘3 Idiots’ is a vital, inspiring and life-

revising work of contemporary art with some heart imbued into every part. In a country where students are 

driven to suicide by their impossible curriculum, ‘3 Idiots’provides hope. Similar Malayalam movie ‘Spadikam’ 

brings out the struggle of a young child who has immense potential in mechanics. But the mathematician father 

imposes his desires on him and wanted him to be a scientist. The child leaves his house in the pursuit of his 

goal. After years of struggle comes out successfully. It is very relevant in the modern context when parents try 

to realize their dreams through their children. Maybe cinema can't save lives. But cinema, sure as hell, can make 

you feel life is worth living. ‘3 Idiots’ does just that, and much more. Hindi movie ‘Arth’ and Marathi movie 

like ‘Umbartha’ has thrown light on the social problems. Movie ‘Abhiman’ and Marathi movie ‘Swaas’ depict 

how delicate the interpersonal relations are and how to maintain and protect them. Today we observe, the place 

of interpersonal relations is grabbed by the technological gazettes such as computers and smart phones. A Tamil 

movie ‘Sindhubhairavi’ brings out the importance of making classical art forms like music simple so that all 

sections of the society can enjoy the nuances. It justifies that the classical art is not only for the elite class. 

Another Tamil movie ‘Pashamalar’ is highly relevant too which portrays the deep commitment and love of two 

siblings- brother and sister who are ready to sacrifice even their life for each other.  
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Sometimes a film illustrates a philosophic claim or theory. It is obvious for a number of reasons. First, it 

takes philosophical practice as given, something that we all are supposed to understand. It then assigns a 

completely unambiguous role to him, that of illustrating the philosophic idea that is presupposed as the 

philosophic target of the film. In addition, it assigns a clear role to the philosopher of the film who is writing 

about the film in question. His task is leading the reader to acknowledge that the film illustrates the philosophic 

idea he claims to see in the film.  

Such an attempt is made in west. Christopher Falzon in his book ‘Philosophy Goes to the movies’viii 

canvases a range of philosophic problems which ranges from metaphysical questions such as ‘what is a human 

being’ to ethical question ‘Is there right way to act? ’ 

The question of the good life recurs throughout history, receiving variety of responses. The ancient 

Greek Philosophers Plato and Aristotle argued that living virtuously is the good life. Both Philosophers take 

great pains to distinguish goodness from pleasure, partly because they see life of elf centered pleasure seeking 

(egoistic hedonism) as the perennial rival to the moral life they champion. Harold Rami’s film ‘Groundhog 

Day’ (1993) interprets and adopts the philosophy that living virtuously is good life. The film dramatizes its 

philosophical adaptation, moreover by means of a humorous version of Nietzsche’s idea of the eternal return:  

“ This life as you know live it and have it lived it, you will have to live once more and innumerable 

times more; and there will be nothing new in it, but every pain and every joy and every thought and sigh and 

everything immeasurably small or great in your life must return to you...’viii 

Nietzsche’s thought experiment entertains the idea of the eternal return of our way of life, prompt us to 

reflect on whether we are living the good life. The good life is not lived alone, it also includes friends.  

According to Aristotle, friendship based on utility and pleasures are inferior types of friendship. The 

only genuine friends are those who love other’s virtuous character. True friends take pleasure in doing virtuous 

things for and with each other and they value one another for their own sake, for moral character is long lasting. 

These friendships are the most enduring and also most beneficial. Similar kind of strong friendship is depicted 

in the movie ‘ Dil Chahta Hai’..It is observed that Amir Khan tries to give some or the other social message 

through his every film.  

Aristotle’s ‘Poetics’ presents his views that the generalisations contained in ancient Greek tragedies 

resemble the generalisations on character and action studied by philosophers. In his book ‘The Philosophy of 

Horror, or Paradoxes of the Heart’, Noel Carroll gives a philosophical account of the appeal of horror films. The 

book ‘Cowboy Metaphysics: Ethics and death in Western ‘by Peter French looks at the ethical issues raised in 
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some classic film westerns. Stephen Mulhall in his book ‘On Film’ examines the Aliens trilogy as an example 

of how films reflect on philosophical issues. 

Conclusion: 

Research on Indian films on these directions would highly be beneficial and constructive. Films as an 

important and effective medium of socialization can be utilized positively to make our life more meaningful.  

We at our Somaiya college have formed a group called (SMAC) i.e. Somaiya Movie Appreciation Club. 

The activities of this club include screening of the various Indian classics. After the screening of the film, group 

discussion is conducted. The subject matter of the film is discussed at length. The interaction with the renowned 

directors, actors, the expert technicians from the industry, dialogue writers is conducted particularly for the 

students of the Mass Media to introduce them with the technical aspect of the film. This facility can be availed 

by any student on the Somaiya College. In the second week of July we screened a documentary of 100years of 

cinema by Films Division.  

With such activities we can reach to the students more effectively where students are also receptive and 

the knowledge, awareness is imparted in motivated and inspired way. We the teachers as the mentors, 

facilitators for our students and our own children, we can take up certain programmes to motivate our students 

to inculcate the social and philosophical values through the films. In our credit based tutoring schedule we can 

make them interested in watching such movies which depict moral and social values and make them internalize 

and apply the same in their life and making this 100th year of Indian cinema a worthwhile.    
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REEL & REAL TOURISM 

     Shashi A Mishra, Dept. of Sociology, R. J. College 

sash2mash@yahoo.co.in 

 

All through the agesinformation, media &communication have played a significant role in the 

formation, organization growth & development of community culture, society and promoting business. In pre-

history, humans transferred information & knowledge from one other through gestures, signals, sounds & 

simple drawings. Knowledge that was of value to the community was accumulated & transmitted from one 

generation to the next orally through legends, rituals & various cultural practices. This was one of the main 

reasons that knowledge had not spread to majority people. The revolution of language and early forms of 

written communication enabled information to be stored & read at a later time or at a different location. Writing 

or drawing on bark, parchment, clay, stone, wax or other physical media contributed to the transportability of 

knowledge. These early forms of written communication facilitated not only the transmission of knowledge, but 

also ushered in the practice of lying down codes of conduct for social behavior. 

There was a revolutionary change brought through media in the society where social message was 

communicated to masses. The invention of printing press in the 15th century is the major land mark in the 

history of information and communication. The foundations for the new electronic media& communication 

technologies were laid during the second half of the 19th century. With the introduction of the telegraph and the 

telephone systems, wireless communications made it possible to transmit message between places not linked 

with telegraph wires or telephone cables. The radio ushered in the era of broadcast technology reaching out to 

populations across national boundaries with news, information,entertainment cinema& television aided the 

visual representation of ideas & events. Television networks supports by satellite communication systems 

brought in some realism to news broadcast to audiences across the world. The phenomenon of mass media 

found its place in society. These are all profound technological development in the area of communications 

which have an undeniable impact on the postmodern world. 

MASS MEDIA AND ITS ROLE IN PROMOTING TOURISM  

         The primary functions traditionally assigned to the mass media are informating, educating & entertaining 

the public. Besides the media is expected to promote culture,mobilize public opinion, campaign for social 

objectives and set the agenda for debates & discussions. The media can & should expose social evils and bring 

about the desirable social change. Since the mass media can reach immensely large, widely, scattered 

heterogeneous audiences with great rapidity, mass media can be used as a powerful tool for social changes. If 

the potentialities of mass media-newspaper, magazines, books, radio, films, television, internet,etc.could be 

used for desirable ends the media becomes a blessing for humanity.  

Media play a vital and important role in promoting tourism. Destinations are made known to tourists 

before they set off and known destinations are popularized among tourists by the media.The media have a 
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crucial role to play in putting emerging destinations in India on the global tourist map, thus helping to boost 

local economies in the region. Tourism is highly dependent on media reporting because the vast majority of 

travel decisions are made by people who have never seen the destinations first hand for themselves. The 

relationship between tourism and media is vital and complex. 

India has emerged as one of the fastest leading travel, tourism, aviation and hospitality powers in the 

world. According to a survey (TOI), passengers annually travelling by railways are 5.8 billion, by domestic 

airlines 15 million, and by International airlines, 7 million. Over the next decade, World Travel and Tourism 

Council (WTTC) estimated a demand hike of 8.8 percent annually which is the highest projection across the 

world. India is one of the largest contributors in developing an attractive outbound market in the world. Since it 

is the biggest market, the number of outbound travellers from India is increasing every year. Having achieved 

footfall hikes like3.46 million in 1996 to 8.34 million in 2006, the industry is still continuously recording much 

stronger growth. Since Indians are generous as well as good spenders, numerous international and national 

tourism organizations / boards over the decades have increased their marketing and promotions and have 

tourism offices in India. 

Media have a prominent role to play in offering exiting as well as emerging destinations of India in 

global market. Now a day the travelers do not prefer to visit the places which are totally unknown to them. They 

want to know some information about the destinations they are supposed to visit with the help of media. 

We all know that the world is integrating fast. Information, technology and capital have gained real time 

mobility in the globalize world. Regions are organizing into collective groupings. The regions which integrate 

better within also do much better with the rest of the world. As such, being blessed with natural beauty, culture 

and history, alone, will not help our countries to develop tourism. This is where we envision the role of Media 

as a powerful promotional tool to carry out this message across to the world. Looking at the recent happenings 

in the international arena, we can certainly think of the impact media can create in shaping people’s opinion. 

Depending on the nature of presentation of facts, media can easily establish positive or negative responses. 

Therefore, it is very important that media identifies promoting tourism industry as a national responsibility in 

the first place. ‘Responsible Reporting’ is the foundation to promote travel and tourism sector in electronic and 

print media alike. The accuracy of reporting travel news and programs in right time and place is vital for 

attracting travelers to our continent. 

Most of the surveys done on tourists show that they have resorted to seeking information via internet 

and print publications to make their travel decisions. This clearly shows that travelers put lot of faith in various 

media gears while selecting their destinations than any other promotional tool we are utilizing. Tourism is 

considered to be a major social phenomenon of societies across the world that is driven by the natural urge of 
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every human for new experiences, and the desire to be both educated and entertained. Also with the basic 

human thirst for new experience and knowledge becoming stronger, and communicated barriers vanishing with 

the help of technological advancement s, people are accepting global travel comfortably.  

India is the hotspot for foreign tourist. An analysis of tourist arrival states that UK has become the 

largest market for India surpassing the USA, so far. The arrival from top 10 international markets in India are 

UK, USA, Canada, France , Germany, Srilanka, Japan, Australia, Malaysia and Nepal. With the help of media, 

India has generated lot of job potential in the tourism sector. Earlier canvasing of tourism on was done in a 

seasonal manner but now things have changed and all round tourism activity is taking place. Canvasing and 

advertising of tourism is done all year round. Religious sites, heritage places and medical facilities of 

international repute are given special attention on TV. Survey conducted byvarious mediaagencies states that 

tourism can be largest service sector in the country. Its importance would lie in being in an instrument for 

economic development and employment generation, particularly in the remote and backward areas. 

Films are an integral part of the sub – continental culture. From the most pervasive Hindi film center, 

Bollywood to film centers based on regional language such as Kannada, Telugu, Malayalam, Marathi, Tamil, 

Bengali and Bhojpuri, a lot of films are produced and consumed in India and amongst the diasporic Indian 

communities in the world. Bollywood alone is one of the largest centers of the film Production in the world 

when you take into account the regional film production then India probably leads film production globally.As 

an ambassador for the nation and its many hued regional and cultural strands, films are unparalleled. Their 

reach cuts across barriers of class, caste, creed, religion and nationality. 

Recognizing the breadth and reach of films, the MoT of the Government of India is looking towards 

creating a deeper relationship with films. After all,films and tourism are already deeply linked in a symbiotic 

relationship. Hill stations, or rather the cities nestled in the hills, from Darjeeling to Nainital, Shimla to Mount 

Abu andof course, the crown jewel of all, Srinagar entered the popular imagination of millions of middle class 

Indians. Thanks to the films that used these places as the backdrop. On the other end countries like Switzerland, 

Russia Japan and cities like London, New york and Tokyo gained unexpected popularity with the affluent 

Indian. Film makers like  Yash Chopra have utilized the foreign locations to enhance visual effects and enrich 

the imagination of mass people through the movies. Snow peaked mountains of Himalayas or Switzerland, 

scenic location of Kashmir or London have a greater impact on masses. Clearly films can be an unparalleled 

promoter of tourism. It is this ability to show case the best of a location that the MoT sees as the potential 

platform for show casting the myriad riches of Incredible India. The aim is to position India as a premier 

location for shooting at the global level. In addition to seeing films as a platform for show casting the richness 

of India’s landscape and cultural diversity, the Mot also sees film as the truly enticing tourism destination in 

their own right. From the city of a million dreams and the home of Bollywood, Mumbai to the Centers of 
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regional filmmaking, the opportunities are rich and need to be tapped into in a more systematic manner. 

Simultaneously, the MOT is also keen to promote the film industry and fraternity, both internationally and 

nationally.  Indians films have had a long presence at the international award circuits, be it the mainstream 

Oscars in Hollywood or the European film festivals such as the Cannes or the Berlin film festivals. But more is 

needed.  

 Ultimately, the focus is to help, develop a partnership between the film fraternity and the administration, 

to constitute a National Level Committee for co-ordination with various stake-holders for promotion of India as 

a film and tourism destination and for facilitating visas for films units from overseas. Clearly, there is whole 

new sector for tourism that remains to be explored and utilized. The MoT’s attempt is to take the first step 

towards promoting a new concept of tourism and employment.In a major initiative to promote tourism Cinemas 

of India as a sub- brand of Incredible India at various international film festivals and markets abroad, the 

Ministry of I&B,and MoT have signed MoU.  The MoU aims to create and build upon a film Tourism vertical 

of Incredible India campaign. As per MoU, the Ministry of Tourism would provide budgetary support to 

identified film festivals, markets and events.It is expected that this innovative partnership will facilitate the 

promotion of India as a filming destination for foreign producers. The spirit of AtithdevoBhava has been a part 

of the Indian tradition since time immemorialand when it comes to business in tourism, one has to make sure 

that client, and in this case the tourist, goes back fully satisfied, taking him with him the memories of the 

lifetime. Only then can we ensure that he comes back again and enhances the tourism business in India. 
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PORNOGRAPHY- A FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE 

Akshat Shetty, Dept. Of Philosophy, R. J. College 

 

As we all know that a woman is a form of nature, who we in India consider as Shakti and also the Power to be 

worshipped. Nature has given women the quality to reproduce and nurture which is considered as the blissful 

duty of the women, we call her mother because we worship her in all forms. In Indian cinema also we find that 

the biggest superhit dialogue of the century from film ‘Deewar’, “Aaj mere paas building hain, property hain, 

bank balance hain, gaadi hain, bangala hain, tere pass kya hai, mere pass Maa hain.” This dialogue itself marks 

the importance in women in the individual life. 

Today I in my paper will relate the social harm in the society which is caused by pornography to the essence of 

the term “women”. What is pornography? How does it affect the status of women? Pornography is the explicit 

portrayal of sexual object matter for the purpose of sexual gratification. Pornography may use a variety of 

media, including books, magazines, postcards, photos, sculptures, drawing, paintings animation, sound 

recording, films, video, and videogames. The term applies to the depiction of the act rather than the act itself, 

and so does not include live exhibitions like sex shows and striptease. A pornography actor or porn star 

performs in the pornographic films, if dramatic skills are not involved, a performer in porn films may be called 

a model. 

Pornography is often distinguished from erotica, which consists of the portrayal of sexuality with high art 

aspiration, focussing also on feelings and emotions, while pornography involves the depiction of acts in a 

sensational manner, with the entire focus on the physical act, so as to arouse quick intense reactions. a 

distinction is also made between hardcore and soft-core pornography. Soft-core pornography can generally be 

described as focussing on nude modelling and suggestive, but not explicit simulations or intercourse, whereas 

hardcore pornography showcases penetrative intercourse.  

Catherine A. MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin, stated pornography can be defined as the graphic, sexually 

explicit subordination of women in pictures or in words. Pornography should be banned as a threat to women 

because it dehumanizes women into becoming sexual objects - things, commodities. Women in pornographic 

movies are often raped and forced to act in degrading ways. But viewers of these films come to believe that 

these women enjoy these acts, leading men into believing that this is the way that all women like to be treated 

How does this affect the status of women? Famous feminist thinker Catherine Mackinnon argues that 

pornography is not simply a form of expression with potentially bad effects, it is a practice... not only ‘words’ 

but ‘actions’ involving treatment of real women in real situation. In sex industry, this treatment is highly 

abusive. Furthermore, pornographic materials in this hands of consumers, is a form of two-dimensional sex.  

Another feminist thinker Andrea Dworkin considers pornography as demeaning to women, she argues that the 

pornographic industry contributes to the violence against women, both in the production of pornography ( 

which they charge entails the physical, psychological or economic coercion of the women who perform in it and 

where they argue that the abuse and exploitation of women  is rampant, and in its consumption she charge that 

pornography eroticizes the domination, humiliation, and coercion of women and reinforces sexual and cultural 

attitudes that are complicit in rape and sexual harassment.  Andrea Dworkin also states that pornography 

presents a severely distorted image of sexual relations, and reinforces sex myths, that it always shows women as 

readily available and desiring to engage in sex at any time, with any man, on men’s term always responding 

positively to any advances men make. 

Anti- pornography feminists hold the view that pornography contributes to sexism, arguing that in pornographic 

performances the actresses are receptacles ( objects) for sexual use and abuse by men. They also state that a 

woman is a subordinate to man, and within his pleasure the women pleasure lies. The ultimate goal of the 
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women is to give sexual pleasure to the men. Some opponents believe that women are shown extremely passive, 

where the acts performed on the women are typically abusive and for the happiness and pleasure of their sex 

partner. Anti pornography Feminists states that the consumption of the pornographic films are a major cause to 

rape and other forms of sexual abuse or violence against women. 

Robin Morgan states “Pornography is the theory and Rape is the practice.” Feminists also believe that 

pornography leads to increase in the sexual violence against women through sex myths. Such rape myths 

include the belief that women really want to be raped and they mean yes when they say no. This puts a bad 

impact in the youth increasing the chances of crimes. 

In Indian cinema such as Bhojpuri and south Indian Malayalam movies, we notice that the women are 

highlighted as the pleasure giving object, she is been wrongly pictured and been shown as an object for man’s 

pleasure, which spoils the image of the women as an entity. This results into the bad impression of the youth 

and considering women as a secondary object. Indian culture depicts women with high moral standard, whereas 

the pornographic movies such as ‘B’ grade and ‘C’ grade movies in the north have created a bad name towards 

the individuality of women. Men consider women only as a porn star who readily agrees to do as man wishes, 

which is considered as an insult to the Indian culture. 

Movies such as “Kalyug”, depicts that how a married couple are caught making love by a hidden camera and 

made a porn movie, resulting into the suicide of the girl due to the bad impression of her name in the society. 

The society also keeps name on the girl who has been gang raped or raped by an individual forcefully. No 

women wants herself to be raped, its the men and their bad illustration of the sex on the minds of the youth 

resulting to rapes. 

Why is the woman to be blamed not for her fault? This all problems are caused by just one evil depiction and 

that’s pornography, because it is wrongly depicted and keeps a bad impact on the life of the youth. 

The only solution to this is treat women equal & start respecting her for what she is. Always show that no one is 

inferior or superior; never humiliate a person for what she has not done. Our Indian cinema is a trend setter. If 

our Indian cinema depicts the morality of the term women in a right definition, the women will never be treated 

as an object and will always be respected maintaining the culture of the country and will always signify ‘gender 

equality’. 
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GENDER REFLECTIONS IN MAINSTREAM HINDI CINEMA 

Eralee Shah & Rachna Bhayani, K.E.S. Shroff College 

Feminist Film Criticism  

The issues of media, identity and gender are being discussed all over today. They have become integral to the 

discipline of media studies. The reason is the popularity and diversity of media as a source of mass consumption 

and its influence on constructing ideas and generating debate. The media scene in India has expanded in the 
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recent times as there is a plethora of media choices available to the audiences. Media structures and systems 

have also undergone a sea change with privatization and globalization. Huge corporations with their own profit 

motives own media houses. Media has been able to transcend borders and look at issues more holistically rather 

than in the context of nationalism. Hence, these developments are bound to affect the manner in which media 

scrutinizes and covers any issue – gender being an important one. Women are also major consumers of mass 

media and thus the way they are represented in media coverage is a major concern for the discipline. Several 

international forums have recognized the ramifications of such a transformed media environment on women’s 

access to media, their role in the media structure and the presentation of their perspective in media coverage. 

In this paper, there has been an attempt to examine the relationship between women and popular Hindi cinema. 

While cinema in India is in itself a diverse strand of expression incorporating mainstream cinema which holds 

popular appeal, art/parallel cinema that engages with social issues, middle cinema and regional language 

cinema. The explorations in this paper are limited to mainstream/popular Hindi cinema better known as 

Bollywood because such cinema is seen to exercise widespread influence over people and enjoys mass appeal. 

Popular cinema and culture derive from each other. Films are believed to be the opium of the Indian masses as 

people rely on this medium to help them escape to a world of fantasy. 

In a very explicit way, cinema has shaped the cultural, social and political values of people of this country. 

While, the other forms of cinema are also important when it comes to the representation of women, restricting 

to popular cinema is the core concern of the paper. The interest in films taken by feminists stems from concern 

about the under-representation and misrepresentation of women in cinema. It adopts a critical approach towards 

gender bias on celluloid. The feminist approach to cinema asks a few pertinent questions like how women are 

represented on screen, how womens issues are treated in cinema, what does feminism mean to film-makers, 

how does the feminist agenda manifest on screen, how is the women character positioned vis a vis the male 

character and what is the role of women film-makers and women writers in depicting womens’ issues through 

cinema. Feminist critique of cinema has helped to view the reality presented by cinema in a different way and 

thus has contributed significantly to the discipline of media studies as well as film studies 

The theory of Absences and Presences was concerned with the absence of a certain type of female characters in 

films and the presence of the other type, which was seen to be influenced by patriarchal values. Thus feminist 

theory in its critique of films incorporated the valorisation of womens’ experiences thereby posing a challenge 

to gender hierarchy as well as opening up new realms for a post-gendered future. The paper in its ensuing 

sections will build an argument about the portrayal of women in Hindi cinema based on various strands of 

feminist film criticism which have certainly enriched our understanding of women on screen.  

The Leading Lady’s Sketch  

Though there exists a body of feminist film making in Hindi cinema, the leading lady of Hindi films has more 

or less played defined roles which conform to the values upheld by Indian society. Women in Bollywood have 
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been uni-dimensional characters, who are good or bad, white or black. There are no shades of grey. This 

dichotomy was reinforced in popular films which distinguished between the heroine and the vamp, the wife and 

the other woman. Films have also been inspired to a large extent from religion and mythology whereby women 

characters were seen as the epitome of virtue and values, those who could do no wrong. The image of women as 

Sita has been repeatedly evoked in many films after independence. Through the ideas of loyalty and obedience 

to the husband, Hindi cinema successfully institutionalized patriarchal values. Films like Dahej (1950), Gauri 

(1968), Devi (1970), Biwi ho to Aisi (1988), PatiParmeshwar (1988) depicted women as passive, submissive 

wives as perfect figures and martyrs for their own families. In these films, though the practices of patriarchy 

were criticized, they were implicitly being patronized in the sense that the victim wife refuses to leave her 

husband’s house despite severe physical and emotional violence by a rationale of leaving the marital house only 

at the time of her death. How real are the women characters in Hindi films? This is something to debate about 

because values, ideals, principles; morals have dominated the frame-work in which these films are placed. Thus, 

women rather than being depicted as normal human beings are elevated to a higher position of being ideal who 

can commit no wrong. Their grievances, desires, ambitions, feelings, perspectives are completely missing from 

the scene. They are really portrayed as the other because they are shown as not belonging to this real and 

worldly life. For eg: Abhimaan (1973) begins with premise of the wife (Jaya Bachchan) being more talented 

than the husband (Amitabh Bachchan). This in itself is a defiance of the stereotype. However, the film crumbles 

from then on when the wife gives up her thriving musical career for satisfying the husband’s ego culminating to 

a conventional closure that demands adherence to traditional values of marriage and motherhood. Bollywood 

heroines have mostly been homely, content to stay happily ever after in the institution of marriage even if 

educated and keen to carve and identity of one’s own. Where are the women building careers and working 

professionally? They have been almost silenced. ShahlaRaza (2003) talks about how Hindi cinema in the 

seventies had women in different working roles (Jaya Bachchan as a knife sharpener in 'Zanjeer' and a singer in 

'Abhimaan', HemaMalini as a village tonga (horse carriage) driver in 'Sholay' and the general manager of a 

company in 'Trishul', Rakhee as corporate secretary in 'Trishul' and a doctor in 'Kala Pathar', VidyaSinha who 

works in a private firm in „Chhoti Si Baat‟). The working woman vanished from the popular blockbusters of 

the nineties which relegated Indian women to the boundary of the home. The concern boils down to the 

embodiment of women who stay next door, walk on the street, spend time working in office and return home 

after a tiring day. Where are these women in Hindi films? In an era of information overload, it is not too radical 

to expect some social consciousness from the cinema medium. All this while, there has been discussion about 

media’s responsibility to the society. So why cinema should be engaged only with creating leisure for its 

audience and not make them think critically? Popular rhetoric and culture need to be challenged and cinema can 

do it effectively if it exhibits some sensitivity to gender issues. This is because Hindi films now enjoy a huge 

international market in many South Asian and Western countries. Thereby, operating in a larger frame-work 
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like this calls for a portrayal of women which is not only accurate but also just to the cause of women 

empowerment.  

From the Gender lens  

The narratives of Hindi cinema have undoubtedly been male dominated and male centric. Themes have been 

explored from the male audience’s point of view. The heroine is always secondary to the hero. Her role is 

charted out in context of any male character which is central to the script. It may be the hero, the villain, the 

father, the boss, an elderly male figure etc. She is devoid of any independent existence and her journey 

throughout the film is explored in relation to the male character. This kind of straight-jacketing limits the 

women’s role to providing glamour, relief, respite and entertainment. For eg: PriyankaChopra”s character in 

Agneepath (2012) is not of any significance to the story as such. It is only to give the audience a break from the 

tedious scenes of violence and drama. She is there only as a romantic partner to HrithikRoshan who is busy in 

avenging his father’s brutal murder. Chronicling the males experiences, dreams, stories, revenge, angst, 

ambitions etc has been the essence of Hindi films. In the action genre of films popularized by the likes of 

Akshay Kumar, Sunny Deol and Sunil Shetty; the heroine is abruptly placed in the romantic track as a 

distraction for the viewer from monotonous bouts of violence. It is unusual to witness a strong female character 

in an action movie even if she indulges in some fights and punches. Where are the Charlie’s Angels of 

Bollywood (2000) and where can we find a character that Angelina Jolie played in SALT (2010)? Bollywood 

has so far dished out such female characters that the audience has almost been tamed into accepting women in 

certain kinds of roles only.  

Another trend to be examined in the depiction of female characters is the clear dichotomy which is followed. 

The woman is docile, domestic, honourable, noble, and ideal or she is the other extreme – wayward, reckless 

and irresponsible. Why does Bollywood shy away from taking the middle path? Where are women who are 

good or bad as per the situation they face in their lives? Where are the women who negotiate with troubles on a 

daily basis and emerge victorious? In David Dhawan’sBiwi no.1 (1999), the wife played by KarishmaKapoor is 

shown to have sacrificed her successful career to experience domesticated bliss with her husband Salman Khan. 

When the husband strays, it is the other woman (SushmitaSen) who is blamed for the same and is demonized all 

through the film. The husband is absolved of adultery and he returns to his legitimate partner i.e. the wife at the 

end of the story. The significance of the title i.e. Biwi no.1 is because the wife is successful in bringing the 

husband back. 

On the positive side, there are a chunk of film-makers who have reacted against the stereotypes set by 

mainstream cinema and have dared to explore subjects from the women’s perspective. Contemporary films like 

No One Killed Jessica (2011), CheeniKum (2007), Chameli (2003), Ishqiya (2010), Paa (2009) and Dirty 

Picture (2011) have pictured extraordinary themes and portrayed women as central to the story line. These films 

have forced a creator to take a fresh look at the different roles played by women and introspect into the kind of 
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typecast that was being perpetuated earlier. It is also to the credit of the current crop of actresses who have not 

been hesitant to accept bold roles. Actresses like VidyaBalan (Paa, Dirty Picture, Kahani, Ishqiya) and 

KonkonaSen Sharma (Page 3, Wake Up Sid, Life in a Metro, Mr. and Mrs. Iyer) have led this change of 

direction. Other actresses like Jaya Bachchan, SmitaPatil, ShabanaAzmi and Nandita Das have also appeared in 

strong and independent roles which for the time being shifted the camera’s focus from the women’s body to her 

identity as an individual. Such actresses have challenged the norm. Film scholar and author ShomaChatterji 

(Subject: Cinema, Object: Women, 1998) says, “Women in Hindi cinema have been decorative objects with 

rarely any sense of agency being imparted to them. Each phase of Hindi cinema had its own representation of 

women, but they were confined largely to the traditional, patriarchal frame-work of the Indian society. The 

ordinary woman has hardly been visible in Hindi cinema. To understand this portrayal in much more depth, we 

need to have a look at some crucial glimpses which defined the role of women in Hindi films. These images 

kept alive the notions of women as upholders of traditions, family bonding, thus depriving them of any sense of 

power and agency. 

Glimpses  

The decade of the nineties in Hindi cinema was one which popularized the genre of family drama. There were 

several family films which went on to become blockbusters and which reinforced the patriarchal values of the 

Indian society. Directors like SoorajBarjatya and Karan Johar were at the forefront of such films. These films 

also appealed to migrant Indians staying abroad because through them they were to connect to their roots and 

culture. Such family oriented films essentially talked about family bonding and has women playing larger than 

life roles centred around values like love, care, discipline, obedience etc. Eg: Kajol in KuchKuchHotaHai 

(KKHH), Madhuri Dixit in Hum AapkeHainKaun(HAHK) and Dil To PagalHai (DTPH), Jaya Bachchan in 

KabhiKushiKabhiGham (KKKG). While women were very much important characters in these films, their 

identities were absent from the film’s text. Their roles were defined in relation to their family especially the 

male characters in the family. Most of these films also laid down the conditions for ideal womanhood. In a 

research work on “Cinema and Society: Reflection of Patriarchal Values in selected Hindi Blockbusters” 

(MuktaChakravorty, 2002), the researcher has tried to study the relationship between patriarchal values and 

popular cinema and how such values get reinforced through this medium. She talks about HAHK (1994), in 

which the main protagonist (Nisha) and her sister Pooja are shown to be a computer scientist and a painter 

respectively. Ironically though, they are never shown to be in their work place. They mostly occupy the house 

and the kitchen. Even though they are modern and confident women, they submit to the desires of their family 

and are eventually domesticated. This was an indication of an era which saw the educated and economically 

independent women as insensitive and uncaring thus concluding that women are successful only in nurturing 

roles. A woman in this film is seen only as one who can cook, not earn for the family. It also shows that ideal 

women will always put duty before love and family before individual, shown in Nisha sacrificing her love for 
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the sake of family. In Hum SaathSaathHain (1999), story of a typical Indian joint family, the younger to-be 

daughter-in-law of the house (SonaliBendre) is a doctor by profession. However, she is never shown in a 

professional set up. Her family identity dominates her professional identity. The modern woman was seen as a 

threat to the hierarchical family structure and was hence during the course of the film transformed into a simple 

and sacrificing wife/partner. In what emerged as a cult film for youngsters, KKHH (1998), Rahul (Shahrukh 

Khan) is a flirtatious young guy who though does not mind flirting with girls, would however want to take only 

a homely girl in front of his mother, for marriage. While it is completely alright for him to flirt, he has very 

clear ideas about whom he wants to marry and that the girl should be simple. His best friend Anjali (Kajol) who 

is a tomboy falls for him and makes every effort to woo him by turning herself to be girlish. Under the veils of 

opulence, wealth, gloss, glamour and larger than life sets, all these films did were to reinforce patriarchy. These 

films also set different codes of conduct for men and women. So while Rahul in the beginning of the film 

believes that love and marriage can happen only once, he ends up marrying twice! This is not for the woman 

who has to stick to one partner. Such differences can also be observed in the treatment provided to the theme of 

adultery by films like GharwaliBaharwali (1998) and Biwi no.1 (1998). In the former there is open support to 

bigamy on part of the husband for production of an heir, whereas in the later, the husband (Salman Khan) 

indulges in an extra-marital affair while disallowing his wife (KarishmaKapoor) to wear skimpy clothes and 

dance in front of other men. In Murder (2004), MallikaSherawat‟s adultery is shown as unpardonable and the 

husband (Ashmit Patel) is shown to be large-hearted to forgive it.  

In films that catered to Indian migrants, there was a clear emphasis on superiority of Indianness over western 

culture. The Indian was shown to be pure whereas the western was the morally degraded. This duality was 

established through the conduct of female characters like Kajol in DilwaliDulhaniya Le Jayenge (DDLJ) – 

1995, Pardes (1997) and AaAbLautChalen (1999). The western woman in these films was shown to be morally 

degraded and inferior to the Indian woman, whom the hero eventually chose. The migrant Indians in these films 

decided to retain their Indian values at any cost. In DDLJ, Kajol is seen in western attire while travelling in 

Europe, but the moment she enters her homeland i.e. Punjab, she dresses in traditional salwar-kameez. In the 

same film, Shahrukh Khan tells Kajol that he will not run away and marry her because even though he has been 

brought up in a foreign land, he has still retained his Indian sanskars. In AaAbLautChalen, AkshayKhanna 

eventually chooses AishwaryaRai over the western woman who he had been chasing. There are many other 

examples of gender bias on screen and they are not limited to a particular era of films. For eg: in war movies 

across time, women have been relegated to lovers who keep waiting endlessly for men fighting war. The 

courtesan, a subject of examination in many Hindi films (Devdas, UmraoJaan, Pakeezah, Chameli), is a 

character that evokes sympathy from the hero. The hero will fall for her; bit will never marry her because the 

purity of the institution of marriage does not allow this union. Even if the marriage happens, the ground for it is 

sympathy. In HamaraDilAapkePaasHai (2000), AishwaryaRai is rape victim who finds sympathy and love in 
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Anil Kapoor, who shelters her after the incident. As she falls in love with his, she tries to combine multiple 

roles of a girlfriend, wife and mother to his kids to win his love. In Vivaah (2006), Amrita Rao is a young, 

docile, submissive, suppressed but ideal girl chosen by ShahidKapoor for marriage. The reason for his choice is 

the ideal qualities that she possesses. The hero’s magnanimity is depicted in the end as he willingly accepts her 

after a tragic accident that takes place just before marriage.  

It is necessary to understand that such portrayals find rationale in the power structures that govern Indian 

society. These power structures do not impart any agency to women. The inclination to portray women as ideal 

stems from the social and cultural context in which we reside. The pre-occupation with the ideal is what defines 

the goals of Hindi cinema. This ideal allows for only two types of women characters – the good who is to be 

idealized and the bad who is to be demonized. Most films still cannot sum up the courage to shatter myths of 

feminine beauty embodied by fair skin, curvaceous figure and glamorous make-up. Contemporary cinema has 

attempted to explore taboo subjects like sexuality, infidelity, surrogacy, divorce, live-in relations etc through 

movies like Jism (2003), Astitva (2000), Salaam Namaste (2005) etc. For eg: Chak De India (2007) talks about 

the conflicts that women face when they decide to excel in the field chosen by them. In the movies case the field 

is sports. The sportswomen in the movie are shown to negotiate these conflicts and not be morally upright by 

choosing family over career. They are not super-women; they are just normal beings who are able to decide 

their priorities. This portrayal is no mean achievement of Hindi cinema. Astitva (2000) has been pitched as a 

film which explores the unconventional, the desires of a married woman who has long been neglected by her 

husband. The film is a revelation in the sense that it makes a strong statement about the hypocrisy in the society. 

The film questions the realm of patriarchy which may not necessarily commit violence but manifest domination 

in other forms like denial of space and freedom and subjugation. The society needs to accept these forms as 

patriarchal domination and not just focus on violence. The protagonist Aditi (Tabu) emerges in the end as a 

strong woman with her own thoughts who rather than seeking forgiveness from her husband, chooses to walk 

out and live life on her own terms. Another film which shatters the myth of the patriarchal system as the 

protector of women’shonour is Mirch Masala (1987). Patriarchy has been totally debunked when the village 

men who are supposed to guard Sonbais (SmitaPatil) honour, instead agree to trade it for the sake of the 

village’s safety. So, Sonbai has to depend on herself for protection from the subedar. It reinforces the notion of 

honour being associated with the woman’s body.  

In a bid to reach the masses, popular cinema has become melodramatic and rhetorical. The presentation of 

extremes has been common. So, while films from the earlier era showed women as extremely submissive and 

docile, recent releases like Rockstar (2011) have resorted to heroines who are bold, uninhibited, skimpily clad, 

and promiscuous. This ultimately does not lead to the empowerment of the women character; it only reduces her 

to a prop to satisfy the male audience. These are images which subtly promote the stereotype and resort to 

regression. In Munni, Sheila and ChkiniChameli (popular item numbers from recent movies like Dabang, Tees 
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Maar Khan and Agneepath respectively), we find the denigration of women being emphasized vehemently. The 

female body, the male gaze, voyeurism – all of which popular cinema relies on are present in these item 

numbers. They are only an addition to the package of entertainment that the movie is supposed to provide. They 

even act to enhance the repeat value of the film, sometimes being promoted more than the movie itself. Movies 

also set in certain trends that can be easily picked by women as desirable. Eg: KareenaKapoor’s size zero in 

Tashan (2008). What implications these can have on young women in our society is a matter of larger debate.  

Women in Realistic Cinema  

Realistic cinema is different from popular cinema in the way that it takes inspiration for its subjects from real 

life situations and existing circumstances in the society. Though, it may apparently fall in the realm of popular 

cinema, its approach and treatment of characters is more convincing than popular cinema. It is interesting to 

examine some films from this brand of cinema which is becoming popular among audiences. This type of 

cinema combines popular appeal and critical acclaim. Movies like Black Friday (2004), Udaan (2010), No One 

Killed Jessica (2011), Once Upon a Time in Mumbai (2010), Akrosh (2010) etc can be listed under this type of 

cinema. The portrayal of women in these movies which are not aiming to be commercial pot-boilers but want to 

present a real experience to the audience is a subject of inquiry in this part of the paper. For the purpose of 

specificity and clarity, MadhurBhandakar’s films have been selected for analysis. Bhandarkar’s cinema is 

associated with gritty realism. He falls into the brigade of contemporary Hindi film-makers who have filmed 

real time issues and have been appreciated for the same. He has also been the recipient of many National Film 

Awards for his work on social issues. His films have dealt with bold and unconventional themes like 

exploitation of women, cycle of poverty, organized crime, police and govt. corruption, cult of celebrity and 

journalism, ruthlessness of big business and industrial espionage.5 Majority of his films had female 

protagonists. The females in Bhandarkar’s films are usually shown as bold and empowered women who lead 

life on their own terms, take their own decisions, are rebels who don’t conform to social norms and excel in 

their respective professions. A very positive portrayal of an independent leading lady characterizes the initial 

reels of his films. While Bhandarkar’s films are an appreciative attempt to bring to us, strong female characters, 

he still chooses to let them be in the larger societal frame-work. His characters though give a shot at defiance; 

they are not made to move out of the restricted sphere of action. An analysis of other films made by him i.e. 

Page 3, Chandani Bar, Traffic Signal, Jail etc may bring to light the deficiencies in his portrayal. It is also worth 

noting that after such a stint of realistic films, Bhandarkar in 2011 filmed a conventional romantic comedy Dil 

Toh Baccha Hai Ji. 

 

  

Conclusion  
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It is difficult to come to a uniform conclusion on the portrayal of celluloid women. Considering the fact that 

women in India are not a homogenous group – they belong to different religions, castes, class, socio-economic 

status and have different kinds of ambitions and desires as a result of which they lead different lives, it is 

improper to conclude that women on Indian silver screen have been portrayed in an identical manner. The 

portrayal of course has to be sensitive to the category to which they belong. For eg: An urban middle class 

woman’s story would be entirely different from that of a woman in a village. Films thus have to be responsive 

towards the context in which they locate women characters. Women characters should possess agency to 

dismantle the existing power structures as well as be able to negotiate their own position within this structure. It 

is time that cinema seeks a redefinition of women as objects of male gaze. Women’s experiences and dilemmas 

as points of narration are the need of the hour. Going beyond the stereotypes will do a great help to the cause of 

women in Indian society. Cinema has to create a separate and independent space for Indian women to help them 

realise their dreams. Cinema’s only end is not to entertain. It must begin a quest for social change through 

entertainment. 
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A long journey --- Women in Indian cinema 
I. Banerjee, V.E.S. College of A.S.C. 

 
Cinema has always been a mirror of the image, ethos, scenario and ideology of any society at a given point of 

time.   To project this reflection, the media changes from costumes to music to items of luxury to movie sets 
etc; but the most important medium is characters. Characters are the pivots around which the entire movie 
revolves producing an illusion of reality and presenting a faithful picture of existing social trends. The mind-set, 

thinking, apprehensions or the prejudices of the characters were the same as those that the general public would 
readily accept. 

The same theory can be applied to the portrayal of female characters as well.To start with, women who chose 
the then unconventional profession of acting were looked down upon as prostitutes or women who were “easily 
available.” Although, later movies like Mother India were made in which Nargis Dutt played a more 
challenging and substantial role, the basis of the portrayal remained the same. 

The ideal woman was depicted as very pretty , submissive and shy, dependent and fragile, usually clad in a sari, 

whereas at the other extreme was her antithesis , the brazen  , smoking , drinking, pouting & scantily clad 
vamps of Hindi cinema who would try to get the leading man by , as they say , literally,  hook or by crook . 

Women who dressed in a style more influenced by the West were usually considered to be morally degenerated. 
If we look at the 1940s and ’50s, the favourite vamps of that era, Cuckoo would be characterized as a cabaret 
dancer, who held a cigarette in one hand and a glass of liquor in the other; then came the era of such actresses as 

Nadira, Sheila Ramani, Shashikala, Helen and others who either went the Cuckoo way of dressing up in 
revealing western clothes (Nadira in Shree 420) or in usual sarees or Indian clothes (Shashikala in Aarti). 

 What was important was they were rebels in their own ways who often defied accepted social norms, and went 

against the existing socially prescribed pattern of behavior and values to achieve their goals. In the late 
60s Bindu, Aruna Irani, Laxmi Chayya, Faryal took over from where their predecessors left and were 

commonly seen to be smoking and drinking generally on screen and sometimes even off screen. These  so 
called vamp women would show much liberation in the form of  engaging in pre-marital sex onscreen, 
projecting an adulterous character, be self centered and cunning and most importantly self reliant specially for 

their financial needs, unlike the main female protagonist, who would be the exact opposite of all this. 

It is interesting to note that even in the 50s when leading ladies had little to do other than melodrama and look 
pretty and vulnerable, there were some avante garde film makers like Bimal Roy, Meheboob Khan, K. Asif and 

a few others who were not afraid to experiment with very strong leading female characters in their story line ; 
such movies as Bandini , Sujata , Mother India, Mughal-E-Azam and Anpadh are glowing tributes to their 
efforts at digressing from the beaten track and creating history , both in the world of cinematic artistry as well as 

at the box office. 

 Filmy vamps projected an image of such women characters who had questionable sense of morality, though 
when a male actor did the same onscreen he was seen as an adorable idolized macho god. The conventional 

heroines, on the other hand would never dare to do so, as they were expected to be docile, shy and dependent 
women because these were the virtues of a stereo typical “well-cultured” Indian woman. This is one of the 
reasons why many eyebrows were raised when Sadhana , Nutan and Sharmila Tagore became the first leading 

ladies  to wear  bikinis in  movies like Waqt ,1965, An Evening in Paris in 1967, and also when Zeenat 
Aman kissed on screen in the movie Heera Panna. In the 70s and 80s, women started to be taken a little more 

seriously which was reflected in a few women-centric movies like Umrao Jaan and Paakizah. 

In the ’90s their roles were beginning to change drastically—they became more substantial. Being a leading 
lady on screen became much more than just playing eye candy and dancing around trees and look glamourous. 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0050188/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nargis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bindu_(actress)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aruna_Irani
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sharmila_Tagore
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0074503/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeenat_aman
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeenat_aman
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0154578/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0083248/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pakeezah
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One of the best examples of this was actress Shabana Azmis character in Mahesh Bhatt’s film Aarth. Also 
Seema Biswas’s role in the movie Bandit Queen in 1994, where she portrayed the character of a woman who 

was far more than the docile and fragile figures of the 80s. She was strong, courageous and had the ability to 
take on twenty men alone. All this was happening simultaneously with the changing roles of women in the 
Indian society. Women were getting liberated and independent. They were better educated and had innumerable 

employment opportunities and this was reflected in Indian cinema.The image of a truly liberated woman was 
thus evolving both on screen and off. 

But it was the films released in the first decade of the 21st century that redefined the Indian woman in the world 

of cinema. From movies like Astitva, Lajja , Chandani Bar and Page 3 in the early years to Dor, Turning 
30, Fashion and No One Killed Jessica in the latter half of the Nineties, their characters were as strong as that of 

the male protagonists, and in some cases also completely overshadowed the latter and so profoundly. She could 
be anything from a shrewd politician to a bold journalist to a prostitute or a super-successful entrepreneur. The 
role of the Indian female was revolutionised in cinema—just like in real life. She became this fierce, successful, 

dominating, independent and ultramodern woman of today. 

Although, there is no particular way of portraying the Indian woman on screen in Indian cinema, it is very 
evident that their roles run parallel to the roles women get to play in the society at particular points in time. 

Therefore, if we compare and analyse the journey of women in Indian cinema today, there is no doubt in the 
fact that the” Indian woman” has come a long way not only in reel life, but also in real life. The evolutionary 
theory can also be applied here , because the unidimensional characterization of the female persona of the past 

has now evolved into a multifaceted personality which has shades of virtue on the one hand as also those of 
flaw, darker nuances & negativity giving them greater credibility and realism as expected by a more evolved 

and matured audience. 

 

Portrayal of Women in Hindi Cinema 

Manjusha Patwardhan, Dept. of Sociology, Bhavan’s Hazarimal Somani College 

 

Introduction: 

Films exert a tremendous influence on the audience because of its vivid and powerful impact. All cultural media 

like theatre, art, architecture and films project a pattern of moral values as well as reflect established patterns. 

The influence of these media on social values and modes of behaviour is thus a two-way process. The cinema 

makes a much wider and deeper impact because in the modern industrial and mechanized State, the cinema is 

more easily available. In a country like India where people are greatly influenced by cinema, it is very important 

that social issues are depicted properly. Feminists are interested in cinema because underrepresentation and 

misrepresentation of women in cinema is their major concern.  

The contents of any type of mass media are reflective of the values of society, which in turn are nurtured and 

sustained through them. The treatment meted to women and girls in various media mirror the prevailing 

attitudes and values towards woman in that society. Image portrayal through mass media reinforces reality. In 

India, the dominant stereotype images of women and girls are that of: 1) Less competent human beings 2) 

Instruments for exploitation by men. 3) Key to commercial success in the age of advertising. 

The portrayal of women in Hindi cinema and the reality are often, miles apart. In a patriarchal society women 

are predestined to play a fixed number of roles. Women have mainly played decorative objects in Hindi cinema 

for a long time. Or, even in films where they had important roles, they are more victims and martyrs or 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0261545/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0293342/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chandni_Bar
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0443708/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0964516/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_One_Killed_Jessica
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victimizers of other women. For feminist media scholars, the idea that popular cinema plays a significant role in 

shaping notions about gender roles and gender identities within the Indian context is of special interest and 

concern. (Bagchi1996; Ram 2002). Feminist scholars are particularly concerned that popular films in India 

often portray women in stereotypical roles of subordination, accepting sexual violence as a normal part of 

relationships with men (Dasgupta and Hegde1988; Gandhi and Shah 1992). Further, they have pointed out that 

men’s abuse of women is often glorified within Indian cinema (Derne 1999). More specifically, critics have 

pointed out that the repeated glamorization of eve-teasing in films as a macho manifestation of a tough-acting, 

college student hero, who initially upsets the heroine but finally wins her attention, has fostered a climate 

supportive of such acts in real life (Birla 2001; ‘Films’,1998; Ravindran 2001). In a rare study of its kind, Derne 

(1999) conducted a qualitative content analysis study of a select few Hindi films in which violence and 

sexuality were often intertwined. He suggested that these films conveyed the notion that force and physical 

aggression were legitimate means of expressing romantic love. Therefore, sexual violence was not only 

‘normal’, but also ‘expected’ in romantic relationships between heroes and heroines. 

Commercial Hindi cinema: 

India is one of the largest producers of films in the world. This indicates the enormous scope of the film 

industry in India. An interesting fact is that majority of the films produced are the “Masala” films containing 

lots of sex, violence and crime. The sole aim of the film industry is to make money. The average Indian film 

goer is well aware of what usual themes in the films are likely to be and the box office usually demands a star-

cast and song and dance sequences. Even the titles of the films are objectionable and the posters which advertise 

them are improper and vulgar. The ambivalent attitude of the Indian film producer is illustrated in his projection 

of the heroine who is supposed to embody all the virtues but is usually immodestly dressed and the hero, who is 

otherwise a ‘good man’, behaves in a very vulgar fashion on meeting the heroine. The usual Indian film has by 

and large exploited sex to attract audience and has degraded the image of the Indian woman. 

Reviewing the role and influence of the Indian films, it may be observed that in its content and treatment of 

women, it has laid more emphasis on sex to draw audiences. The stress is on the physical attributes of the 

heroine. For example, there was a growing craze for ‘Zero figure’ after Kareena Kapoor’s film ‘Tashan’ (2008) 

released.  In most social films a heroine is invariably assigned a subordinate status in relation to men in all 

spheres and thus continues to perpetuate the traditional notion of a woman’s inferior status. The liberal 

inclusion of love and sex, dance and music and humour as concessions to the requirements of the box office has 

led to vulgarization of serious themes in such films. Love and sex form a dominant theme in most Indian films 

and there is a full quota of amorous sequences. Women are treated only as an object of sex. The ‘other girl’ is a 

stock character who is responsible for disturbing the development of a love affair between the hero and the 

heroine and is usually portrayed as a ‘vamp’ or woman of easy virtue. The other stock character is older 

woman, who may be the mother-in-law and she depicts the conflict between the younger and the older 

generations.  

The leading lady of Hindi cinema has more or less played defined roles which conform to the values upheld by 

Indian society. For example, the 1990 blockbuster ‘Maine Pyar Kiya’ celebrates the love of a hero and heroine 

that overcomes the objection of parents. As in most love stories, the heroine is a traditionally modest Indian 

woman who respects family hierarchies, while the hero transgresses family authority and flaunts a lifestyle that 

many Indians would see as unacceptably ‘Westernised’. Women in Hindi cinema have been uni-dimensional 

characters, who are either good or bad- white or black. There are no shades of grey. This dichotomy is 

reinforced in popular cinema which distinguishes between the Heroine and the Vamp, the Wife and the other 
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woman. Women, rather than being depicted as normal human beings, are elevated to a higher position of being 

an ‘Ideal’. Lead women characters are seen as an epitome of virtue and values, those who could do no wrong. 

The image of woman as ‘Seeta’ and ‘Savitri’ has been repeatedly evoked in many films. Through the ideas of 

loyalty and obedience to the husband, Hindi cinema successfully institutionalizes patriarchal values. Biwi Ho 

To Aisi (1988), Pati Parameshwar (1988), Swarg Narak (1978) depicted women as passive, submissive wives; 

as perfect figures and martyrs for their own families. Practices of patriarchy are implicitly being patronized in 

the sense that the victim wife refuses to leave her husband’s house despite severe physical and emotional 

violence by a rationale of leaving the marital house only at the time of her death. The idea has been perpetuated 

by Indian traditions and symbols like ‘Doli’ (Palaquin) and ‘Arthi’ (Funeral pyre) ‘Abhiman’ (1978) shows a 

wife who is more talented than her husband in the same profession, gives up her thriving musical career as a 

playback singer for satisfying her husband’s ego. 

As in the 1980’s and 1990’s, love stories continue to focus on balancing love with respect for family authority.  

For example, in Pardes (1997) and Dilwale Dulhaniya Le Jayenge (1995), as in earlier love stories, heroes 

continue to seek consent to marry from the guardians of their beloveds. In these films, even though heroes and 

heroines are depicted as living abroad, they continue to mediate between India and the West by embracing 

traditional family arrangements. Yash Chopra and Karan Johar films that catered to NRIs, there was a clear 

emphasis on superiority of ‘Indianness’ over Western culture. The Indian was shown to be pure where as the 

Western was the morally degraded. 

The narratives of Hindi cinema have undoubtedly been male centric. The heroine is always secondary to the 

hero. Her role is always in the context of any male character which is central to the script. For example, In 

‘Agneepath’ (2012) Priyanka Chopra, in ‘Rowdy Rathod’ (2012) Sonakshi Sinha, in ‘Dabang’ (2012) Sonakshi 

Sinha, in many other action films starring Akshay Kumar, Sunny Deol, Suniel Shetty etc. the roles played by 

heroines are not significant to the story as such but it is only to give the audience a break from the violence and 

drama- monotonous bouts of violence. 

A clear dichotomy is visible in depiction of female characters in most of the Hindi films. The two categories are 

as follows: 1) A woman who is docile, domestic, honourable and noble, following ideal Indian values- heroine. 

2) A woman who is wayward, reckless, irresponsible- Westernised vamp. The most popular Hindi films of the 

last 25 years contrast ‘Traditionally modest’ heroines with ‘Westernised’ Indian women who are too immodest 

and forward. For example, ‘Maine Pyar Kiya’ contrasts a modest heroine who can claim protection from the 

gaze with an immodest ‘anti-heroine’ who exposes her body in an effort to manipulate men. Maine Pyar Kiya 

shows the heroine, Suman, as a traditionally modest village woman. She wears traditional clothes like salwar 

kameez or saree that protect her body from men’s gaze. The film maker emphasizes Suman’s modesty as 

distinctively Indian by contrasting her with Seema, the modern daughter of Prem’s father’s business associate. 

Seema is portrayed as a modern woman, who smokes cigarettes and who boldly tries to win Prem’s affections 

by wearing western clothes that expose her legs. When Suman’s father takes a job in Dubai, Suman goes to 

Bombay to stay with an old friend of her father’s. Soon after her father leaves, Prem, a son of the family she is 

staying with, returns from America. Unaware that he has returned, Suman stumbles into a bathroom that the 

hero is using. Embarrassed at catching him expose, she lectures him that he should lock the door to protect 

himself from being seen by others. In contrast, when Seema comes upon Prem changing clothes in his bedroom, 

she (unlike Suman) is not embarrassed: rather, she spreads out on Prem’s bed and tries to use her red lipstick, 

short hair and short red dress to seduce him.    
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In many Hindi films Indian values like obedience to elders in the family, believing in sanctity of the institution 

of marriage and its permanent nature etc. are reinforced. For eample, in ‘Dil to pagal hai’ (1997) the heroine 

Madhuri Dixit is a ‘trendy leotard-clad dancer who refuses to settle for an arranged marriage’ but is still 

committed to family duties and is willing ‘to sacrifice her love to please her foster parents’. In another hit film 

‘Raja Hindustani’ the heroine engages in ‘the longest kiss in Hindi movie history, but although she is an 

‘educated city girl’ she still refuses to divorce her ‘uneducated small-town’ husband ‘despite his boorish 

behaviour’. In ‘Hum Aap ke hain kaun’ (1994) the heroine and the hero decide to sacrifice their love for each 

other for the well being of the family. All these examples show that heroines maintain commitment to their 

families. The image of the man as the ‘saviour’ and the woman as the victim is also repeatedly depicted in most 

of the Hindi films. For example, in ‘Ra-one’ (2011) Shahrukh Khan helps Kareena Kapoor, the damsel in 

distress.  

Comments on women’s dressing styles depict that typical traditional Indian values are accepted. For example, 

In ‘Dostana’ (1980) when skimpily dressed Zeenat Aman takes a road Romeo to the police station for whistling 

at her the Police officer on duty, Amitabh Bachchan comments, “Aap aise kapde pahenegi to seeti nahi to kya 

mandir ki ghanti bajegi?” In ‘Main Hoon Na’ (2004) Zayed Khan refers to Amruta Rao who initially dresses up 

casually as ‘Jhalli’. But the moment there is a makeover in her appearance his feelings towards her suddenly 

change. He finds her attractive & suitable for his ‘love’. Similarly in ‘Kuch Kuch Hota Hai’ (1998) it is shown 

that the feelings of hero for the heroine change when there is a change in her clothes, dressing style, attire. In 

this film, a flirtatious young guy who though does not mind flirting with girls, would however want to take only 

a homely girl in front of his mother for marriage. His best friend Anjali who is a tomboy falls for him and 

makes every effort to woo him by turning herself to be girlish. But he doesn’t take notice of her. It is only after 

his wife’s death and after Anjali has transformed herself into an utterly feminine person that he realizes his love 

for her. 

In a research on ‘Cinema and Society: Reflections of Patriarchal Values in selected Hindi Blockbusters’ (Mukta 

Chakravorty, 2002) the researcher has tried to study the relationship between patriarchal values and popular 

cinema and how such values get reinforced through this medium. She talks about Hum Aap Ke Hai Kaun 

(1994) in which the main protagonist Nisha and her sister Pooja are shown to be a computer scientist and a 

painter respectively. Ironically though, they have never shown to be in their workplace. They mostly occupy the 

house and the kitchen. It also shows that the ideal woman will always put ‘duty before love’ and ‘family before 

individual’, shown in Nisha sacrificing her love for the sake of family. In ‘Hum Sath Sath Hai’ (1999), story of 

a typical Indian joint family, the younger to be daughter in law of the house is doctor by profession. However, 

her family identity dominates her professional identity. In such films, the ‘homely’ role of the women is 

reinforced by use of symbols like ‘mangalsutra’, ‘sindoor’ and elaborate wedding customs, ‘Karwa Chouth’ etc.  

There are many other examples of Gender bias on silver screen. It is necessary to understand that such 

portrayals find rationale in the power structures that govern Indian society. These power structures do not 

impart any agency to women. The preoccupation with the ideal is what defines the goals of Hindi cinema. This 

ideal allows for only two types of women characters- the good who is to be idealized and the bad who is to be 

demonized. 

Most of the Hindi films indicate a gender divide when it comes to perpetrators and victims of sexual violence. 

Almost all films show female characters as victims of sexual violence, whereas male characters are shown as 

perpetrators of these incidents. This seems to be consistent with traditional gender beliefs in India that women 

should be submissive and men should be aggressive in social relationships. This repeated pairing of women 
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with violence is problematic because it might reinforce existing beliefs that it is acceptable to aggress against 

women, and that women should tolerate violence from men. Another aspect of these portrayals that is a cause 

for concern is that the perpetrators of sexual violence are not just villains, but also heroes, who often represent 

the essence of ‘ideal manhood’ and male sexuality. This lends some support to the ideal that being aggressive is 

depicted as ‘being manly’. Heroes and villains differ in the types of sexual violence that they perpetrate. Heroes 

are more likely to perpetrate moderate crimes such as eve-teasing, where as villains are more likely to perpetrate 

severe crimes such as rape or eroticized murder. Thus moderate violence seems not to be condemned, but might 

even be rewarded. Eve-teasing by a hero in Indian films is not generally portrayed as a crime that ought to be 

punished, but rather as an act of romantic love aesthetically woven into the narrative as fun and enjoyment.     

Recently, western cinema has greatly influenced Indian films, particularly in the physical display of love and of 

the human body, especially female. Recent Indian films are becoming more sexy in their content. The bedroom, 

bathroom, cabaret and rape sequences are common formulas for box office hits. The Item songs like Munni, 

Sheila and Chikni Chameli reduce women to a prop to satisfy the male audience. 

Conclusion: 

A comprehensive interpretation of representation in cinema that evaluates the strength of the patriarchal order 

and its alignment of power within gender roles emerges when we apply a feminist approach to commercial 

Indian cinema. (Jain and Rai, 2000) The implicit discourse of masculinity within mainstream cinema from 

Bollywood asserts itself through normative imaging of the male body (tall, handsome with rippling biceps and 

six pack abs) These essentialist role models of masculinity, lauding aggressive masculine language and 

behavior and the stereotyped encoding of male-female heterosexual relations, necessitates the projection of the 

submissive, self sacrificing woman whether in a role of girlfriend, wife or mother. MacKinnon (1989:118) 

argues that the social construction of sexuality identifies a woman ‘as one whose sexuality exists for someone 

else, who is socially male’. By contrast, this sexuality defines men by their use of others as objects: ‘Woman 

through male eyes is sex object, that by which man knows himself at once as man and as subject’ (ibid.:123) In 

India, cinema provides a model of ‘doing gender’ (West and Zimmerman1987), in which men are active, 

looking subjects and women are passive, looked-at objects.     
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The mother figure holds a central position in traditional Indian culture and consciousness. From epics to films, 

the mother has been a construct of the others’ gaze, bearing the burden of society’s expectations of 

‘motherhood’. Her identity as a nurturing, son-bearing, procreative power has been invested with sacredness; 

while her identity as a woman has been effaced and erased: ‘glorification without empowerment’ (Krishnaraj 

2010). This has led to an accretion of clichés of the ‘ideal mother’ and ‘good mother/ bad mother’ stereotypes in 

the filmic discourse of the twentieth century: how mothers should be sacrificing, suffering and silent.   

‘The mother cult has been, from the beginning, one of the strongest thematic strands in Indian cinema, ranging 

from noble, self-sacrificing mothers to those who pamper their sons and persecute their daughters-in-

law….Thematically, Mother India, made in 1957, is one of the most successful as well as one of the most 

idealistic films in Indian terms’ (Gulzar et al 2003, p.70). 

Mother India emblematized the mother as a metaphor for respectability and sacrifice. Gayatri Chatterjee quotes 

a comment on how contemporary critics lauded the film as being about a mother ‘round whom revolves 

everything that is sacred and glorious in our culture, tradition and civilization’(Chatterjee 2002, p.49). The 

prescriptive theme-song of the film states: 

‘Duniya mein hum aaye hain to jeena hi padega 

Jeevan hai agar zahar to peena hi padega 

Aurat hai who aurat jise duniya ki sharam hai 

Sansaar mein bas laaj hi nari ka dharma hai 

Zinda hai jo izzat se who, izzat se marega’. 

Mehboob Khan visualised Nargis’s character as the Earth Mother, an extension of Sita, who is abandoned by 

her husband and has to rear her sons on her own. Tilling the fields is a man’s role, the woman is forced to do 

this because of circumstance, not voluntary choice. Yet her virtue and her values remain intact throughout her 

struggle with deprivation and depravation. By shooting her womb-begotten son at the end to restore justice, she 

becomes more – not less – of the ideal mother: mother not just of one wayward son, but mother of the entire 

village, society, nation. The choice she makes is a difficult one – between maternal love and social duty – and 

even though it is a gendered portrayal of nationalist ideology, the character rises above the helpless-mother-

stereotype to become a hero: a change-agent. 

mailto:sarkarsucharita@gmail.com
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The notion of the nation in this film unites male and female characteristics, as Mother India, Nargis embodies 

both fecundity and virility, (Chakravarty 1993, p.307-308) she is both nurturer and crusader. Although 

undoubtedly the strongest and most memorable on-screen character played by Nargis, Mother India left behind 

a problematic legacy for mother-figures in Hindi films, as the crusader aspect gets transferred to the hero/son 

and the mother is sidelined in her submission and suffering. 

‘The image of an anguished Nargis literally crucified on the cross of Indian virtue turned into a yoke that female 

characters in Hindi films had to bear for decades. Sadly, Mother India has been less attractive as the Survivor 

than as the Sacrificing Woman. After Mehboob Khan’s blockbuster, the saleability of anguished motherhood 

resulted in shallow clones….a widow or an abandoned woman who stitches clothes on a vintage sewing 

machine or works in a quarry/construction site to educate her child, usually the hero. As per the dictates of the 

plot, she is sick or dies of consumption and coughing fits, or is alive and healthy to feed him gajar ka halva.’ 

(Somaya et al, 2012, p.20). 

The mother-figure in subsequent films was idolised and idealised but deprived of authority and agency. Not just 

selfless, she is self-less - she is a hollow symbol to be worshipped; she is asexual and inviolate. Constructed 

through the gaze of others – her husband, sons, in-laws, neighbours – and usually silent about her own desires, 

her self was more an absence. The recurrent visual motif of the ideal mother’s pallu-covered head is a metaphor 

for this veiling of the self behind customs and traditions.  

The iconic and oft-quoted dialogue of Deewar, where Shashi Kapoor’s character effectively silences Amitabh 

Bachchan’s litany of possessions (‘Aaj mere paas bangla hai…’) with just one line (‘Mere paas maa hai’), 

reveals an ironic subtext on feminist re-vision. The mother is a possession, albeit a prized one. In this film, she 

is a possession fought over by the two brothers. Even when she asserts her choice by opting to go out of Vijay’s 

mansion of corruption, she is still dependent on her other (good) son’s benevolence. Her choice and freedom are 

limited because of this dependence: she can leave one son’s house only to go to the other’s home. Clearly, she 

has no ‘her-space’, a space that is hers alone by choice, like Virginia Woolf’s ‘room of my own’.  

Early in the film, when she is shown as earning a living by carrying bricks at construction sites, she does it not 

for self-fulfilment but for physical survival. Even this is shown as undesirable in the patriarchal worldview: this 

memory of his mother working is a stain haunts the elder son and eggs him on to buy that very high-rise where 

she carried bricks. The mother’s domain was restricted to the home – the kitchen and the prayer-chamber; if she 

was forced to step out, that was an aberration of the social/moral order that had to be rectified. 

Deewar’s mother is defined by her relationship to the patriarchal social structures, and an important aspect of 

her character, along with her unimpeachable morality, is her near-total passivity. If she has been a victim of 
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patriarchy (usually her widowhood is caused by the villain’s evil action), she has to wait for her son/s to grow 

up to avenge that wrong. She is always the victim, strong only in her fortitude, but never an agent for 

action/revenge. 

As Gokulsing and Dissayanake comment, ‘The picture of Nargis, the mother in Mother India, is a humanistic 

one, if politically naive. In Deewar, the mother (Nirupa Roy) is less sturdy and withdraws into the world of 

pujas and prayers – thus becoming marginalised. This theme is further developed in Ram Lakhan (1989), where 

the mother (Rakhee) waits seventeen years for her sons to grow up and avenge her indignities’ (Gokulsing & 

Dissanayake 2004, p. 44).  

To this list we may add the mother-figure in the reincarnation-saga Karan Arjun (1995), where Rakhee has to 

wait in a temple for decades, marginalised by the villagers as a madwoman, pivoted only by her unshakeable 

faith that her sons will return to avenge her.  Motherhood is mythicised and enters the realm of collective mystic 

fantasy when her prayers her answered in the central miracle of the film and her sons return in their reincarnated 

selves. The fact that Rakhee’s character is named Durga in the film is the ultimate regressive irony, as the 

embodiment of shakti (power) is robbed of all power to affect change (except the power of faith) by the 

patriarchy-constructed narrative. 

But popular cinema has not just been a vehicle for myth or fantasy. The stories told therein have reflected social 

changes and social realities, although slowly, and this is true of the depiction of the mother-figures also, often 

co-existing with films that upheld or glorified the status quo.  

One of the first mainstream films that had a mother-character who had a mind of her own was Aashiqui (1990). 

Although the role was a minor one, Reema Lagoo made an impact as the forsaken wife whose husband was 

marrying a second time, mainly because of her refusal to be the submissive stereotype and her strength in 

egging her son to follow the path of love and not revenge. Directed by Mahesh Bhatt, who was instrumental in 

portraying the New Woman in his path-breaking Arth (1982), Aashiqui’s mother was a breath of fresh air in a 

scenario dominated by loving, sacrificing, mostly-silent mother-stereotypes who stayed indoors and never 

challenged the rule of their husband (for instance, see Hum Dil de Chuke Sanam, 1999). 

Whilst the above-mentioned mother-figures embody the good mother stereotype, the opposite cliché of the ‘bad 

mother’ was also depicted through step-mother figures, like in Seeta aur Geeta (1972) and Chaalbaaz (1989). 

These women, through their very ‘modernity’ and bold sexuality, violated traditional social mores. This often-

outlandish modernity, as in Rohini Hattangadi’s character in Chaalbaaz, was shown to be the root of their un-

motherly sadism, and this helped to reinforce the undesirability of the modern self-seeking woman, and 

conversely deify the virtuous, sacrificing, traditional ideal mother. 
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The new century ushered in significant changes in the depiction of the mother, for example in Paa (2009), 

where Vidya Balan plays the role of a single, working mother who takes care of her son, Auro, who is suffering 

from progeria. Although Amitabh Bachchan’s star turn as the progeria-affected Auro was the centre of the film, 

a notable sidelight was the relationship between the mother, Vidya, and the grandmother, played by Arundhati 

Nag, which threw light on mother-daughter support-systems that are often so vital to child-rearing in urban 

families where the mother is a careerist. 

However, it was in English Vinglish (2012), fittingly directed by a woman-director, Gauri Shinde, that the 

mother-figure had a central role again, more than 50 years after Mother India. Instead of high-pitched, idealistic 

melodrama, the film is a comedy-drama that depicts stereotypes only to subvert them humorously and gently. 

Shashi Godbole (Sridevi) starts off as an ideal housewife, a domestic goddess who is taken for granted by her 

husband, Satish (Adil Hussain) and daughter, Sapna, and is ridiculed by them for her poor English-speaking 

skills. This is an interesting portrayal of changing urban social realities where it is not enough for the ideal 

mother to excel as cook and homemaker, but she has to be socially acceptable to satisfy her upwardly-mobile 

family. Despite her formidable culinary skills, which allow her some degree of financial independence as well, 

Sashi suffers from low self-esteem. The old stereotype of the domesticated mother who cooks and cares well is 

shown up as inadequate, not just to the ‘others’ but to the self as well. The very fact that the traditional 

housewife has a flourishing self-made business enterprise selling home-made laddoos indicates the 

entrepreneurial spirit and desire for self-fulfilment that Sashi has, which in no way obstructs her maternal role. 

When circumstances provide an opportunity to Sashi to change herself, she does not remain passive, but grabs 

it. The journey to New York is a metaphor for the transformative journey that Sashi undertakes. She secretly 

enrols herself into a conversational English class that promises to teach the language in four weeks. In these 

four weeks at a new locale, and in the class which is like a laboratory for metamorphosis, Sashi transforms 

herself with her increasing confidence and improving communication skills. The image of the newly confident 

Shashi striding down a Manhattan street, a takeout coffee in hand and a trench coat belted over her sari, is a 

visual subversion of the head-covered submissive mother who remained tied to hearth and home. Sashi’s 

character is all about achieving this balance between tradition and modernity, between the sari and the trench 

coat.  

The romantic sub-plot where the French chef Laurent falls in love with her is delicately handled. Of course, as 

an ideal mother, Sashi cannot be depicted as a deviant, erring wife who has a sexual relationship outside 

marriage. Yet Shashi's climatic speech where she thanks Laurent for ‘making her feel better about herself’ 

indicates that she is still rooted enough in her womanly self to appreciate male attention. This is a feminist 
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objection to the reduction of a  mother’s identity exclusively to the role of a mother, ‘women are mothers and 

also women’ (Krishnaraj 2010, p.6). 

This final speech serves the dual purpose of the film: to reveal Sashi’s new, transformed self to the world – it is 

a declaration of selfhood and self-achievement - and also to reassure this world that the new person/mother that 

Sashi has become still cherishes and upholds the values of her ‘beautiful family’ and her own role and duty as a 

mother. This new mother is happy to be a homemaker as long as she can express her self in other ways as well. 

She chooses voluntarily to devote herself to her family if she gets the respect she deserves.  

By situating the narrative of transformation in faraway Manhattan, Shinde gives the story a fairy-tale aspect. It 

is a quest for selfhood that gently questions stereotypes, without overturning or even disturbing the patriarchal 

structures of family and motherhood. As Sridevi’s character avows in the end, she chooses not to go and give 

her English examination and, instead, stays at the wedding venue to make the laddoos again because her 

‘favourite subject’ is her family and domesticity. That she gets both her wishes (passing in English and feeding 

the guests) is because of a happy-ending miracle that is a formulaic plot-device in fairy-tales. 

The film reinforces one of the key binaries of popular Indian cinema: the modernity/tradition binary. 

‘Modernity is disavowed even as it is endorsed; tradition is avowed even as it is rejected’ (Mishra 2002, p.4). 

The selfhood quest of Sashi is culture-specific, and located within the boundaries of traditional Indianness. It is 

feminine rather than feminist and Sashi is advocating self-fulfilment without social rebellion. Although she 

begins by ‘seeking an identity beyond the halo of motherhood’ (Krishnaraj 2010, p.5), in the end she returns to 

her primary role of the nurturer, empowered from within by her new acquisition of confidence, and from 

outside by changing the others’ gaze from scorn to respect. 

There are other perhaps more iconoclastic and taboo-breaking portrayals of mothers in recent films, notably the 

single working mothers of Vicky Donor (2012) (who is shown enjoying an evening drink with her mother-in-

law) and Gippy (2013) (who frankly discusses growing up issues with her adolescent daughter). The very 

centrality of the mother-figure in English Vinglish, as well as the gradually changing dimensions of screen-

mothers hold the promise of an exciting future for more realistic and rounded mother-representations in Indian 

films.
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Introduction  

The Hindi film music scene in the thirties was dominated by tradition-imbued melodies of conservative and 

purist composers mostly belonging to the Bengal and Maharashtra school of film music. In striking contrast 

to these composers with their heavy classical leanings and theatrical moorings, was the Lahore-based Master 

GhulamHaider who defied tradition, set a new trend and brought about a musical revolution with his 

effervescent and free-wheeling compositions like Sawankenazaarehain, lautgayipaapanandhiyaari, Ek kali 

naazonkipali, Diwali phiraagayisajni... from DalsukhPancholi's epoch-making money spinner “Khazanchi”. 

GhulamHaider set his lilting melodies, which had the rich flavour of the lush folk songs of Punjab, to vibrant 

and vigorous rhythm and presented them through a new orotund singer named Shamshad Begum, who with 

her bold, bright and boisterous singing went on to become the leading and the highest paid star singer of the 

forties and acquired the legendary status in the dawn of her career. 

It was Shamshad’s music teacher who discovered the girl’s genius and encouraged her, and later, musician 

Ghulam Haider gave her a break. She was only 12 when she went for the audition and sang Bahadur Shah 

Zafar’s ghazal Merayaarmujhe mile agar. So impressed was Haider that he gave her a contract for 12 songs 

and Rs 2 as Tonga fare to boot! 

During the late 1930s she sang for AIR in both Peshawar and Lahore. That interview quotes her: 

“Haider saab turned me into a professional. He’d say, ‘‘Accept offers from all composers. Learn their style; 

don’t impose your style on them. Be like the water which takes the shape of the glass.’” 

mailto:Samratsrivastav20@gmail.com
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But for her conservative father putting his foot down and threatening to even end her singing, the young 

woman might have even become a film star. When he refused to send her from Lahore to Bombay to sing for 

Mehboob Khan’s Taqdeer, the veteran director went to her house and ticked off the father: “You’ve made 

her a frog in a pond. Throw her into the ocean and she’ll learn to swim.” 

The Golden Age of Indian Cinema  

In 1950s Indian film industry positioned itself as a form of art. This period is rightly called the golden age of 

Indian films (Wadhwani 14). As India is versatile country with a number of languages spoken, hence, films 

were produced in major languages. Legendary singer, Shamshad Begum ji was the dominating singer in the 

1940s and is one of the few artists today who were singing even in the 1930s. Her style of singing was 

unique and was loved by millions all over the world. Her major output was in the forties with the mid-fifties 

seeing a gradual decline in output. Her singing career started tapering off in mid-fifties with her singing her 

last song probably around 1971 although some songs continued to release as late as 1981. She has been away 

from the media/public arena since seventies. 

On the male side, there was only one - unparalleled Saigal. On the female side, there were many voices - 

Noor Jehan, Shamshad Begum, Kanan Devi, Suraiyya, AmirbaiKarnataki, Khursheed, Rajkumari and 

ZohrabaiAmbalewali. For some reason, Noor Jehan's singing (except for a few songs) did not make a 

significant impact on me. 

Two voices which struck me most were those of Shamshad Begum and KananDevi.Shamshad Begum's voice 

was relatively heavy but it had an inherent extreme sweetness about it. Her style of singing was unique and 

no one has ever been able to clone her. She clarified that she stuck to her principle of following the music 

director's instructions rather than attempting to develop her own “style”.  

 

Objectives of research  

To study how Ms. Begum began her singing career. 

To study the trend of her music era. 

To understand what made her bows out from music politics? 

To inculcate awareness of the legendary singer in today’s youth their importance and their contribution to the 

society. 

 

Research methodology  

Primary survey of 100 samples with the age group of 15 years to 25 years was collected through questioner 

which was the tool for collecting the data.  
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Secondary survey was done from the Web link, Books, Newspaper and Journals with the key words 

Shamshad Begum, playback singer, and Hindi cinema, 

 

Limitations of study  

1. Research conducted was limited to the area of north Mumbai (Borivali to Andheri) 

2. The samples are not tested on the basis of ‘F’ or‘t’ or chi square test, but tested on logical grounds.  

 

History  

Each number she touched became a hit. She was very popular in Punjabi films too. Till today, people speak 

of her with awe and respect. She never indulged in politics or troubled anyone. One never heard her criticize 

anybody and she was very jovial too. She sang quite a lot with Ghulam Haider whom we consider the 

prophet of film music. Shamshad and Haider's wife, Amrozia Begum were very good friends. They even 

sang together and gave performances on All India Radio and Lahore Radio." 

Shamshad created sensations with her songs in her very first film ‘Khazanchi’, the song that gained that 

became most popular was 'Ek Kali Nazon Se Pali'. After that, she gave countless hit songs like 'Duniya Me 

Ghareebon Ko Aaram Nahi Milta' (Zamindaar, 1942), 'Armanon Ki Basti Me Hum Aag Laga Baithe,' (Shirin 

Farhad, 1945), 'Dil Thandi Hawa Me' (Shama, 1948), 'Mere Piya Gaye Rangoon' (Patanga, 1949), 'Milte Hi 

Aankhen,' (Babul, 1950), 'Saiyyan Dil Me Aana Re,' (Bahaar, 1951), 'BoojhMeraKyaNaam Re' (C.I.D, 

1956), 'Kabhi Aar Kabhi Paar', (Aar Paar, 1954), 'Maine Dekhi Jag Ki Reet,' (Sunehre Din, 1949), 'Kahin Pe 

Nigahen Kahin Pe Nishana,' (C.I.D, 1956), 'Pee KeGharAaj' (Mother India, 1957), etc. Even the one 

rendered as late as 1968 for ‘Kismat’ under OP Nayyar, after her retirement; 'Kajra Mohabbat Wala 

Ankhiyon Mein Aisa Dala' proved a superhit. Her duet with Kishore Kumar, 'Meri Neendon Mein Tum' from 

‘Naya Andaz’ (1956), similarly, remains almost a touchstone of melodious romance. 

Her uncle used to sneak her out for music trials. 

She received no formal musical training. Her singing ambitions, which she held from 1929, met with 

opposition from her family. In 1931, when she was twelve, her uncle, who enjoyed qawwalis and ghazals, 

secretly took her to Jenophone (or Xenophone) Music Company for an audition with Lahore-based musician 

and composer, Ghulam Haider. Begum said in an interview, "I sang Bahadur Shah Zafar's (the poet-ruler) 

ghazal Mera yaar mujhe mile agar." An impressed Haider gave her a contract for twelve songs, with facilities 

provided to top singers. It was Begum's paternal uncle Aamir Khan. who convinced her father, Miya Hussain 

Baksh, to allow her to sing. When she won a contract with a recording company, her father agreed to let her 

sing on the condition that she would record in a burka and not allow herself to be photographed. She earned 

15 rupees per song and was awarded 5,000 on the completion of the contract on Xenophone. Xenophone was 

a renowned music recording company, patronized by the rich, and her popularity grew in elite circles in the 
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early 1930s. It was from Hussain Bakshwale Sahab and later Ghulam Haider who improved her singing 

skills. Though she had won the Xenophone audition without taking any formal music training but after that 

both Ghulam Haider and later Hussain Bakshwale Sahab improved her singing skills between 1937-1939. 

Her popular breakthrough came when she began singing on All India Radio (AIR) in Peshawar and Lahore 

from 1937. Producer Dilsukh Pancholi wanted her to act as well in a film he was producing. Begum readily 

agreed, gave a screen test and was selected. Her father became angry when he found out and warned her that 

she would not be allowed to sing if she continued to harbor a desire to act. Begum promised her father that 

she would never appear before the camera. She continued to sing songs on radio. She never posed for 

photographs, and few people saw her picture between 1933 and the 1970s. 

When Haider moved to Bombay in 1944, Begum went with him as a member of his team, leaving behind her 

family and staying with her Chacha (paternal uncle). After partition, Haider migrated to Pakistan but Begum 

remained in Mumbai. She had no known Pakistani connection post 1947. Begum became a national star 

between the early 1940s and the early 1960s, having a voice different from her peers such as Noorjehan (also 

discovered by Haider), Mubarrak Begum, Suraiya, SudhaMalhotra, GeetaDutt and AmirbaiKarnataki. Her 

peak period in the Hindi film industry was from 1940 to 1955 and again from 1957-1968. 

Why she avoided social parties 

Shamshad was at the peak of her career right from 1940-1955 and was the most in demand female singer and 

highest paid female playback singer from 1940-1955 but after her husband's accidental death in 1955, Begum 

became a recluse and stopped accepting singing assignments, including recordings, for a year. At this 

juncture Mehboob Khan approached her in 1957 and said he wanted a full-throated voice for Nargis in 

Mother India. The first song she sang after returning to her career was "Pee kegharaajpyaridulhaniyachali" 

for Mother India. She made a successful comeback, and subsequently recorded many notable songs for films 

such as Howrah Bridge, Jaali Note, Love in Simla, Bewaqoof, Mughal-e-Azam, Bluff Master, Gharana and 

Rustom-E-Hind. 

The well-known later playback singer, Lata Mangeshkar, started to sing when Begum was at the peak of her 

career, and Begum's break after her husband's death boosted Mangeshkar's career, helping her to be offered 

high-quality songs. In the early careers of Mangeshkar, as well as her younger sister, Asha Bhosle, between 

1944 and 1956, they had often been asked by producers and music directors to imitate Begum's style of 

singing, because producers could not afford Begum's fees.  

Begum has sung songs together with Mangeshkar and Bhosle, including "Mubarak Ho Who Dil Jisko" from 

Benazir (1964). It was the period between 1958-1963, that career of Lata got major boost as music directors 

started gradually preferring her soft voice, until then Geeta Dutt and Begum were the most preferred singers 
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but Shamshad Begum continued to be at the top from 1940 till 1963 non-stop. From 1965, her songs started 

to be mimed by actresses other than the heroine. From 1965, songs for her in films started getting reduced 

but the songs she sung instantly became hits till 1968. She then declared a self-imposed retirement in 1965. 

BOWS OUT FROM MUSIC POLITICS 

Although India is 'much kinder' to its creative artists than Pakistan has ever been, Shamshad Begum was 

'stepped over' for other singers in the 1960s, as her voice was considered too powerful for the cinema in those 

days, a Pakistani daily said. In some ways Shamshad Begum too faced a similar fate - being stepped over for 

other singers in the 1960s, her voice considered too powerful for the mood of the cinema of those days,"  

Much later in 1968, it was again Nayyar who got Shamshad and Asha to sing the 

magic Kajramohabbatwala in Kismat. Even though filmed on two of the worst possible actors in Bollywood-

Babita and Biswajit — the song was a runaway hit and is remembered even today. Nayyar’s closeness to 

Asha cost Shamshad dearly and while the music director’s energy, talent and influence were focussed on 

building Asha’s career, Shamshad’s journey in Hindi film music suffered. But in the same film C.I.D, 

Shamshad gave us unforgettable numbers such as Boojhmerakyanaamreand the absolutely 

delightful Kahipenigahei, kahipenishana… 

LataMangeshkar has tweeted eulogizing the veteran singer. Bollywood grapevine has it that when Shamshad 

and Lata sang together a duet, while Lata would sing close to the mike, so powerful and full-throated was 

Shamshad’s voice that she had to stand nearly a foot away. It is both ironic and symbolic that while the 

Mangeshkar sisters’ careers flourished, that of Shamshad floundered because the patronage of important 

music directors went to these influential sisters. 

But gradually Shamshad, quiet and reclusive by disposition bowed out from the bitter and cut-throat politics 

of the Hindi film industry. In her last interview to Filmfare magazine two years ago, she wouldn’t bad-mouth 

anybody or express any bitterness. All she said was “Bahutgandh ho gayithi. (There was too much stench 

around.)” 

THE DAY THE MUSIC DIED  

From the late 1980s, Begum started giving occasional interviews. In one of her interviews to Filmfare 

magazine in 2012 Begum disclosed “The more hits I gave, the less work I got. When I helped new 

composers I never told them to give me all their songs to sing. I believed only God could give, not them.” 
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Her final interview was in 2012. In 2009, she was conferred with the prestigious O. P. Nayyar award for her 

contribution to Hindi film music.  

She was also conferred the Padma Bhushan in 2009. Later her daughter Usha said in an interview “"Because 

of the politics in the industry, she didn't want to work anymore. This is one of the reasons why she didn't let 

me be a singer. I told her, let me sing for my self-satisfaction, but she said if you will learn to sing, you will 

directly enter the industry. So, she didn't let me do so.” In around 2004, a controversy erupted in the media, 

when several publications gave the false news of her death, before it was clarified that the Shamshad Begum 

who had died in 1998 was Saira Banu's grandmother with the same name. 

Begum died at her Mumbai residence on the night of April 23, 2013 after a prolonged illness. She was 94. 

She was cremated in a small, dignified ceremony. 

“The Twilight of her Light” awareness of legendry singer Shamshad Begum 

Shamshad Begum has said in an interview, that Master GhulamHaider was like her Guru. He was the one 

who guided her early career and helped her develop her style of singing. According to her, she learnt two 

lessons of Life from him. First, to be a good person and the second, just like water takes the shape of the 

vessel, the same way, one should adjust with the circumstances. 

What ever we say is less about her songs -- each number she touched became a hit. She was very popular in 

Punjabi films too. Till today, people speak of her with awe and respect. She never indulged in politicsor 

troubled anyone. One never heard her criticize anybody and she was very jovial too. 

The depth and beauty of Shamshad Begum's musical talent is evident in the fact that her songs, recorded 

chiefly between 1945 and 1965, continue to be re-recorded, remixed and featured in Bollywood movies to 

this day.This also, 'unfortunately', says much about the quality of music being produced today, it said, adding 

that people continue to prefer the 'golden oldies'. 

She always did so much to encourage young people but none of them once they became famous reciprocated. 

When they didn't book her for their assignments she became disenchanted with film industry and thought 

what was the use and so she left the industry. But yes does today’s generation actually prefer old songs rather 

than listing pop songs and Bollywood item numbers. The answer to this question can be studied from the 

survey which is been carried out. 

This study answers few basic questions such as, How Ms. Begum began her singing career, trend of her 

music eraand to know wether there is awareness of the legendary singer in today’s youth her importance and 

her contribution to the society. The study confines to the restricted area of north Mumbai from (kandivali to 
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andheri) with the sample responded of 100 which were from the age group of 15 years to 20 years. The 

sample responded were 96% of the total sample respondent and thus the answers were collected through 

Questionner and is analyzed on simple and logical grounds.  

Interest of the samples in singing 

In today’s generation it is very much challenging to find out whether the generation which is full of energy and 

for any error caused to the society today’s youth will come out to the street. It is difficult to find out what they 

need what is their likes and dislikes. The sample respondent shows that the interest of the youth from the age 

group of 15 years to 25 years is much fond of music which not only gives a raise to the music industry but also 

give a platform to the young and new talent. About 96% of the respondent agreed with their interest in music 

and rest 4% respondent said they have no interest in music.    

Table No: 01 

Response Interest of Youth 

in  Singing 

Percentage 

(%) 

Yes 96 96 

No 04 04 

Total 100 100 

 

Graph No: 01 
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Popularity of singers in today’s Generation. 

Popularity is nothing but penchant of the population towards something, and in today’s generation everything 

that influence people becomes popular. It is not only the IT field of gadgets which attract s people but it is also 

the cinema industry which attracts the crowed. People are fonder of following things which is followed by the 

latest Heroes or heroines’. Music industry also serves the talent to the industry and set a trend in the industry. 

Thus the study shows that today’s youth do prefer singer from olden days but yes the trend is comparatively low 

as youth will prefer young talent. 

Study also says that youth are much profound of new songs even if it is the remix of the old songs of 40s or 50s. 

Table No: 02 

Popularity of singers in today’s 

Generation. 

Response Percentage 

(%) 

Shreya Ghoshal 36 37.5 

Sunidhi Chauhan 24 25 

Rekha Bhardwaj 10 10.42 

Lata Mangeshkar 10 10.42 

Asha Bhosale 15 15.62 

Usha Uttup 0 0 

Shamshad Begum 1 1.04 

Noor Jahan 0 0 

Geeta Dutt 0 0 

Suraiya 0 0 

Total 96 100 

 

Graph No: 02 
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Choice of music prefer by the samples  

Today’s youth is more concern about what they do and what is served to them. The study shows that sample 

respondent shows that the youth prefer more of hip hop songs were a new form of Bollywood songs which is 

much more preferred by the youth thus this is not an exact form of music like classical, jazz, hip-hop etc. but a 

new form of music which is accepted by the youth. 

Table No: 03 

Music prefer Response Percentage 

(%) 

Hip hop 17 17.71 

Jazz  15 15.62 

Opera  03 03.12 

Classical  15 15.62 

Bollywood style 46 47.92 

Total  96 100 

 

Graph No.:03 

 

Awareness of singers of 40s and 50s in Youth. 

If asked to any youth they would prefer singer such as Shreya Ghoshal, Sunidhi Chauhan, Rekha Bhardwaj and 

many more but yes if asked about the female singers of 40s or 50s there will be very few who knows such  

singer but yes the importance of such singers are still there and looking at the study it shows that youth prefer 

and are aware of singers such as Lata Mangeshkar with the ratio of respondent of 40.62%,Asha Bhosale  with 

30.21% and many others this shows that the importance of the singers of 40s and 50s are still in the youth . 
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Table No.04 

List of Singers  Response Percentage 

(%) 

Lata Mangeshkar 39 40.62 

Asha Bhosale 29 30.21 

Usha Uttup 15 15.62 

Shamshad Begum 10 10.41 

Noor Jahan 1 1.04 

Geeta Dutt 0 00 

Suraiya 2 02.08 

Total  96 100 

 

Graph No.04 

 

Awareness in youth about the Singer Shamshad Begum  

Very well-known singer of her time is comparatively not known by the youth this is not because of the time and 

generation gap this could be assumed as the preference of the youth, their likes toward the songs and many 

more things, but it has been seen that even if the youth are not aware about the singer but the remixes of the 

song sung by shamshad begum is still known by the youth and thus this concludes that even if the singer is not 

known by the youth but still she is famous.   
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Table No.05 

 

Awareness in 

youth 

Response Percentage 

(%) 

Yes 26 27.08 

No 70 72.92 

Total 96 100 

 

Graph No.05 

 

 

Mind set of youth on Shamshad begum’s career  

Shamshad begum was the singer with nifty voice and thus was famous in her times. The studies shows that 

youth know her as a radio artist and thus youth are unaware of whether she was an artist or she was a singer 

study shows that 63.54% of the respondent says that she was a radio artist and rest says that she was a singer but 

yes it is true her career begun with the radio artist but she made her passion as an excellent singer. 

Table No: 06 

Awareness in 

youth 

Response Percentage 

(%) 

Singer 35 36.46 

Radio artist 61 63.54 

Total  96 100 
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Graph No.06 

 

Popularity of Shamshad begum’s songs  

Her songs are still known to the youth not what she sanged but yes the remix of her song .this is what shamshad 

wanted she was a singer and wanted to be known for her songs, it can be through any ways and she never 

objected with her songs remix her popularity is still in the youth and she is still a soprano . 

Table No: 07 

Awareness in 

youth 

Response Percentage 

(%) 

Yes 17 17.71 

No 79 82.29 

Total 96 100 

 

Graph No: 07 
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Thinking of youth for Begum been a legendary singer  

The study shows that after listing and answering so many questions there has been a change in the mentality of 

the youth. The position of the singer is thus showcased and is built in such a way that were she was “famously 

unfamous” is gone and people fell that she was and still a singer who cannot be disremembered . 

Table no: 08 

Awareness in youth Response Percentage 

(%) 

Yes 53 55.21 

No 17 17.71 

May be 26 27.08 

Total 96 100 

 

Chart no: 08 

 

 

 

Conclusion  

A Moon who could have spread so much light in the years to come. But again, we are grateful for all the 

lovely melodies which he left us that shall ensure that his name is saved for posterity. She was an artist of 

extraordinary talent and abilities, and the songs she has left behind in her long career, which she started with 

AIR in 1937, will continue to enthrall music lovers. However, it said there was no doubt that with Shamshad 

Begum gone, fans of pure classical Bollywood music 'have truly lost a singing legend'. 
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Artists like Shamshad Begum 'live on in the music and art they create', thus this concludes that there is still a 

lot more that can be done for these artists who seem to fade away once they are no more at the peak of their 

careers. The film industry has lost one of its most versatile singers. Shamshadji's style of singing set new 

benchmarks. Her melodious voice with powerful lyrics gave us songs that have remained popular even today. 

She kept herself away from glamour of the industry despite being one of the top singers of her era as she did 

not like limelight.  

She used to say that “Artistes never die.” She wanted to be remembered for her songs. 
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Changing Position of Women in Hindi Cinema: A Sociological Perspective 

Usha Kiran Tiwari, HOD, Dept. of Sociology, B.M.Ruia Girls’ College 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Entertainment & Hindi Cinema are synonymous with each other. Cinema clearly opens the most popular 

window onto a culture and studying a culture one acquires deeper understanding of the customs, behaviour, 

patterns, values, music, dance and also the practices of everyday life the people inhabiting that culture. 

Hindi Cinema has been a major point of reference for Indian culture in this century. It has shaped and expressed 

the changing scenarios of modern India to an extent that no preceding art form ever achieved. A deeper insight 

into the complex processes of modernization, nationalism, and freedom for women can be acquired through the 

Indian Cinema. Bollywood, the industry that deals with the art of bringing life to 70 mm screen, is mirror of our 

society. 

WOMEN-CENTRIC FILMS 

Women have been subjected to societal tortures in the name of tradition for ages but not all women succumb to 

the pressure. Reflecting the sentiment, most of our movies treat women in the typical patriarchal way- they are 

either angels or devils. However, there are a few examples where filmmakers have allowed women characters to 

take a stand, without caring about norms or society. Explore some Hindi movies where women have not simply 

played to the tunes of the patriarchal society but stood their own ground, where women were not subject to 

torture. But neither were they busy subverting the patriarchal society and its shackler. 

Here is some of bollywood’s top women centric films that have been impactful and impressive. These films 

shows a realistic and powerful image of women of the Indian society. 

Mother India (1957) 

The first women oriented film that comes to mind unanimously is this Mehboob Khan magnum opus, a remake 

of his earlier Aurat, with transparent titles. India’s official nomination at the Oscar’s, this socially-relevant film 

par excellence, was much ahead in thought and an epic classic. It made a powerful impact, representing India in 

mailto:blfeedback@thehindu.co.in
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the aftermath of independence, being pioneer in reinforcing the internal strength of a women who rises like the 

Phoenix from the ashes of circumstances. An idealist, this role essayed by Nargis with consummate ease of a 

veteran, is watershed; a benchmark role. There has perhaps been no other women centric film not compared 

with this to judge its relevance and potency. A much applauded and decorated film, it lived up to is title with 

grace and dignity. 

Bhoomika  (1977) 

A popular feminist critic Susie Tharu while writing about the film remarked, “. . . it is clear that to search (for) 

herself is, for a woman, a tragic enterprise. An enterprise in which she is doomed to fail, but can fail bravely 

and heroically”.  The film explores the life of an actress, who starts off as a child artiste, and then becomes a 

successful actress in her prime. She gives it all up and becomes a recluse.  It was perhaps the first Hindi film 

that belonged to the New Indian Cinema movement that managed to reach large audiences, and was able to 

receive a significant release .One of the best performances of the earthy  Smita Patil who gave her all and more 

to this “Arty” classic. This celebrated film won two National awards and Film fare Best Movie award. A 

masterpiece, this is one of the finest examples of women-centric films of all times. 

Arth (1982) 

Shabana Azmi plays the role of a loving housewife who’s betrayed by her husband for an actress played by 

Smita Patil.  This film is all about her struggle to get back on track and fight against all odds to lead an 

independent and successful life. It also touches upon the issues of domestic violence faced by the lower strata of 

the Indian society.  The housemaid’s role is played by Rohini Hattangadi, who kills her husband to free herself 

from his incessant beatings. Shabana’s character in the film takes on the responsibility of raising the 

housemaid’s child. While it seems natural for her to fall in love with her only friend during the trying times of 

her life, she decides to break free from the norms of society, divorce her husband and reject the offer to remarry.  

Damini  (1993) 

Packed with A-listers, this film seemed like a formula-driven commercial  film. But it shook audiences with 

some superb performances. Sensitive issues such as sexual assault, domestic violence and oppression were 

brought to the surface, with plenty of scope for powerful performances for all of its actors. Meenakshi 

Sheshadri finally got her due as an actress for her portrayal of a simple housewife entangled in an extraordinary 

circumstance, wherein she is forced to go against her husband and family to fight for a cause.  Sunny Deol, seen 

in a completely different avatar, won several accolades.  There were a few hummable tracks, but it was the 

power packed dialogues and screenplay that took the cake. 
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Fashion (2008) 

This film was pivotal to the success of Priyanka Chopra as an actress, playing the role of an aspiring 

supermodel – the industry finally took notice of her. The film in itself is about the not-so-pretty face of the 

fashion industry – its ruthlessness and how it completely transforms a small town girl. Fashion is a story of a 

good girl in a bad fashion world. A small town girl enters the world of glitz and glamour with dreams to fulfil. 

She is portrayed more as a victim than a person who has struggled to carve her own destiny. The portrayal of 

the other two female models in the film also suggests signs of victimhood [Mugdha Godse’s marriage of 

convenience to a gay designer and Kangna Ranaut,s subjugation in front of her boyfriend.] In the end when 

Meghna [Priyanka Chopra] successfully returns to the fashion world it seems more of a moral vindication than 

an assertion of her grit. 

Kahani (2012) 

This much acclaimed Sujoy Ghosh film was singular in the way it dealt with highlighting the inner serves of a 

women’s strength. Despite being heavily pregnant, the protagonist (Vidya Balan in a compelling performance) 

goes about her mission with unadulterated fervour and zeal. Never before has Hindi Cinema portrayed a women 

as a lead actor thus and won accolades from classes and masses alike. Kahani broke all previous records in 

establishing the fact that good cinema draw audiences to the theatre. 

Conclusion 

There are other many films like Aandhi, Lajja, Bandit Queen, Rudali, Pinjar, Heroin, The Dirty Picture ,English 

Vinglish and others that are also exceptional films. When one makes a film about a woman it usally carries a 

great amount of depth, and is often as layered and interesting as women themselves. Women manage to wear 

different hats and play different roles in society and at home. There is more than one reason why a woman,s  

success story is inspiring  and gripping at the same time. In a film industry dominated by men who are mostly 

Khans and Kapoors, increasing number of women centric films are definitely a welcome change. 
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REFLECTING ON PORTRAYAL OF WOMEN IN INDIAN CINEMA 

Mrs Rashmi K. Wagle, Vice Principal, Head Dept of Economics, R. J. College 

 

Cinema plays an integral part in the lives of the Indian people. Almost all are influenced by films, especially the 

mainstream cinema which perhaps is the cheapest form of entertainment for the common man. Most of these films 

have high drama and are ‘escapist’ because they are far from reality. Most of the stories have a strong male protagonist. 

There is very little role given to the female lead except to provide the ‘romantic’ angle. The female actors are more like a 

‘piece of decoration’ to perhaps merely enhance the visual beauty of the films.  

The female lead actors in most of the commercial cinema play second fiddle to the male lead actors. In the 

contemporary cinema they have been actually reduced to an ‘Item ‘, song, which is of no consequence in the films. They 

hardly portray any roles of the “women of substance”. In fact Ketan Mehta, the renowned film director of the much 

acclaimed “Bhavni Bhavai’ says, ‘The majority of the films support decadent values.” 

There have been very few films in commercial cinema who have focused on the trails and problems of the Indian 

women. Films are supposed to portray the socio- economic fabric of the society. They also focus on the political 

scenario, the changing social structure and the modernization of the society. But there have been very few films who 

have reflected on any of these issues. In fact most of the commercial cinema is “Basically regressive in character.”  

However in the post-independence black and white era there were three films directed by the renowned commercial 

directors, which did try to portray women in a different light. Guru Dutt’s classic ‘Sahib, Biwi Aur Ghulam’, portrays a 

woman trapped in a traditional, upper caste household who is completely neglected by her husband. She tries to break 

tradition and even starts ‘to drink’ to appease her husband so that he would at least spend the night with her. The 

vulnerability of this women has been very sensitively portrayed by none other than Meena Kumari and the film shows 

the sense of ‘hopelessness’ that pervades the lives of many women, belonging to rich, uppercaste households  

Bimal Roy in his ‘Sujata’ portrayed the adoption of a Harijan girl by a well to do middle c lass family and the 

consequences that the girl of the lower caste has to face. In this film as well as In “ Bandini “, Nutan, yet another fine 

actor, showed very sensually how women have to constantly compromise, make all the Adjustments and do not enjoy 

the freedom to follow their own will. They are trapped by the social circumstances and the tentacles of tradition. In 

“Bandini” towards the end of the film, the female protagonist does break the social norms and unites with her first love. 

However such films have been rare, but they certainly have left their impression on the minds of the public.  

In the 70s and the 80s there was a revolution in the film making, the so called ‘Art’ films or ‘Parallel Cinema’ came into 

existence. A number of directors like Shyam Benegal, Ketan Mehta, Kundan Shah, Govind Nihalani, Saaed Mirza and 

many others ushered in more ‘ realism’ in Indian cinema. They focused on contemporary social, economic and political 

changes. Their philosophy was to change the ‘Status Quo’, to make people think, participate and react to changes. 

In many of their films they have been bold enough to focus on issues related to the vulnerability of the low caste 

women, the sexual harassment of women, the exploitation of women and the struggle of women to make two ends 

meet in everyday, ordinary life. 

Ketan Mehta in his film ‘Mirch Masala’ has portrayed a village woman who, harassed by the “Mukhiya”, at the behest of 

the ‘subhedar’ takes an extremely bold step and shows her defiance using an age old weapon like ‘Mirchi’ which she 

throws in the eyes of the oppressors. In one stroke the female protagonist, portrayed extremely sensually by Smita Patil, 

rejects the sexual overtures of the ‘Subhedar,’  defies the oppressive rule of the ‘Mukhiya’, brings together the unity of 
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the women folk and above all the films upholds the dignity of women. The direction by Ketan Mehta is indeed brilliant 

and the film reflects upon the overall changing social fabric of the society.  

Yet another film which shows how women can play a significant role in the economic development process of the 

economy is ‘Manthan’, directed by Shyam Benegal, a director par excellence. The film shows the Co -operative 

Movement in milk production which was initiated by the ‘Magasasy Award’, winner , Mr Kurien in ‘ Anand’. The 

invaluable role of women in this movement has been brilliantly portrayed. Again Smita Patil, the female protagonist 

gives an extraordinary touch to her role and portrays the trials and troubles of the women folk and their struggle t o 

become a part of the milk production revolution. 

Looking at the progress of Indian Cinema, one subtle change that has taken place in mainstream cinema is that directors 

and the producers have become more experimental Like in the Hollywood films, they are  willing to handle new stories’, 

which are not run of the mill. 

Two films which have been produced and successfully released recently and which portrays women, protagonist are ‘ 

The Dirty Picture’ and ‘ English Vinglish’. 

In the Dirty Picture , Vidya Balan boldly portrays a true story of a girl who seeks stardom and how inspite of all the name 

and fame, a sense of ‘Failure’ pervades her. The film reflects on the harsh reality that prevails in the film world and also 

in many other similar occupations like the Modelling and fashion world, The ‘Star’ at the top has to battle with 

loneliness. It is the price which they have to pay for the name and fame.  

In ‘English Vinglish’, Gauri Shinde in her directorial debut has shown the story of a housewife, who is slight ed by her 

husband and daughter for not knowing to speak English. However in the film this housewife (Sridevi with controlled, 

sensitive portrayal) takes an unusual decision to quietly join ‘English Speaking Classes’ and surprise her family. Gauri 

Shinde has shown very sensitively the plight of the not so modern house -wife and also the fact that today women are 

silently causing a revolution of sorts in their own traditional households and are striving boldly for freedom.  

There is no doubt that in these 100 years, Indian cinema has come a long way. Technically films are produced with great 

brilliance. However, the more modern films will have to also reflect upon the complex world of women and portray their 

vulnerability, their attitude, their boldness, their fearlessness, their willingness to change and participate, shoulder to 

shoulder with their male counterparts. 
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Contribution of Women in Hindi Cinema 
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"The film's business is to create populist images. These images ostensibly celebrate the heroine's eroticism, 

while reducing her to be a passive sex object. The heroine, today seems to be questioning the image of fixing 
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her into a slot where any display of desire was seen as negative and very unlike the values of Indian women"  - 

Shabana Aazmi. 

 

A hundred years before "Lights, Camera, Action." were uttered for the first time in India by Dhundiraj Govind 

Phalke - Dadasaheb Phalke, (30 April 1870 – 16 February 1944)) the man who changed the course of history 

with his humble camera and sheer dedication, and laid the foundations for what is now among the biggest film 

industries in the world was known as the 'Father of Indian Cinema'  

In the context of Indian cinema it was Mrs. Phalke who played a very significant role in making of first Indian cinema and 

shows that without women contribution nothing can easily happen and advocated their access to a woman in Indian 

cinema. Vatave Bapu biographer of Dadasaheb Phalke called him as father of Indian Cinema; we can call Mrs. Phalke as 

the Mother of Indian Cinema. So the society of Indian cinema should acknowledged the role of women in the world of 

cinema and should give equal importance to all women artists those who are playing not only bigger role in Indian film 

but those who are playing small but significant role in Indian film. 

 

This paper is an attempt to examine the relationship between women and popular Hindi cinema. It argues that 

100 years later what will be the position of women in Hindi cinema? It will also show that with the item 

numbers we have forgotten the contribution of women and converted them into objects.  Yet there are many 

women directors today who are making their own films. It explores the issue of women behind the camera 

starting from Phalke’s wife and moving on to women directors. 

I: Philosophy of cinema 

Philosophy means vision of truth or satyadarshan, which means the truth of reality. As in Hindi we say cinema 

jivankaaayina (mirror) hotahia. That means cinema is a mirror who replicate reality of human life. There is 

difference between appearance and reality. So real life is reality and mirror is appearance. In that sense Cinema 

is meant and considered to entertain, to take the audience to a world that is basically different from the real one, 

a world which provides escape from the real one, a world which provides escape from the daily strain of life.  

Hindi cinema is very much part of the Indian culture. It has shaped and expressed the changing scenarios of 

modern India to an extent that no preceding art form could ever achieve. A deeper insight into the complex 

processes of modernization, colonialism, nationalism and freedom for women can be acquired through the 

Hindi cinema. Hindi Cinema is known as Bollywoodviii because such cinema is seen to exercise extensive 

influence over people and enjoys mass demand. Over the last 100 years it was really grown in a big, it was one 

of the few modes of entertainment that became such a big thing for a common Indian viewers and the majority 

of the people is viewing cinema. In a very explicit way, Hindi Cinema has created the cultural, social and 
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political values of people of this country. The Indian film industry is considered the biggest and largest 

entertainment industry in the world.  

 

II: Role of Women in Hindi Cinema 

Women are major portion of the Indian population and so portrayal on screen is crucial to determine their 

position in already existing stereotypes in the society. Hindi cinema has been successful in portraying Indian 

women of different shade in society dominated by patriarchal values.  

The stories of Hindi cinema mostly have been male dominated male-centric. Themes of Hindi cinema have 

been explored from the male audience’s point of view. The women actors are always secondary to the men 

actors. Her role is charted out in context of any male character which is central to the story/script. She is devoid 

of any independent existence and her journey throughout the film is explored in relation to the male character. 

This kind of limits the women’s role to providing glamour, relief, respite and entertainment. 

The most exploited image of womanhood in Hindi cinema is based on the mythological icon. “Sita” and 

‘Savitri’ is the inspiration for building the perfect image of womanhood of Indian cinema from its very 

beginning. Kamini, Bharya, Ramani and Jaya are the socially accepted roles of Hindi cinema actress’s, which 

are constructed and supported by the Hindu mythology and the epics like Ramayana and Mahabharata. 

 Kamini: - A woman who seduces 

 Bharya: - A woman who is supported and fed by husband 

 Ramani: - A sex partner 

 Jaya: - A woman gives birth to children 

The theory of ‘appearance and reality’ was concerned with the appearance of a certain type of women role in 

Hindi cinema and the reality of the other type, which has seen to influenced by patriarchal values. Generally 

previous time films were of historic or mythological type. Thus, the gods were generally males scattered with a 

few female goddesses here and there. And historic films women folk just as the King’s queens. Dadasaheb 

Phalke’s first film screening (Rajaharishchandra), where Anna Salunkhe played the lead role of the queen. The 

stigma of women actors was overcome later Phalke’s second film Mohini Bhasmasur 1913 had women actors. 

Cinema simply evened out the gender divide. Devika Rani is considered the first lady of Indian cinema. In the 

1920s - 1930, women made their mark in the Hindi cinema strongly. In 1950 -1960s many women showed their 

immense talent and ability as stars e.g. Nargis in Mother India. The image of women as Sita has been 

repeatedly developed in many films after independence, through the ideas of loyalty and obedience to the 

husband, Hindi cinema successfully instutionalized patriarchal values.  
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It is necessary to understand that such portrayals find rational in the power structures that govern Indian 

tradition. These power structures do not import any agency to women. The inclination to portray women as 

ideal stems from the social and cultural context in which we reside. The pre-occupations with the ideal is what 

defines the goals of Hindi cinema. This ideal allows for only two types of women character – the good, who is 

to be idealized (Heroine) and the bad, who is to be demonized (Vamp).  

Later on we can see that in the most of the Hindi cinema women actors were just centerpieces, women were 

being just a glamour doll. It won’t be true to say that status of women has changed in Hindi films. But they do 

get more than just sing and dance kind of role. However, they are still signed on to create the dynamism factor 

in the story, dressed in meager clothes. However, trends are changing and nowadays, the present female breed 

in the industry are in the position to showcase maximum of their acting talents with movies like Parineeta. Even 

then, the male group who seem to have gained more importance than earlier. Actress/Heroines are seen more as 

item girls than actors. Some actress lead this change of direction, they have also appeared in strong and 

independent roles which for the same time being shifted the camera’s focus from the women’s body to her 

identity as an individual. There are some actresses like Rani Mukherji (Laga chunari me dag), Konkana Sen 

(Page 3, Mr. and Mrs Ayer), Vidya Balan (Dirty Girl and Kahani), Kareena Kapoor (Heroine). But then, it is 

always hero/actor who takes the credit and wins the race.  

III: Contribution of Women in Hindi Cinema 

‘Mother India’ starring Nargis is a classic example of the ‘rising’ of women on the silver screen. The 

contribution of women in Indian cinema behind the camera starts from the making of first cinema of India. Not 

on screen but off screen, it was Phalke’s wife who supported her husband for making first cinema. So birth of 

cinema was possible because of women. Today women are well-versed with the techniques of film-making; 

they are not just focusing on acting but also making films. The Indian film industry has seen the emergence of 

some critically and commercially appreciated female directors in last few years but the film business more or 

less remains dominated by their male counterparts. However, the scenario is bound to change as the indomitable 

spirit of female members of the film world is taking 'meaningful' strides in every direction. Fatima Begum is 

widely considered as the first female film director of India. Fatima Begum in 1922 BulbuleParistan and now 

later on there are the recent women directors- like Mira Nair and Deepa Mehta are leaving their impression on 

the world cinema map while Aruna Raje, Kalpana Lajmi, Tanuja Chandra, Pooja Bhat, Farah Khan, Zoya 

Akhtar, Gauri Shinde have also done their part to surface the mode for more women filmmakers in India, and 

now the future of female directors in Hindi cinema seems to be touching a new high soon.Cinema does mirror 

women’s reality; it does so through the various roles of women actors. From stereotypical self-suffering Sati-

Savitris, martyr moms and vamps, women in the cinema today are more flawed, more shaded and more real, 
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which is a good place to be. But does the initiation of women director’s change anything? There is a paradox 

that the item numbers despite women have contributed to cinemas agents- by directing films. Women directors 

can change the image of women on screen and off screen. There are few female directors who are working on 

these directions. 

Women directors often make women oriented films. There are many women centric films made by male 

directors also in the past and recent time. But today there are women-centric films with famous actress were the 

rare ones in which top actors, agreed to play secondary roles. For women directing has greater freedom and 

control over the medium than acting. There is the difference between men and women who make such films 

women centric films. Women directors can make women centric films and can change the image of women in 

Hindi cinema if she wants. Yet there are many women a director today such as Gauri Shinde (e.g. English 

Vinglish) is making women oriented cinema. So there is a paradox- we have the item numbers but we also have 

many women directors who are making their own films. We don’t need women directors for making only 

women oriented films. Not really in a way because we had Mother India-Mehboob Khan, Bandhini-Roy, 

Umbarta-Patel, Asthitiva- Manjrekar, all made by men.  

There are many film-makers who have reacted against the stereotypes set by mainstream Hindi cinema and have 

dared to explore subjects from the women’s perspective. Some innovative filmmakers have come up with 

contemporary films like ‘Sat Khoon Maaf’, ‘English Vinglish, ‘Kahaani’, ‘The Dirty Picture’, ‘Fashion’, 

‘Heroine’ and ‘No One Killed Jessica’ to prove that women too are more than capable of shouldering their 

film’s destiny. 

There has been a big change in Hindi cinema since 1990s the vamp has gone away. Item numbers enter films 

with the disappearance of the vamp. All item numbers are done by the leading female actors rather than say a 

Bindu or a Helen. Today heroines does all that a vamp traditionally did: wear provocative clothes, dance item 

numbers, smoke and drink. They had much more to do than most mainstream cinema makes them do today.  

Though there has been remarkable change in the mindset of filmmakers, many gender based issues are yet to be 

addressed. Item numbers that sexually objectify women do rattle a sane mind for all one gets to see are vulgar 

pelvic thrusts, just dressed women, unpleasant lyrics and embarrassed camera angles. Sexual objectification of 

women seems to be the new trend that Hindi cinema is now following. A woman is made to look like a mere 

piece of flesh or an item for publicity of the film. Women directors have also introduced item numbers like 

Farah Khan with Sheila in Tees Maar Khan. Not women as a majority use item girls in their film that is the 

difference between male director and women director. Women filmmakers can take the effort to associate 

qualities like intellect and decision making with female characters.  
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Film scholar and author Shoma Chatterji (Subject: Cinema, Object: Women, 1998)viii says, “Women in Hindi 

cinema have been decorative objects with rarely any sense of agency being imparted to them. Each phase of 

Hindi cinema had its own representation of women, but they were confined largely to the traditional patriarchal 

frame-work of the Indian society. The ordinary woman has hardly been visible in Hindi cinema”. These 

traditional images kept alive the notions of women as upholders of traditions, family bonding, thus depriving 

them of any sense of power and agency.  

IV: Conclusion 

Although woman in mainstream Hindi cinema has undergone so many changes in respect of dress code, body 

language, moral values, style in song and dance sequences, romantic scenes, but all are in surface level. The 

inherent characteristics of the basic role of “Kamini - Bharya -Ramani - Jaya” have not at all been changed. 

Whatever may the development at the outer sphere be as could be seen in the contemporary films; she has to 

submit herself to the patriarchy. Even she is not allowed to think or take any decision independently.  

I think we need to understand that there’s a very big responsibility of Hindi film makers on their shoulders 

whether they are male director or female director doesn’t matter, there main goal of making film is to entertain 

audience in large. More so, when film does well, it means people placed a certain faith on you and they are 

going to come on just that faith and you can’t let them down. So that is why since they take it seriously, you 

have to entertain them because they have come here for entertainment and you cannot misuse that 

responsibility. You can’t, just because you are in that position, or just because you are making films, you 

shouldn’t use that as a platform to spread things which are undesirable. Don’t use women only as item girl for 

entertainment; there are other shades of women that film-makers can use for the same purpose in Hindi cinema.  

 

As famous adage goes that behind all successful man there is a woman. I would like to say behind all creation 

or invention of the world there is men’s efforts with women’s essential contribution and women contribution is 

must. Without her lights, camera and action in the cinema world will be incomplete. From the beginning women 

are playing a very significant role since the first production of Indian cinema and still she is continuing her very 

important position in the world of Indian cinema. Hindi cinema has to create a separate and independent forum 

for women to help them realize their dreams. In cinema only end is not to entertain, it must begin a quest for 

social change through entertainment. Because it is a very important social media, it should come up with more 

progressive representations of women. Such portrayals would do justice to women and their role in the society. 

I conclude by saying that Women in Hindi cinema do not have only entertainment value; they do also have 

existential value. She is not just item girl, or object of entertainment. She has remarkable role in cinema.  She is 

also important factor in the world of cinema. She is backbone of cinema without her cinema is not only 
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incomplete but I think Hindi cinema cannot stand properly. It is high time women are given due respect rather 

than being shown in bad taste because this will only contribute towards degrading the standard of Indian cinema 

– which is now a celebrating 100 years. 
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The existential themes in South Indian cinema with special reference to Tamil & 
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“Thus, human existence--at least as long as it has not been neurotically distorted--is always directed to 

something, or someone, other than itself, be it a meaning to fulfill or another human being to encounter 

lovingly.”  Viktor E. Frankl, 2000, Man's Search for Ultimate Meaning. 

 

The Cinema has been the window to the world for not just whims and fantasies of the mind but also to remind 

us about the core existential meaning of our lives. Whether the message carried out is taken from the society or 

society takes much ideas from cinema is interestingly debatable. We find meaning in varied –relation, be it with 

spouse, child, nature, an animal or with oneself. In recent years, South Indian cinema especially -Tamil and 

Malayalam movies - have taken seriously on this aspect of philosophy to illustrate the point of meaningful 

existence and reflective way of life. Since it is a very powerful medium, it has successfully touched many hearts 

and we do see flow of change in attitude, mind set and behavior of people. Existentialism is not as easily 

definable as a philosophical system but we do understand it as a historical movement as well as an approach to 

philosophy connecting many thinkers. The key themes among them are individual & system; intentionality; 

being & absurdity; the nature of choice; freedom and so on. We also recognize words like, care, concern, 

freedom, love, passion death etc which are interwoven in the theories of existential thinkers. Existentialism is a 

twentieth century philosophy concerned with human existence, finding self, and the meaning of life through 

free will, choice and personal responsibility. 

  

Existentialism argues that we are born with no cause in this wild world, and that we have to make meaning for 

ourselves. Finding meaning and serious purpose for our existence has been our life long endeavor for beings. 

For a large part of history it was believed that everyone was born with a plan, purpose, and fate. Some of this 

came from religion and some of it came from Plato's theory of innate ideas. Plato said that everything had an 

essence (purpose), and that's why we know what something is. For example, a chair is a chair no matter what 

color or design it is because it innately has the essence of a chair. Like the chair, people have an essence before 

they come into this world. The  strong belief that people are constantly searching to find out who and what they 

are throughout life as they make choices based on their experiences, beliefs, and outlook, without the help of 

laws, ethnic rules, or traditions. So existence comes first, and then the essence is found later. Film, like many of 

the arts, often reflects many existential themes. Gaining insight into ourselves and being able to express this 
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with others through films has been the pivotal engagement of film makers- be it story writer, director or 

producer.  

The paper attempts to study this feature in south Indian cinema with special reference to Tamil movies and a bit 

on Malayalam cinema. In India regional cinemas are the key to the main Indian cinema. India is unique in its 

kaleidoscope of diverse languages and cultures and many wonderful movies are produced not only in the 

official languages of the state but also in  dialects which run in large number.  In South India we have great film 

productions in Telugu, Kannada, Tamil and Malayalam. Many social issues and economic problems have been 

the threads that connect all films made in regional languages. The cinemas of Kerala have achieved 

international recognition which we are aware is due to the work of Adoor Gopalakrishnan, G Aravindan and 

Shaji Karun.  Kerala’s literacy rate being the highest, we find there is a strong literary and theatre tradition that 

has helped in enhancing film culture.  Some of the best serious and artistic films can be seen in Malayalam. 

Adoor’s movies explore the concept of self and the struggle to adapt to changing social circumstances and other 

challenges. These are essentially dwelling on existential themes such searching for identity, knowing self, 

man’s sensitivity, anguish, desperation and so on.   

Unlike Malayalam movies, Tamil films are n not known for its seriousness nor being artistic. Most of them are 

sentimental and have ostensive link with politics. Among many noteworthy film makers   it is interesting to 

review films made by K Balachandar as they are distinctive in many ways. Mr. K Balachandar’s movies have 

always been not only thought provoking but also handles very hard to believe issues and concerns in 

interpersonal relations.  He has taken unique emotional problems which we undergo and has also given 

plausible solutions for the same. The South Indian film industry knows him as a master of unconventional 

themes and hard-hitting subject matters of contemporary time. His films analyze unusual or complicated 

interpersonal relationships and social themes. We also find such different and bold themes in ManiRatnam’s 

movies. Ratnam is also known for his "terrorism trilogy" consisting of Roja, Bombay and Dil Se. He is widely 

credited with having revolutionized the Tamil film industry and altering the profile of Indian cinema. An 

attempt is made to make observations on the difficulty in understanding existential themes through cinematic 

medium where it has to emerge out of the collective efforts of many. Freedom is basic to existentialist 

understanding of human nature because it underlies our ability to choose. People are free to choose among 

alternatives and therefore have a large role in shaping their destinies. With freedom, we must also accept the 

responsibility for directing our lives. Freedom and responsibility go hand in hand. Such concepts are close to 

many film makers to pass on the message to the mass.  

Much of the Tamil movies of K. Balachandar reflect existential and psychological themes. His selection in 

handling issues both social and cultural is really stunning.  His film, Thaneer Thaneer (water- water) has been 

acclaimed as heralding the maturity of Tamil cinema. It narrates the desperate efforts of the villager who has 
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been given false promises by politicians and great hope by police to get water.  The role of a committed refugee 

then takes the initiative to dig a well but all in vain due to severe interference from the authorities. M.G 

Ramchandran, the then Chief Minister tried to ban the film.  The truth expressed in the film was too real to 

believe. 

In Thaneer, he was crafting an allegory to poverty and stardom in a state where poverty exists seamlessly with a 

fanatical devotion for movie stars. It also seemed too many were political-cinema fraternity which fuels its 

imagery, while for the most part the population is deprived of the most basic needs.  Experience suggests there 

may be less than what meets the eye. Though the symbolism appeared very natural and purposeful yet in an 

interview, KB has been known to confess that symbolisms that film theorists have found in his films were often 

‘news’ to him. For him, pitching the film to an audience was paramount. The core existential imagery was well 

brought out intentionally or unintentionally.  

K B  pursued the criticism of Tamil politics in a   derisive drama depiction,  the condition of life in post 

independent India in   Achamilai achamilai (  Nothing to fear ) In Tamilnadu there is uniqueness that  lies in the 

bonding of cinema and politics.  They influence each other   so much so that popular actor /actress MGR and 

Jayalalita have moved to active politics, after a successful career in films .In other states  one finds  film stars  

getting  to Rajyasabha – Member of Parliament  or Mayor   but these  two stars won the hearts of people to 

become chief Minister 

Achamilai is a story of a woman whose husband becomes a corrupt politician- swindling, cheating and growing 

rich deceitfully. She kills him as he unveils the portrait of Mahatma Gandhi in public. What an irony!!  As Yun 

Thoraral says –“The film is full of visual symbols, less political than moral and somewhat Manic heist a 

technique very dear to Tamil propaganda film tradition.”  KB‘s vast canopy of ideas and themes are incredible.  

His movie Sindhu bairavi resonate the ragas of carnatic music. In this movie, though the predominance is of 

music yet it shapes a new bond which shakes the traditional wedlock. When music is the back bone and heart 

beat to a man and a woman can that relation bring meaning to extra marital affair? However when they are not 

certainly seeking lust, passion or sex. Existential meaning in love, care, concern and freedom…. all find 

expression in his story building, theme, also portrayed in a subtle way in his brilliant direction.  

Likewise, KB’s approach to a woman’s sexuality is also complicated. When the society was still struggling to 

acknowledge and appreciate man woman relation beyond socially suitable norm KB emerges with a bold step in 

some of his films. He did receive much encomiums and kudos for approaching seemingly taboo themes such as 

a younger man falling in love with an older man in Apoorva Ragangal, the love life of a prostitute in 

Arangetram, and an unwitting mistress in Sindhu Bhairavi. This approach to each is fascinating because his 

moral position is never exactly clear, and each of the women enjoys an eventual retribution. The complexity in 
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relation especially to highlight sexuality is certainly a difficult task.  He never aimed at being judgmental nor 

giving any new moral standards. Through our self-awareness, we choose our actions, and therefore we can 

create our own destiny. 

 Regarding Malayalam movies, their production has become one of the privileged places for the development of 

Indian art house cinema, making Kerala only Indian state in which commercial production and serious films 

coexist harmoniously. “With  two clearly demarcates tendencies, with the latter making the most  of the 

dynamism of a remarkable network of films societies, a breeding ground for potential film makers,” says Yun 

Thoraral. Malayalam cinema owes a lot to its rich tradition of Kerala in art, literature, theatre, music dance etc. 

Among the films produced in southern peninsula of our country we find Malayalam movies find significance to 

human existence and its connotation in their survival. Social issues, political concerns, economic conflicts are 

also depicted in a realistic manner in many movies. Pranaym is a film which brings a story about a couple who 

had separated but their reunion depicts revival of love, care and concern for each other albeit they have their 

own respective families. The existentialist position in this film encourages the idea of increasing one's self 

awareness. This leads to an emphasis on choice and responsibility and to view that a worthwhile life is one that 

is authentic, honest, and genuine. It takes courage to discover our center of our being and to learn how to live 

from the inside. Existential anxiety, which is basically a consciousness of our own freedom, is an essential part 

of living; as we increase our awareness of the choices available to us; we also increase our awareness of the 

consequences of these choices. Existential guilt is an anxiety one is aware of when having evaded a 

commitment. In one's personal strivings to survive, anxiety must be confronted as an inevitable part of the 

living. 

In the movie Spirit, the story revolves around a freelance journalist, Mr Raghunandan, a  writer and talk show 

personality trying to shake all those who bring malice to society . Though he too is a compulsive alcoholic, yet 

manages to keep his lifestyle high and social circle updated.  At the end his transformation gathers momentum 

and having changed one alcoholic whose story he narrates in his talk show called “Show the spirit”.  This 

enables many to see the light at the end of the tunnel. Each individual as existentialist say are in search of self, 

have quest for existence and seek meaning to their lives. To the existentialist, it is important that we be aware of 

death. It does not view death negatively but holds that awareness of death as a basic human condition gives 

importance to living. Strangely the fear of death and the fear of life are related. The fear of death looms over 

those of us who are afraid to participate fully in life. In this movie the death of his friend brings much awaited 

transformation in Raghu.  Such subtle messages are beautifully conveyed here. The powerful lines in the film 

are poignant indeed which bring warmth to the cockles of the heart. The  various relationship  like  between 

man and woman as couple, as friends and two men as friends,  father and son  are all very moving  and 

portrayed  so beautifully  and far  away from sentimentalism. During the talk show he says “you become   your 
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own savior”.  Change is indeed wonderful but the need to change must come within. The women who have 

become sex product are not safe even in homes, as she is being hunted all over the places. This shakes the pillar 

called culture which holds Kerala firmly says the hero. As the curtains come down, the song goes “  from the 

glass house let us fly to  the beautiful days on the earth”  Yes it’s time for us to fly from our glass homes and 

move freely and   sour high … Existentialists constantly search for meaning in life but often never find it.  It’s 

the process of searching that gives our lives meaning. Is it not? 
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‘SyaamacaI Aa[-’ hI saanao gaur]jaI ilaiKata vyai@taica~aNaatmak  kxadMbarI Aaho. yaa kxadMbarIvar AaQaairta  ‘SyaamacaI Aa[ -’ ha Aacaaya- A~aoinaima-ta va 
idgdiSa-ta ica~apaT [.xsana. 1953 maQyao pa`diSa-ta Jaalaa. kxadMbarIcaa ‘ica~apaT’ banaNyaacyaa maaQyamaantar pa`ik̀xyaomaQyao Jaalaolao badla laXaata GaoNao ha yaa 
inabaMQaacaa {_oSa Aaho. yaa badlaaMmaagaIla saamaaijak, rajakxIya kxarNaaMcaa maagaaovaahI yaa inabaMQaata GaoNao AiBapàota Aaaho. Aqaa -ta, ‘SyaamacaI Aa[ - ’ yaa 
kxadMbarIcyaa inavaodkxacaa dRiYTkxaona AaiNa ‘SyaamacaI Aa[ -’ yaa ica~apaTacyaa inavaodnaacao taM~a yaaMmaQaIla badlaamauLo yaa maaQyamaaMtarata Jaalaolao badla yaoqao 
taaOlainak paataLIvar ivacaarata Gyaava o laagataIla. 
 
‘SyaamacaI Aa[ -’ yaa kxadMbarIcaI paihlaI AavaR<aI 1935 maQyao pa`isaw JaalaI.yaa kxadMbarIcaa inavaodk  Syaama ha baocaaLIsa ra~aI Aapalyaa Aa[-cyaa AazvaNaI 
kxqana krtaao. pa`tyaok  ra~aI taao ek ek AazvaNa saaMgataao,tyaa maaQyamaataUna t yaacyaa Aa[-cyaa svaBaavaacao ica~aNa kxrtaao.kxadMbarIcyaa SaovaTI Syaamacyaa Aa[ -
cao,tasaoca tyaacyaa saMpaUNa - kuxTuMbaacao ek saMskxarica~a {Bao rahatao. Aa[-caa maihmaa ho yaa kxqanaacao saU~a Aaho. ho saU~a Gao{]na Aa[ -cyaa AazvaNaI kxqana 

kxrNaa%yaa Syaama yaa inavaodkxacyaa dRiYTkxaonaataUna ho dSa -na GaDtao. svaaBaaivakxca,Syaamacao svaBaava ica~aNahI kxadMbarIta GaDtao. 

Aa[-caa maihmaa hoca saU~a Gao{]na ‘SyaamacaI Aa[ -’ yaa ica~apaTacaI inaima -taI 1953 maQyao JaalaolaI Aaho. maa~a ho saU~a ica~apaTata AiQak vyaapak  haota gaolaolao 
idsatao. yaacao pa`mauKa kxarNa mhNajao ,ha ica~apaT svaataM~yaao<ar kxalaKaMDataIla Asalaa tarI ica~apaTata saakxarlaolaa kx alaKMaD svaataM~yapaUva - kxaL Aaho. 
svaataM~yapaUva - kxaLataIla BaartaIya AaiNa ivaSaoYata: marazI manaavar iTLkxaMcyaa svadoSaIcaa pa`Baava haotaa. svaataM~yaacyaa laZyaata sahBaagaI haoNyaasaazI 

iTLkxaMnaI janataolaa koxlaolao Aavaahna AaiNa svaataM~yaakxaMXaonao Baaravalaolaa BaartaIya samaaja hI paaSva -BaUmaI ica~apaTataIla kxqaanakxalaa laaBalaI Aaho. 

 ica~apaTacaa inavaodk  Syaama (saanao gaur]jaI)1927 saalaI naaiSak  yaoqaIla maQyavata -I- kxaragaRhamaQaIla  kOxVaMnaa Aapalyaa Aa[-cyaa AazvaNaI kxqana kxrtaao. 
‘Aa[ - maaJaa gaur}, Aa[- kxlpatar}! sauKaacaa saagar},Aa[- maaJaI!!...’Asao mhaNata, BaavavyaakuxL Syaama Aapalyaa  Aa[-cyaa AazvaNaI jaagavataao. ica~apaTata  
yaoqao Fla^Saba^k  taM~aacaa vaapar inavaodkxanao koxlaa Aaho. paihlyaaca dRSyaamaQyao,Syaamacao dSa -na pa`oXakxaMnaa haotao tao AajaInao lapavaUna zovalaolao  KaaVpadaqa-  caaor}na 
Kaataanaa!  Syaamacaa KaaoDkxrpaNaa saUicata kxr}na tyaacyaaivaYayaI pao`XakxaMcyaa manaata AaOtsau@ya jaagaivalao jaataanaac a Syaamacyaa  SaaLotaIla pa`saMgaataUna tyaacaa 
baaNaodarpaNaa AaiNa svadoSaaiBamaana  yaaMcao  dSa -na GaDivalao jaatao.  maUL kxadMbarIpaoXaa ica~apaTataIla GaTnaa pa`saMga pa`caarkxIxqaaTacao haotaata. [Mga`jaaMcao 

laaMgaulacaalana kxrNaa%yaa maastaraMnaa zNakxavaUna saaMgaNyaacao QaaDsa SyaamamaQyao Aaho. tyaamauLo iTLkxMacao naava GaoNyaasa taao Gaabarta naahI. 

 dusa%yaa ekxa pa `saMgaata, Syaama [Mga`jaaMcaI gaulaamaigarI patkxrNaa%yaa maastaraMvar baihYkxar TakxNyaasaazI sava - maulaaMnaa ekx~a kxrtaao,tasaoca C~apataI 
iSavaajaI maharaja AaiNa laaokxmaanya iTLk  yaaMcaa jayajayakxar krtaao. svadoSaIcaa pa`saar kxrNyaacyaa AaraopaamauLo Syaamacyaa vaiDlaaMnaa ATk  haoNyaacaa 
AaiNa SyaamanaohI tyaacyaa vagaa -paurtaI CaoTISaI baMDKaaorI kxrNyaacaa pa`saMga pa`oXakxaMcyaa manaata svaataM~yaakxaMXaa jaagaivaNaara Aaho. [Mga`jaaMcaI la acaarI 
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patkxrNaa%yaa maastaraMcao ica~aNahI ivaSaoYa laXaNaIya koxlaolao idsatao. ho maastar  laMgaDo , cakxNao, data ivacakUxna hsaNaaro ,SaaLotalyaa  iBaMtaIvar pacaapacaa 

qauMkxNaaro ,vaga- saaoDUna SaaOcaasa jaaNaaro , vagaa -var Aijabaata taabaa nasaNaaro  Asaoca saakxarlao Aahota.  

yaaca baraobarInao [Mga`jaaMcaa paurskxar kxrNaaro, [Mga`jaaMMmauLoca AapaNa isqar AayauYya jagaU SakUU  ASaI QaarNaa AsaNaaro pauraiNak bauvaa h o paa~a hI yaaojalao Aaho. 
Syaama tar tyaaMnaa vaoDavaUna daKavataao; tyaaMcaI iKallaI {Dvataao. ‘jao httao kxaLacao zayaI...pauZca o kxahI Aazvata naahI,!!’ Asao mhNaUna   tyaaMnaa 
iKajavataao.[Mga`jaI sattaota KauYa rahaNaara, tyaaMcyaakxDo  BaartaIyaaMcyaa tak̀xarI kxrNaara maarvaaDI AaiNa tyaacaI Syaam acyaa SaaLota iSakxNaarI maulao hI 

mhNaUnaca Syaamacyaa TIkoxcaa ivaYaya haotaanaa idsataata.     

var {llaoiKalaolyaa yaa paa~aaMcyaa saMdBaa-ta ek gaaoYT naaoMdvaayalaa hvaI taI hI kxI hI paa~ao kadMbarIta yaa pa`kxaro yaota naahIta. ikMxbahunaa,Syaamacaa ha 
[Mga`jaaMivar]wcaa laZa kxadMbarIta yaotaca naahI. ica~apaTata yaa saMdBaa-ta jao Syaamacao vata-na Aapalyaalaa idsatao , tao kxadMbarItaIla Syaamacao vata -na naahI. saanao 
gaur]jaI inaima-ta Syaama AaiNa Aacaaya- A~ao inaima-ta Syaama yaaMcao vata -na AaiNa svaBaava yaa AqaI - vaogaLo Aahota.ica~apaTata yaaojalaolaa kxaL ha svaataM~yapaUva- 
kxaL Aaho. ha kxaL saakxarNyaasaazI yaa GaTnaaMcao {payaaojana A~ao yaaMnaI koxlao Asao mhNaNao {icata zrNaar naahI.kxarNa, A~ao yaaMcaI dRYTI yaa 
ica~apaTacyaa  maaQyamaataUna  kxahI AiQak  saMagaU paahata haotaI. SyaamacaI Aa[ - tyaalaa vyaapak  pa`omaacaI iSakxvaNa dota Asao. Aapalyaa kuxTuMbaapalaIkDo 
pa`aiNamaa~aaMvar, doSaavar pa`oma kxrayalaa itanao Syaamalaa iSakxvalao.Aapalyaa maataRBaUmaIvar ABaMga pa`oma k rNyaacaI iSakxvaNa A~ao yaa ic a~apaTacyaa inaimattaanao 

dotaata.  

yaa ica~apaTataIla mauKya AvakxaSa ha Aa[-cyaa AazvaNaIMnaI vyaapalaolaa Aaho.maUL laoKanaata baocaaLIsa ra~aIMcyaa inaimattaanao baocaaLIsahUna AiQak  
pa`saMgaaMmaQaUna Syaamacyaa Aa[-cao svaBaavaica~a saakxartao. Aa[-nao Aapalyaa maulaaMvar kxsao saMskxar kravaota ,yaacaa vastaupaazca yaa pa`saMgaaMcyaa maaQyamaataUna maUta -  
haotaao. ho sava-ca pa`saMga ica~apaTamaQyao saakxarNao Sa@ya naahI. svaaBaaivakxca ,yaoqao kxadMbarItaIla zLk  paMcavaIsa ek  GaTnaaMcaI  ina vaD kxr}na tyaaWaro ‘Aa[-’ 
saakxar haotaanaa idsatao. Aa[-cao ho saMskxarica~a {Bao rahaNyaasaazI  A~ao yaaMnaI  inavaDlaolyaa  yaa GaTnaaMcaa  ivacaar koxlyaasa jaaNavaNaara ivaSaoYa  mhNajao 
ho sava-ca pa`saMga pa`oXakxaMcyaa manaacaa zava GaoNaaro, tyaaMnaa BaavavyaakUxL  banaivaNaaro ,Syaama AaiNa tyaacaI Aa[ - yaa daohaoMcyaa ivaYayaI sahanauBaUtaI inamaa -Na 
kxrNaaro pa`saMga inavaodkxanao inavaDlao Aahota.svaaBaaivakxca  ica~apaTataIla sava -ca paa~ao kRxYNa Qavala r}paata rMgavalaolaI Aahota, Asao idsatao.  tyaaWaro Aa[ - yaa 

paa~acao {dattaIkxrNa saaQalao Aaho Asao mhNataa yao[-la. 

xivaSaoYata: Syaamacyaa manaataIla  saMvaodnaSaIlataa japata, vaRiwMgata kxrta Aa[ -nao tyaalaa sausaMskxairta  kxrNao hI pa`ik̀xyaa yaa pa`saMgaaMtaUna {lagaDlaI jaa[-la 
ASaI pa`saMga yaaojanaa ho yaa ica~apaTacao vaoooOiSaYTya mhNa Una naaoMdvaavao laagaola. ‘paayaalaa GaaNa laagaU nayao mhNaUna japataaosa,taSaI manaalaa GaaNa laagaU nayao mhNaUna 
japa hao...’Asao Anamaaola {padoSaaMcao baaLkxDU yaa pa`saMgaica~aNaataUna vya@ta haotao taovha pa`oXakxaMcyaa  manaacaa vaoQ a Gaotao. ho ivaivaQa pa`saMga svaaiBamaana,saaoiSakxtaa, 

japata maataRHdyaata AKaMDpaNao KaLaLNaa%yaa vaatsalyaacyaa  Ja%yaacao dSa -na GaDvataata. 

pa`saMgaaoicata BaavavaRttaI inamaa-Na kxrNyaata yaa ica~apaTataIla gaaNyaaMcaa vaaTahI maaolaacaa Aaho. ‘BarjarI ga ipat aaMbar  idlaa fxaDUna...’ yaa saarKao gaaNao pauraNa 
kxqaocyaa maaQyamaataUna pa`omaBaava saucaivatao.tar ‘naIja naIja maaJyaa baaLa, kxr} nakxao icaMtaa’, ‘gaaokuxLata KaaSaI ta U dhI,dUQa,laaoNaI’, ‘GanadaT ranaI vaaho 
JauLuJauLu paaNaI ’,yaaMsaarKaI gaaNaI Syaamacyaa Aa[-cyaa manaataIla SyaamaivaYayaIcaI kxaLjaI, ijavhaLa, vaatsalya ,kxr]Naa yaa BaavanaaMbaraobarInaoca itacyaa 

manaataIla AKMaD Bai@taBaava AaiNa parmaoSvarazayaIcaI Ea`wa yaaMcao saamaqyaa -nao dSa-na GaDivataata. 

kxadMbarItaIla kxahI GaTnaa ica~apaTata saakxartaanaa tyaa pa`taIkxatmak  r}paata saakxartaata.{dahrNaaqa -, ica~apaTacyaa saur]vaataIlaa saanao gaur]jaI yaaMcaa 
AQaa-kRxtaI pautaLa saakxartaanaa gaa[-cyaa hMbarNyaacaa Aavaaja paaEva -BaUmaIvar yaotaao.tar, SaovaTI Aa[-cyaa inaQanaacao vaRtta kxLlyaanaMtar GarakDo Qaava GaoNaara 
Syaama idsataao. ‘Aa[ - mhNauina kxaoiNa Aa[-sa hak  maarI’ ho gaaNao eokU  yaotaanaa icamaNaInao ipalaaMnaa BarivaNao,gaa[ -cao vaasar},ku~aI va bakxrI yaaMcaI ipalao dUQa 
ipaNao hI dRSyao idsataata.vaatsalyaBaavaacyaa yaa {GaD ica~aaMtaUna pa`oXakxaMcyaa BaavanaaMnaa hata Gaatalaa jaataao. taatkxailak  pairNaama saaQaNyaacyaa dRYTIna o taI 

{payau@ta zrta AsalaI tarI tyaataUna dUrgaamaI pairNaama saaQalaa jaata naahI.  

kxadMbarI kxqanaacaa kxaL AaiNa ica~apaTinaima-taIcaa kxaL yaa daona kxaLataIla saamaaijak , saaMskRxitakx, rajakxIya pairisqataItaIla fxrk  AaiNa daona 

maaQyamaaMcyaa inaima -itapàik̀xyaomaagaIla hotaUtaIla fxrk  laXaata Gaotaa ica~apaTacao Baavanaolaa Aavhana doNyaacao saamaqya - mhNaUna varIla mau_o laXaNaIya zrtaata.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

kxadMbarIcao maaQyamaaMtar mhNaUna tayaar haoNaara ica~apaT hI tyaa idgdSa-kxacaI ‘svataM~a’ inaima -taI mhNaUna ivacaarata Gaotalyaasa yaa ivavaocanaata saUicata koxlaolyaa               

mayaa-daMcaI Qaar baaoqaT hao[-la hohI yaqao Aavaja-Una namaUd kxravaosao vaaTtao. 
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 paihlyaavaihlyaa ‘raYT/pataI sauvaNa - padkxa’caa sanmaana imaLalaolaa ‘SyaamacaI Aa[ -’ ha paihlaaca marazI ica~apaT 2014maQyao Aapalyaa sauvaNa - padkxacaI 
YaYz\yabdI saajarI kxrNaar Aaho. marazI manaavar saaz vaYao - AiQarajya gaajaivaNaa%yaa yaa ica~apaTacyaa saamaqya - mayaa-daMcaa yaa inabMaQaacyaa inaima<aanao maagaaovaa 

GaotaaGaotaa, ica~apaTsaRYTIcyaa Satak mahaotsavaI vaYaa -ta tyaacaI smaRtaI jaagaivaNao ho {icataca zrola. 

 

SOCIO – ETHICAL ISSUES IN MARATHI CINEMA 

Sharmila Virkar, K.J.Somaiya College of Arts and Commerce 

 

                            As stated in the abstract, the Marathi film industry is one of the oldest of all Indian film 

industries. “Raja Harishchandra”, as we all know, was the first silent film of India released on 3rd May, 2013. 

It was directed by Dadasaheb Phalke with the help of Marathi crew. “Ayodhyecha Raja”, directed by 

Dadasaheb Torane, was the first talkie Marathi film released in 1932. I wish to make a point that Marathi films 

have been taking the cognizance of social reality and, at times, have taken up ethical issues as well. Pre-

independent era is marked by the legendary films like Raja Harishchandra, Ayodhyecha Raja, 

Sreepundalik(1912), Satyavan Savitri(1914) or Shreekrishnajanma(1918). However, in the next wave, the 

Marathi cinema depicted contemporary social reality aiming at creating awareness and sensitization regarding 

socio-ethical issues. The concern for the plight of women can easily be discerned. The titles such as 

“Bandini”,”Ekti”, Manini”, “Sangtye Aika” are a few instances which speak volumes. The very titles “Aai 

Kuna Mhanu me”, “Shejari”, “Brahmachari”, “Garibagharchi Lek”, “Gruhadevta”, “Aaliya Bhogasi”, 

“Yashoda” , “Laxmi Aali Ghara” and “Kunku” are suggestive of  their themes. All of these centre around 

domestic life and the role or status of women.  

               In the post-independent era “Shyamchi Aai” (1953) by P.K.Atre was a milestone in many ways. It 

was the first film to win Golden Lotus (Swarna Kamal) Award for the best film at the National level.  It was 

also awarded with the President’s Gold Medal for the All-India Best Feature Film. “Shyamchi Aai” has shaped 

young minds for generations. The moral lessons, imparted here, are learnt not only by Shyam but also by every 

sensitive child. Values such as Non-violence, Academic excellence, Simplicity, Equality, Tolerance, Self-

reliance, Non-stealing, Confession in case of stealing, Celibacy, dignity of Labour, Love, Compassion, 

Courage( Forbearance as well as Valour) get inculcated in young impressionable minds through episodes. 

“Shyamchi Aai” is known for its value-system centering around family life of which mother is the centre whose 

focus is her children. No wonder it is described as “Matrupremache Mahanmangal Stotra” which inspires us 

to uphlold and stand by principles chosen in spite of hardships. The emphasis was on cherishing strong family 

bonds. It brings out the need to maintain not only human relationships but also having harmonious relationship 

with nature. There are anecdotes envisaging the organic relationship with the environment.  

                This conservative ethos was cherished in almost all movies.”Shevgyachya Shenga”, “Pathlag”, 

“Gharkul”,“Jagachya Pathivar”, “Madhuchandra”,”Lakhachi Goshta”, “Pinjara”, “Samna”, “Ashtavinayak”, 
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“Amhi Jato Amuchya Gaavaa,” are some of the outstanding films in the post-independent era. However, 

“Umbartha” (1981) has carved niche for itself. It is a blow to the long-cherished value of motherhood. 

              “Umbartha” (Threshold) directed by Jabbar Patel, brought out effectively the passion of a woman 

named Sulabha Mahajan, to bring out social change. Given the joint family and the strong support system to 

take care of her young daughter, the lady happens to de-glorify the role of mother and crosses the threshold 

to bring out the desired institutional change.  She works with full honesty ceaselessly, devotionally but on each 

front gets defeated. With this disheartened mind she returns home only to find that she has lost not only the 

daughter but also husband in the sense that she has no place in their lives. The woman with independent identity 

does not wish to continue and immediately, crosses the threshold, leaves the home and steps in the world 

outside, rejecting the traditional   familial ethos along with motherhood. Here is the woman struggling to be an 

instrument of social change. She is willing to sacrifice personal life only to play causal role to improve the 

quality life of others in the society at large. Attempts to give up self-interests for the wider community are 

shown to meet with failure. But from the socio-ethical perspective, the movie is a landmark as the setting is no 

more a woman trapped in family-situations but a woman stepping in the world outside with determination and 

sincerity of purpose. 

                Though there are a number of films exploring feminisic concerns and commitments, Marathi 

cinema is not confined to the suffering of women. It has taken the cognizance of human suffering.  

“Mahananda,” “Jogva” and “Natarang” voices the victimizations of certain sections on the pretext of social 

customs and traditions. “Shapit”, e .g. embodies suffering due to exploitation of not only women but also of 

men who are bonded labourers. Suffering is the central part of life at all times and at stages. “22 June 1897” is 

historically as well as culturally significant landmark in Marathi Cinema. “Shwaas” is unique in many ways. It 

is also the movie depicting medical fraternity, with counselors, helping the needy in every possible manner. The 

Senior citizens are taken for granted by their children.  As a result, old   are dictated by their working children 

who use parents conveniently without having any regard for parental feelings.  Parents long to spend the 

evenings of life together.  Their longings are expressed in “Too tithe Mee”. (I’ll be where you are). “Gandha” is 

a unique film as it is about the capacity to smell. “Devrai” is about the schizophrenics whereas “Chaukat Raja” 

captures the lives of mentally challenged lot. Here a homemaker, in spite of objections raised, keeps on taking 

care of her friend from childhood who becomes a moron. In “Nivdung”, the struggle of newcomers in film 

industry is shown dramatically. 

                  Themes dealing with issues related to education are explored in “Dahavi Pha”, “Shikshanacyha 

Aaycha Gho”, “Nishani Dava Angatha” and “Shaalaa”. Political scenario is depicted in movies like “Sinhasan” 

and “Davpech”. The recently released movie “Aajcha Divas Maazaa” portrays a day in the life of a chief 

minister manifesting humane face of administration. Living ethical issues like Euthanasia, Surrogacy, IVF 
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techniques have appeared in Marathi cinema specifically in “Sukhanta”, “Mala Aai Vhaychay”. 

“Dhyasaparva” reflects the attempts made by R.D.Karve to introduce the concept of family-planning to the 

society a century back. “Nital” stands for the pangs of those who suffer from Leukoderma. “Kaydyacha 

Bola”and “Agabai Arechcha” are socially oriented but present issues in humourous way.   “Deool” depicts the 

commercialization of religion whereas “Moraya” brings out the rivalry between two Ganeshotsav Mandals. 

“Aanandache Ankaganit”, “Taryanche bet”, “One room kitchen” points to the shortcomings of hedonistic 

pursuits, materialistic lifestyle and consumerism. 

                 I would like to make a special mention of “Satchya Aat Gharat” (2007). It highlights the life of 

adolescents. Life is, in their opinion for enjoyment, fun and frolic. “Eat,drink and be merry” is their philosophy 

of life. At such young age, the repercussions are not realized. But when they fall prey to situations, either they 

break down or break the records. Both possibilities are shown in this film remarkably. The message delivered is 

that conventional wisdom lies in following the Aristotelian Rule of Golden Mean or “Ati Sarvatra Varjayet”.  

              “Dombivali Fast”, however, questions middle-class norms, Bourgeois mentality and “Shyamchi 

Aai”ethos. The hero Madhav Apte, an extremely sincere, kind-hearted, soft-minded Dombivalikar cannot 

tolerate injustice anymore and acts lawlessly. Ultimately, he loses life and even while dying he keeps on 

pitiably seeking the Window Seat (A coveted seat). He has to live and die alone because of his insistence on the 

purity of means.   

              The latest movie “Kokanastha”is, however, an antidote to “Dombivali Fast”. Here, the hero is 

matured in every way. He is helped by all sorts of people and they fight injustice together. No wonder, their 

fight ends successfully. Thus, Marathi Chinema    has travelled a long way taking various twists and turns. 

There are movies capturing the lives of Shivajimaharaj,Veer Savarkar, Sambhajimaharaj, Tukaram, Gora 

Kumbhar, Gadgemaharaj.   Even in recent times, we find character-based movies like Balagandharva, Sant 

Tukaram, not only Babasaheb Ambedkar but also “Ramabai Bhimrao Ambedkar”, Sindhutai Sapkal and Sant 

Sakhu. “Smrutichitre”,  “Zunj”, “Jait Re Jait”, “Chaani”, “Ek Hota Vidhushak” “Nidaan” “Ratra-Arambha”, 

“Atmavishwas”, “Astittva”, “Kalat-nakalat”, “Mumbai-Pune-Mumbai”, “Eka Lagnachi Dusari Goshta”,“Shevri 

“Sarinvar Sari”, “Mukta”, “Gharabaher”, “Not Only Mrs. Raut” “Vaastupurusha”, “Valu”, “Gabhricha Paus”, 

“Kaka-sparsha”, “Shyamche Vadeel” “Harishchandrachi Factory” are those movies which have left indelible 

mark on Marathi audience.  

              I do not claim in any way that this list is exhaustive. It is just suggestive. Right from the last century, 

different social problems are tackled in the films. I am neither an expert nor a scholar nor even a student of Film 

Studies nor do I know much about Film-culture. However, I ventured to write a paper because I have watched 

certain movies passionately. I have not taken the cognizance of all Marathi films and have preferred to 
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concentrate only on certain films. Actually there are so many Marathi movies which need attention and 

consideration in the seminar on 100 years of Indian Cinema. It is just glimpse of enriched film industry. It is 

rich as far as the diversity of themes is concerned. Yet, it is not mere diversity. I want to emphasize that it is 

gradual development of the perspective  aiming at the sensitization which, according to me, is a salient feature 

of Marathi Cinema.  I may conclude with a remark that with the passage of time Marathi Cinema has evolved 

providing education rather than mere entertainment. That is why I have selected only those films for elaboration 

which are rich in content and have contemporary relevance. 

 

Indian Diaspora in Indian Cinema 

Dr. Vatika Sibal, Department of Sociology, St. Andrew’s College 
vatika_15@rediffmail.com 

  

Introduction:  

The migration and return migration among members of Indian diaspora is a recent phenomenon. There have 

been many films that relate to the experiences of emigrants and their return.  The films portray their success and 

failures, some films even portray the return of the individual. The return is symbolic of the struggles of the 

returnee as they have their own stories to say. All this is related to their identity. According to Stuart Hall the 

diaspora identities are those who are constantly producing and reproducing themselves to make new thorough 

transformation and differences.  In this way identities are created through history and transformed through 

history as a result of ruptures and discontinuities (Woodward, 1997). Diaspora is not an accomplished fact; 

rather it’s a production which has several problems. This paper focus on the identity of the return migrant, 

attempts to outline the problem of such representation.  The returnee is a small part of the heterogeneous and 

evolving diaspora community.  In many cases the migration and return migration are captured in individualistic 

studies or abstracts of economic models of push and pull factors. In simple words, the focus is on macro level 

experiences and larger economic consequences. Sometimes the focus is on ‘those who did not make it’ (Kapur, 

2010). There could be variety of reasons as to why the individual didn’t make it.  Despite the multiplicity of 

perspectives through which the returnee can be envisaged, we persist on the conventional lens. The economic 

reason underlines the returnee is usually silenced and suppressed. Therefore through the medium of cinema one 

has an appropriate tool of representation of migration and return on one hand and the problems they face on the 

other. 

Role of Cinema: 

The vital role played by cinema with the regard to diaspora has been realized by many sociologists. Patricia 

Uberoi identifies the role that Indian films play in explaining the concerns of everyday life and how they use 

strategies in resolving many conflicts. She explains the role of cinema as a social medium to highlight features 

of social life. Films have provided an idealized universe that reflects the values, beliefs and identity of the 

nation. This is reflected in diaspora related to cinema such as marriage, love, relationship and marriage. The 

notion of nationhood is closely linked to loyalty upholding the country’s identity. It helps to develop the 

Indianess and develop a sense of morality. Two films Dilwale Dulhaniya Le Jayenge and Pardes exhibit how to 

mailto:vatika_15@rediffmail.com
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discipline desire and Indian social reality.  But cinema as a powerful tool for experiences few filmmakers have 

realized or been able to give a platform to the return migrant in order to understand what it means to come back 

home. This could be due to the focus is on emigrant identity and resort to stereotyped categorization of the 

return migrant. Nevertheless cinema thus focus on return or coming back home and projects experiences of the 

migrant and analyses the nuances of the representations. 

Cinema looks at coming back home in two ways. The first stresses on the need to return to homeland as the 

films speak of the greatness of the country, upholding patriotism and the urge for the emigrant to return. 

Sometimes they even highlight the plight of the emigrants abroad and the social cultural problems faced by 

those who leave home. In other words they glorify the return as opposed to the trials of living away from home. 

This was an attempt in the 1960s and 1970s that explained the diaspora as a homogeneous community living 

away.  

The second way that cinema looked at coming back were the experiences after the return. They seek to answer 

the questions on the actual lived experiences of the return in terms of lifestyle and ideological changes. Cinema 

seeks to emphasize on the implications of the return not only for the emigrant but also for the family and the 

neighbourhood. Cinema tries to present the voices of people within these contexts. 

To explain these two situations very clearly five films have been taken over four decades of mainstream cinema. 

i. Des Pardes, ii. Purab aur Paschim, iii. Dilwale Dulhaniya Le Jayenge, iv. Pardes, v. Swades. 

There is common thread that binds these films therefore they are selected. Firstly they constitute small group of 

films that attempt to look at migrant and return migrants with their dynamics and consequences of the return for 

the individual returnee. The films relate stories of a variety of emigrants from different social, economic, 

regional, linguistic and cultural backgrounds corresponding to both old and new diaspora. What links them is 

the immense level of popularity they have achieved in terms not only in terms of commercial success in India 

and abroad but the levels they have influenced Indian audience.  The popularity has not diminished on any 

grounds despite being denied the tag of authenticity and realism. 

The films aimed to create ‘idealism’ about homeland by idealizing return and it also focused on the experiences 

of the returnee. State policy towards Indian diaspora post- independence underwent a sharp change in the 1970s 

and 1990s. In an effort to consolidate a new nation, focus shifted from Indians abroad. In the 1990s the change 

was seen clearly in terms of economic crises. As a result of the change in the governmental policy and outlook 

towards diaspora there was change in the attitude of people, which was reflected in the media. The returnee 

became more visible and attractive in the 21st century. Perceptions changed both economically and socially as 

human capital grew which had a clear representation in media. 

Nostalgia and glorification of the returnee : 

In the earlier films with Indian diaspora as a theme, patriotism was the most common. Nothing can dilute this 

theme and it still continues to be frequent in films today. Prominent actors and filmmakers like Dev Anand and 

Manoj Kumar in films like Des Pardes and Purab aur Paschim showed interest in the conditions of emigrants 

abroad. Earlier than the 1970s, cinema projected a negative representation of the west. It was not overt but it 

indicated the representation through comparison with home land. The films highlighted the glory of Motherland 

by denouncing the West.  Filmmakers deliberately perpetuated an idealistic view and this epitomized in the 

characters and songs. The main character was always in a reformative mode, simple youth caught in trials and 

travails of living in an alien and hostile land.  The protagonist was typically disinterested in all foreign things 
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and full of patriotism. Des  Pardes based on storyline on the issue of isolation and marginalization of emigrants 

in England, voiced problems and concerns of the diaspora community such as fear of extradition due to false 

passports, abysmal working conditions with less wages.  

Nostalgia has been a continuing source of inspiration for filmmakers as it stems from feeling of isolation and 

longing for home. Provoked by nostalgia for one’s land and through comparative ideology,  the process of 

returning home become easy.  As a result, the next decade had many repetitions of returning to homeland. This 

theme of glorification of homeland was an outcome of the anxiety ad growing concern over large scale 

emigrants from here to foreign land. This outflow reached such levels that it caused concern in the sending 

countries. Racism and marginalization were the stories that were carried with emigrations. Cinema was 

considered to be the voice of people and cinema represented the concerns. On the other hand cinema wanted to 

represent the institutions like family, marriage and religious activities so that the essentials of life are not missed 

out. Films like Dilwale Dulhaniya Le Jayenge, Hum Aapke and Kaun , Namestey London extented the scale of 

presentation through noticeable songs, enormous sets, imageries and locations.  To emphasize on the 

importance of maintaining a ‘traditional Indian way of life’ films repeatedly juxtaposed it with western lifestyle. 

As a result cinema was able to strike a chord among non-resident Indians all over the world not only due to its 

glorification theme, but most importantly, due to the nostalgia that it evoked among them.  

In the changing economic environment across the world and the transformation of the Indian government’s 

attitude towards diaspora, Indian cinema began to cater largely to non-resident Indian audience as emphasis was 

on large weddings and brides from India seeking alliances overseas. Traditional motifs, such as celebrating 

festivals, customs like ‘Karva Chauth’ and themes like reforming the anglicized and improper youngsters into 

‘proper’ Indians were popular themes. Patricia Uberoi states that these films resolved strategies that concerned 

anxieties and moral dilemmas of everyday life focusing on relations within the family and between social 

classes. 

As a result the popularity of films catering to diaspora witnessed the NRI film culture. Yash Chopra and Karan 

Johar  through their films speak of the vast differences in our cultural pattern, life choices and inability to accept 

and compromise on the differences. Uberoi observes that films revealed the preoccupation of diaspora with 

feminine virtues of chastity and modesty. Films also address gender and socio-cultural issues,  most importantly 

returning home.  Home was glorified against all difficulties specially invoking the lack of warmth and 

detachment of western way of life.  Diaspora emerged as a significant contributor to the Indian economy. When 

we attempt to understand the evolution of Indian cinema’s representation of the diaspora, the context and 

process should be kept in mind.  This is evident when we see the growing emphasis on the return factor of 

returnee. 

Role of the Returnee: 

The films that focus on the returnee emphasize on the experiences of the returnee. The films highlight  the 

perplexity of the surroundings. The initial stage of adjustment is picturised as difficult and continues in a 

predictable manner, starting with discord and inability to sync but later love for homeland is given emphasis.  

The interesting fact is the changing projection of the returnee. It is far from the ‘nostalgia blanket’ view with 

which we persistently viewed diaspora and which was common in earlier films. As the diaspora changes, so 

does the representation in cinema.  This newer representation of themes, such as return can be attributed to 

changing perceptions about the diaspora identity which is now a new concern for filmmakers. This implies a 

fading of old traditional perceptions about the return. In a globalised economies and technological 
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advancements, nostalgia as a blanket term has little relevance for the modern emigrant. The change is 

determined by the socio-economic trends and this has been viewed by a different lens and found a new 

inspiration. Cinema became aware of a large, closely connected and highly successful community overseas for 

whom the earlier conceptions of myths of their homeland did not seems to apply. They were perceived as 

economically, socially and political sources of soft power with negotiating abilities. Bollywood cinema was 

inspired by this new demand and new audience. Glorification of return was replaced by narratives of actual 

return replete with specific characterizations of the returnee. It was the decision of the returnee to come back 

home despite of being highly skilled, educated and professional. Cinema displays a balance between the two 

worlds that they were born, that is their homeland and the world that they have inhabited, that is the western 

world.  They accept the conditions of their homeland as it is, but do not refrain from pointing out the failures. 

Nevertheless they accept homeland whole heartedly, despite weighing the pros and cons.  

Conclusion:   

The power of cinema on the Indian diaspora acts as a connecting agent between two groups of Indians here and 

abroad. It is through films that one idealizes the nostalgia of ‘home’. Cinema capitalizes on the feeling of 

‘longing’ among the diaspora. Longing is constant factor of loss-loss not only of home but also of things 

associated with home. In this way cinema tries to bridge the distance between lived reality and imagined reality. 

Return migration takes on a new dimension with the new category of emigrant who is connected and attuned 

both culturally and politically to one’s homeland. Cinema tries to establish a class of distinction among the 

diaspora through their characters themes and stories. Initial representation was of the working class semi skilled 

labour and films addressed the issue of illegal entry racial abuse and deportation. Post industrial representation 

is the era after economic liberalization and economic crisis.  Hall’s (cited in Woodward, 1997) faith in the role 

of media as a means of social text and belief that cinema can use its strength, that is the power of visual appeal, 

to address the transformation in the identity of the migrant and the changing identity of the returnee. It may be 

able to capture history from where the returnee emerges and to contextualize identity to create deeper 

understanding of the phenomenon of coming back home. 
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        . '         क '                                    क                                                     

                                          क       क               क     ,                           

            क  '     '                       . क                                    क           क              

     -                                                           क               क    .                      

                क  .          

                  -       क                                                    . '      ' (१९७९)             , 

क      ,           ,            क      क                                                            

'    '(१९७७)             ,                      क      क                                                

    क                             .      क     '      ' ,'    '                       -      क                   

                 .       क                                                         क   क    क        .       

     क क    ,                '              ' (२००४)                                    .             

क                                                               -      क                ,               

                    -                 .       क    क                                                  

    .'       क            '(१९७१)      -                     -       क                                        

                     क,              '             '(२०११)                                                  क  

          ,                                                      . 

                             क               क                 .       क                                     

                         -                     '        '(१९६२),         -                                      

क   -     क                           क   -               क      '        ',                                   

                                    क                   -  ,                         क    -                         

        '                  ',                                               .     क                         '    

    ,क  क      ' (१९९१), 'क  क              '(१९७२),'    क  क ', '          '                           क              

                                  , एक                क           क            . क                             

  -              ,                                          ,        ,                    क                     . 

                          ,     क    ,                     .            क                                  

    क                         क     क           ,         क                                              . 

                                                                               . 
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                           क                                   क            क      क                          

    .                                     ,                     क                                            

          क    क  क                       .                                        क              . 

                                                                       क                    .'          '(१९८६), 

'  क             '(१९८४)                                     ,                     , क                   

                              .                                        एक                .                

                                        . 

            क          क,            क                                                                          

     .                                     .                                      क                           

                      ,           क                             क             .                              

     .              ,                           .            क               ,   क   क                .       

         क ,            क                                                         .                क       

                          .          क                                                                 .                  

                      क           क ,    , क  क  ,        ,              क                     .   क -

                                     ,            क     क             क         क                               

                          .                                                                .       क           

    -                                                   क            क      क            . 

                                           क      क                     . क                                        

     '  क        क ' (१९५९)                             .                                              

                                     .                                                                   

क              ,    '              '              ,  क   क          क     क                                  

             .           

                     क  ,                ,     क        क            क                                        

                 . '      ' (१९८१)          क             ,        ,      क क                          क      

                               क       क        .           क                 क,       क                       

                                                               क                                        

    क     .                                                                                                       

    .                              क                   क                      .                              

       क                 '   ,      क     क                           क      '  क   '      एक  क               - 

क      क        !' क                                       ,                      . '                 
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    '(२००३)             क                                            -       क                            . 

    क       क                                           क              .                                

               क                                      क   -                     '            क   '(२०१०) 

                   .         

                                             ,               क        , क              -         ,       क        

      क     ,     क                                                                                           

      क  क     .                             ,                            क    .                            

                             क                                                                        

   .          

        '   क   '                      क               . '    '(१९९४), '      '(१९७९), '     '(१९७५)         

                           .                     क           , ए        क             क            .     १९९३ 

                     ३३%      क         क                                    क   क               .       

       ए                      क    क        क                           क       क                       . 

'    '(१९९४), '        ' (१९९९), '   ,                 ?'(२०१०)               क                             

क        .           क         क      ,                     क              क          क                         .           

        ‘    ’           एक        क  क        ,                   क                                       क       

       ‘  ’क                                                  क                    .       ,    क   ,             

            ,              क                                                 .                क   क      

,            क                          .                    क             . क                            

                         क             .                 

        '             '               क                   , '         ' (१९५३)            क           

क  क                    क     ,      क                                   , क    ,          , 

          ,           क  क                                               ,     ,                  

    क     ,  क                        क          क                       क      '   ',                

                          .             

                 'एक  ' (१९६८), '   क   ' (१९६०),             क                          क             

                                         .                                                                 

              क     , क  क     ,                        क                       .                     

                 क                           क                                 .            क       
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       '        ' (१९८९), '  '(१९९५)                              क                                

  क                                   क         .  

              क                 '          '                 ,               ,                  .         

                                                   . '   '(२००२)                           क        

   -           एक                        क                                                          

                      .                                            ,      क       -                

                एक                            ,            क                      . '      

      '(२०१०)      क                                       क                ,                 

        -                                      क   . एक क                                                

                       क                                            क                   क             

क   .  '              '(२०११)                                                  क                

                                                 क      क          क                  क      

                क        ,     क             क         क       .  '   '(२०११)                      

                   ,                                                        -                       

                                     क   .                                 क                             

         क                       .           

         '  '                                      क                                                      .            

                                                        .         क                      क             क      क 

                                            -                क          '  क      '(१९८६), '         

      '(१९९३),                         .      '            '(२०)                   क           क                  

                                                   .              ,      ,       क                                  

            क           '              '(१९५४), '      ', '               '(१९५३), '            ', '          ', 

'         '(१९८२), '              '(२००६)                   क      .               -              

'     '(१९८२), '               ', '          (१९६५)             क         क        .                  -         

                                     क            क           'क    क  '(१९८९)           ;                   

  -             क                            क     , ए                         -                              '    

        क '(१९९३)           .                               -             क   क                          

                   .                                  क                     क                      ,         

                       क      '       '(१९९९)    एक               .                                     

                                                                              .              

                        क                       ,                            क                   क              

     क           क       .              क                                  क                            
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                  '     '(१९७०)      क             ,                               क                        

                                                 '   '                                       '          '(१९७८)      

          ,                         क    एक                               ,                                        

                                             '    '(२००९)           क     , क                   क         

                                                 क                क             क                          

    क      '      '(२०००)                                               .           

         क                   -               क                                             .     क             

               '         '(२००८),      क                         क          क       क                  

'     '(२००९),                        '           '(२०१०), एक                -                            '   

            '(२००६),   -                        क           क   -          '    '(२००६),                  ,       

                                 '    '(२००६),                                'क   '(२०००),                 

          '         ',            ,                                      क                     '  क   

   '(२०१२)                               क        . 

                         क                                   .                       क                 क    

   क                  क    (क          ?)     क           क                                    ,               क 

    क ?                          ,      क  क क      क                                    क  ,             

   क                          ,     क             एक                        क              क                      

                  क      .          '     '          '         '                                                 

                                    .           क                                   क           .            क 

                       क                                               ,           क         .                 

     ,                                                   .                                              

 क     क                              ,                     क                क                              

         .              

         एक                                                  क  क                                      , 

               ,               ,               .एक क                   '   '                    -        

     क                                                -            क                               ,      क    

                      .             :                      ,                 क          ,    क             

क         .                           क                                                              क         

                                  क      .                
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                      क   क        क,      क         ,             क              क                          

             ,                                          ,                                    .       

                                क   क  -                                                 .           

       क                ,           क क          ,        क                                       क     क 

                 ए                                                                         ,                

             ,           क                                                                              

                                                               क        क                            क  .             

                क          ,             ,       क        क       क,     क     ,       क              क            

                                                         ,       क        ,                                

                एक                                           क   क                           क       . 

         : 

१. क                               '     ' (२०१२)                               :           क   .  

२.       क                    '        '(२०१०)                            :          क   . 

३.                                 '    क ' (१९९७)                             :          क   . 

४.                             '         -    ' (१९८९)                :                    . 

५.                             '             .         '(२००५)         :     क   क   ,    . 

६.                             '      एक            ' (२००६)         :    क         . 

७.            क                   '                    ' (१९९९)         :                  क   . 

८.            (      )         '     '(२००७)                               :          क   . 

९.           ,               '                   ' (१९८५)        :          क    

१०.          .  .                '        क          '(१९८९)           :          . 

 

 

saaih%ya AaOr isanaomaa ko saMba MQa 

Dâ. imaiqaloaSa Samaa-,,, ihndI ivaBaaga, Aar. jao. kâlaoja, GaaTkaopr 

 

    klaaeÐ samaaja sao Avatirt haotI hOM AaOr AMtt: samaaja kao pB̀aaivat krtI hOM. ihMdI iflmaoM BaI [saka Apvaad nahIM 

hOM.ihMdI iflmaaoM ko [ithasa maoM , samaaja maoM haoto hue saaMskRitk pirva -tnaaoM kao doKa jaa sakta hO. 

“isanaomaa BaartIya jaIvana ka Ainavaaya - ihssaa banaa huAa hO. raoTI jaOsaa Ainavaaya -. inajaI AvakaSa ka samaya hao  yaa 

pairvaairk manaaorMjana AaOr ]%sava ka¸ iflmaoM vahaÐ ]pisqat rhtI hOM. TIvaI kI phuÐca Sayana kxa tk hO¸ laoikna TIvaI 

saaonaovaalaaoM kI naIMd caura sako¸ [sako ilae ]sao isanaomaa ka o jagaakr rKnaa haota hO.TIvaI pr Aaja BaI sabasao AiQak isanaomaa 

AaQaairt  kaya-km̀a haoto hOM.•••eosao AKbaar yaa pi~ka kI klpnaa krnaa AsaMBava hO¸ ijasamaoM ihMdI isanaomaa ko ilae mah%vapUNa - 
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jagah na hao. yah BaartIya samaaja maoM isanaomaa kI Ainavaa-yata kI phcaana hO.•••  “magar¸ Kod hO ik [sao kaora vyavasaaya 

banaakr hmanao ]sao klaa ko }Ðcao Aasana sao KIMcakr taD,I yaa Saraba kI dukana tk phuÐcaa idyaa hO.”
 1
 (samakalaIna sa Rjana¸  

ihMdI isana oma a ka saca sa Mp a• Sa MBa una aqa AMk 17¸ vaY a - 1997¸ p R• 6) 

 

     saaih%ya AaOr isanaomaa imalakr ek dUsaro kao AiQak saMpnna kr sakto hOM̧  @yaaoMik  daonaaoM ko pasa vah takt hO. 

‘saaih%ya’ isanaomaa kao AaQaar pd̀ana krta hO AaOr ‘isanaomaa’ saaih%ya kao Aama janata ko baIca phuÐcaata hO. At: daonaaoM ka 

gahra saMbaMQa hO baSato- saMbaMQaaoM ko [sa saMtulana kao AcCI trh inaBaayaa jaae. yaid¸ daonaaoM  imalakr Apnao kama kao baKUbaI 

inaBaayaoM tao ek saaqa-k pirNaama samaaja ko saamanao hao sakta hO. 

 

    [tnaa hI nahIM ¸ ivapula saaih%ya jaao Aaja tk AlamaairyaaoM maoM kOd hO¸ vah iflma ko maaQyama sao jana–jana ko baIca phuÐkr¸ 

ek AcCo samaaja ka inamaa-Na kr sakta hO. ikMtu¸ eosaa huAa nahIM. ihMdI saaih%ya AaOr  isanaomaa¸ yah daonaaoM ka duBaa -gya rha 

ik [nako baIca saaOhad-pUNa- saMbaMQa nahIM rho yaVip kaoiSaSaoM kI ga[- pr saflata haqa nahIM lagaI.  pm̀auK ihMdI laoKkaoM maoM – 

pòmacaMd¸ BagavatI carNa vamaa -̧  fNaISvarnaaqa roNau¸ ]poMd̀naaqa ASk tqaa ko•e• Abbaasa Aaid. iflma jagat nao [nako kqaa 

saaih%ya pr iflmaoM tao banaayaI ikMtu iksaI BaI iflm a maoM ]nako kqaa saMsaar kI saMvaodnaa nahIM ]Bar sakI.jaOsao  ‘]sanao kha 

qaa’¸ ek caadr maOlaI saI¸ pMcavaTI Aaid.   

 

    ek rcanaakar Apnao rcanaa saMsaar ka Akolaa SahMSaah haota hO.vah ijasa pa~ kao ijasa Aaor caaho maaoD, sakta hO ikMtu 

iflma jagat maoM k[- baadSaah haoto hMO : jaOsao – inamaa-ta¸ inado-Sak¸ AiBanaota¸ AiBanao~I. [sa saba ko baIca Balaa laoKk khaÐ 

gaayaba hao jaata hO ? pta hI nahIM cala pata. laoikna [tnaa tao inaiScat $p sao kha jaa sakta hO ik Aaja kI iflma kma 

sao kma laoKk kI ApnaI ivaQaa tao nahIM hI hO. 

     

    ifr BaI¸ Czo dSak ko Aasa–pasa kuC yauvaa saaih%yakar AaOr iflmakaraoM ko baIca¸ AapsaI saMbaMQaaoM maoM sauQaar Aayaa. 

kmalaoSvar jaI ko Anausaar  – “ArivaMd kumaar nao ‘maaQaurI’ ko maaQyama sao iflmaI p~kaairta kao nayaa AaOr sausaMskRt str donao 

kI phla kI qaI¸ AaOr vah lagaatar [saI icaMta maoM rhta qaa ik ihMdI kmaiSa -yala isanaomaa ka saMbaMQa ihMdI saaih%ya AaOr Anya 

klaaAaoM ko saaqa kOsao jaaoD,a jaae.”
 2
 (saaih%ya Aa Or isanaomaa ko sa MbaMQa¸ la o• i vajaya Aga v̀ a ala 1993¸ p R• 64) flasva$p¸ 

samaanaaMtr khanaI kI trh hI ‘samaanaaMtr isanaomaa’ kI Sau$Aat hu[ -. maRNaalasaona kI iflma ‘Bauvanasaaoma’ kao pq̀ama eosaI 

iflma maanaa gayaa. [saI daOr maoM AMkur¸ inaSaaMt jaOsaI samaaijak pìtbaWtavaalaI iflmaoM Aa[ - laoikna saamaanya janata ko baIca 

laaokipỳa na hao sakI.yao iflmaoM isaf- raYT/Iya purskar tk hI isamaT kr rh gayaI. doKto hI doKto yah Qaara rajanaIitk 

iflmaaoM maoM tbadIla hao gayaI. [sakI Sau$Aat ‘AQa -sa%ya’ sao AaOr pirNait ‘pìtGaat’ sao. [sa pk̀ar samaanaaMtr iflmaaoM kI 

yah Qaara Apnao sva$p sao BaTk gayaI. 

     

    saatvaoM dSak maoM̧  kuC saaf–sauqarI maQyama vaga- sao jauD,I saamaanya GaTnaaAaoM pr AaQaairt iflmaoM banaI. yaoM iflmaoM 

saaihi%yak saMskaraoM sao sausaMskRt qaI. jaOsao – ‘CaoTI baat’¸ ‘rjanaIgaMQaa’¸ ‘kaora kagaja’¸ ‘icatcaaor’Aaid. iflmaoM ApnaI 

AiBavyai@t kI yaqaaqa-ta ko karNa samaaja maoM kafI sarahnaIya hu[- pr ihMdI isanaomaa kI mau#yaQaara nahIM bana sakIM. 

 

    [saI daOr maoM kmalaoSva AaOr gaulajaar jaOsao kuSala saMvaodnaSaIla rcanaakaraoM nao iflma jagat ko saaqa saaih%ya ko saMbaMQaaoM ka o 

jaaoD,o rKa. ‘toro maoro sapnao’¸ ‘maIra’¸  ‘[jaajat’ jaOsaI iflmaaoM kI saMvaodnaSaIlata Aaja BaI sarahnaIya hO. 
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AazvaoM dSak ko ]<arad\Qa- maoM̧  kuC yauvaa kqaakaraoM kI khainayaaoM pr¸ yauvaa inado-SakaoM ka Qyaana AakiYa-t huAa. pirNaamasva$p 

]dyapk̀aSa kI khanaI ‘hIralaala ka BaUt’ pr maaohna hir nao ‘]praMt’ iflma banaa[ -. yaaogaoSa gauPt ko ‘]naka fOsalaa’ ]pnyaasa 

pr idnaoSa laKnapala nao ‘AMthIna’ iflma banaa[ -. ihmaaMSau jaaoSaI ko ‘sauraja’ ]pnyaasa pr tnavaIr Ahmad nao iflma banaa[ - . 

kusauma AMsala ko ]pnyaasa ‘]sakI pMcavaTI’ pr baasau Ba{acaaya - nao ‘pMcavaTI’ iflma banaa[ -.rajaoMd̀isaMh baodI ko ]pnyaasa ‘ek 

caadr maOlaI saI’ pr iflma banaa[ - gayaI. 

    

    kuC rcanaakar ApnaI rcanaa ko  iflmaIkrNa sao jahaÐ saMtuYT hue vahIM kuCok nao ApnaI naarajagaI vya@t kI.vaastivak 

isqait caaho jaOsaI BaI hao¸ pr [sa saccaa[- sao prhoja nahIM krnaa caaihe ik AiQakaMSa ‘ihMdI iflmaoM’ saaih%ya kI maUla saMvaodnaa 

kao pkD,nao maoM Asafla rhIM. 

 

    ihMdI ]pnyaasa samaàT pòmacaMd kI vyaqaa BaI iksaI sao iCpI nahIM hO. ]nako k[ - ]pnyaasaaoM va khainayaaoM pr iflmaoM banaI 

laoikna jaao saMvaodnaa ]nako kqaasaMsaar kI Aa%maa hO vah kdaip iflma maoM ]Barkr nahIM AayaI. ]dahrNa ko $p maoM ihMdI kI 

sava-EaoYz khanaI caMd̀Qar Samaa - ‘gaulaorI’ kRt ‘]sanao kha qaa’ pr [saI naama sao iflma banaI. ‘saai%vak pòma AaOr bailadana kI 

naIMva pr ilaKI [sa khanaI kao eosaa iflmaI maaoD, idyaa ik pòma AaOr %yaaga kI gahra[ - hI samaaPt hao gayaI AaOr kqaanak nao 

ek ‘saaQaarNa pòma’ ka $p lao ilayaa. iflma kI [sa Sau$Aat maoM hI sardar lahnaaisaMh mauMD,a naMdU ko $p maoM saamanao Aata  

hO. dSa-kaoM pr vah ]tnaa pB̀aava nahIM jamaa pata jaao khanaI pZ,kr ‘lahnaaisaMh’ jamaa pato hOM. maUlakqaa  [sa pk̀ar hO – 

lahnaaisaMh baarh vaYa- ka qaa jaba vah maamaa ko yahaÐ gayaa qaa. vahIM ]sakI maulaakat Aaz vaYa - kI laD,kI sao hu[-̧  ijasasao vah 

pUCta hO ik ‘torI kuD,maa[ - hao ga[-̧  tba Qat\ kh vah Baaga jaatI hO. ifr maulaakat haotI hO¸ ifr ]sanao vaOsaa hI pUCa¸  tao 

]sanao kha – haÐ̧  kla hao ga[-̧  doKto nahIM yah roSama ko baUTaoM vaalaa saalaU.” yah saunakr baarh vaYa - ko lahnaaisaMh kao duK 

haota hO. [sa GaTnaa kao pccaIsa vaYa - baIt gae. lahnaaisaMh naM• 77 ra[flsa maoM jamaadara hao gayaa ]sa  Aaz vaYa - kI knyaa 

ka Qyaana hI na rha. ifr Acaanak ek baar saat idna kI Cu{I laokr jamaIna ko maukdmao kI pOrvaI krnao vah Apnao Gar 

Aayaa huAa qaa. tBaI¸ rojaImaoMT ko Afsar kI icaT \zI imalaI ik – “faOja laama pr jaatI hO. faOrna calao AaAao.” saaqa hI 

saUbaodar hjaaraisaMh kI icaT\zI imalaI ik – ‘maOM AaOr baaoQaaisaMh BaI laama pr jaato hMO¸ laaOTto hue hmaaro Gar haoto jaanaa.’ 

lahnaaisaMh saUbaodar ko yahaÐ phuÐcata hO tao vah batata hO ik saUbaodarnaI tuJao jaanatI hO AaOr imalanaa caahtI hO lahnaai saMh 

AsamaMjasa maoM pD, jaata hO ik saUbaodarnaI mauJao kOsao phcaanatI hO? saUbaodarnaI ko yaad idlaanao pr ‘torI kuD,maa[ - hao ga[-? Qat\. 

yah saunakr lahnaaisaMh kao saba yaad Aa jaata hO¸ tBaI saUbaodarnaI raokr khtI hO – “ek baoTa hO. faOja maoM BatI - hue ]sao ek 

hI vaYa- huAa hO. ]sako pICo caar AaOr hue¸ ek BaI nahIM ijayaa.” saUbaodarnaI raonao lagaI. “ Aba daonaaMo jaato hOM. maoro Baaga? 

 tumhoM yaad hO¸ ek idna TaÐgao vaalao ka GaaoD,a dhI vaalao kI dukana ko pasa ibagaD, gayaa qaa. tumanao ]sa idna maoro pàNa  bacaayao 

qao. Aap GaaoD,aoM kI laataoM maoM calao gae qao AaOr mauJao ]zakr dukana ko t#t pr KD,a kr idyaa qaa. eosao hI [na daonaaoM kao 

bacaanaa. yah maorI iBaxaa hO. tumharo Aagao maOM AaÐcala psaartI hUÐ.”
 3
 (p ìtinaiQa kqaamaalaa saM• EaI maak-NDoya¸vaYa- 2007¸ ‘]sanao 

kha qaa’ p R•33) 

 ‘]sanao kha qaa’ [sa SaIYa -k ka inavaa-h lahnaaisaMh nao Apnao pàNaaoM kI baajaI lagaakr saUbaodarnaI ko pit AaOr pu~ daonaaoM kao 

bacaakr¸ Apnao inaSCla evaM piva~ pòma ka ]dahrNa samaaja ko saamanao ps̀tut ikyaa hO. [sa khanaI ka jaao koMd̀ibaMdu hO¸ vah ek 

‘Anakho pòma’ ko pìt hO. iflmakar [sa mah%vapUNa - tqya kao samaJaanao maoM Asafla rha hO. iflmakar nao idKayaa hO ik – 

naMdU (lahnaaisaMh)¸kmalaI (saUbaodarnaI haoraÐ) daonaaoM maoM lambao samaya sao Pyaar hO¸ [sailae n aMdU kI maaÐ kmalaI ka haqa maaÐganao¸ 

]sako maamaa ko pasa jaatI hO AaOr kmalaI ka maamaa naMdU kao Aavaara tqaa badcalana khkr [sa ps̀tava kao zukra dota hO. 

‘]sanao kha qaa’ khanaI kao pZ,kr yaid iflma doKI jaae tao iflma maoM sao baalyaavasqaa ka inaSCla pòma va jaIvana ]%saga- kI 
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Baavanaa¸ saba kuC gaayaba hO.vastut: pòma maoM %yaaga AaOr bailadana idKlaakr laoKk khanaI kao ijasa }Ðcaa[ - tk lao jaata hO 

vaOsaa iflmakar nahIM kr payaa hOM. At: khanaI kI maUla saMvaodnaa kao idKanao maoM iflmakar Asama qa- rha hO. 

    rajaoMd̀ isaMh baodI ko ]pnyaasa ‘ek caadr maOlaI saI’ kI saMvaodnaa ko saaqa BaI laoKk nyaaya nahIM kr payaa hO. vaastva mao M 

]pnyaasa ka koMd̀ibaMdu ‘ranaao’ ka WMW hO. vah k[ - $paoM  maoM ]Barkr Aayaa hO phlao vah WMW pit ko Saraba pInao ko karNa hO¸ 

ifr yah WMW dovar maMgala sao ivavaah kI baat kao laokr AaOr AMt maoM yah WMW jabarna ivavaah ko baad maMgala Wara ranaao kao  p%naI 

$p maoM na svaIkaro jaanao kao laokr hO. ]pnyaasa maoM baodI nao [na WMWaoM kao¸ pt̀Ik tqaa ibaMbaaoM kI sahay ata sao baD,I gahra[- ko 

saaqa ps̀tut ikyaa hOa. pMcaao nao jaba dovar maMgala sao ranaao ko ivavaah ka inaNa -ya idyaa tao ranaao baaOKlaakr Apnao saasa sasaur ko 

saamanao Aakr khtI hO – “tU tao baD,I ko byaah kI baat krnao jaa rhI qaI¸ fafaÐ! baIca maoM m aora mauda-  @yaaoM inakala baOzI?” 

AaOr vah bako jaa rhI qaI—“Sarma hO tao kuC Ka mar••• Gar maoM baIsaaoM haOlaidilayaaÐ pD,I hO vaaf,r! •••• ho dovaI maaÐ! tU 

jaaOhD, ko gaÐdlao panaI maoM DUba–DUba maro¸ }pr sao AaTo vaalaI maSaIna kU–kU kro••• tU maor o caummaUÐ sao @yaaoM nahIM kr laotI? banto 

ko yahaÐ @yaaoM nahIM baOz jaatI? santo pr @yaaoM nahIM caadr Dala laotI? maOM ]sasao byaah krnao jaa}ÐgaI¸ ijasao maOMnao Ca tI 

inakala–inakalakr •••? 
4
 (‘ek caadr ma OlaI–saI’ la o• raja oMdìsa Mh ba odI ¸1961p R•53) 

  yah pMi@tyaaÐ pUro ]pnyaasa ka koMd̀ibaMdu hO¸ jabaik iflma maoM yah saarI saMvaodnaa ek ]qalao pòmaps̀aMga maoM tbadIla hao  ga[- hO. 

iflmakar na tao ranaao ko AMtW-nW kao samaJa payaa hO AaOr na khanaI kI gahra[- kao. 

 

 [sa pk̀ar ]pnyaasa kI saaihi%yak saaOMdya-ta kao iflmakar nahIM bacaa payaa hO. saaih%ya AaOr isanaomaa ka Tkrava ijatnaa 

ihMdI BaaYaa maoM hO ]tnaa Anya BaaYaaAaoM maoM nahIM.baMgalaa AaOr marazI iflmaoM ApnaI saaihi%yak rcanaaAaoM kao mauKirt kr nao maoM 

pyaa-Pt safla rhI hMO. ihMdI iflmaaoM ka ihMdI saaih%ya ko saaqa tala–maola na baOznaa¸ yah hmaaro samaaja ka duBaa -gya hI hO. 

“maUla karNa yahI hO ik jaao laoKk hO¸ vah inamaa -ta va inado-Sak nahIM bana sakta¸ AaOr jaao inamaa -ta va inad-oSak hOM̧  vao laoKk 

bananao ka Bam̀a palao hue hOM. jaao inamaa-ta hO¸ ]sakI dRiYT maoM Aaiqa-k laaBa pQ̀aana hO¸ AaOr jaao inado -Sak hOM̧  ]sakI saflata [sa 

baat maoM hO ik iflma iktnaI calatI hO.dSa -kaoM kI psaMd¸ iflma kI laaokipỳata tqaa Aaiqa -k laaBa ko [sa cakv̀yaUh maoM laoKk 

kI inayait fÐsao hue AiBamanyau kI trh hI hO – yaa tao ]sao Aa%masamap-Na krnaa haogaa¸ yaa ifr ]sakI maR%yau inaiScat hO. 

laoikna iflma ivaQaa ko saMskar ko ilae yah BaI Ainavaaya - hO ik saaih%ya kI ]samaoM dKla AMdajaI hao.”
 5
 (isana oma a Aa Or 

samaaja¸ la o• i vajaya Aga v̀a ala¸1993 p R•77¸78) 

At: saaih%ya saRjana hO AaOr isanaomaa punasaR -jana. AavaSyakta hO, saRjana ko [sa punasaR -jana kao iksa saImaa tk mau@t ikyaa 

jaae. [sako ilae laoKk AaOr iflmakar daonaaoM ka AapsaI sahyaaoga AavaSyak hO. 

 

sa MdBa -ga M̀qa sa Uca I 

 

1

 lao• rajaoMd̀isaMh baodI¸ ek caadr maOlaI saI¸ naIlaaBa pk̀aSana –5 [laahabaad ̧ vaYa- 1961. 

2
 saM•EaI maak -DoNya¸ pìtinaiQa kqamaalaa¸ laaokBaartI pk̀aSana [laahabaad – 1¸ vaYa- 2007. 

3
 lao• ivajaya Agav̀aala¸ isanaomaa AaOr samaaja¸ sa%saaih%ya pk̀aSana idllaI – 110006 ISBN 81-85830-02-9 

4

 saMpa• SaMBaunaaqa , samakalaIna saRjana¸ ihMdI isanaomaa ka saca , AMk 17¸ vaaNaI pk̀aSana nayaI idllaI – 2, vaYa- 1997. 
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PROGRESS AND CHALLENGES OF MARATHI FILM INDUSTRY IN PRE AND 

POST INDEPENDENCE PERIOD 

Subodh S Barve, Dept. of Commerce, R.J.College 

 

INTRODUCTION:- 

Film industry at large has been playing a vital role in social transformation in pre and post-independence India. 

In pre-independence India, means of entertainment were conventional and limited like dramas, street-plays, 

tamasha and so on. These performances used be performed regularly to educate and spread awareness among 

the then masses. Due to lack of research and old techniques there was no scope for motion picture in India till 

the end of 18th century. But at the outset of 19th century the legendary DADASAHEB TORNE who produced 

first Marathi Motion play on 18th may 1912 named as “Shree Pundalik ”  and, later on SHRI DADASAHEB 

PHALKE who is called as father of Indian film industry brought a revolution in motion cinema and introduced 

first indigenously made film “Raja Harishchandra” in 1913 which is considered by IFFI&NIFD as part of 

Marathi cinema as it was made by a Marathi dialogues while shooting and fully Marathi crew.Due to 

underdeveloped technology initially movies used to be silent movies until 1932, but “Ayodhyecha Raja” which 

was a first Marathi bolpat that is ‘talkative movie’ released on theaters produced by Prabhat Flims. The success 

“Ayodhyecha Raja” led opening of many Marathi theaters thereafter. In pre independence period “Prabhat 

Films” owned by BABURAO PAINTER dominated Marathi film industry because of his foresight and 

innovative ideas new experiments were carried out in Marathi films like comedy, cartoon, double role etc. 

Marathi films have produced great directors, script writers, cameramen, editors, music directors, singers etc. In 

pre independence period subject of Marathi cinema used to be mainly social and spiritual things. But, as the 

time passes innovative directors like BHALJI PENDHARKAR, GAJANAN JHAGIRDAR, RAJA PARANJPE, 

P.K. ATRE and many others changed the theme and dynamics of Marathi films. Many movies have been award 

winning and nominated for OCCSERS. In post-independence period a film “Shyamchi Aai” directed by P.K 

ATRE was the first Marathi cinema to win president award in the year 1954. Thereafter several movies have 

won national awards, film fare award, Maharashtra state awards etc. 

OBJECTIVES: 

1. To know the progress and challenges faced by the Marathi films. 

2. To know the suggestions for Marathi films in today’s cosmopolitan culture. 

3. To study the changing trends of Marathi films in last 100 years. 

4. To know Financial assistance, if any by the Maharashtra government 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

This research is based on the analysis and in-depth study of secondary data which obtained from internet papers 

and so on. 

TRENDS IN MARATHI FILMS: 

In the early years of Marathi cinemas were raw in its form, but they were continued to be evolutionary. During 

early days Marathi films were produced not on commercial basis but vision of DADASAHEB PHALKE led 

others to think Marathi film industry to take up on commercial basis. Until 1917, DADASAHEB PHALKE was 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dadasaheb_Torne
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raja_Harishchandra
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IFFI
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=NIFD&action=edit&redlink=1
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only the professional film maker, the success of his films made BABURAO PAINTER and 

ANADRAOPAINTER from Kolhapur to enter into film making. But, spate of problems like finance, projector, 

availability of manpower made them averse, but strong obsession about film making paved the way of Marathi 

film and decided to direct first film SEETA SWYANWAR but again due to oppose by the then Kolhapur 

government BABURAO PAINTER ban the idea and then launched SAIRANDHARI which was made popular 

among the people and also praised by LOKMANYA TILAK. This film provided two female actresses named as 

GULABBAI AND ANUSUYABAI who played many roles in his films then for long time. However in 

PHALKE’S movies males were performing female roles; a famous name was BAL GANDHARVA who  used 

to play female’s role so acutely even the audience used to be surprised sometime. A filmed named as 

BHASMASUR MOHINI was the first film produced by DADASAHEB PHALKE to provide first female 

actress named as DURGABAI DEVI. Her entry in the film making made females to dare to play some roles in 

films. This was a step towards women liberalization and empowerment. 

During 1930’s talkies were started and that laid the Marathi films to be produced as more professional and 

commercial andstarted using sound in movies.Effect of this is AYODHYACHA RAJA was produced by 

PRABHAT FILMS in 1932a  ‘Marathi Bolpat’ (movie where sound used) after ‘ALMARA’ which was a Hindi 

movie. Otherwise the era of BABURAO PAINTER has been witnessed mainly silent movies. With the advent 

of talkies many dramatic companies converted their companies into film companies which includes Master 

DINANATH MANGESHKAR who converted ‘Balvant Picture’ into ‘Balvant Pictures’ and produced 

KRISHNARJUN YUDHA directed by VISRAM BEDEKAR. During a decade of 30s efforts were also made to 

produce colour films by V.SHANTARAM but could succeed well. Even one of the films AMRUT MANTHAN 

of PRABHAT FILMS cartoonswas used. 

During 1930 to 1940 PRABHAT FILMS had produced many films; rather that decade was mainly dominated 
by same institute. During this period Marathi cinemas were showingmainly spiritual and mythical aspects.The 

mid- 1940s was particularly disturbing period for the Marathi film industry. Established production companies 
like New Hauns, Navayug Chitra, Prafulla Pictures and Prabhat Film Company, which had dominated 
production and thus dictated audience tastes in the 1930s had either closed down or were in their death throes. 

Directorial talent like V. SHANTARAM, VISHRAM BEDEKAR AND GAJANAN JAGIRDAR, who had 
given Marathi cinema an edge in the 1930s, and VASANT JOGLEKAR, who had shown tremendous potential, 

was being drained out of theMarathi industry as it migrated to the more prosperous Hindi film industry. Many 
others likeYESHWANT PETHKAR AND VASANT PAINTER who had begun their careers at Prabhat Film 
Company, had concentrated on hindi films from the very beginning, primarily because Prabhat was in its final 

“Hindi phase” whereby it hoped to achieve financial stability andhence, durability. 
During a 40s decade many Marathi film makers turned backed to Marathi film industry which includes V. 

SHANTARAM, RAJA NENE, GAJANAN JHAGIRDAR and so on. These talented directors then produced 
many successful Marathi films and won the hearts of audience. The list of successful films includes ‘AMER 
BHOOPALI(1951)’, ‘SASURWAS(1946)’, ‘JAI BHAVANI(1947)’, MANOOS, BRAHMACHARI  and so on. 

A producer and director BHALJI PENDHARKAR has given new dimension to Marathi films during 1940 to 
1960. Considering the aspiration of new generation BHALJI PENDHARKAR turned towards historical films 

CHAATRAPATI SHIVAJI, MHARANI YEASUBAI, MOHITYANCI MANJULA etc. These films were all 
woven around the life and times of Shivaji and dealt with individual episodes of valour, strategy and even 
romance. In fact, it has often been said that in Bhalji’s films on Chhatrapati Shivaji tell the warrior king’s entire 

life story. One of the directors RAM GABLABE made a debut in 1948 and produced a film named as 
VANDEMATARM which was based on Gandhian ideals and movement of freedom. This shows that this era 

has delivered versatile films touching several subjects like historical, social issues, patriotic, classical and so on 
forth.  This indicates that films makers, directors, script writers used to produce films which like the audience. 
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A period of 50’s decade is considered as individual excellence and prominence. This era has witnessed good 
story writer like G.D. MADGULKAR, P.L. DESHPANDE and others. A film ‘SHYAMCHI AAI’  by 

P.K.ATRE in 1954 made landmark in Marathi film because this film got PRESIDENT GOLDEN LOTOUS 
AWARD.This was also the period which saw the rise of a number of stars the first genuine stars of the Marathi 
film industry. True, there have always been stars in Marathi films: Master Vithal, Balasaheb Yadav, Zunzarrao 

Pawar, Ganpat Bakre, Lalita Pawar, Durga Khote, Shanta Apte, Mandrekar, Vanmala .. But none was exclusive 
to Marathi films. The stars of the 1950s and 1960s like Chandrakant, Suryakant, Chandrakant Gokhale, Hansa 

Wadkar, Baby Shakuntala, Sulochana, Rekha, Chitra, Smita, Jayashree Gadkar, Seema, Rajan Jawle, Raja 
Gosavi, Arun Sarnaik and Ramesh Dev were all exclusively Marathi film stars. And so were the character 
actors like Baburao Pendharkar, Raja Paranjpye, Sharad Talwalkar, Dhumal, Vasant Shinde, and Dada Salwi. 

This period is considered as golden era because the regional film industry lived up on its own though there was 
a competition from Hindi film industry. 

 
At the midst of 60s decade Maharashtra state was established from the struggle and sacrifice of 108 
martyrs.First chief minister of independent Maharashtra, Yeshwant Rao Chavan declared offering state award 

on the footing of National award. The very first year of the awards attracted 23 participant-films, of which 
seven films were short-listed by the seven-member jury headed by M.D. Bhat. The top three films/directors of 

1961-62 were: PRAPANCH (Madhukar Pathak), SUVASINI (Raja Paranjpye) and Shahir Parshuram (Anant 
Mane). A 60s decade did not contribute much in terms of innovation of Marathi film industry; rather many film 
maker just elaborated the concepts or galvanised various issues. Director ANANT MANE produced films 

mainly based on ‘Tamasha’ 
 

A decade of 1970s is considered as conflicting trend which was quiet discernable. The entry of DADA 
KONDKE through film ‘Songadya’ changed the pattern and dynamics of Marathi films. His films mainly 
contain sexually-implicit rural comedies with double-edged dialogue. His films captured humour of audience 

but unfortunately most of themdid not do well. During same time Dr.Jabbgar Patel was to become the only 
director who would consistently make films withinwhat came to be known as the New Cinema. Films like 

SAMNA, JAIT RE JAIT, UMBARTHA are the films which brought the new thought in Marathi cinema. This is 
a decade where Marathi films started producing in colours films and scrapping down old versions black and 
white. 

The 80s saw two comedy heroes catapult to stardom, Ashok Saraf and Laxmikant Berde. Around the mid-80s 
two young actors, donned the director's mantle: Mahesh Kothare and Sachin Pilgaonkar. Pilgaonkar directed 
Navri Mile Navryala and around the same time Mahesh Kothare directed Dhumdhadaka. Pilgaonkar's film was 

a box-office hit while Mahesh Kothare's film not only became a mega hit at the box-office but it also became a 
trend-setter and brought young audiences to Marathi Cinema. Mahesh Kothare then went on to make comedy 

films that became major hits. He made the first Marathi film shot on the anamorphic format (Cinemascope) - 
Dhadakebaaz. He brought a number of innovations in the technical quality of Marathi films and was also the 
first to bring Dolby Digital sound to Marathi Cinema with the film Chimni - Pakhara. He made the first Marathi 

film with Digital Special Effects, Pachadlela in 2004. In this period films dealt with many topics such as family 
issues, social problems, rural issues, simple comedy and so on. During 90s decade Marathi films started losing 

shining mainly because of proximity and dominance by Bollywood, further many films could not live up to 
expectations of audience. 

After the year 2000, we can witness some new Marathi films with different and interesting subject started 
catching the attention of young audience.In the past few years, the Marathi cinema industry has produced many 

films that are not onlycritically acclaimed but commercially successful as well. It has brought fresh ideas, 
untouched subjects and deeper human sensitivity on the celluloid. Acclaimed director Dr Jabbar Patel explains 

the reasons behind the change, “The kind ofMarathi cinema that is being made today is very fresh and different. 
This is thanks todirectors and writers getting exposed to world cinema via television, film festivals etc. They are 
coming up with new storylines and innovative concepts.” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ashok_Saraf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laxmikant_Berde
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahesh_Kothare
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sachin_%28actor%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sachin_%28actor%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sachin_%28actor%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dolby_Digital
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pachadlela
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Marathi Cinema received critical acclaim in the year 2004 with the film Shwaas bagging the GOLDEN LOTUS 
NATIONAL AWARD. It was also India's official entry to the 77th Academy Awardsand it also won the 

President's medal for best film, beating Bollywood's prolific output withquality. Shwaas, after Shyamchi Aai 
(1950) is only Marathi film to win the President'sMedal.The Maharashtra state government has begun to issue 
grants to Marathi film (between 1.5-3.0million rupees). After the success of "Shwaas", Indian media players 

like ‘Shringar Films’ and ‘Zee Telefilms’ are exhibiting a re-emerging interest in Marathi cinema. The 
growingpopularity of Marathi television (notably Zee Marathi and ETV Marathi) has also helped topopularize 

older Marathi cinema and promote the genre. Zee Talkies, a 24 hour channeldedicated to Marathi movies has 
been introduced to promote Marathi films. Films like NATARANGA, DEUL, HARISHCHANDRA CHI 
FACTORY (budget of 6 cr.), JOGVA, KAKA SPARSHA and many others have received appreciation by the 

audience.   
It is proud that “ZAPATLELA 2” in 3D has been introduced on 14 June 2013 by a renowned director and 

producer which is first Marathi 3D movie in the world where “LAVANI” Marathi FLOK DANCE has been 
shown in 3D effect. 
 

MAHARASHTRA STATE AWARD WINNING MOVIES : 

Following is the list of some of the important Marathi films wining state award. 

Production year Best film 1 Best film 2 Best film 3 

1962 Prapancha Suvasini Shahirparshuram 

1966 Sadhi maanse Kelaaisharajatajata ---------- 

1971 Mumbai cha javai Warnechwagh Laxmanresha 

1972 Jawai vikat ghene Bholibhabdi Andhalamartodola 

1974 Panduhawaldar Samana Bayyanonavresambhala 

1979 22nd June 1897 Sinhasan Paij 

1980 Umbartha Gondhalatgondhal Akrit 

1987 Ashi hi 
banwaabanwi 

Nashibwan Rangatsanget 

1991 Ekhotavidushak Apli manse Wajwaa re wajwa 

1993 Muktta Warsaalakshmicha Mazzachhakula 

1995 Raosaheb Putrawati Suna yeti ghari 

 

NATIONAL FILM AWARD : 

The National Film Award for Best Feature Film in Marathi is one of the National Film Awards presented 
annually by the Directorate of Film Festivals, the organization set up by Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting, India. It is one of several awards presented for feature films and awarded with Rajat Kamal 

(Silver Lotus) and cash prize.The National Film Awards, established in 1954, are the most prominent film 
awards in India that merit the best of the Indian cinema. The ceremony also presents awards for films in various 
regional languages.   

Awards for films in seven regional language (Bengali, Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam, Marathi, Tamil and Telugu) 

started from 2nd National Film Awards which were presented on 21 December 1955. Three awards of 
"President's Silver Medal for Best Feature Film", "Certificate of Merit for the Second Best Feature Film" and 

"Certificate of Merit for the Third Best Feature Film" were instituted. The latter two certificate awards were 
discontinued from 15th National Film Awards (1967). 

Directed by P. K. Atre, the 1954 film Mahatma Phule, based on life of a Maharashtrian social reformer Jyotiba 

Govindrao Phule, was honoured with the first president's Silver Medal for Best Feature Film in Marathi. More 
than 50 Marathi films have been received National Award some of the important as under. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Film_Awards
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Directorate_of_Film_Festivals
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Information_and_Broadcasting_%28India%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Information_and_Broadcasting_%28India%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Film_Awards
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_cinema
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Languages_of_India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindi_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kannada_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malayalam_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marathi_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telugu_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2nd_National_Film_Awards
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/15th_National_Film_Awards
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pralhad_Keshav_Atre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahatma_Phule_%28film%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jyotirao_Phule
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jyotirao_Phule
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Production Year Best Feature Film in 

Marathi 

Director 

1954 ShyamchiAaiAcharya PralhadKeshavAtre 

1955 Mahatma Phule AacharyaAtre 

1957 ShirdicheSaibaba Kumarsen Samarth 

1962 Prapanch MadhukarPathak 

1967 PavanaKathchaDhondi Anant Thakur 

1969 Ekti Raja Thakur 

1970 TambdiMati BhaljiPendharkar 

1972 Shantata! Court ChaluAahe SatyadevDubey 

1973 Pinjra V. Shantaram 

1976 Saamna Dr.Jabbar Patel 

1978 Jait Re Jait Dr.Jabbar Patel 

1979 Sinhasan Dr.Jabbar Patel 

1980 22 June 1897 Nachiket and JayuPatwardhan 

1982 Umbartha Dr.Jabbar Patel 

1985 Mahananda K.G.Korgaokar 

1992 EkHotaVidushak Dr.Jabbar Patel 

1995 Bangarwadi AmolPalekar 

2000 GharaBaher Sanjay Surkar 

2001 Astitva Mahesh Manjrekar 

2003 Vaastuprush SumitraBhave/Sunil Sukthankar 

2004 Not Only Mrs.Raut GajendraAhire 

2005 Uttarayan BipinNadkarni 

2006 Dombivali Fast NishikantKamat 

2006-2007 ShevriGajendra Ahire 

2008 Nirop Sachin Kundalkar 

2009 Harishchandrachi Factory PareshMokashi 

 

SOME SUCCESSFUL ARTIESTS:- 

DIRECTORS FEMALE 

ACTOR 

MALE ACTOR MALE 

SINGER 

FEMAL 

SINGER 

PRODUCERS 

BABURAO 
PAINTER 

SULOCHANA SHARD 
TALVALKAR 

SUDHIR 
PHADKE 

LATA 
MANGESHKA

R 

PRABHAT 
FILMS 

RAJA 
PARANJPE 

JAYSHREE 
GARDKAR 

KASHINATH 
GHANEKAR 

ARUN DATE ASHA 
BHOSLE 

RAJKAMAL 

BHALJI 
PENDHARKE

R 

SEEMA DEV RAMESH DEV SURESH 
WADKAR 

SUMAN 
KALYANPUR 

HAUNSARAJ 

MAHESH 
KOTHARE 

ALKA 
KUBAL 

ASHOK SARAF JAYVANT 
KULKARNI 

ANURADHA 
PAUDWAL 

THE GREAT 
MRATHA 

ENTERIANMEN
T 

SACHIN 

PILGAONKA
R 

ROHINI 

HATTANGA
DI 

SACHIN 

KHEDEKAR 

HRIDYANANT

H 
MANGESHKA
R 

SOULOCHAN

A CHAVAN 

ASHMITA 

CHITRA 

MAHESH 

MANJREKAR 

RANJANA LASKHIMIKAN

T BERDE 

RAVINDRA 

SATHE 

BAKUL 

PANDIT 

NAVYUG 

FILMS 
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DR. JABBAR 
PATEL 

VARSHA 
USGAONKA
R 

BHARAT 
JADHAV 

SWAPNIL 
BANDHODKA
R 

MANIK 
VERMA  

PRAFUL FILMS 

 

CHALLENGES BEFORE MARATHI FILMS 

A) MARKETING OF MARATHI FILMS 

Marathi cinema in pre independence period was not commercially developed as like today. The success of 

Marathi films in those days was mainly based on the subject content and test of the audience. Marketing was 

mainly through publicity because other modes of communication were not developed. Even lack of marketing 

knowledge and skills did not bring glory to Marathi cinema in pre independence and some years of post-

independence period.Therefore, successes rate of Marathi films was uneven. Many a times directors are 

themselves the producers which includes BHALJI PENDHARKAR, GAJANAN JHAGIRDAR, DADA SAHIB 

PHALKE and so on. These people had suffered huge losses in their career; even many producers of old time 

closed there film making companies too. Such companies include Prabhat films, Maharashtra Film Company, 

New Hauns, Navayug Chitra, Prafulla Pictures etc. in many cases reason were seemed to be inappropriate 

marketing mix. But in the recent years directors and producers have learnt from the past lesson and have been 

stressing to marketing and advertising the films in pre and post production of Marathi movies. Marathi movies 

marketing triangle includes selling the movie to the producer, marketing the movies to the masses, and 

marketing to the masses by distributors. But main marketing is done by producers. Marketing techniques 

includes advertising through T.V , newspapers, posters, star interviews, calling film members at TV shows as 

guest appearance and thereby appealing the viewers to watch movies and so on. 

B) MARKET SHARE: 

MARKET SHARE BY NUMBER OF RELEASES  
Hindi  23%  Malayalam  8%  

Tamil  13%  Marathi  8%  

Telugu  21%  Bhojpuri  6%  

Kannada  10%  Others  11%  

Source : Central Board of Film Certification  

 

From the above data it seems that market share of Marathi films is lower than other regional movies. Generally 

following reasons are responsible for low market share. 

I. Improper marketing technique. 

II. Limited number of movies. 

III. Low budget.  

IV. Improper handling of subjects expects few movies. Many a times directors are not exhibiting there 

subjects or rather too much repetition of shots refrain the audience from watching the movie 

V. Lack of interest shown by Marathi audience in watching Marathi films. 
 

C) COMPETITION 

 There has been a great deal of competition from Hindi and English films which has changed the preference 

of audience towards the Marathi cinema. Even there is also a stiff competition from Marathi film directors 

and producers. 
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D) LACK OF FINANCE:- 

 It has been witnessed that Marathi films are suffering from adequate finance. In pre and post-independence 

directors used to finance films from personal funds this led them to face lot financial crisis due to erratic 

success of Marathi films. Sometime, bankers are unwilling to provide finance to Marathi films due to 

vulnerability of profitability. Maharashtra Government is providing subsidies to Marathi films but still it is 

inadequate. Under budget of Maharashtra state 2012-13 government has announced exemption of Rs. 2 

from entertainment tax for showing picture at prime time. 

E) CHANGE IN PREFERENCE OF AUDIENCE 

 Over the years, Marathi cinema has been dealing with the subjects which are boring and slow moving. 

Similarly the language used in most Marathi films has been scoundrel which failed to attract the attention of 

audience. Today’s audience especially young crowd expects lot action, glamor and comedy. But many 

Marathi films have failed in providing good contents expect few. 

F) COSMOPLITIAN STRUCTURE OF SOCIETY 

 In the state of Maharashtra, city and urban areas have seen cosmopolitan population. This is one reason why 

the theater owners do not give prime time for Marathi movies and like to exhibit Hindi or English movies. 

Expect few Marathi films have failed in attracting non - Marathi audience 

G) MIGRATION OF ACTORS AND ACTRESES:- 

 Due to booming in Hindi film industry and emoluments have attracted many Marathi actors and actress to 

work in Hindi film industry rather than destined in Marathi films. This is also the reason in failing the 

charm. Eg.Urmila Matondkar, Madhuri Dixit, Viju Khote, Bhagwandada, Shreyas Talpade and many other 

too. These people could have done lot of for Marathi films. 

H) IMPROPER MAKETING MIX: 

 4 Ps like product, price, place, promotion are not well synchronized in Marathi films leading to failure of 

Marathi films. A film as a product has failed in satisfying the Marathi audience, the reason may be due to 

wrong selection of stories, improper pricing and place in Cinema Theater. In promotion also Marathi films 

are lacking in front of Hindi and Tamil films. 

I) INADEQUATE USE OF TECHNOLOGY:- 

 Marathi films are failed in receiving glamour because of not using technology to the optimum extent. 

However, Hindi and Tamil films received lot of popularity as they have been using technology to the 

maximum extent and giving different effects and thereby holding attention of audience. 

J) LACK OF UNITY:- 

 On the challenges before Marathi film is lack of unity among producer, back stage artist, actor and actresses. 

This has to be redress at the earliest possible because this distracts attention of audience and resulting in to 

failure of Marathi cinema. 

K) CHALLENGE OF PIRACY: 

 Advancement in science and technology has thrown entire film industry into problem of piracy. Due to 

piracy many unauthorized cable operators are showing movies on cable network.Because of this market has 

automatically shrunk and the major chunk of profit is eroded as the audience gets the free viewing of movie 

without paying any extra money and thus the audience response to the movies becomes limited. 

L) MALE DOMINATION:- 

 Marathi film industry seems to be male dominated because except actress, involvement of females in other 

part of the film making as directors, producers, editors etc. is very rare. This means females’ role in film 

industry is limited. 
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SOLUTIONS:- 

A) Budget of Marathi films should be increased to a sizable extent. This includes better pay to technicians, 

actresses and actors, musician, story writers and so on. This would stop migration of Marathi artiestfrom 

Marathi films to Hind films. 

B) In most of the Marathi films’ shooting is done within the state of Maharashtra or some locations within 

India. Thus, Marathi films should go abroad and pick up good locations for shooting this would attract 

crowd towards Marathi cinema. 

C) The government should be very proactive to curb piracy problems for this purpose laws related to piracy 

should be made stricter and there should be vigilance squad to monitor piracy problem. 

D) Maharashtra government should prepare a policy whereby theater owners be forced to give prime time for 

Marathi films. 

E) In order to sustain in the competition Maharashtra state government should make budgetary provision of 

sizable amount for Marathi films. Even subsidy should be provided to certain extent in using advance 

technology.  

F) State owned commercial banks should be asked to provide working capital at concessional rate. 

G) State and central government should prepare laws to avoid political censorship because many a times it is 

observed that political leaders interfere with contents and forcing directors and producers to cut certain 

scene. This affects liberty of directors and refrain them from producing realistic films. 

H) Film makers should take help of marketing experts or marketing agencies for promotion of films’ rather 

than doing marketing on its own. 

I) To increase market share efforts should be made to develop pride about Marathi language at different levels 

among the masses. If people start respecting Marathi language they would automatically turn up towards 

Marathi films. Similarly, there should be proper blending of 4ps like product, price, place and promotion. 

J) Marathi cinema should spend lot of money on advertisement, because advertising is one which creates a 

desire among the audience. Different modes of advertising like TV, radio, hoardings, transit 

advertisingneed to be used simultaneously. 

K) Films makers should produce more realistic pictures and do not show too much exaggeration because this 

may affect the interest of the audience. 

L) There should be a continuous research for selection of the subject. The subject and contents of films should 

live up to the expectations of the audience. 

M) Distributers should be paid reasonable commission. This will make them to show interest in distribution of 

Marathi films. 

N) There should be a grievance cell to resolve the disputes between producers and actors. 

O) There should be skill development courses exclusively for Marathi films, where the skills like dialogue 

writing, acting, camera handling etc. will be taught. In this case help of senior artiest can be taken. 

P) There should be as much use of latest technology as possible in and animation in Marathi films. 

Q) All Marathi films should be free from entertainment tax for some years. So that ticket rate will be 

affordable for all. 

R) There should be lobbing at national level for Marathi films like Bengali and telgu films makers. 

CONCLUSIONS:-  

Since the inception of film industry, Marathi films have shown a great deal progress. But the journey of Marathi 

films over the year has seen lot of up and downs. Legends like DADASAHEB PHALKE, BHALJI 
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PENDHARKAR, V. SHANTRAM, RAJA PARANJPE, DR. JABBAR PATEL and many others have 

contributed a lot in Marathi films making and stayed in the hearts of many people. This industry has provided 

many employment opportunities like script writing, direction, editing, music direction, singing and so on. Even 

young directors, artiest, musicians, story writers have lifted Marathi cinema to new heights. This can be seen 

from two outstanding movies which won presidential awards namely “SHAMYAM CHI AAI” and “SHWAS”. 

Even many other Marathi films have won national and film fare and state awards; this signifies potential of 

Marathi films. Over the years, Hindi films and English films have created stiff competition for Marathi films 

which resulted into decline in its success. Sometime, improper marketing and promotional techniques, low 

financial budget improper content and so on laid failure of Marathi films. Only new ideas, subjects and use of 

technology will bring golden years in future  

In last ten years, Marathi films have seen tremendous appreciation by audience because many directors have 

come out of routine style of film making and dealing with more interesting and educative films. Films like 

SHWAS, KAKSPARSH, BALAK PALAK, NATARANG etc. have hit box office and received lot collection. 

Experimentation is a hope of Marathi films, therefore journey of Marathi films form silent movie “RAJA 

HARISHCHANDRA” to 3D movie “ZAPATLELA” is very astonishing.  

Thus last word is MARATHI PAAUL PADATI PUDHE………………. 
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